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Resumen
El objetivo a largo plazo de la investigacio´n incluida en esta Tesis Doctoral es la correcta
simulacio´n computacional del proceso de plegamiento de las proteı´nas. Por supuesto,
los resultados que se presentan aquı´ so´lo constituyen un pequen˜o paso en la direccio´n de
resolver este importante problema de la biologı´a.
En primer lugar, debido a la formacio´n universitaria como fı´sico teo´rico del candidato,
una gran parte del esfuerzo invertido en esta Tesis se ha dedicado a aprender los conceptos
y las herramientas necesarios para atacar el plegamiento de las proteı´nas. Por ello, con
el convencimiento de que una de las mejores formas de organizar y fijar lo aprendido
es escribirlo con la intencio´n de que otros puedan leerlo, los dos primeros capı´tulos se
dedican a introducir muchas de las ideas y una cierta parte del formalismo que, en el resto
de la memoria, se asumen conocidos y se aplican:
• En el capı´tulo 1, titulado “Protein folding basics”, se comentan, primero y con un
inevitable contenido subjetivo, las motivaciones que pueden llevar a un cientı´fico a
ocuparse del problema del plegamiento. A continuacio´n, se realiza una introduccio´n
a la estructura de proteı´nas, comenzando por los componentes fundamentales: los
aminoa´cidos, pasando por la formacio´n del enlace peptı´dico y acabando con los
elementos tı´picos de estructura secundaria. En la siguiente seccio´n del capı´tulo,
se describen los experimentos pioneros de Anfinsen y se define con precisio´n lo
que entenderemos por problema del plegamiento de las proteı´nas. Finalmente, los
diferentes marcos conceptuales y mecanismos de plegamiento propuestos en la lite-
ratura son discutidos, ası´ como el formalismo meca´nico-estadı´stico necesario para
entender a grandes rasgos la estabilidad del estado nativo frente al desplegado.
• En el capı´tulo 2, titulado “Introduction to quantum chemistry”, se realiza una in-
troduccio´n breve a la quı´mica cua´ntica, cuyas herramientas son ampliamente uti-
lizadas en el resto de la memoria. Se comienza por la definicio´n del Hamiltoniano
molecular, que es el objeto matema´tico central del que emana el resto del formalis-
mo, y se introducen las unidades ato´micas, en las cuales se expresan casi todas las
ecuaciones y resultados en quı´mica cua´ntica. Luego se discute la aproximacio´n de
Born-Oppenheimer para separar el movimiento de los nu´cleos del de los electrones
y se demuestra el sencillo teorema variacional, el cual esta´ en la base del me´todo
del mismo nombre para intentar encontrar buenas aproximaciones del estado funda-
mental del Hamiltoniano electro´nico. A continuacio´n, se describe la aproximacio´n
de Hartree como aperitivo para introducir, en la seccio´n siguiente, la mucho ma´s
usada aproximacio´n de Hartree-Fock, en sus variantes GHF, UHF y RHF. Luego, se
escriben los orbitales moleculares de Hartree-Fock en una base finita y se derivan
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las ecuaciones matriciales de Roothaan-Hall. En la siguiente seccio´n, los dife-
rentes tipos de orbitales ato´micos que pueden formar parte de la base finita son
descritos, con especial e´nfasis en los GTOs gaussianos y, ma´s concretamente, los
pertenecientes a las familias split-valence de Pople, las cuales sera´n las ma´s usadas
en el resto de la memoria. Finalmente, el me´todo conocido como Møller-Plesset 2
(MP2) para incluir ma´s correlacio´n en los resultados es brevemente comentado.
En el apartado de investigacio´n original de esta memoria, los trabajos han sido re-
alizados en dos fases ma´s o menos diferenciadas. En la primera, ciertas herramien-
tas teo´ricas y computacionales fueron desarrolladas con vistas a la futura simulacio´n de
macromole´culas biolo´gicas, ası´ como el disen˜o de potenciales ma´s precisos que sean ca-
paces de dar cuenta de los sutiles detalles que determinan, por ejemplo, el plegamiento
de las proteı´nas en el citoplasma celular. Los capı´tulos del 3 al 5 esta´n dedicados a la
introduccion de dichas herramientas:
• En el capı´tulo 3, titulado “A meaningful distance between potentials”, se presenta
un criterio estadı´stico (distancia) fı´sicamente significativo para sistemas complejos,
que permite evaluar la bondad de las aproximaciones a un cierto potencial de refe-
rencia en funcio´n de sus efectos en el comportamiento conformacional del sistema.
Despue´s de discutir las hipo´tesis que han de cumplir el conjunto de conformaciones
de trabajo y los potenciales estudiados, se define la distancia, que es el objeto central
del capı´tulo, se comenta su significado fı´sico y se arguye cua´les son los valores que
ha de tomar sobre una pareja de potenciales dados para que e´stos sean fı´sicamente
equivalentes a temperatura T . A continuacio´n, se discuten las posibles aplicaciones
de este criterio, mencionando, aparte de la ya citada evaluacio´n de la bondad de
las aproximaciones a un cierto potencial, la medida de la robustez de una funcio´n
energı´a potencial frente a cambios en los para´metros empı´ricos de los que depende
o la estimacio´n del efecto de un pequen˜o cambio en la naturaleza del sistema (p.ej.,
una mutacio´n de un residuo en una proteı´na). En la seccio´n siguiente, la distancia
introducida es comparada favorablemente con otras cantidades estadı´sticas habi-
tualmente usadas en la literatura, como la RMSD de la energı´a o el coeficiente de
correlacio´n de Pearson. Luego, algunas propiedades interesantes de la distancia
son investigadas: por ejemplo, se comprueba que su cuadrado es aproximadamente
aditivo y que, en determinadas condiciones bastante comunes, cumple muchas de
las propiedades relevantes de una me´trica, como la simetrı´a o la desigualdad trian-
gular. Finalmente, dos de las aplicaciones propuestas son ilustradas con ejemplos
pra´cticos: en primer lugar, se estudia la robustez con respecto a la modificacio´n
de ciertos para´metros libres de la energı´a de van der Waals que hay en el campo
de fuerzas de CHARMM para la proteı´na de 20 residuos conocida como caja de
tripto´fano, demostrando que, en algunas zonas del espacio de para´metros, la ro-
bustez no es muy elevada y que, por tanto, los fits para parametrizar dicha parte de
la energı´a potencial han de hacerse con sumo cuidado si se quiere que sean signi-
ficativos. En segundo lugar, se comparan diferentes niveles de la teorı´a en el es-
tudio ab initio del mapa de Ramachandran del dipe´ptido modelo HCO-L-Ala-NH2,
probando que, aunque tanto los me´todos RHF como B3LYP convergen ra´pidamente
en la base usada, las superficies de energı´a potencial producidas por ambos me´todos
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con una base de taman˜o medio son fı´sicamente disequivalentes. El trabajo descrito
en este capı´tulo ha sido publicado como:
J. L. Alonso and P. Echenique, A physically meaningful method for the comparison
of potential energy functions, J. Comp. Chem. 27 (2006) 238–252.
• En el capı´tulo 4, titulado “SASMIC internal coordinates”, se introduce un conjunto
sistema´tico de reglas que que definen un esquema de coordenadas internas, denomi-
nadas SASMIC, para mole´culas orga´nicas generales ramificadas. Estas coordenadas
son modulares y separan maximalmente (utilizando solamente informacio´n acerca
de la conectividad entre los a´tomos) los movimientos soft de los movimientos hard
en dichos sistemas, lo cual permite un tratamiento ma´s eficiente de las ligaduras
relacionadas con la estructura covalente de la mole´cula. La modularidad del es-
quema SASMIC, por otro lado, hace que estas coordenadas sean muy convenientes
para disen˜ar bases de datos de estructuras y el hecho de que su definicio´n sea sis-
tema´tica favorece su implementacio´n en aplicaciones computacionales. Como parte
del trabajo descrito en este capı´tulo, por ejemplo, un script de Perl ha sido desarro-
llado que genera las coordenadas SASMIC para pe´ptidos a partir de la secuencia
de aminoa´cidos. Adema´s de proporcionar dos grupos de reglas para definir estas
coordenadas, uno para polipe´ptidos y uno para mole´culas orga´nicas generales, el
esquema SASMIC se usa para evaluar la frecuente aproximacio´n que consiste en
sustituir la energı´a libre que provendrı´a de integrar ciertos grados de libertad irrele-
vantes de un sistema dado por la energı´a potencial constren˜ida a que dichos grados
de libertad este´n fijos en su valor de mı´nima energı´a. En este caso, se estudia la
integracio´n del a´ngulo χ de la cadena lateral del dipe´ptido modelo HCO-L-Ala-
NH2, calculando las energı´as con meca´nica cua´ntica al nivel RHF/6-31+G(d) y
mostrando, mediante la distancia introducida en el capı´tulo anterior, que la aproxi-
macio´n de la energı´a libre por la PES es buena hasta pe´ptidos de alrededor de 100
residuos. El trabajo descrito en este capı´tulo ha sido publicado como:
P. Echenique and J. L. Alonso, Definition of Systematic, Approximately Separa-
ble and Modular Internal Coordinates (SASMIC) for macromolecular simulation,
J. Comp. Chem. 27 (2006) 1076–1087.
• En el capı´tulo 5, titulado “Explicit factorization of external coordinates in con-
strained statistical mechanics models”, se presenta un resultado matema´tico que
resuelve el problema de la factorizacio´n de las coordenadas externas en los de-
terminantes de tensores me´tricos que aparecen en las probabilidades de equilibrio
de Meca´nica Estadı´stica cuando e´stas se expresan en coordenadas generalizadas
o cuando se imponen ligaduras rı´gidas sobre el sistema. Esto permite integrar el
movimiento global de las mole´culas, ahorrando tiempo de computacio´n y benefi-
cia´ndose de una descripcio´n ma´s sencilla en funcio´n de las coordenadas internas.
Adema´s, la expresio´n explı´cita del determinante de G, el tensor me´trico en el es-
pacio total, es derivada para las coordenadas SASMIC introducidas en el capı´tulo
anterior. El trabajo descrito en este capı´tulo ha sido publicado como:
P. Echenique and I. Calvo, Explicit factorization of external coordinates in con-
strained Statistical Mechanics models, J. Comp. Chem. 27 (2006) 1748–1755.
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En los dos u´ltimos capı´tulos de la Tesis, las herramientas descritas arriba son utilizadas
en problemas pra´cticos. Aunque el sistema estudiado (el dipe´ptido modelo HCO-L-Ala-
NH2) es uno concreto y esta´ relacionado con el ya mencionado objetivo de simular el
proceso de plegamiento de las proteı´nas, es necesario destacar en en este punto que las
tres herramientas comentadas arriba son aplicables a mole´culas generales y, en el caso de
la distancia y la factorizacio´n, a cualquier sistema fı´sico.
Dos aproximaciones destinadas a reducir el coste computacional del tratamiento cua´n-
tico del dipe´ptido modelo HCO-L-Ala-NH2 son definidas, discutidas y estudiadas a con-
tinuacio´n como comienzo de un programa ma´s a largo plazo. Dicho programa, incluye la
repeticio´n de las investigaciones en los dipe´ptidos correspondientes a los 19 aminoa´cidos
restantes, ası´ como el ana´lisis de la influencia de las fuerzas de largo alcance en oligo-
pe´ptidos, finalizando, eventualmente, con el disen˜o de un potencial cla´sico para simular
el problema del plegamiento.
• En el capı´tulo 6, titulado “Study of the effects of stiff and rigid constraints in the
conformational equilibrium of the alanine dipeptide”, se analiza la aproximacio´n
consistente en despreciar los determinantes de los tensores me´tricos que aparecen
en la distribucio´n de probabilidad de equilibrio y en el potencial de Fixman cuando
se imponen ligaduras de tipo stiff o rigid sobre el sistema. Para ello, en primer
lugar, se introduce el formalismo matema´tico y se derivan las expresiones de la
densidad de probabilidad en ambos casos. A continuacio´n, y despue´s de un breve
resumen acerca del uso en la literatura de las aproximaciones que van a ser es-
tudiadas, se presentan los ca´lculos computacionales (al nivel MP2/6-31++G(d,p))
necesarios para obtener tanto la superficie de energı´a potencial del dipe´ptido modelo
HCO-L-Ala-NH2 en el espacio de los a´ngulos de Ramachandran como los diferen-
tes determinantes de los tensores me´tricos en las mismas variables. En todo el
trabajo, se usan las coordenadas SASMIC (introducidas en el capı´tulo 4) para des-
cribir el sistema, y se integran las coordenadas externas gracias a las expresiones
halladas en el capı´tulo 5. Finalmente, se demuestra, usando la distancia definida
en el capı´tulo 3, que algunas de las correcciones son no despreciables si uno esta´
interesado en todo el espacio de Ramachandran, mientras que, si so´lo nos centramos
en la regio´n ma´s baja del mapa, en la que se hallan los principales elementos de
estructura secundaria, todos los te´rminos correctivos pueden ser despreciados hasta
pe´ptidos de longitud considerable. Segu´n nuestro conocimiento, e´sta es la primera
vez que se calculan todos los te´rminos correctivos en un sistema de intere´s biolo´gico
y con una funcio´n energı´a potencial realista. El trabajo descrito en este capı´tulo ha
sido publicado como:
P. Echenique, I. Calvo and J. L. Alonso, Quantum mechanical calculation of the
effects of stiff and rigid constraints in the conformational equilibrium of the Alanine
dipeptide, J. Comp. Chem. 27 (2006) 1733–1747.
• En el capı´tulo 7, titulado “Efficient model chemistries for peptides. Split-valence
Gaussian basis sets and the heterolevel approximation”, se realiza un estudio ex-
haustivo de la eficiencia de ciertasmodel chemistries, tanto homo- como heteronivel
y usando los me´todos RHF y MP2, para calcular el mapa de Ramachandran del
dipe´ptido modelo HCO-L-Ala-NH2. Los objetivos de este estudio son dos: por
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un lado, estudiar las bases gaussianas y split-valence de Pople, identificando las
funciones ma´s eficientes en este tipo de problema, y, por otro lado, comprobar la
hipo´tesis de heteronivel, muy utilizada en la literatura y que sostiene que es ma´s
eficiente calcular la geometrı´a del sistema a un nivel de la teorı´a ma´s bajo que el
usado para la energı´a. Con ma´s de 250 superficies de energı´a potencial y habiendo
invertido un tiempo de CPU de alrededor de 9 an˜os en el cluster bajo Linux del
Instituto de Biocomputacio´n y Fı´sica de los Sistemas Complejos (BIFI), se llega a
conclusiones muy detalladas respecto de los dos objetivos mencionados. Las ma´s
importantes son, en el caso de las bases, que la inclusio´n de polarizaciones en los
a´tomos pesados es muy eficiente y que existen bases pequen˜as, como la 6-31G(d),
que son capaces de dar cuenta de la geometrı´a con una gran precisio´n y a un coste
muy bajo. En el caso de la hipo´tesis de heteronivel, la conclusio´n general es que
se cumple para el comportamiento conformacional de este dipe´ptido, permitiendo
ahorrar en futuros estudios una gran cantidad de recursos computacionales. Por
u´ltimo, resaltar que tambie´n en este trabajo las herramientas desarrolladas en los
capı´tulos anteriores han resultado fundamentales y que la superficie de energı´a po-
tencial de referencia usada, el homonivel MP2/6-311++G(2df,2dp), es la ma´s pre-
cisa en la literatura, segu´n nuestro conocimiento. Este trabajo esta´ au´n en fase de
realizacio´n y, por tanto, no ha sido publicado.
Finalmente, una serie de ape´ndices han sido incluidos para tratar algunos temas breves
que no tenı´an fa´cil cabida en los capı´tulos. Ası´ en el ape´ndice A, se comenta el significado
de las densidades de probabilidad en relacio´n con algunos de los temas de la memoria. En
el ape´ndice B, se introduce la derivada funcional y, en el ape´ndice C, se describe el me´todo
de los multiplicadores de Lagrange, ambas herramientas utilizadas en el capı´tulo 2. En
el ape´ndice D, se demuestra un resultado matema´tico que indica que lo realizado en el
capı´tulo 5 se puede explicar geome´tricamente, y en el ape´ndice E, algunas notaciones y
definiciones relativas a los dipe´ptidos modelo son introducidas.
Por u´ltimo, aparte de los trabajos de investigacio´n mencionados en el resto de este
resumen y en los que esta´n basados los capı´tulos de esta memoria, los siguientes artı´culos
han sido tambie´n publicados como parte de un libro (el primero) o de proceedings de
congresos (los dos u´ltimos):
• J. L. Alonso, G. A. Chass, I. G. Csizmadia, P. Echenique and A. Taranco´n, Do theo-
retical physicists care about the protein-folding problem?, In the book: Meeting on
Fundamental Physics ’Alberto Galindo’, Alvarez-Estrada R. F. et al. (Ed.), Madrid:
Aula Documental, 2004.
• J. L. Alonso and P. Echenique, Relevant distance between two different instances of
the same potential energy in protein folding, Biophys. Chem. 115 (2005) 159–168.
• P. Echenique, J. L. Alonso and I. Calvo, Effects of constraints in general branched
molecules: A quantitative ab initio study in HCO-L-Ala-NH2, in From Physics to
Biology. The Interface between experiment and Computation. BIFI 2006 II Inter-
national Congress, edited by J. Clemente-Gallardo, Y. Moreno, J. F. Sa´enz Lorenzo
and A. Vela´zquez-Campoy, volume 851, pp. 108–116, AIP Conference Proceed-
ings, Melville, New York, 2006.

Summary
The long-term objective of the research that is included in this Ph.D. dissertation is the
correct computational simulation of the protein folding process. Of course, the results pre-
sented herein only constitute a small step towards the solution of this important problem
of biology.
Let us remark first that, due to the university formation as theoretical physicist of the
candidate, a great part of the effort invested in this dissertation has been devoted to learn
the concepts and tools that are necessary to tackle the folding of proteins. This is why,
with the belief that one of the best ways of organizing and settling the learned matter is to
write it with the intention that others could read it, the first two chapters are dedicated to
introduce many of the ideas and some of the formalism that are assumed to be known and
that are applied in the rest of the document:
• In chapter 1, entitled “Protein folding basics”, we first comment, from an unavoid-
ably subjective point of view, the motivations that may lead a scientist to study the
folding problem. Then, an introduction to protein structure is given, starting by
the fundamental building-blocks: the amino acids, following with the formation of
the peptide bond, and ending with the typical secondary structure elements. In the
next section of this chapter, we describe the pioneering experiments by Anfinsen
and we precisely define what shall be understood by protein folding problem. Fi-
nally, the different conceptual frameworks and mechanisms of folding proposed in
the literature are discussed, as well as the statistical mechanical formalism needed
to understand in broad strokes the stability of the native state with respect to the
unfolded one.
• In chapter 2, entitled “Introduction to quantum chemistry”, we briefly present the
basics of this discipline, whose tools are persistently used in the rest of the disser-
tation. We start by defining the molecular Hamiltonian, which is the central math-
ematical object from which the rest of the formalism emanates, and we introduce
the atomic units, in which most of the quantum chemistry equations and results
are expressed. Then, we discuss the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to separate
nuclear motion from that of lighter electrons, and we prove the simple variational
theorem, which underlies the method with the same name that is frequently used to
find good approximations to the fundamental state of the electronic Hamiltonian.
Next, Hartree approximation is introduced as an appetizer for the much more used
Hartree-Fock one in the following section, where the GHF, UHF and RHF forms
are described. Then, the Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals are written in a finite ba-
sis set and the Roothaan-Hall matrix equations are derived. In the next section, the
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different types of atomic orbitals that may be included in the basis set are discussed,
with special emphasis on the Gaussian Type Orbitals (GTOs) and, more concretely,
on those belonging to the split-valence Pople families, which are the most used ones
in the rest of the dissertation. Finally, the method known as Møller-Plesset 2 (MP2)
to include more correlation is briefly introduced.
In the original research part of this dissertation, the works may be considered to have
been made in two relatively separate phases. In the first one, certain theoretical and
computational tools have been developed with a view to future simulations of biologi-
cal macromolecules, as well as the design of more accurate potentials that could account
for the subtle details that determine, for example, the folding of proteins in the cellular
cytoplasm. Chapters from 3 to 5 are devoted to the introduction of those tools:
• In chapter 3, entitled “A meaningful distance between potentials”, we present a
physically meaningful statistical criterium (distance) for complex systems that al-
lows to assess the quality of the approximations to a given reference potential on the
basis of their effects in the conformational behaviour of the system. After discussing
the hypotheses that the working set of conformations and the potentials studied must
fulfill, we define the distance, which is the central object of the chapter, we com-
ment its physical meaning, and we argue what are the values that it must take on
a given pair of potentials in order for them to be physically equivalent at temper-
ature T . Next, we discuss the possible applications of this distance, adding to the
aforementioned evaluation of the goodness of the approximations to a certain po-
tential, the measure of the robustness of a potential energy function under changes
in the free empirical parameters on which it depends or the estimation of the ef-
fect of small changes in the characteristics of a given system (e.g., a mutation of a
residue in a protein). In the following section, the distance introduced is favourably
compared with other statistical quantities that are commonly used in the literature,
such as the energy RMSD or Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Then, some inter-
esting properties of the the distance are investigated: for example, we prove that its
square is approximately additive and that, in certain rather common conditions, it
satisfies some of the relevant properties of a metric, such as the symmetry or the
triangle inequality. Finally, two of the proposed applications are illustrated with
practical examples: first, we study the robustness of the van der Waals energy, as
implemented in CHARMM, with respect to the modification of certain free param-
eters for the 20-residue protein known as tryptophan-cage, showing that, in some
regions of the parameter space, the robustness is not very large and therefore the
fits performed to parameterize this part of the potential energy must be done much
carefully if they are intended to be meaningful. Secondly, we compare different
levels of the theory in the ab initio study of the Ramachandran map of the model
dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2, showing that, even though both the RHF and B3LYP
methods rapidly converge in the basis set, the potential energy surfaces produced by
them with the same medium-sized basis set are physically inequivalent. The work
described in this chapter has been published as:
J. L. Alonso and P. Echenique, A physically meaningful method for the comparison
of potential energy functions, J. Comp. Chem. 27 (2006) 238–252.
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• In chapter 4, entitled “SASMIC internal coordinates”, we introduce a systematic
set of rules that define a scheme of internal coordinates, called SASMIC, for general
branched organic molecules. These coordinates are modular and they maximally
separate (using only information about the connectivity among the atoms) the soft
from the hard movements of such systems. This permits a more efficient treatment
of constraints related to the covalent structure of the molecule. The modularity of
the SASMIC scheme, on the other hand, renders these coordinates very convenient
to be used in the design of databases of structures, and the fact that their defini-
tion is systematic favours their implementation in computer codes. As a part of the
work described in this chapter, for example, a Perl script has been developed that
generates the SASMIC coordinates for peptides taking the amino acid sequence
as the input. In addition to providing two different set of rules for defining these
coordinates, one for polypeptides and one for general organic molecules, we have
used the SASMIC scheme to evaluate the frequent approximation that consists in
substituting the free energy that would come from the integration of certain irrel-
evant degrees of freedom of a given system by the potential energy constrained to
the subspace in which these degrees of freedom are fixed to their optimal value. In
this case, we study the integration of the side chain angle χ of the model dipep-
tide HCO-L-Ala-NH2, calculating the energy functions with quantum mechanics at
RHF/6-31+G(d) and showing, with the distance introduced in the previous chapter,
that the approximation of the free energy by the so-called Potential Energy Surface
(PES) is good up to 100-residue peptides. The work described in this chapter has
been published as:
P. Echenique and J. L. Alonso, Definition of Systematic, Approximately Separa-
ble and Modular Internal Coordinates (SASMIC) for macromolecular simulation,
J. Comp. Chem. 27 (2006) 1076–1087.
• In chapter 5, entitled “Explicit factorization of external coordinates in constrained
statistical mechanics models”, we present a mathematical result that solves the prob-
lem of the factorization of the external coordinates in the mass-metric tensors de-
terminants that appear in the equilibrium conformational probabilities in statistical
mechanics when they are expressed in general curvilinear coordinates or rigid con-
straints are imposed on the system. This allows to integrate the global motion of
molecules, saving computational time and benefiting from a simpler description in
terms of the internal coordinates. In addition, the explicit expression of the de-
terminant of G, the whole-space mass-metric tensor, is derived for the SASMIC
coordinates introduced in the preceding chapter. The work described in this chapter
has been published as:
P. Echenique and I. Calvo, Explicit factorization of external coordinates in con-
strained Statistical Mechanics models, J. Comp. Chem. 27 (2006) 1748–1755.
In the last two chapters of this dissertation, the tools and techniques described above
are used in practical problems. Although the system studied (the model dipeptide HCO-L-
Ala-NH2) is a particular one and it is related to the already mentioned goal of simulating
the protein folding process, it is necessary to remark that the three tools introduced in the
previous chapters are applicable to general molecules and, in the case of the distance and
the factorization, to any physical system.
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Two approximations aimed at reducing the computational cost of the quantum treat-
ment of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 are defined, discussed and studied as the
beginning of a longer-term program, which includes the analysis of the dipeptides corre-
sponding to the 19 remaining amino acids, as well as the evaluation of the influence of
sequence long-range interaction in oligopeptides. This program will eventually end with
the design of a classical potential to simulate the protein folding.
• In chapter 6, entitled “Study of the effects of stiff and rigid constraints in the con-
formational equilibrium of the alanine dipeptide”, we analyze the approximation
that consists of neglecting the mass-metric tensors determinants that appear in the
equilibrium probability distribution and in Fixman’s compensating potential when
stiff or rigid constraints are imposed on the system. To this end, we first introduce
the mathematical formalism and derive the probability density expressions in both
cases. Next, and after a brief summary of the use in the literature of the approxi-
mations that are going to be studied, we present the computational calculations (at
the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of the theory) that are needed to obtain the potential
energy surface of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 in the space spanned by
the Ramachandran angles, as well as the determinants of the mass-metric tensors as
functions of the same variables. In the whole work, the SASMIC coordinates (intro-
duced in chapter 4) are used to describe the system, and the external coordinates are
integrated out thanks to the expressions found in chapter 5. Finally, we show, using
the distance defined in chapter 3, that some of the corrections are non-negligible
if one is interested in the whole Ramachandran space, whereas, if we focus in the
lowest region of the map, where the main secondary structure elements are located,
then we may neglect all correcting terms up to peptides of considerable length. As
far as we are aware, this is the first time that all corrections are calculated in a bi-
ologically interesting molecule and with a realistic potential energy function. The
work described in this chapter has been published as:
P. Echenique, I. Calvo and J. L. Alonso, Quantum mechanical calculation of the
effects of stiff and rigid constraints in the conformational equilibrium of the Alanine
dipeptide, J. Comp. Chem. 27 (2006) 1733–1747.
• In chapter 7, entitled “Efficient model chemistries for peptides. Split-valence Gaus-
sian basis sets and the heterolevel approximation”, we present an exhaustive study
of the efficiency of both homo- and heterolevel model chemistries, with the RHF
and MP2 methods, for calculating the potential energy surface (PES) of the model
dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 in the space spanned by the Ramachandran angles. The
aims of this study are two: on the one hand, to study Pople’s families of split-
valence Gaussian basis sets, identifying the most efficient functions for this type
of problem, and, on the other hand, to check the heterolevel assumption, which is
very frequently used in the literature and states that it is more efficient to calculate
the geometry of the the system at a lower level than the one used for computing
the energy. With more than 250 potential energy surfaces that have taken around
9 years of CPU time to be calculated in the Linux cluster of the Institute for Bio-
computation and Physics of Complex Systems (BIFI), we arrive at very detailed
conclusions with respect to the two aforementioned objectives. The most important
ones are, in the case of the basis sets, that it is very efficient to include polarization
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shells in heavy atoms and that there exist small basis sets, such as 6-31G(d), which
can account for the geometry with high accuracy and at a low cost. Regarding the
heterolevel assumption, the general conclusion is that it is indeed correct for the
conformational behaviour of this dipeptide, thus allowing to save a large amount of
computational resources in future studies. Finally, let us remark that, also in this
work, the tools developed in the previous chapters turned out to be essential and
that the reference PES, the MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd) homolevel, is the most accu-
rate one in the literature, as far as we are aware. This study is still in progress and,
therefore, it has not been published yet.
Apart from the chapters summarized above, a number of appendices have been in-
cluded to deal with some brief issues that could not be easily fit in the chapters. Hence,
in appendix A, we comment the meaning of probability densities in relation to some of
the topics in the main body of the dissertation. In appendix B, we introduce the func-
tional derivative and, in appendix C, we describe the Lagrange multipliers method, both
tools used in chapter 2. In appendix D, we prove a mathematical result that contributes to
explain the calculations performed in chapter 5 from a more fundamental point of view.
Finally, in appendix E, some notation and definitions regarding model dipeptides are in-
troduced.
In addition to the research papers mentioned in the rest of this summary and on which
the chapters in this dissertation are based, the following articles have been published as a
part of a book (the first one) or in conference proceedings (the last two):
• J. L. Alonso, G. A. Chass, I. G. Csizmadia, P. Echenique and A. Taranco´n, Do theo-
retical physicists care about the protein-folding problem?, In the book: Meeting on
Fundamental Physics ’Alberto Galindo’, Alvarez-Estrada R. F. et al. (Ed.), Madrid:
Aula Documental, 2004.
• J. L. Alonso and P. Echenique, Relevant distance between two different instances of
the same potential energy in protein folding, Biophys. Chem. 115 (2005) 159–168.
• P. Echenique, J. L. Alonso and I. Calvo, Effects of constraints in general branched
molecules: A quantitative ab initio study in HCO-L-Ala-NH2, in From Physics to
Biology. The Interface between experiment and Computation. BIFI 2006 II Inter-
national Congress, edited by J. Clemente-Gallardo, Y. Moreno, J. F. Sa´enz Lorenzo
and A. Vela´zquez-Campoy, volume 851, pp. 108–116, AIP Conference Proceed-
ings, Melville, New York, 2006.

Chapter 1
Protein folding basics
I always feel like running away when any
one begins to talk about proteids in my pres-
ence. In my youth I had a desire to attack
these dragons, but now I am afraid of them.
They are unresolved problems of chemistry;
and let me add, they are likely to remain such
for generations to come. Yet every one who
knows anything about chemistry and physi-
ology, knows that these proteids must be un-
derstood, before we can hope to have a clear
conception of the chemical processes of the
human body. [9]
— Ira Ramsen, 1904
1.1 Why study proteins?
The motivation
Virtually every scientific book or article starts with a paragraph in which the writer tries to
persuade the readers that the topic discussed is very important for the future of humankind.
We stick to that tradition in this Ph.D. dissertation; but with the confidence that, in the case
of proteins, the persuasion process will turn out to be rather easy and automatic.
Proteins are a particular type of biological molecules that can be found in every single
living being on Earth. The characteristic that renders them essential for understanding
life is simply their versatility. In contrast with the relatively limited structural variations
present in other types of important biological molecules, such as carbohydrates, lipids
or nucleic acids, proteins display a seemingly infinite capability for assuming different
shapes and for producing very specific catalytic regions on their surface. As a result,
proteins constitute the working force of the chemistry of living beings, performing almost
every task that is complicated. Quoting the first sentence of a section (which shares this
section’s title) in Lesk’s book [10]:
In the drama of life on a molecular scale, proteins are where the action is.
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Just to state a few examples of what is meant by ‘action’, in living beings, proteins
• are passive building blocks of many biological structures, such as the coats of
viruses, the cellular cytoskeleton, the epidermal keratin or the collagen in bones
and cartilages;
• transport and store other species, from electrons to macromolecules;
• as hormones, transmit information and signals between cells and organs;
• as antibodies, defend the organism against intruders;
• are the essential components of muscles, converting chemical energy into mechan-
ical one, and allowing the animals to move and interact with the environment;
• control the passage of species through the membranes of cells and organelles;
• control gene expression;
• are the essential agents in the transcription of the genetic information into more
proteins;
• together with some nucleic acids, form the ribosome, the large molecular organelle
where proteins themselves are synthesized;
• as chaperones, protect other proteins to help them to acquire their functional three-
dimensional structure.
Due to this participation in almost every task that is essential for life, protein science
constitutes a support of increasing importance for the development of modern Medicine.
On one side, the lack or malfunction of particular proteins is behind many pathologies;
e.g., in most types of cancer, mutations are found in the tumor suppressor p53 protein
[11]. Also, abnormal protein aggregation characterizes many neurodegenerative disor-
ders, including Huntington, Alzheimer, Creutzfeld-Jakob (“mad cow”), or motor neuron
diseases [12–14]. Finally, to attack the vital proteins of pathogens (HIV [15, 16], SARS
[17], hepatitis [18], etc.), or to block the synthesis of proteins at the bacterial ribosome
[19], are common strategies to battle infections in the frenetic field of rational drug design
[20].
Apart from Medicine, the rest of human technology may also benefit from the so-
lutions that Nature, after thousands of millions1 of years of ‘research’, has found to the
typical practical problems. And that solutions are often proteins: New materials of ex-
traordinary mechanical properties could be designed from the basis of the spider silk
[21, 22], elastin [23] or collagen proteins [24]. Also, some attempts are being made to
integrate these new biomaterials with living organic tissues and make them respond to
stimuli [25]. Even further away on the road that goes from passive structural functions
to active tasks, no engineer who has ever tried to solve a difficult chemical problem can
avoid to experience a feeling of almost religious inferiority when faced to the speed, ef-
ficiency and specificity with which proteins cut, bend, repair, carry, link or modify other
chemical species. Hence, it is normal that we play with the idea of learning to control that
power and have, as a result, nanoengines, nanogenerators, nanoscissors, nanomachines
in general [26]. This Ph.D. candidate, in particular, felt a small sting of awe when he
learnt about the pump and the two coupled engines of the principal energy generator in
1 Herein, we shall use the ‘British’ convention for naming large numbers; in which 109=‘a thousand
million’, 1012=‘a billion’, 1015=‘a thousand billion’, 1018=‘a trillion’, and so on.
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Figure 1.1: Four molecular machines formed principally by proteins. Figures taken from the
Molecule of the month section of the RSCB Protein Data Bank (http://www.pdb.org), we thank
the RSCB PDB and David S. Goodsell, from the Scripps Research Institute, for kind permission
to use them. (a) ATP synthase: it acts as an energy generator when it is traversed by protons that
make its two coupled engines rotate in reverse mode and the ATP molecule is produced. (b) RNA
polymerase: it slides along a thread of DNA reading the base pairs and synthesizing a matching
copy of RNA. (c) GroEL-GroES complex: it helps unfolded proteins to fold by sheltering them
from the overcrowded cellular cytoplasm. (d) Ribosome: it polymerizes amino acids to form
proteins following the instructions written in a thread of mRNA.
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the cell, the ATP synthase (fig. 1.1a); about the genetic Xerox machine, the RNA poly-
merase (fig. 1.1b); about the hut where the proteins fold under shelter, the GroEL-GroES
complex (fig. 1.1c); or about the macromolecular factory where proteins are created, the
ribosome (fig. 1.1d), to quote four specially impressive examples. Agreeing again with
Lesk [10]:
Proteins are fascinating molecular devices.
From a more academic standpoint, proteins are proving to be a powerful center of
interdisciplinary research, making many diverse fields and people with different forma-
tions come in contact2. Proteins force biologists, biochemists and chemists to learn more
physics, mathematics and computation and force mathematicians, physicists and com-
puter technicians to learn more biology, biochemistry and chemistry. This, indeed, cannot
be negative.
In 2005, in a special section of the Science magazine entitled “What don’t we know?”
[27], a selection of the hundred most interesting yet unanswered scientific questions was
presented. What indicates the role of proteins, and particularly of the protein folding prob-
lem (treated in sec. 1.3), as focuses of interdisciplinary collaboration is not the inclusion
of the question Can we predict how proteins will fold?, which was a must, but the large
number of other questions which were related to or even dependent on it, such asWhy do
humans have so few genes?, How much can human life span be extended?, What is the
structure of water?, How does a single somatic cell become a whole plant?, How many
proteins are there in humans?, How do proteins find their partners?, How do prion dis-
eases work?, How will big pictures emerge from a sea of biological data?, How far can
we push chemical self-assembly? or Is an effective HIV vaccine feasible?.
In this direction, probably the best example of the use that protein science makes of
the existing human expertise, and of the positive feedback that this brings up in terms of
new developments and resources, can be found in the machines that every one of us has
on his/her desktops. In a first step, the enormous amount of biological data that emerges
from the sequencing of the genomes of different living organisms requires computerized
databases for its proper filtering. The NCBI GenBank database3, which is one of the
most exhaustive repositories of sequenced genetic material, has doubled the number of
deposited DNA bases approximately every 18 months since 1982 (see fig. 1.2a) and has
recently (in August 2005) exceeded the milestone of 100 Gigabases (1011) from over
165,000 species.
Among them, and according to the Entrez Genome Project database4, the sequencing
of the complete genome of 366 organisms has been already achieved and there are 791
more to come in next few years. In the group of the completed ones, most are bacteria,
and there are only two mammals: the poor laboratory mouse,Mus Musculus, and, notably
[28], the Homo Sapiens (with ∼ 3 · 109 bases and a mass-media-broadcast battle between
the private firm Celera and the public consortium IHGSC).
However, not all the DNA encodes proteins (not all the DNA is genes). Typically,
more than 95% of the genetic material in living beings is junk DNA, also called non-coding
2 The Institute for Biocomputation and Physics of Complex Systems, which P. Echenique and his Ph.D.
advisor, J. L. Alonso are part of, is a local example of this rather new form of collaboration among scientists.
3 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/
4 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=genomeprj
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Figure 1.2: Recent exponential progress in genomics, proteomics and computer technology. (a)
Evolution of the number of DNA bases deposited at the GenBank database. (b) Evolution of the
number of protein sequences at the UniProt Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL databases. (c) Evolution of
the number of protein three-dimensional structures at the Protein Data Bank. (d) Moore’s Law:
evolution of the number of transistors in the Intel CPUs.
DNA (a more neutral term which seems recommendable in the light of some recent discov-
eries [29–31]). So, in a second step, the coding regions must be identified and each gene
translated into the amino acid sequence of a particular protein5. The UniProt database6
is, probably, the most comprehensive repository of these translated protein sequences and
also of others coming from a variety of sources, including direct experimental determi-
nation [34, 35]. UniProt is comprised by two different sub-databases: the Swiss-Prot
Protein Knowledgebase, which contains extensively human-annotated protein sequences
with low redundancy; and TrEMBL, which contains computer-annotated sequences ex-
tracted directly from the underlying nucleotide entries at databases such as GenBank and
where only the most basic redundancies have been removed.
The UniProt/Swiss-Prot database contains, at the moment (on 30 May 2006), around
200,000 protein sequences from about 10,000 species, and it has experienced an exponen-
tial growth (since 1986), doubling the number of records approximately every 41 months
5 Note that many variations [32, 33] may occur before, during and after the process of gene expression,
so that the relation gene-to-protein is not one-to-one. The size of the human proteome (the number of
different proteins), for example, is estimated to be an order of magnitude or two larger than the size of the
genome.
6 http://www.uniprot.org
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(see fig. 1.2b). In turn, the UniProt/TrEMBL database contains almost 3 million protein
sequences from more than 100,000 species, and its growth (from 1997) has also been ex-
ponential, doubling the number of records approximately every 16 months (see fig. 1.2b).
After knowing the sequence of a protein, the next step towards the understanding
of biological processes is the characterization of its three-dimensional structure. Most
proteins perform their function under a very specific native shape which involves many
twists, loops and bends of the linear chain of amino acids (see sec. 1.3). This spatial
structure is much more important than the sequence for biochemists to predict and un-
derstand the mechanisms of life and it can be resolved, nowadays, by fundamentally two
experimental techniques: for small proteins, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [36, 37]
and, more commonly, for proteins of any size, x-ray crystallography [38–40]. The three-
dimensional structures so obtained are deposited in a centralized public-access database
called Protein Data Bank (PDB)7 [41]. From the 13 structures deposited in 1976 to the
33,782 (from more than a thousand species) stored in June 2006, the growth of the PDB
has been (guess?) exponential, doubling the number of records approximately every 3
years (see fig. 1.2c).
To summarize, in June 2006, we have sequenced partial segments of the genetic mate-
rial of around 160,000 species, having completed the genomes of only 366; we know the
sequences of some of the proteins of around 100,000 species and the three-dimensional
structure of proteins in 1,103 species8. However, according to the UNMillennium Ecosys-
tem Assessment9, the number of species formally identified is 1.7-2 million and the esti-
mated total number of species on Earth ranges from 5 million to 30 million [42]. There-
fore, we should expect that the exponential growth of genomic and proteomic data will
continue to fill the hard-disks, collapse the broadband connexions and heat the CPUs of
our computers at least for the next pair of decades.
Fortunately, the improvement of silicon technology behaves in the same way: In fact,
in 1965, GordonMoore, co-founder of Intel, made the observation that the number of tran-
sistors per square inch had doubled every year since the integrated circuit was invented,
and predicted that this exponential trend would continue for the foreseeable future. This
has certainly happened (although the doubling time seems to be closer to 18 months) and
this empirical law, which is not expected to fail in the near future, has become to be known
as Moore’s Law (see fig. 1.2d for an example involving Intel processors). So we do not
have to worry about running short of computational resources!
Of course, information produces more information, and the public databases do not
end at the three-dimensional structures of proteins. In the last few years, a number of
more specific web-based repositories have been created in the field of molecular biology.
There is the Protein Model Database (PMDB)10 [43], where theoretical three-dimensional
protein models are stored (including all models submitted to last four editions of the
CASP11 experiment [44]); the ProTherm12 and ProNIT13 databases [45], where a wealth
of thermodynamical data is stored about protein stability and protein-nucleic acid in-
7 http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/
8 http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases/pdbsum/
9 http://www.millenniumassessment.org
10 http://www.caspur.it/PMDB/
11 http://predictioncenter.gc.ucdavis.edu
12 http://gibk26.bse.kyutech.ac.jp/jouhou/Protherm/protherm.html
13 http://gibk26.bse.kyutech.ac.jp/jouhou/pronit/pronit.html
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Figure 1.3: Molecular models. Compare the arduously hand-made models of Watson and Crick’s
DNA double helix (left) or Pauling and Corey’s protein α-helix (center) with the three-dimensional
structures that can be drawn in milliseconds by any of the nowadays available molecular visual-
ization programs (right).
teractions, respectively; the dbPTM14 database [46], that stores information on protein
post-translational modifications; the PINT15 database [47], with thermodynamical data on
protein-protein interactions; and so on and so forth.
In addition to the use of computers for storage and retrieval of enormous quantities
of data, the increasing numerical power of these machines is customarily used for a wide
variety of applications that range from molecular visualization (see fig. 1.3), to long simu-
lations aimed to solve the equations governing biological systems (a topic discussed more
in detail in the rest of this dissertation).
Indeed, as Richard Dawkins has stated [48]:
What is truly revolutionary about molecular biology in the post-Watson-Crick
era is that it has become digital.
Finally, apart from all the convincing reasons and the appeals to authority given above,
what is crystal-clear is that proteins are an unsolved and difficult enigma. And those are
two irresistible qualities for any flesh and blood scientist.
1.2 Summary of protein structure
The main character of the story
In spite of their diverse biological functions, summarized in the previous section, proteins
are a rather homogeneous class of molecules from the chemical point of view. They are
linear heteropolymers, i.e., unbranched chains of different identifiable monomeric units.
Before they are assembled into proteins, these building units are called amino acids
and can exist as standalone stable molecules. All amino acids are made up of a central
α-carbon with four groups attached to it: an amino group (—NH2), a carboxyl group
(—COOH), a hydrogen atom and a fourth arbitrary group (—R) (see fig. 1.5). In aque-
ous solvent and under physiological conditions, both the amino and carboxyl groups are
14 http://dbPTM.mbc.nctu.edu.tw
15 http://www.bioinfodatabase.com/pint/
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charged, the first accepting one proton and getting a positive charge, and the second giving
one proton away and getting a negative charge (compare figs. 1.5a and 1.5c).
Figure 1.4: Color and size code for
the atom types used in most of the fig-
ures in this section. All the figures have
been made with the Gaussview graph-
ical front-end of Gaussian03 [49] and
then modified with standard graphical
applications.
When the group —R is not equal to one of
the other three groups attached to the α-carbon,
the amino acid is chiral, i.e., like our hands,
it may exist in two different forms, which are
mirror images of one another and cannot be su-
perimposed by rotating one of them in space
(you cannot wear the left-hand glove on your
right hand). In chemical jargon, one says that
the α-carbon constitutes an asymmetric center
and that the amino acid may exist as two dif-
ferent enantiomers called L- (fig. 1.5c) and D-
(fig. 1.5d) forms. It is common that, when used
as prefixes, the L and D letters, which come
from levorotatory and dextrorotatory, are writ-
ten in small capitals, as in L- and D-. This
nomenclature is based on the possibility of as-
sociating the amino acids to the optically ac-
tive L- and D- enantiomers of glyceraldehyde,
and could be related to the +/- or to the Cahn,
Ingold and Prelog’s R/S [50] notations. For
us, it suffices to say that the D/L nomencla-
ture is, by far, the most used one in protein science and the one that will be used
in this document. For further details, take a look at the IUPAC recommendations at
http://www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iupac/AminoAcid/.
In principle, amino acids may be L- or D-, and the group —R may be anything pro-
vided that the resultant molecule is stable. However, for reasons that are still unclear
[51], the vast majority of proteins in all living beings are made up of L-amino acids (as a
rare exception, we may point out the fact that D-amino acids can be found in some pro-
teins produced by exotic sea-dwelling organisms, such as cone snails) and the groups —R
a b
c d
Figure 1.5: Amino acids. (a) Uncharged
L-enantiomer. (b) CORN mnemotechnic rule
to remember which one is the L-form. (c)
Charged L-enantiomer (the predominant form
found in living beings). (d) Charged D-
enantiomer.
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Figure 1.6: Peptide bond formation reaction. The peptide plane is indicated in green.
(called side chains) that are coded in the genetic material comprise a set of only twenty
possibilities (depicted in fig. 1.7).
A frequently quoted mnemotechnic rule for remembering which one is the L-form
of amino acids is the so-called CORN rule in fig. 1.5b. According to it, one must look
from the hydrogen to the α-carbon and, if the three remaining groups are labeled as in the
figure, the word CORN must be read in the clockwise sense of rotation. The author of this
Ph.D. dissertation does not find this rule very useful, since normally he cannot recall if the
sense is clockwise or counterclockwise. To know which form is the L- one, he draws the
amino acid as in fig. 1.5a or 1.5c, with the α-carbon in the center, the amino group on the
left and the carboxyl group on the right, all of them in the plane of the paper (which is very
natural and easy to remember because it matches the normal sense of writing with the fact
that, conventionally, proteins start at —NH+3 and end at —COO
−). Finally, he must just
remember that the side chain of the L-amino acid goes out of the paper approaching the
reader (which is also natural because the side chain is the relevant piece of information
and we want to look at it closely).
The process through which amino acids are assembled into proteins (called gene ex-
pression or protein biosynthesis) is typically divided in two steps. In the first one, the
transcription, the enzyme ARN polymerase (see fig. 1.1b) binds to the DNA in the cel-
lular nucleus and makes a copy of a section –the gene– of the base sequence into a mes-
senger RNA (mRNA) molecule. In the second step, called translation, the mRNA enters
the ribosome (see fig. 1.1d) and is read stopping at each base triplet (called codon). Now,
a specific molecule of transfer RNA (tRNA), which possesses the base triplet (called an-
ticodon) that is complementary to the codon, links to the mRNA bringing with her the
amino acid that is codified by the particular sequence of three bases. Each amino acid
that arrives to the ribosome in this way is covalently attached to the previous one and so
added to the nascent protein. In this reaction, the peptide bond is formed and a water
molecule is released (see fig. 1.6). This process continues until a stop codon is read and
the transcription is complete.
Basic 
Acid Amides
Aromatic
Alcohols
Aliphatic
Special Sulfur−containing
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The amino acid sequence of the resultant protein, read from the amino terminus to the
carboxyl terminus, is called primary structure; and the amino acids included in such a
polypeptide chain are normally termed amino acid residues, or simply residues, in order
to distinguish them from their isolated form. The main chain formed by the repetition of
α-carbons and the C’ and N atoms at the peptide bond is called backbone and the —R
groups branching out from it are called side chains, as it has already been mentioned.
The specificity of each protein is provided by the different properties of the twenty
side chains in fig. 1.7 and their particular positions in the sequence. In textbooks, it is
customary to group them in small sets according to different criteria in order to facilitate
their learning. Classifications devised on the basis of the physical properties of these side
chains may be sometimes overlapping (e.g., tryptophan contains polar regions as well as
an aromatic ring, which, in turn, could be considered hydrophobic but is also capable
of participating in, say, pi-pi interactions). Therefore, for a clearer presentation, we have
chosen here to classify the residues according to the chemical groups contained in each
side chain and discuss their physical properties individually.
Let us enumerate then the categories in fig. 1.7 and point out any special remark re-
garding the residues in them:
• Special residues:
Glycine is the smallest of all the amino acids: its side chain contains only a
hydrogen atom. So, since its α-carbon has two hydrogens attached, glycine is the
only achiral natural amino acid. Its affinity for water is mainly determined by the
peptide groups in the backbone; therefore, glycine is hydrophilic.
Proline is the only residue whose side chain is covalently linked to the backbone
(the backbone is indicated in purple in fig. 1.7), giving proline unique structural
properties that will be discussed later. Since its side chain is entirely aliphatic,
proline is hydrophobic.
• Sulfur-containing residues:
Cysteine is a very important structural residue because, in a reaction catalyzed
by protein disulfide isomerases (PDIs), it may form, with another cysteine, a very
Figure 1.7: Side chains of the twenty amino acid residues encoded in the genetic mate-
rial of living beings. They have been classified according to the chemical groups they con-
tain. The rotameric degrees of freedom χi are indicated with small arrows over the bonds.
The name of the heavy atoms and the numbering of the branches comply with the IUPAC rules
(http://www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iupac/AminoAcid/). Below the molecular structure, the one
letter code (green), the three letter code (red) and the complete name (blue) of each amino acid
may be found. In the case of proline, the N and the α-carbon have been included in the scheme,
and the backbone bonds have been coloured in purple. The titratable residues Asp, Glu, Lys and
Arg have been represented in their charged forms, which is the most common one in aqueous
solvent under physiological conditions. Histidine is shown in its neutral ε2-tautomeric form.
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Figure 1.8: Disulfide bond between two cysteine residues.
stable covalent bond called disulfide bond (see fig. 1.8). Curiously, all the L-amino
acids are S-enantiomers according to the Cahn, Ingold and Prelog rules [50] except
for cysteine, which is R-. This is probably the reason that makes the D/L nomencla-
ture favourite among protein scientists [33]. Cysteine is a polar residue.
Methionine is mostly aliphatic and, henceforth, apolar.
• Aliphatic residues:
Alanine is the smallest chiral residue. This is the fundamental reason for using
alanine models, more than any other ones, in the computationally demanding ab
initio studies of peptides that are customarily performed in quantum chemistry (see
chapter 7). It is hydrophobic, like all the residues in this group.
Valine is one of the three β-branched residues (i.e., those that have more than
one heavy atom attached to the β-carbon, apart from the α-carbon), together with
isoleucine and threonine. It is hydrophobic.
Leucine is hydrophobic.
Isoleucine’s β-carbon constitutes an asymmetric center and the only enantiomer
that occurs naturally is the one depicted in the figure. Only isoleucine and threo-
nine contain an asymmetric center in their side chain. Isoleucine is β-branched and
hydrophobic.
• Acid residues:
Aspartic acid is normally charged under physiological conditions. Hence, it is
very hydrophilic.
Glutamic acid is just one CH2 larger than aspartic acid. Their properties are
very similar.
• Amides:
Asparagine contains a chemical group similar to the peptide bond. It is polar
and can act as a hydrogen bond donor or acceptor.
Glutamine is just one CH2 larger than asparagine. Their physical properties are
very similar.
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Figure 1.9: Three forms of histidine found in proteins. (a) Neutral ε2-tautomer. (b) Neutral
δ1-tautomer. (c) Charged form.
• Basic residues:
Histidine is a special amino acid: in its neutral form, it may exist as two different
tautomers, called δ1 and ε2, depending on which nitrogen has an hydrogen atom
attached to it. The ε2-tautomer has been found to be slightly more stable in model
dipeptides [52], although both forms are found in proteins. Histidine can readily
accept a proton and get a positive charge, in fact, it is the only side chain with a pKa
in the physiological range, so non-negligible proportions of both the charged and
uncharged forms are typically present. Of course, histidine is hydrophilic.
Lysine’s side chain is formed by a rather long chain of CH2 with an amino group
at its end, which is nearly always positively charged. Therefore, lysine is very polar
and hydrophilic.
Arginine’s properties are similar to those of lysine, although its terminal guani-
dinium group is a stronger basis than the amino group and it may also participate in
hydrogen bonds as a donor.
• Alcohols:
Serine is one of the smallest residues. It is polar due to the hydroxyl group.
Threonine’s β-carbon constitutes an asymmetric center; the enantiomer that oc-
curs in living beings is the one shown in the figure. The physical properties of
threonine are very similar to those of serine.
• Aromatic residues:
Phenylalanine is the smallest aromatic residue. Its benzyl side chain is largely
apolar and interacts unfavourably with water. It may also participate in specific
pi-stacking interactions with other aromatic groups.
Tyrosine’s properties are similar to those of phenylalanine, being only slightly
more polar due to the presence of a hydroxyl group.
Tryptophan, with 17 atoms in her side chain, is the largest residue. It is mainly
hydrophobic, although it contains a small polar region and it can also participate in
pi-pi interactions, like all the residues in this category.
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Figure 1.10: Typical definition of internal
coordinates. r21 is the bond length between
atoms 2 and 1. θ321 is the bond angle formed
by the bonds (2,1) and (3,2), it ranges from 0
to 180 o. Finally ϕ4321 is the dihedral angle
describing the rotation around the bond (3,2);
it is defined as the angle formed by the plane
containing atoms 1, 2 and 3 and the plane con-
taining atoms 2, 3 and 4; it ranges either from
−180 o to 180 o or from 0 o to 360 o, depending
on the convention; the positive sense of rota-
tion for ϕ4321 is the one indicated in the fig-
ure. Also note that the definition is symmet-
ric under a complete change in the order of
the atoms, in such a way that, quite trivially,
r21 = r12 and θ123 = θ321, but also, not so triv-
ially, ϕ4321 = ϕ1234.
Well then, after having introduced the building blocks of proteins, some qualifying
remarks about them are worth to be done.
On one side, why amino acids encoded in DNA codons are the ones in the list or
why there are exactly twenty of them are questions that are still subjects of controversy
[53, 54]. In fact, although the side chains in fig. 1.7 seem to confer enough versatility to
proteins in most cases, there are also rare exceptions in which other groups are needed
to perform a particular function. For example, the amino acid selenocysteine may be
incorporated into some proteins at an UGA codon (which normally indicates a stop in
the transcription), or the amino acid pyrrolysine at an UAG codon (which is also a stop
indication in typical cases). In addition, the arginine side chain may be post-translationally
converted into citrulline by the action of a family of enzymes called peptidylarginine
deiminases (PADs).
On the other hand, the chemical (covalent) structure of the protein chain may suf-
fer from more complex modifications than just the inclusion of non-standard amino acid
residues: A myriad of organic molecules may be covalently linked to specific points, the
chain may be cleaved (cut), chemical groups may be added or removed from the N- or
C-termini, disulfide bonds may be formed between cysteines, and the side chains of the
residues may undergo chemical modifications just like any other molecule [52]. The vast
majority of these changes either depend on the existence of some chemical agent external
to the protein, or are catalyzed by an enzyme.
In this dissertation, our interest is in the folding of proteins. This problem, which will
be discussed in detail in the next section, is so huge and so difficult that there is no point
in worrying about details, such as the ones mentioned in the two preceding paragraphs,
before the big picture is at least preliminarily understood. Therefore, when we talk about
the folding of proteins in what follows, we will be thinking about single polypeptide
chains, made up of L-amino acids, in water and without any other reagent present, with
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a
b
Figure 1.11: Trans and cis conformations of
the peptide plane. The bonds defining the pep-
tide bond dihedral angle ω are indicated in pur-
ple. (a) Trans conformation (ω ' ±180 o). The
most common one in proteins. (b) Cis confor-
mation (ω ' 0 o). Significantly found only in
Xaa-Pro bonds.
the side chains chosen from the set in fig. 1.7, and having underwent no post-translational
modifications nor any chemical change on their groups. Finally, although some simple
modifications, such as the formation of disulfide bonds or the trans → cis isomerization
of Xaa-Pro peptide bonds (see what follows), could be more easily included in the first
approach to the problem, we shall also leave them for a later stage.
Now, with this considerations, we have fixed the covalent structure of our molecule
as well as the enantiomerism of the asymmetric centers it may contain. This informa-
tion is enough to specify the three-dimensional arrangement of the atoms of small rigid
molecules. However, long polymers and, particularly, proteins, possess degrees of free-
dom (termed soft) that require small amounts of energy to be changed while drastically
altering the relative positions of groups and atoms. In a first approximation, all bond
lengths, bond angles and dihedral angles describing rotations around triple, double and
partial double bonds (see fig. 1.10) may be considered to be determined by the covalent
structure. Whereas dihedral angles describing rotations around single bonds may be con-
sidered to be variable and soft. The non-superimposable three dimensional arrangements
of the molecule that correspond to different values of the soft degrees of freedom are
called conformations.
In proteins, some of these soft dihedrals are located at the side chains; they are the χi in
fig. 1.7 and, although they are important in the later stages of the folding process and must
be taken into account in any ambitious model of the system, their variation only alters the
conformation locally. On the contrary, a small change in the dihedral angles located at the
backbone of the polypeptide chain may drastically modify the relative position of many
pairs of atoms and they must be given special attention.
That is why, the special properties of the peptide bond, which is the basic building
block of the backbone, are very important to understand the conformational behaviour of
proteins. These properties arise from the fact that there is an electron pair delocalized
between the C—N and C—O bonds (using the common chemical image of resonance),
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Figure 1.12: Numeration of the heavy atoms and the dihedrals angles describing rota-
tions around backbone bonds. In agreement with IUPAC recommendations (see http://www.
chem.qmul.ac.uk/iupac/AminoAcid/). The peptide planes are indicated as green rectangles.
which provokes that neither bond is single nor double, but partial double bonds that have a
mixed character. In particular, the partial double bond character of the peptide bond is the
cause that the six atoms in the green plane depicted in figs. 1.6, 1.11 and 1.12 have a strong
tendency to be coplanar, forming the so-called peptide plane. This coplanarity allows for
only two different conformations: the one called trans (corresponding to ω ' ±180 o), in
which the α-carbons lie at different sides of the line containing the C—N bond; and the
one called cis (corresponding to ω ' 0 o), in which they lie at the same side of that line
(see fig. 1.11).
Although the quantitative details are not completely elucidated yet and the very proto-
col of protein structure determination by x-ray crystallography could introduce spurious
effects in the structures deposited in the PDB [55], it seems clear that a great majority of
the peptide bonds in proteins are in the trans conformation. Indeed, a superficial look at
the two forms in fig. 1.11 suggests that the steric clashes between substituents of consec-
utive α-carbons will be more severe in the cis case. When the second residue is a Proline,
however, the special structure of its side chain makes the probability of finding the cis
conformer significantly higher: For Xaa-nonPro peptide bonds in native structures, the
trans form is more common than the cis one with approximately a 3000:1 proportion;
while this ratio decreases to just 15:1 if the bond is Xaa-Pro [55].
In any case, due to the aforementioned partial double bond character of the C—N
bond, the rotation barrier connecting the two states is estimated to be of the order of
∼ 20 kcal/mol [56], which is about 40 times larger than the thermal energy at physio-
logical conditions, thus rendering the spontaneous trans → cis isomerization painfully
slow. However, mother Nature makes use of every possibility that she has at hand and,
sometimes, there are a few peptide bonds that must be cis in order for the protein to
fold correctly or to function properly. Since all peptide bonds are synthesized trans at
the ribosome [57], the trans → cis isomerization must be catalyzed by enzymes (called
peptidylprolyl isomerases (PPIs)) and, in the same spirit of the post-translational modifi-
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Figure 1.13: Original Ramachandran plot
drawn by Ramachandran and Ramakrishnan in
1963 [58]. In dark-green, the fully allowed re-
gions, calculated by letting the atoms approach
to the average clashing distance; in light-green,
the partially allowed regions, calculated by let-
ting the atoms approach to the minimum clash-
ing distance; in white, the disallowed regions.
Some points representing secondary structure
elements are shown as red circles at the ideal
(φ, ψ)-positions in table 1.1: (α) α-helix. (pi) pi-
helix. (310) 310-helix. (aβ) Antiparallel β-sheet.
(pβ) Parallel β-sheet. (ppII) Polyproline II.
cations discussed before, this step may be taken into account in a later refinement of the
models.
So, we shall assume in what follows that all peptide bonds (even the Xaa-Pro ones)
are in the trans state and, henceforth, the conformation of the protein will be essentially
determined by the values of the φ and ψ angles, which describe the rotation around the
two single bonds next to each α-carbon (see fig. 1.12 for a definition of the dihedral angles
associated to the backbone).
This assumption was introduced, as early as 1963, by Ramachandran and Ramakrish-
nan [58] and the φ and ψ coordinates are commonly named Ramachandran angles after
the first one of them. In their famous paper [58], they additionally suppose that the bond
lengths, bond angles and dihedral angles on double and partial double bonds are fixed and
independent of φ and ψ, they define a typical distance up to which a specific pair of atoms
may approach and also a minimum one (taken from statistical studies of structures) and
they draw the first Ramachandran plot (see fig. 1.13): A depiction of the regions in the
(φ, ψ)-space that are energetically allowed or disallowed on the basis of the local sterical
clashes between atoms that are close to the α-carbon.
One of the main advantages of this type of diagrams as ‘thinking tools’ lies in the fact
that (always in the approximation that the non-Ramachandran variables are fixed) some
very common repetitive structures found in proteins may be ideally depicted as a single
point in the plot. In fact, these special conformations, which are regarded as the next
level of protein organization after the primary structure and are said to be elements of
secondary structure, may be characterized exactly like that, i.e., by asking that a certain
number of consecutive residues present the same values of the φ and ψ angles. In the
book by Lesk [10], for example, one may found a table with the most common of these
repetitive patterns, together with the corresponding (φ, ψ)-values taken from statistical
investigations of experimentally resolved protein structures (see table 1.1).
However, the non-Ramachandran variables are not really constant, and the elements
of secondary structure do possess a certain degree of flexibility. Moreover, the side chains
may interact and exert different strains at different points of the chain, which provokes
that, in the end, the secondary structure elements gain some stability by slightly altering
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φ ψ
α-helix −57 −47
310-helix −49 −26
pi-helix −57 −70
polyproline II −79 149
parallel β-sheet −119 113
antiparallel β-sheet −139 135
Table 1.1: Ramachandran angles (in degrees) of some important secondary structure elements in
polypeptides. Data taken from ref. 10.
their ideal Ramachandran angles. Therefore, it is more appropriate to characterize them
according to their hydrogen-bonding pattern, which, in fact, is the feature that makes
these structures prevalent, providing them with more energetic stability than other repeti-
tive conformations which are close in the Ramachandran plot.
The first element of secondary structure that was found is the α-helix. It is a coil-
like16 structure, with ∼ 3.6 residues per turn, in which the carbonyl group (C=O) of each
i-th residue forms a hydrogen bond with the amino group (N–H) of the residue i + 4
(see fig. 1.14b). According to a common notation, in which xy designates a helix with x
residues per turn and y atoms in the ring closed by the hydrogen bond [59], the α-helix is
also called 3.613-helix.
She was theoretically proposed in 1951 by Pauling, Corey and Branson [60] (see fig.
1.3b), who used precise information about the geometry of the non-Ramachandran vari-
ables, taken from crystallographic studies of small molecules, to find the structures com-
patible with the additional constraints that: (i) the peptide bond is planar, and (ii) every
carbonyl and amino group participates in a hydrogen bond.
The experimental confirmation came from Max Perutz, who, together with Kendrew
and Bragg, had proposed in 1950 (one year before Pauling’s paper) a series of helices
with an integer number of residues per turn [59] that are not so commonly found in native
structures of proteins (see however, the discussion about the 310-helix below). Perutz read
Pauling, Corey and Branson’s paper one Saturday morning [61] in spring 1951 and real-
ized immediately that their helix looked very well: free of strain and with all donor and
acceptor groups participating in hydrogen bonds. So he rushed to the laboratory and put a
sample of horse hair (rich in keratin, a protein that contains α-helices) in the x-ray beam,
knowing that, according to diffraction theory, the regular repeat of the ‘spiral staircase
steps’ in Pauling’s structure should give rise to a strong x-ray reflection of 1.5 Å spacing
from planes perpendicular to the fiber axis. The result of the experiment was positive17
16 Here, we use the word “coil” to refer to the twisted shape of a telephone wire, a corkcrew or the
solenoid of an electromagnet. Although this is common English usage, the same word occurs frequently in
protein science to designate different (and sometimes opposed) concepts. For example, a much used ideal
model of the denatured state of proteins is termed random coil, and a popular statistical description of helix
formation is called helix-coil theory.
17 Linus Pauling was awarded the Nobel prize in chemistry in 1954 “for his research into the nature of
the chemical bond and its application to the elucidation of the structure of complex substances”, and Max
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a b c
Figure 1.14: The three helices found in protein native structures. (a) 310-helix, (b) α-helix,
and (c) pi-helix. In the three cases, the helices shown are 11-residues long. In the standing views
(above), the hydrogen bonds are depicted as green dotted lines and the distance and number of
turns spanned by 10 residues are indicated at the right of the structures. Whereas in the standing
views, the side chains and α-hydrogens have been removed for visual convenience, in the zenithal
views (below), they are included.
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and, in the last years of the 50s, Perutz and Kendrew saw again the same signal in myo-
globin and hemoglobin, when they resolved, for the first time in history, the structure of
these proteins [62, 63].
However, despite its being, by far, the most common, the α-helix is not the only coil-
like structure that can be found in native proteins [64–66]. If the hydrogen bonds are
formed between the carbonyl group (C=O) of each i-th residue with the amino group
(N–H) of the residue i + 3, one obtains a 310-helix, which is more tightly wound and,
therefore, longer than an α-helix of the same chain length (see fig. 1.14a). The 310-helix
is the fourth most common conformation for a single residue after the α-helix, β-sheet
and reverse turn18 [66] but, remarkably, due to its having an integer number of residues
per turn, it seemed more natural to scientists with crystallographic background and was
theoretically proposed before the α-helix [59, 67].
On the other hand, if the hydrogen bonds are formed between the carbonyl group
(C=O) of each i-th residue with the amino group (N–H) of the residue i+ 5, one obtains a
pi-helix (or 4.416-helix), which is wider and shorter than an α-helix of the same length (see
fig. 1.14c). It was originally proposed by Low and Baybutt in 1952 [68], and, although
the exact fraction of each type of helix in protein native structures depends up to a consid-
erable extent on their definition (in terms of Ramachandran angles, interatomic distances,
energy of the hydrogen bonds, etc.), it seems clear that the pi-helix is the less common of
the three [65].
Now, it is true that, in addition to these helices that have been experimentally con-
firmed, some others have been proposed. For example, in the same work in which Paul-
ing, Corey and Branson introduce the α-helix [60], they also describe another candidate:
the γ-helix (or 5.117-helix). Finally, Donohue performed, in 1953, a systematic study of
all possible helices and, in addition to the ones already mentioned, he proposed a 2.27-
and a 4.314-helix [69]. None of them has been detected in resolved native proteins.
But not all regular local patterns are helices, there exist also a variety of repetitive
conformations that do not contain strong intra-chain hydrogen bonds and that are less
curled than the structures in fig. 1.14. For example, the polyproline II [70–72], which
is thought to be important in the unfolded state of proteins, and, principally, the family
of the β-sheets, which are, together with the α-helices, the most recognizable secondary
structure elements in native states of polypeptide chains19.
The β-sheets are rather plane structures that are typically formed by several individual
β-strands, which align themselves to form stabilizing inter-chain hydrogen bonds with
their neighbours. Two pure arrangements of these single threads may be found: the an-
tiparallel β-sheets (see fig. 1.15a), in which the strands run in opposite directions (read
from the amino to the carboxyl terminus); and the parallel β-sheets (see fig. 1.15b), in
which the strands run in the same direction. In both cases, the side chains of neighbouring
Perutz shared it with John Kendrew in 1962 “for their studies of the structures of globular proteins”.
18 A conformation that some residues in proteins adopt when an acute turn in the chain is needed.
19 It is probably more correct to define the secondary structure as the conformational repetition in con-
secutive residues and, from this point of view, to consider the β-strand as the proper element of secondary
structure. In this sense, the assembly of β-strands, the β-sheet, together with some other simple motifs
such as the coiled coils made up of two helices, the silk fibroin (made up of stacked β-sheets) or collagen
(three coiled threads of a repetitive structure similar to polyproline II), may be said to be elements of super-
secondary structure, somewhat in between the local secondary structure and the global and more complex
tertiary structure (see below).
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Figure 1.15: β-sheets in the pure (a) antiparallel, and (b) parallel versions. On the left, the top
view is shown, with the side chains and the α-hydrogens omitted for visual convenience and the
directions of the strands indicated as yellow arrows. The hydrogen bonds are represented as green
dotted lines. On the right, the side view of the sheets is depicted. In this case, the side chains and
the α-hydrogens are included.
residues in contiguous strands branch out to the same side of the sheet and may interact.
Of course, mixed parallel-antiparallel sheets can also be found.
The next level of protein organization, produced by the assembly of the elements of
secondary structure, and also of the chain segments that are devoid of regularity, into a
well defined three-dimensional shape, is called tertiary structure. The protein folding
problem (omitting relevant qualifications that have been partially made and that will be
recalled and made more explicit in what follows) may be said to be the attempt to pre-
dict the secondary and the tertiary structure from the primary structure, and it will be
discussed in the next section.
The cuaternary structure, which refers to the way in which protein monomers asso-
ciate to form more complex systems made up of more than one individual chain (such as
the ones in fig. 1.1), will not be explored in this dissertation.
1.3 The protein folding problem
The name of the game
As we have seen in the previous section and can visually check in fig. 1.1, the biologically
functional native structure of a protein20 is highly complex. What Kendrew saw in one of
20 Most native states of proteins are flexible and are comprised not of only one conformation but of a
set of closely related structures. This flexibility is essential if they need to perform any biological function.
However, to economize words, we will use in what follows the terms native state, native conformation and
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the first proteins ever resolved is essentially true for most of them [73]:
The most striking features of the molecule were its irregularity and its total
lack of symmetry.
Now, since these polypeptide chains are synthesized linearly in the ribosome (i.e.,
they are not manufactured in the folded conformation), in principle, one may imagine
that some specific cellular machinery could be the responsible of the complicated process
of folding and, in such a case, the prediction of the native structure could be a daunting
task. However, in a series of experiments in the 50s, Christian B. Anfinsen ruled out this
scenario and was awarded the Nobel prize for it [74].
The most famous and illuminating experiment that he and his group performed is the
refolding of bovine pancreatic ribonuclease (see the scheme in fig. 1.16 for reference).
They took this protein, which is 124 residues long and has all her eight cysteines forming
four disulfide bonds, and added, in a first step, some reducing agent to cleave them. Then,
they added urea up to a concentration of 8 M. This substance is known for being a strong
denaturing agent (an ‘unfolder’) and produced a ‘scrambled’ form of the protein which
is much less compact than the native structure and has no enzymatic activity. From this
scrambled state, they took two different experimental paths: in the positive one, they
removed the urea first and then added some oxidizing agent to reform the disulfide bonds;
whereas, in the negative path, they poured the oxidizing agent first and removed the urea
in a second step.
The resultant species in the two paths are very different. If one removes the urea first
and then promotes the formation of disulfide bonds, an homogeneous sample is obtained
that is practically indistinguishable from the starting native protein and that keeps full
biological activity. The ribonuclease has been ‘unscrambled’! However, if one takes the
negative path and let the cysteines form disulfide bonds before removing the denaturing
agent, a mixture of products is obtained containing many or all of the possible 105 iso-
meric disulfide bonded forms21. This mixture is essentially inactive, having approximately
1% the activity of the native enzyme.
One of the most clear conclusions that are commonly drawn from this experiment
is that all the information needed to reach the native state is encoded in the sequence of
amino acids. This important statement, which has stood the test of time [33, 75], allows to
isolate the system under study (both theoretically and experimentally) and sharply defines
the protein folding problem, i.e., the prediction of the three-dimensional native structure
of proteins from their amino acid sequence (and the laws of physics).
It is true that we nowadays know of the existence of the so-called molecular chaper-
ones (see, for example, the GroEL-GroES complex in fig. 1.1c), which help the proteins
to fold in the cellular milieu [76–80]. However, according to the most accepted view
[33, 75], these molecular assistants do not add any structural information to the process.
Some of them simply prevent accidents related to the cellular crowding from happening.
Indeed, in the cytoplasm there is not much room: inside a typical bacterium, for example,
the total macromolecular concentration is approximately 350 mg/ml, whereas a typical
native structure as interchangeable.
21 Take an arbitrary cysteine: she can bond to any one of the other seven. From the remaining six, take
another one at random: she can bond to five different partners. Take the reasoning to its final and we have
7 × 5 × 3 = 105 different possibilities.
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Figure 1.16: Scheme of the refolding of the bovine pancreatic ribonuclease by Anfinsen. The
black arrows indicate fundamental steps of the experiment and the red labels next to them desig-
nate: (R) addition of reducing agent (cleavage of the disulfide bonds), (O) addition of oxidizing
agent (reformation of the disulfide bonds), (↑U) and (↓U) increase of the urea concentration up to
8 M and decrease to 0 M respectively. The conformation of the backbone of the protein is schemat-
ically depicted by a black line, the cysteines are shown as small yellow circles and the disulfide
bonds as line segments connecting them. The different states are labeled: (a) starting native en-
zyme with full activity, (b) non-disulfide bonded, folded form, (c) representant of the ensemble of
inactive ‘scrambled’ ribonuclease, (d.1) non-disulfide bonded, folded form, (e.1) refolded ribonu-
clease indistinguishable from (a), (d.2) representant of the ensemble of the scrambled, disulfide
bonded form, and, finally, (e.2) representant of the mixture of the 105 isomeric disulfide bonded
forms.
protein crystal may contain about 600 mg/ml [75]. This crowding may hinder the cor-
rect folding of proteins, since partially folded states (of chains that are either free in the
cytoplasm or being synthesized in proximate ribosomes) have more ‘sticky’ hydrophobic
surface exposed than the native state, opening the door to aggregation. In order to avoid
it, some chaperonins22 are in charge of providing a shelter in which the proteins can fold
alone. Yet another pitfall is that, when the polypeptide chain is being synthesized in the
ribosome, it may start to fold incorrectly and get trapped in a non-functional conforma-
tion separated by a high energetic barrier from the native state. Again, there exist some
chaperones that bind to the nascent chain to prevent this from happening.
As we have already pointed out, all this assistance to fold is seen as lacking new
structural information and meant only to avoid traps which are not present in vitro. It
seems as if molecular chaperones’ aim is to make proteins believe that they are not in a
messy cell but in Anfinsen’s test tube!
The possibility that this state of affairs opens, the prediction of the three-dimensional
native structure of proteins from the only knowledge of the amino acid sequence, is often
referred to as “the second half of the genetic code” [81, 82]. The reason for such a ve-
hement statement lays in the fact that not all proteins are accessible to the experimental
22 A particular subset of the set of molecular chaperones.
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methods of structure resolution (mostly x-ray crystallography and NMR [52, 83]) and, for
those that can be studied, the process is long and expensive, thus making the databases
of known structures grow much more slowly than the databases of known sequences (see
fig. 1.2 and the related discussion in sec. 1.1). To solve ‘the second half of the genetic
code’ and bridge this gap is the main objective of the hot scientific field of protein struc-
ture prediction [33, 84, 85].
However, the path that takes to this goal may be walked in two different ways [86, 87]:
Either at a fast pragmatic pace, using whatever information we have available, increas-
ingly refining the everything-goes prediction procedures by extensive trial-and-error tests
and without any need of knowing the details of the physical processes that take place; or
at a slow thoughtful pace, starting from first principles and seeking to arrive to the native
structure using the same means that Nature uses: the laws of physics.
The different protocols belonging to the fast pragmatic way are commonly termed
knowledge-based, since they take profit from the already resolved structures that are de-
posited in the PDB [41] or any other empirical information that may be statistically ex-
tracted from databases of experimental data. There are basically three pure forms of
knowledge-based strategies [88]:
• Homology modeling (also called comparative modeling) [83, 89] is based on the
observation that proteins with similar sequences frequently share similar structures
[90]. Following this approach, either the whole sequence of the protein that we
want to model (the target) or some segments of it are aligned to a sequence of
known structure (the template). Then, if some reasonable measure of the sequence
similarity [91, 92] is high enough, the structure of the template is proposed to be the
one adopted by the target in the region analyzed. Using this strategy, one typically
needs more than 50% sequence identity between target and template to achieve high
accuracy, and the errors increase rapidly below 30% [85]. Therefore, comparative
modeling cannot be used with all sequences, since some recent estimates indicate
that ∼ 40% of genes in newly sequenced genomes do not have significant sequence
homology to proteins of known structure [93].
• Fold recognition (or threading) [84, 94] is based on the fact that, increasingly, new
structures deposited in the PDB turn out to fold in shapes that have been seen be-
fore, even though conventional sequence searches fail to detect the relationship [95].
Hence, when faced to a sequence that shares low identity with the ones in the PDB,
the threading user tries to fit it in each one of the structures in the databases of known
folds, selecting the best choices with the help of some scoring function (which may
be physics-based or not). Again, fold recognition methods are not flawless and, ac-
cording to various benchmarks, they fail to select the correct fold from the databases
for ∼ 50% of the cases [84]. Moreover, the fold space is not completely known so, if
faced with a novel fold, threading strategies are useless and they may even give false
positives. Modern studies estimate that approximately one third of known protein
sequences must present folds that have never been seen [96].
• New fold (or de novo prediction) methods [97, 98] must be used when the protein
under study has low sequence identity with known structures and fold recognition
strategies fail to fit it in a known fold (because of any of the two reasons discussed
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Figure 1.17: Schematic classification of protein structure prediction methods.
in the previous point). The specific strategies used in new fold methods are very
heterogeneous, ranging from well-established secondary structure prediction tools
or sequence-based identification of sets of possible conformations for short frag-
ments of chains to numerical search methods, such as molecular dynamics, Monte
Carlo or genetic algorithms [95].
These knowledge-based strategies may be arbitrarily combined into mixed protocols,
and, although the frontiers between them may be sometimes blurry [44], it is clear that the
more information available the easier to predict the native structure (see fig. 1.17). So that
the three types of methods described above turn out to be written in increasing order of
difficulty and they essentially coincide with the competing categories of the CASP experi-
ment23 [44, 95]. In this important meeting, held every two years and whose initials loosely
stand for Critical Assessment of techniques for protein Structure Prediction, experimental
structural biologists are asked to release the amino acid sequences of proteins (the CASP
targets) whose structures are likely to be resolved before the contest starts. Then, the
‘prediction community’ gets on stage and their members submit the proposed structures
(the models), which may be found using any chosen method. Finally, a committee of
assessors, critically evaluate the predictions, and the results are published, together with
some contributions by the best predictors, in a special issue of the journal Proteins.
Precisely, in the latest CASP meetings, the expected ordering (based on the available
experimental information) of the three aforementioned categories of protein structure pre-
diction has been observed to translate into different qualities of the proposed models (see
fig. 1.17). Hence, while comparative modeling with high sequence similarity has proved
to be the most reliable method to predict the native conformation of proteins (with an ac-
23 Since CASP1, people has drifted towards knowledge-based methods and, nowadays, very few groups
use pure ab initio approaches [99].
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curacy comparable to low-resolution, experimentally determined structures) [85, 100], de
novo modeling has been shown to remain still unreliable [44, 86] (although a special re-
mark should be made about the increasingly good results that David Baker and his group
are achieving in this field with their program Rosetta [101, 102]).
Opposed to these knowledge-based approaches, the computer simulation of the real
physical process of protein folding24 without using any empirical information and starting
from first principles could be termed ab initio protein folding or ab initio protein structure
prediction depending whether the emphasis is laid on the process or in the goal.
Again, the frontier between de novo modeling and ab initio protein folding is not
sharply defined and some confusion might arise between the two terms. For example,
the potential energy functions included in most empirical force fields such as CHARMM
[104, 105] contain parameters extracted from experimental data, while molecular dynam-
ics attempts to fold proteins using these force fields will be considered by most people
(including this Ph.D. candidate) to belong to the ab initio category. As always, the limit
cases are clearer, and Baker’s Rosetta [101, 102], which uses statistical data taken from
the PDB to bias the secondary structure conformational search, may be classified, with-
out any doubt, as a de novo protocol; while, say, a (nowadays unfeasible) simulation
of the folding process using quantum mechanics, would be deep in the ab initio region.
The situation is further complicated due to the fact that score functions which are based
(up to different degrees) on physical principles, are commonly used in conjunction with
knowledge-based strategies to prune or refine the candidate models [85, 106]. In the end,
the classification of the strategies for finding the native structure of proteins is rather con-
tinuous with wriggly, blurry frontiers (see fig. 1.17).
It is clear that, despite their obvious practical advantages and the superior results when
compared to pure ab initio approaches [84], any knowledge-based features included in the
prediction protocols render the assembly mechanisms physically meaningless [107]. If
we want to know the real details of protein folding as it happens, for example, to properly
study and attack diseases that are related to protein misfolding and aggregation [12], we
must resort to pure ab initio strategies. In addition, ab initio folding does not require any
experimental information about the protein, apart from its amino acid sequence. There-
fore, as new fold strategies, it has a wider range of applicability than homology modeling
and fold recognition, and, in contrast with the largely system-oriented protocols developed
in the context of knowledge-based methods, most theoretical and computational improve-
ments made while trying to ab initio fold proteins will be perfectly applicable to other
macromolecules.
The feedback between strategies is also an important point to stress. Apart from the
obvious fact that the knowledge of the whole folding process includes the capability of
predicting the native conformation, and the problem of protein structure prediction would
be automatically solved if ab initio folding were achieved, the design of accurate energy
functions, which is a central part of ab initio strategies (see the next section), would also be
very helpful to improve knowledge-based methods that make use of them (such as Rosetta
[106]) or to prune and refine the candidate models on a second stage [85]. Additionally,
to assign the correct conformation to those chain segments that are devoid of secondary
structure (the problem known as loop modeling), may be considered as a ‘mini protein
folding problem’ [85], and the understanding of the physical behaviour of polypeptide
24 Not a new idea [103].
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chains would also include a solution to this issue.
In the light of all these sweet promises, we have chosen the long ab initio path to study
protein folding. What will be presented in this Ph.D. dissertation are the first steps of that
journey.
However, before we delve deeper in the details, let us define clearly the playfield in
which the match shall take place: Although some details of the protein folding process
in vivo are under discussion [108] and many cellular processes are involved in helping
and checking the arrival to the correct native structure [76]; although some proteins have
been shown to fold cotranslationally [109] (i.e., during their synthesis in the ribosome)
and many of them are known to be assisted by molecular chaperones (see the discussion
above and references therein); although some proteins contain cis proline peptide bonds
or disulfide bonded cysteines in their native structure, and must be in the presence of the
respective isomerases in order to fold in a reasonable time (see sec. 1.2); although some
residues may be post-translationally changed into side chains that are not included in the
standard twenty that are depicted in fig. 1.7; and, although some non-peptide molecules
may be covalently attached to the protein chain or some cofactor or ion may be needed to
reach the native structure, we agree with the words by Alan Fersht [110]:
We can assume that what we learn about the mechanism of folding of small,
fast-folding proteins in vitro will apply to their folding in vivo and, to a large
extent, to the folding of individual domains in larger proteins.
and decided to study those processes that do not include any of the aforementioned
complications but that may be rightfully considered as intimately related to the process of
folding in the cellular milieu and regarded as a first step on top of which to build a more
detailed theory.
Henceforth, we define the restricted protein folding problem, which is the long-term
goal towards which the steps taken in this Ph.D. dissertation are directed, as the full
description of the physical behaviour, in aqueous solvent and physiological conditions,
and (consequently) the prediction of the native structure, of completely synthesized pro-
teins, made up just of the twenty genetically encoded amino acids in fig. 1.7, without any
molecule covalently attached to them, and needless of molecular chaperones, cofactors,
ions, disulfide bonds or cis proline peptide bonds in order to fold properly.
1.4 Folding mechanisms and energy functions
The search for the funnel
After having drawn the boundaries of the problem, we should ask the million-dollar ques-
tion associated to it: How does a protein fold into its functional native structure? In fact,
since this feat is typically achieved in a very short time, we must add: How does a protein
fold so fast? This is the question about the mechanisms of protein folding, and, ever since
Anfinsen’s experiments, it has been asked once and again and only partially answered
[74, 87, 107, 111, 112].
In order to define the theoretical framework that is relevant for the description of the
folding process and also to introduce the language that is typically used in the discussions
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about its mechanisms, let us start with a brief reminder of some important statistical me-
chanics relations. To do this, we will follow the main ideas in ref. [113], although the
notation and the assumptions regarding the form of the potential energy, as well as some
other minor details, will be different. The presentation will be axiomatic and we will
restrict ourselves to the situation in which the macroscopic parameters, such as the tem-
perature T or, say, the number of water molecules Nw, do not change. In these conditions,
that allow us to drop any multiplicative terms in the partition functions or the probabilities,
and also to forget any additive terms to the energies, we can only focus on the conforma-
tional preferences of the system (if, for example, the temperature changed, the neglected
terms would be relevant and the expressions that one would need to use would be dif-
ferent). For further details or for the more typical point of view in physics, in which the
stress is placed in the variation of the macroscopic thermodynamical parameters, see, for
example, ref. 114.
The system which we will talk about is the one defined by the restricted protein fold-
ing problem in the previous section, i.e., one protein surrounded by Nw water molecules25;
however, one must have in mind that all the subsequent reasoning and the derived expres-
sions are exactly the same for a dilute aqueous solution of a macroscopic number of
non-interacting proteins.
Now, if classical mechanics is assumed to be obeyed by our system26, then each mi-
croscopic state is completely specified by the Euclidean27 coordinates and momenta
of the atoms that belong to the protein (denoted by x µ and piµ, respectively, with µ =
1, . . . ,N) and those belonging to the water molecules (denoted by X m and Πm, with
m = N + 1, . . . ,N + Nw). The whole set of microscopic states shall be called phase
space and denoted by Γ × Γw, explicitly indicating that it is formed as the direct product
of the protein phase space Γ and the water molecules one Γw.
The central physical object that determines the time behaviour of the system is the
Hamiltonian (or energy) function:
H(x µ, X m, piµ,Πm) =
∑
µ
pi 2µ
2Mµ
+
∑
m
Π 2m
2Mm
+ V(x µ, X m) , (1.1)
where Mµ and Mm denote the atomic masses and V(x µ, X m) is the potential energy.
After equilibrium has been attained at temperature T , the microscopic details about
the time trajectories can be forgot and the average behaviour can be described by the
laws of statistical mechanics. In the canonical ensemble, the partition function [114] of
the system, which is the basic object from which the rest of relevant thermodynamical
25 At this point of the discussion, the possible presence of non-zero ionic strength is considered to be a
secondary issue.
26 Although non-relativistic quantum mechanics may be considered to be a much more precise theory
to study the problem, the computer simulation of the dynamics of a system with so many particles using a
quantum mechanical description lies far in the future. Nevertheless, this more fundamental theory can be
used to design better classical potential energy functions (which is one of the main long-term goals of the
research included in this dissertation; see what follows).
27 Sometimes, the term Cartesian is used instead of Euclidean. Here, we prefer to use the latter since it
additionally implies the existence of a mass metric tensor that is proportional to the identity matrix, whereas
the Cartesian label only asks the n-tuples in the set of coordinates to be bijective with the abstract points of
the space [115].
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quantities may be extracted, is given by
Z =
1
hN+NwNw!
∫
Γ×Γw
exp
[ − βH(x µ, X m, piµ,Πm)] dx µdX mdpiµdΠm , (1.2)
where h is Planck’s constant, we adhere to the standard notation β := 1/RT (per-mole
energy units are used throughout this document, so R is preferred over kB) and Nw! is a
combinatorial number that accounts for the quantum indistinguishability of the Nw water
molecules. Also, as we have anticipated, the multiplicative factor outside the integral sign
is a constant that divides out for any observable averages and represents just a change
of reference in the Helmholtz free energy. Therefore, we will drop it from the previous
expression and the notation Z will be kept for convenience.
Next, since the principal interest lies on the conformational behaviour of the polypep-
tide chain, seeking to develop clearer images and, if possible, reduce the computational
demands, water coordinates and momenta are customarily averaged (or integrated) out
[113, 116], leaving an effective Hamiltonian Heff(x µ, piµ;T ) that depends only on the pro-
tein degrees of freedom and the temperature T , and whose potential energy (denoted by
W(x µ;T )) is called potential of mean force or effective potential energy.
This effective Hamiltonian may be either empirically designed from scratch (which is
the common practice in the classical force fields typically used to perform molecular dy-
namics simulations [104, 105, 117–126]) or obtained from the more fundamental, original
Hamiltonian H(x µ, X m, piµ,Πm) actually performing the averaging out process. In statis-
tical mechanics, the theoretical steps that must be followed if one chooses this second
option are very straightforward (at least formally):
The integration over the water momenta Πm in eq. (1.2) yields a T -dependent factor
that includes the masses Mm and that shall be dropped by the same considerations stated
above. On the other hand, the integration of the water coordinates Xm is not so trivial,
and, except in the case of very simple potentials, it can only be performed formally. To
do this, we define the potential of mean force or effective potential energy by
W(x µ;T ) := −RT ln
(∫
exp
[ − βV(x µ, X m)] dX m) , (1.3)
and simply rewrite Z as
Z =
∫
Γ
exp
[ − βHeff(x µ, piµ;T )] dx µdpiµ , (1.4)
with the effective Hamiltonian being
Heff(x µ, piµ;T ) =
∑
µ
pi 2µ
2Mµ
+W(x µ;T ) . (1.5)
At this point, the protein momenta piµ may also be averaged out from the expressions.
This choice, which is very commonly taken in the literature, largely simplifies the dis-
cussion about the mechanisms of protein folding and the images and metaphors typically
used in the field. However, to perform this average is not completely harmless, since it
brings up a number of technical and interpretation-related difficulties mostly due to the
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fact that the marginal probability density in the x µ-space in eq. (1.7) is not invariant under
a change of coordinates28 (see appendix A and chapter 6 for further details).
Bearing this in mind, the integration over piµ produces a new T -dependent factor,
which is dropped as usual, and yields a new form of the partition function, which is the
one that will be used from now on in this section:
Z =
∫
Ω
exp
[ − βW(x µ;T )] dx µ , (1.6)
where Ω now denotes the coordinates part of the protein phase space Γ.
Some remarks may be done at this point. On the one hand, if one further assumes that
the original potential energy V(x µ, X m) separates as a sum of intra-protein, intra-water and
water-protein interaction terms, the effective potential energy W(x µ;T ) in the equations
above may be written as a sum of two parts: a vacuum intra-protein energy and an effective
solvation energy [113]. Nevertheless, this simplification is neither justified a priori, nor
necessary for the subsequent reasoning about the mechanisms of protein folding; so it will
not be assumed herein.
On the other hand, the (in general, non-trivial) dependence of W(x µ;T ) on the tem-
perature T (see eq. (1.3)) and the associated fact that it contains the entropy of the wa-
ter molecules, justifies its alternative denomination of internal or effective free energy,
and also the suggestive notation F(x µ) := W(x µ;T ) used in some works [128]. In this
dissertation, however, we prefer to save the name free energy for the one that contains
some amount of protein conformational entropy and that may be assigned to finite subsets
(states) of the conformational space of the chain (see eq. (1.10) and the discussion below).
Finally, we will stick to the notational practice of dropping (but remembering) the
temperature T from W and Heff. This is consistent with the situation of constant T that
we wish to investigate and also very natural and common in the literature. In fact, most
Hamiltonian functions (and their respective potentials) that are considered to be ‘funda-
mental’ actually come from the averaging out of degrees of freedom more microscopical
than the ones regarded as relevant, and, as a result, the coupling ‘constants’ contained in
them are not really constant, but dependent on the temperature T .
Now, from the probability density function (PDF) in the protein conformational space
Ω, given by,
p(x µ) =
exp
[ − βW(x µ)]
Z
, (1.7)
we can tell that W(x µ) completely determines the conformational preferences of the
polypeptide chain in the thermodynamic equilibrium as a function of each point of Ω.
On the opposite extreme of the details scale, we may choose to describe the macroscopic
state of the system as a whole (like it is normally done in physics [114]) and define, for
example, the Helmholtz free energy as F := −RT lnZ, where no trace of the microscopic
details of the system remains.
In protein science, it is also common practice to take a point of view somewhat in the
middle of these two limit descriptions, and define states that are neither single points of
Ω nor the whole set, but finite subsets Ωi ⊂ Ω comprising many different conformations
28 Note that, if the momenta piµ are kept in the integration measure, any canonical transformation leaves
the probability density invariant, since its Jacobian determinant is unity [127].
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that are related in some sense. These states must be precisely specified in order to be of
any use, and they must fulfill some reasonable conditions, the most important of which is
that they must be mutually exclusive, so that Ωi ∩ Ω j = ∅,∀i , j (i.e., no point can lie in
two different states at the same time).
Since the two most relevant conceptual constructions used to think about protein fold-
ing, the native (N) and the unfolded (U) states, as well as a great part of the language
used to talk about protein stability, fit in this formalism, we will now introduce the basic
equations associated to it.
To begin with, one can define the partition function of a certain state Ωi as
Zi :=
∫
Ωi
exp
[ − βW(x µ;T )] dx µ , (1.8)
so that the probability of Ωi be given by
Pi :=
Zi
Z
. (1.9)
The Helmholtz free energy Fi of this state is
Fi := −RT lnZi , (1.10)
and the following relation for the free energy differences is satisfied:
∆Fi j = F j − Fi = −RT ln Z jZi = −RT ln
P j
Pi
= −RT ln [ j]
[i]
= −RT lnKi j , (1.11)
where [i] denotes the concentration (in chemical jargon) of the species i, and Ki j is
the reaction constant (using again images borrowed from chemistry) of the i↔ j equilib-
rium. It is precisely this dependence on the concentrations, together with the approximate
equivalence between ∆F and ∆G at physiological conditions (where the term P∆V is neg-
ligible [113]), that renders eq. (1.11) very useful and ultimately justifies this point of view
based on states, since it relates the quantity that describes protein stability and may be esti-
mated theoretically (the folding free energy at constant temperature and constant pressure
∆Gfold := GN −GU) with the observables that are commonly measured in the laboratory
(the concentrations [N] and [U] of the native and unfolded states) [33, 52, 129].
The next step to develop this state-centered formalism is to define the microscopic
PDF in Ωi as the original one in eq. (1.7) conditioned to the knowledge that the confor-
mation x µ lies in Ωi:
pi(x µ) := p(x µ | x µ ∈ Ωi) = p(x
µ)
Pi
=
exp
[ − βW(x µ)]
Zi
. (1.12)
Now, using this probability measure in Ωi, we may calculate the internal energy Ui as
the average potential energy in this state:
Ui := 〈W〉i =
∫
Ωi
W(x µ)pi(x µ) dx µ , (1.13)
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and also define the entropy of Ωi as
S i := −R
∫
Ωi
pi(x µ) ln pi(x µ) dx µ . (1.14)
Finally, ending our statistical mechanics reminder, one can show that the natural ther-
modynamic relation among the different state functions is recovered:
∆Fi j = ∆Ui j − T∆S i j ' ∆Gi j = ∆Hi j − T∆S i j , (1.15)
where H is the enthalpy, whose differences ∆Hi j may be approximated by ∆Ui j ne-
glecting the term P∆V again.
Retaking the discussion about the mechanisms of protein folding, we see (again) in
eq. (1.7) that the potential of mean forceW(x µ) completely determines the conformational
preferences of the polypeptide chain in the thermodynamic equilibrium. Nevertheless, in
order to think about the problem, it is often useful to investigate also the underlying mi-
croscopic dynamics. The effective potential energy W(x µ) in eq. (1.3) has been simply
obtained in the previous paragraphs using the tools of statistical mechanics; the ‘dynami-
cal averaging out’ of the solvent degrees of freedom in order to describe the time evolution
of the protein subsystem, on the other hand, is a much more complicated (and certainly
different) task [130–134]. However, if the relaxation of the solvent is fast compared to the
motion of the polypeptide chain, the functionW(x µ) turns out to be precisely the effective
‘dynamical’ potential energy that determines the microscopic time evolution of the pro-
tein degrees of freedom [130]. Although this condition could be very difficult to check
for real cases and it has only been studied in simplified model systems [131, 133, 134],
molecular dynamics simulations with classical force fields and explicit water molecules
suggest that it may be approximately fulfilled [130, 135, 136]. For the sake of brevity,
in the discussion that follows, we will assume that this fast-relaxation actually occurs, so
that, when reasoning about the graphical representations (commonly termed energy land-
scapes) of the effective potential energy W(x µ), we are entitled to switch back and forth
from dynamical to statistical concepts.
Now, just after noting that F(x µ) is the central physical object needed to tackle the elu-
cidation of the folding mechanisms, we realize that the number of degrees of freedom N
in an average-length polypeptide chain is large enough for the size of the conformational
space (which is exponential on N) to be astronomically astronomical. This fact was, for
years, regarded as a problem, and is normally called Levinthal’s paradox [137]. Although
it belongs to the set of paradoxes that (like Zeno’s or Epimenides’) are called so without
actually being problematic29, thinking about it and using the language and the images re-
lated to it have dominated the views on folding mechanisms for a long time [87]. The
paradox itself was first stated in a talk entitled “How to fold graciously” given by Cyrus
Levinthal in 1969 [138] and it essentially says that, if, in the course of folding, a protein
is required to sample all possible conformations (a hypothesis that ignores completely the
laws of dynamics and statistical mechanics) and the conformation of a given residue is
independent of the conformations of the rest (which is also false), then the protein will
never fold to its native structure.
29 In fact, Levinthal did not use the word “paradox” and, just after stating the problem, he proposed a
possible solution to it.
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Figure 1.18: Possible energy landscapes of a protein. The conformational space is assumed to be
two-dimensional, the degrees of freedom being q1 and q2. The degrees of freedom of the solvent
have been integrated out (see the text), and the effective potential energy W(q1, q2) is a function
of these two variables, which are internal degrees of freedom of the molecule. N stands for native
state and it is assumed here to be the global minimum. (a) Flat golf course: the energy landscape
as it would be if Levinthal’s paradox were a real problem. (b) Ant trail: the old-view pathway
solution to Levinthal’s paradox. (c) New-view smooth funnel. (d) More realistic partially rugged
funnel. (Figures taken from ref. 128 with kind permission and somewhat modified.)
For example, let us assume that each one of the 124 residues in Anfinsen’s ribonu-
clease (see sec. 1.3) can take up any of the six different discrete backbone conformations
in table 1.1 (side chain degrees of freedom are not relevant in this qualitative discussion,
since they only affect the structure locally). This makes a total of 6124 ' 1096 different con-
formations for the chain. If they were visited in the shortest possible time (say, ∼ 10−12 s,
approximately the time required for a single molecular vibration [139]), the protein would
need about 1076 years to sample the whole conformational space. Of course, this argu-
ment is just a reductio ad absurdum proof (since proteins do fold!) of the a priori evident
statement that protein folding cannot be a completely random trial-and-error process (i.e.,
a random walk in conformational space). The golf-course energy landscape in fig. 1.18a
represents this non-realistic, paradoxical situation: the point describing the conformation
of the chain wanders aimlessly on the enormous denatured plateau until it suddenly finds
the native well by pure chance.
Levinthal himself argued that a solution to his paradox could be that the folding pro-
cess occurs along well-defined pathways that take every protein, like an ordered column of
ants, from the unfolded state to the native structure, visiting partially folded intermediates
en route [112, 140]. The ant-trail energy landscape in fig. 1.18b is a graphical depiction
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of the pathway image.
This view, which is typically referred to as the old view of folding [130, 137, 141],
is largely influenced by the situation in simple chemical reactions, where the barriers
surrounding the minimum energy paths that connect the different local minima are very
steep compared to RT , and the dynamical trajectories are, consequently, well defined. In
protein folding, however, due to the fact that the principal driving forces are much weaker
than those relevant for chemical reactions and comparable to RT , short-lived transient
interactions may form randomly among different residues in the chain and the system
describes stochastic trajectories that are never the same. Henceforth, since the native state
may be reached in many ways, it is unlikely that a single minimum energy path dominates
over the rest of them [130].
In the late 80s, a new view of folding mechanisms began to emerge based on these
facts and inspired on the statistical mechanics of spin glasses [130, 137, 139, 142–144].
According to it, when a large number of identical proteins (from 1015 to 1018 [145]) are
introduced in a test tube in the conditions of the restricted protein folding problem defined
in sec. 1.3, a conformational equilibrium is attained between the native ensemble of states
N and the ensemble made up of the rest of (non-functional) conformations (the unfolded
stateU). At the same time, what is happening at the microscopic level is that each single
molecule is following a partially stochastic trajectory determined by the intrinsic energet-
ics of the system (given by W(x µ)) and subject to random fluctuations due to the thermal
noise. Of course, all trajectories are different, some towards the native state and some
towards the unfolded state, but, if we focus on a single molecule at an arbitrary time,
the probability that she is wandering in the native basin is very high (typically more than
99%) and, in the rare case that we happen to choose a protein that is presently unfolded,
we will most certainly watch a very fast race towards the native state.
In order for this to happen, we need that the energy landscape be funneled towards
the native state, like in figs. 1.18c and 1.18d, so that any microscopic trajectory has more
probability to evolve in the native direction than in the opposite one at every point of
the conformational space (the ‘ruggedness’ of the funnel must also be small in order to
avoid getting trapped in deep local minima during the course of folding). In this way,
the solution to Levinthal’s paradox could be said to be “funnels, not tunnels” [146], and
the deterministic pathway image is changed by a statistical treatment in which folding
is a heterogeneous reaction involving broad ensembles of structures [147], the kinetic
intermediates that are sometimes observed experimentally being simply more or less deep
wells in the walls of the funnel. Anyway, although this new view has been validated both
experimentally [148] and theoretically [145], and it is widely accepted as correct by the
scientific community, one must note that it is not contradictory with the old view, since
the latter is only a particular case of the former in which the funnel presents a deep canyon
through which most of the individual proteins roll downwards. In fact, in some studied
cases, one may find a single pathway that dominates statistically [135, 145].
A marginal issue that arises both in the old and new views, is whether the native
state is the global minimum of the effective potential energy W(x µ) of the protein (in
which case the folding process is said to be thermodynamically controlled) or it is just the
lowest-lying kinetically-accessible local minimum (in which case we talk about kinetic
control) [113]. This question was raised by Anfinsen [74], who assumed the first case to
be the correct answer and called the assumption the thermodynamic hypothesis. Although
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Levinthal pointed out a few years later that this was not necessary and that kinetic control
was perfectly possible [138], and also despite some indications against it [149, 150], it
is now widely accepted that the thermodynamic hypothesis is fulfilled most of the times,
and almost always for small single-domain proteins [33, 75, 76, 113]. Of course, nothing
fundamental changes in the overall picture if the energy landscape is funneled towards a
local minimum of W(x µ) instead of being funneled to a global one, however, from the
computational point of view there is a difference: In the latter case, the prediction of
the native state may be tackled both dynamically and by simple minimization30 of the
function W(x µ) (for example, using simulated annealing [151, 152] or similar schemes),
whereas, if the thermodynamic hypothesis is broken, the native structure may still be
found performing molecular dynamics simulations, but minimization procedures could
be misleading and technically problematic. This is so because, although local minima
may also be found and described, the knowledge about towards which one of them the
protein trajectories converge depends on kinetic information, which is absent from the
typical minimization algorithms.
Now, even though a funneled energy function provides the only consistent image that
accounts for all the experimental facts about protein folding, one must still explain the
fact that the landscape is just like that. If one looks at a protein as if it were the first
time, one sees that it is a heteropolymer made up of twenty different types of amino
acid monomers (see sec. 1.2). Such a system, due to its many degrees of freedom, the
constraints imposed by chain connectivity and the different affinities that the monomers
show for their neighbours and for the environment, presents a large degree of frustration,
that is, there is not a single conformation of the chain which optimizes all the interactions
at the same time31. For the vast majority of the sequences, this would lead to a rugged
energy landscape with many low-energy states, high barriers, strong traps, etc.; up to a
certain degree, a landscape similar to that of spin glasses. A landscape in which fast-
folding to a unique three-dimensional structure is impossible!
However, a protein is not a random heteropolymer. Its sequence has been selected
and improved along thousands of millions of years by natural selection32, and the score
function that decided the contest, the fitness that drove the process, is just its ability to
fold into a well-defined native structure in a biologically reasonable time33. Henceforth,
the energy landscape of a protein is not like the majority of them, proteins are a selected
30 See appendix A for some technical but relevant remarks about the minimization of the effective poten-
tial energy function.
31 In order to be entitled to give such a simple definition, we need that the effective potential energy
of the system separates as a sum of terms with the minima at different points (either because it is split in
few-body terms, or because it is split in different ‘types of interactions’, such as van der Waals, Coulomb,
hydrogen-bonds, etc.). This is a classical image which is rigorously wrong but approximately true (and very
useful to think). If one does not want to assume the existence of ‘interactions’ or few-body terms that may
conflict with one another, one may jump directly to the conclusion, noting that the energy landscape of a
random heteropolymer is glassy but without introducing the concept of frustration.
32 The problem of finding the protein needle in the astronomical haystack of all possible sequences and
its solution are presented as another paradox, the blind watchmaker paradox, and inspiringly discussed by
Richard Dawkins in ref. 153.
33 One may argue that the ability to perform a catalytic function also enters the fitness criterium. While
this is true, it is probably a less important factor than the folding skill, since the active site of enzymes is
generally localized in a small region of the surface of the protein and it could be, in principle, assembled on
top of many different folds.
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minority of heteropolymers for which there exists a privileged structure (the native one) so
that, in every point of the conformational space, it is more stabilizing, on average, to form
‘native contacts’ than to form ‘non-native’ ones (an image radically implemented by Go¯-
type models [154]). Bryngelson and Wolynes [142] have termed this fewer conflicting
interactions than typically expected the principle of minimal frustration, and this takes
us to a natural definition of a protein (opposed to a general polypeptide): a protein is a
polypeptide chain whose sequence has been naturally selected to satisfy the principle of
minimal frustration.
Now, we should note that this funneled shape emerges from a very delicate balance.
Proteins are only marginally stable in solution, with an unfolding free energy ∆Gunfold
typically in the 5 – 15 kcal/mol range. However, if we split this relatively small value into
its enthalphic and entropic contributions, using eq. (1.15) and the already mentioned fact
that the term P∆V is negligible at physiological conditions [113],
∆Gunfold = ∆Hunfold − T∆S unfold , (1.16)
we find that it is made up of the difference between two quantities (∆Hunfold and
T∆S unfold) that are typically an order of magnitude larger than ∆Gunfold itself [113, 155],
i.e., the native state is enthalpically favoured by hundreds of kilocalories per mole and
entropically penalized by approximately the same amount.
In addition, both quantities are strongly dependent on the details of the effective po-
tential energyW(x µ) (see eqs. (1.13) and (1.14)), which could be imagined to be made up
of the sum of thousands of non-covalent terms each one of a size comparable to ∆Gunfold.
This very fine tuning that has been achieved after thousands of millions of years of natural
selection is easily destroyed by a single-residue mutation or by slightly altering the tem-
perature, the pH or the concentration of certain substances in the environment (parameters
on which W(x µ) implicitly depends).
For the same reasons, if the folding process is intended to be simulated theoreti-
cally, the chances of missing the native state and (what is even worse) of producing a
non-funneled landscape, which is very difficult to explore using conventional molecular
dynamics or minimization algorithms, are very high if poor energy functions are used
[143, 156, 157]. Therefore, it is not surprising that current force fields [104, 105, 117–
126], which include a number of strong assumptions (additivity of the ‘interactions’,
mostly pairwise terms, simple functional forms, etc.), are widely recognized to be in-
capable of folding proteins [33, 84, 98, 100, 158–161].
The improvement of the effective potential energy functions describing polypeptides,
with the long-term goal of reliable ab initio folding, is one of the main objectives towards
which the steps taken during the research period that is described in this Ph.D. dissertation
are directed.
Chapter 2
Introduction to quantum chemistry
It would indeed be remarkable if Nature
fortified herself against further advances in
knowledge behind the analytical difficulties
of the many-body problem.
— Max Born, 1960
2.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we pointed out that the principal computational hindrances to
successfully fold proteins are two: the necessity to explore a huge conformational space
(either dynamically or stochastically) and the lack of accurate potential energy functions
that describe their behaviour [84, 98, 100, 107, 161, 162].
The former could be alleviated by choosing a convenient set of coordinates (see chap-
ter 4) and imposing constraints on the least important degrees of freedom of the molecule
(see chapter 6). To tackle the design of accurate effective potentials, on the other hand,
two essential ingredients are needed: a reference potential that could be regarded as accu-
rate enough and a physically meaningful criterium to compare less numerically expensive
approximations to this reference.
In chapter 3, we introduce such a criterium and thoroughly discuss its convenience
with respect to other frequently used ones. Regarding the reference energy function, it is
widely accepted [159, 160, 163–167] that the effective potential for the nuclei calculated
with non-relativistic quantum mechanics in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation should
be accurate enough to describe a wide range of phenomena among which the confor-
mational behaviour of biological molecules at physiological conditions is included. The
study of physico-chemical processes at this level of theoretical detail and the design of
computationally efficient approximations for solving the demanding equations that ap-
pear constitute the major part of the field called quantum chemistry [168, 169].
In this chapter, we introduce the basic quantum chemical formalism that will be ex-
ploited in the rest of the dissertation. In sec. 2.2, we introduce the molecular Hamiltonian
and a special set of units (the atomic ones) that are convenient to simplify the basic equa-
tions. In sec. 2.3, we present in an axiomatic way the concepts and expressions related to
the separation of the electronic and nuclear problems in the Born-Oppenheimer scheme.
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In sec. 2.4, we introduce the variational method that underlies the derivation of the basic
equations of the Hartree and Hartree-Fock approximations, discussed in sec. 2.6 and 2.7
respectively. The computational implementation of the Hartree-Fock approximation is
tackled in sec. 2.8, where the celebrated Roothaan-Hall equations are derived and a brief
introduction to Gaussian basis sets is made in sec. 2.9. Finally, in sec. 2.10, the Møller-
Plesset 2 (MP2) theory to incorporate correlation to the Hartree-Fock results is discussed.
2.2 Molecular Hamiltonian and atomic units
Getting rid of constants and powers of ten
Since 1960, the international scientific community has agreed on an ‘official’ set of basic
units for measurements: Le Syste`me International d’Unite´s, or SI for short (see http://
www.bipm.org/en/si/ and ref. 170). The meter (m), the kilogram (kg), the second (s),
the ampere (A), the kelvin (K), the mole (mol), the joule (J) and the pascal (Pa) are exam-
ples of SI units.
Sticking to the SI scheme, the non-relativistic quantum mechanical Hamiltonian op-
erator of a molecule consisting of NN nuclei (with atomic numbers Zα and masses Mα,
α = 1, . . . ,NN) and N electrons (i.e., the molecular Hamiltonian) is expressed as34:
Hˆ = −
NN∑
α=1
~2
2Mα
∇2α −
N∑
i=1
~2
2me
∇2i +
1
2
∑
α,β
(
e2
4pi0
)
ZαZβ
|~Rβ − ~Rα|
−
N∑
i=1
NN∑
α=1
(
e2
4pi0
)
Zα
|~Rα − ~ri|
+
1
2
∑
i, j
(
e2
4pi0
)
1
|~r j − ~ri| , (2.1)
where ~ stands for h/2pi, being h Planck’s constant, me denotes the electron mass,
e the proton charge, ~ri the position of the i-th electron, ~Rα that of the α-th nucleus, 0 the
vacuum permittivity and ∇2i the Laplacian operator with respect to the coordinates of the
i-th particle.
Although using a common set of units presents obvious communicative advantages,
when circumscribed to a particular field of science, it is common to appeal to non-SI units
in order to simplify the most frequently used equations by getting rid of some constant
factors that always appear grouped in the same ways and, thus, make the numerical values
in any calculation of the order of unity. In the field of quantum chemistry, atomic units
(see table 2.1), proposed in ref. 171 and named in ref. 172, are typically used. In these
units, eq. (2.1) is substantially simplified to
Hˆ = −
NN∑
α=1
1
2Mα
∇2α −
N∑
i=1
1
2
∇2i +
1
2
∑
α,β
ZαZβ
|~Rβ − ~Rα|
−
N∑
i=1
NN∑
α=1
Zα
|~Rα − ~ri|
+
1
2
∑
i, j
1
|~r j − ~ri| . (2.2)
34 Note that the non-relativistic molecular Hamiltonian does not depend on spin-like variables.
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Unit of mass: mass of the electron = me = 9.1094 · 10−31 kg
Unit of charge: charge on the proton = e = 1.6022 · 10−19 C
Unit of length: 1 bohr = a0 = 4pi0~
2
mee2
= 0.52918 Å= 5.2918 · 10−11 m
Unit of energy: 1 hartree = ~
2
mea20
= 627.51 kcal/mol = 4.3597 · 10−18 J
Table 2.1: Atomic units up to five significant digits. Taken from the National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology (NIST) web page at http://physics.nist.gov/
cuu/Constants/.
1 hartree 1 eV 1 kcal/mol 1 kJ/mol 1 cm−1
1 hartree 1 27.211 627.51 262.54 219470
1 eV 3.6750 · 10−2 1 23.061 96.483 8065.5
1 kcal/mol 1.5936 · 10−3 4.3363 · 10−2 1 4.1838 349.75
1 kJ/mol 3.8089 · 10−4 1.0364 · 10−2 2.3902 · 10−1 1 83.595
1 cm−1 4.5560 · 10−6 1.2398 · 10−4 2.8592 · 10−3 1.1962 · 10−2 1
Table 2.2: Energy units conversion factors to five significant digits. Taken from the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) web page at http://physics.
nist.gov/cuu/Constants/. The table must be read by rows. For example, the value
4.1838, in the third row, fourth column, indicates that 1 kcal/mol = 4.1838 kJ/mol.
Since all the relevant expressions in quantum chemistry are derived in one way or
another from the molecular Hamiltonian, the simplification brought up by the use of
atomic units propagates to the whole formalism. Consequently, they shall be the choice
all throughout this document.
Apart from the atomic units and the SI ones, there are some other miscellaneous units
that are often used in the literature: the ångstro¨m, which is a unit of length defined as
1 Å= 10−10 m, and the units of energy cm−1 (which reminds about the spectroscopic ori-
gins of quantum chemistry and, even, quantum mechanics), electronvolt (eV), kilocalorie
per mole (kcal/mol) and kilojoule per mole (kJ/mol). The last two are specially used in
the field of macromolecular simulations and quantify the energy of a mole of entities; for
example, if one asserts that the torsional barrier height for H2O2 is ∼ 7 kcal/mol, one is
really saying that, in order to make a mole of H2O2 (i.e., NA ' 6.0221 · 1023 molecules)
rotate 180o around the O–O bond, one must spend ∼ 7 kcal. For the conversion factors
between the different energy units, see table 2.2.
Finally, to close this section, we rewrite eq. (2.2) introducing some self-explanatory
notation that will be used in the subsequent discussion:
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Hˆ = TˆN + Tˆe + VˆNN + VˆeN + Vˆee , (2.3a)
TˆN := −
NN∑
α=1
1
2Mα
∇2α , (2.3b)
Tˆe := −
N∑
i=1
1
2
∇2i , (2.3c)
VˆNN :=
1
2
∑
α,β
ZαZβ
Rαβ
, (2.3d)
VˆeN := −
N∑
i=1
NN∑
α=1
Zα
Rαi
, (2.3e)
Vˆee :=
1
2
∑
i, j
1
ri j
. (2.3f)
2.3 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation
Separating electrons from nuclei
To think of a macromolecule as a set of quantum objects described by a wavefunc-
tion Ψ(X1, . . . , XNN , x1, . . . , xN) dependent on the spatial and spin
35 degrees of freedom,
xi := (~ri, σi), of the electrons and on those of the nuclei, Xα := (~Rα,Σα), would be too
much for the imagination of physicists and chemists. All the language of chemistry would
have to be remade and simple sentences in textbooks, such as “rotation about this single
bond allows the molecule to avoid steric clashes between atoms” or even “a polymer is
a long chain-like molecule composed of repeating monomer units”, would have to be
translated into long and counter-intuitive statements involving probability and ‘quantum
jargon’. Conscious or not, we think of molecules as classical objects.
More precisely, we are ready to accept that electrons are quantum (we know of the
interference experiments, electrons are light, we are accustomed to draw atomic ‘orbitals’,
etc.), however, we are reluctant to concede the same status to nuclei. Nuclei are heavier
than electrons (at least ∼ 2000 times heavier, in the case of the single proton nucleus of
hydrogen) and we picture them in our imagination as ‘classical things’ that move, bond
to each other, rotate around bonds and are at precise points at precise times. We imagine
nuclei ‘slowly moving’ in the field of the electrons, which, for each position of the first,
immediately ‘adjust their quantum state’.
The formalization of these ideas is called Born-Oppenheimer approximation [173,
174] and the confirmation of its being good for many relevant problems is a fact that
supports our intuitions about the topic and that lies at the foundations of the vast majority
35 One convenient way of thinking about functions that depend on spin-like variables is as an m-tuple
of ordinary R3N functions, where m is the finite number of possible values of the spin. In the case of a
one-particular wavefunction describing an electron, for example, σ can take two values (say, −1/2 and 1/2)
in such a way that one may picture any general spin-orbitalΨi(x) as a 2-tuple
(
Φ
−1/2
i (~r),Φ
1/2
i (~r)
)
. Of course,
another valid way of imagining Ψi(x) is simply as a function of four variables, three real and one discrete.
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of the images, the concepts and the research in quantum chemistry36.
Like any approximation, the Born-Oppenheimer one may be either derived from the
exact problem (in this case, the entangled behaviour of electrons and nuclei as the same
quantum object) or simply proposed on the basis of physical intuition, and later confirmed
to be good enough (or not) by comparison with the exact theory or with the experiment.
Of course, if it is possible, the first way should be preferred, since it allows to develop a
deeper insight about the terms we are neglecting and the specific details that we will miss.
However, although in virtually every quantum chemistry book [176–180] hands-waving
derivations up to different levels of detail are performed and the Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation is typically presented as unproblematic, it seems that the fine mathematical
details on which these ‘standard’ approaches are based are far from clear [181–183]. This
state of affairs does not imply that the final equations that will need to be solved are ill-
defined or that the numerical methods based on the theory are unstable; in fact, it is just
the contrary (see the discussion below), because the problems are related only to the pre-
cise relation between the concepts in the whole theory and those in its simplified version.
Nevertheless, the many subtleties involved in a derivation of the Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation scheme from the exact equations and the fact that, in this dissertation, no
correcting terms to it will be calculated, suggest that the second way be taken. Hence,
in the following paragraphs, an axiomatic presentation of the main expressions, aimed
mostly to fix the notation and to introduce the language, will be performed.
First of all, if we examine the Hamiltonian operator in eq. (2.2), we see that the
term VˆNe prevents the problem from being separable in the nuclear and electronic co-
ordinates, i.e., if we define x := (x1, . . . , xN) as the set of all electronic coordinates (spatial
and spin-like) and do likewise with the nuclear coordinates X, the term VˆNe prevents any
wavefunction Ψ(X, x) solution of the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation,
HˆΨ(X, x) =
(
TˆN + Tˆe + VˆNN + VˆeN + Vˆee
)
Ψ(X, x) = EΨ(X, x) , (2.4)
from being written as a product,Ψ(X, x) = ΨN(X)Ψe(x), of an electronic wavefunction
and a nuclear one. If this were the case, the problem would still be difficult (because of
the Coulomb terms VˆNN and Vˆee), but we would be able to focus on the electrons and on
the nuclei separately.
The starting point for the Born-Oppenheimer approximation consists in assuming that
a less strict separability is achieved, in such a way that, for a pair of suitably chosen
ΨN(X) and Ψe(x; X), any wavefunction solution of eq. (2.4) (or at least those in which we
are interested; for example, the eigenstates corresponding to the lowest lying eigenvalues)
can be expressed as
Ψ(X, x) = ΨN(X)Ψe(x; X) , (2.5)
where we have used a ‘;’ to separate the two sets of variables in the electronic part
of the wavefunction in order to indicate that, in what follows, it is convenient to use the
image that ‘from the point of view of the electrons, the nuclear degrees of freedom are
fixed’, so that the electronic wavefunction depends ‘parametrically’ on them. In other
36 There are many phenomena, however, in which the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is broken. For
example, in striking a flint to create a spark, mechanical motion of the nuclei excites electrons into a plasma
that then emits light [175].
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words, that the X are not quantum variables in eq. (2.6) below. Of course, it is just a
‘semantic’ semicolon; if anyone feels uncomfortable about it, she may drop it and write a
normal comma.
Notably, in ref. 184, Hunter showed that any solution of the Schro¨dinger equation
can in fact be written exactly in the form of eq. (2.5), and that the two functions, ΨN(X)
and Ψe(x; X), into which Ψ(X, x) is split may be interpreted as marginal and conditional
probability amplitudes respectively. However, despite the insight that is gained from this
treatment, it is of no practical value, since the knowledge of the exact solution Ψ(X, x) is
required in order to compute ΨN(X) and Ψe(x; X).
In the Born-Oppenheimer scheme, an additional assumption is made in order to avoid
this drawback: the equations obeyed by the electronic and nuclear parts of the wave-
function are supposed to be known. Hence, Ψe(x; X) is assumed to be a solution of the
time-independent clamped nuclei Schro¨dinger equation,
(
Tˆe + VˆeN(r; R) + Vˆee(r)
)
Ψe(x; R) := Hˆe(R)Ψe(x; R) = Ee(R)Ψe(x; R) , (2.6)
where the electronic Hamiltonian operator Hˆe(R) and the electronic energy Ee(R)
(both dependent on the nuclei positions) have been defined, and, since the nuclear spins
do not enter the expression, we have explicitly indicated that Ψe depends parametrically
on R and not on X.
The common interpretation of the clamped nuclei equation is, as we have advanced
at the beginning of the section, that the nuclei are much ‘slower’ than the electrons and,
therefore, the latter can automatically adjust their quantum state to the instantaneous po-
sitions of the former. Physically, eq. (2.6) is just the time-independent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion of N particles (the electrons) of mass me and charge −e in the external electric field
of NN point charges (the nuclei) of size eZα at locations ~Rα. Mathematically, it is an
eigenvalue problem that has been thoroughly studied in the literature and whose proper-
ties are well-known [185–190]. In particular, it can be shown that, in the case of neutral
or positively charged molecules (i.e., with Z :=
∑
α Zα ≥ N), the clamped nuclei equa-
tion has an infinite number of normalizable solutions in the discrete spectrum of Hˆe(R)
(bound-states) for every value of R [191, 192].
These solutions must be regarded as the different electronic energy levels, and a further
approximation that is typically made consists in, not only accepting that the electrons im-
mediately ‘follow’ nuclear motion, but also that, for each value of the nuclear positions R,
they are in the fundamental electronic state37, i.e., the one with the lower Ee(R).
Consequently, we define
Eeffe (R) := E
0
e (R) . (2.7)
to be the effective electronic field in which the nuclei move, in such a way that, once
we have solved the problem in eq. (2.6) and know E0e (R), the time-independent nuclear
37 This is customarily assumed in the literature and it is supported by the general fact that electronic
degrees of freedom are typically more difficult to excite than nuclear ones. Hence, in the vast majority of
the numerical implementations of the theory, only the fundamental electronic state is sought. We will see
this in the forecoming sections.
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Schro¨dinger equation obeyed by ΨN(X) is:(
TˆN + VˆNN(R) + Eeffe (R)
)
ΨN(X) := HˆNΨN(X) = ENΨN(X) , (2.8)
where the effective nuclear Hamiltonian HˆN has been implicitly defined.
Now, to close the section, we gather the main expressions of the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation for quick reference and we discuss them in some more detail:
Hˆe(R)Ψe(x; R) :=
(
Tˆe + VˆeN(R) + Vˆee
)
Ψe(x; R) = Ee(R)Ψe(x; R) , (2.9a)
Eeffe (R) := E
0
e (R) , (2.9b)
HˆNΨN(X) :=
(
TˆN + VNN(R) + Eeffe (R)
)
ΨN(X) = ENΨN(X) , (2.9c)
Ψ(x,X) ' Ψ0e(x; R)ΨN(X) , E ' EN . (2.9d)
To start, note that the above equations are written in the logical order in which they are
imagined and used in any numerical calculation. First, we assume the nuclei fixed at R
and we (hopefully) solve the clamped nuclei electronic Schro¨dinger equation (eq. (2.9a)),
obtaining the fundamental electronic state Ψ0e(x,R) with its corresponding energy E
0
e (R).
Next, we repeat this procedure for all possible values38 of R and end up with an hyper-
surface E0e (R) in R-space. Finally, we add this function to the analytical and easily com-
putable VNN(R) and find the effective potential that determines the nuclear motion:
VeffN (R) := VNN(R) + E
0
e (R) . (2.10)
It is, precisely, this effective potential that is called Potential Energy Surface (PES) (or,
more generally, Potential Energy Hyper-Surface (PEHS)) in quantum chemistry and that
is the central object through which scientists picture chemical reactions or conformational
changes of macromolecules [193]. In fact, the concept is so appealing and the classical
image so strong that, after ‘going quantum’, we can ‘go classical’ back again and think
of nuclei as perfectly classical particles that move in the classical potential VeffN (R). In
such a case, we would not have to solve eq. (2.9c) but, instead, integrate the Newtonian
equations of motion. This is the basic assumption of every typical force field used for
molecular dynamics, such as the ones in the popular CHARMM [104, 105], AMBER
[125, 194, 195] or OPLS [124] packages.
Finally, we would like to remind the reader that, despite the hands-waving character
of the arguments presented, up to this point, every computational step has a clear descrip-
tion and eqs. (2.9a) through (2.9c) could be considered as definitions involving a certain
degree of notational abuse. To assume that the quantities obtained through this process are
close to those that proceed from a rigorous solution of the time independent Schro¨dinger
equation (eq. (2.4)) is where the approximation really lies. Hence, the more accurate
eqs. (2.9d) are, the better the Born-Oppenheimer guess is, and, like any other one, if one
38 Of course, this cannot be done in practice. Due to the finite character of available computational
resources, what is customarily done is to define a ‘grid’ in R-space and compute E0e (R) in a finite number
of points.
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does not trust in the heuristic grounds on which the final equations stand, they may be
taken as axiomatic and judged a posteriori according to their results in particular cases39.
In quantum chemistry, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is assumed in a great
fraction of the studies and it allows the central concept of potential energy surface to be
well-defined, apart from considerably simplifying the calculations. The same decision is
taken in this Ph.D. dissertation.
2.4 The variational method
Looking for the fundamental state
There exists a mathematically appealing way of deriving the time independent Schro¨dinger
equation (eq. (2.4)) from an extremal principle. If we define the functional (see ap-
pendix B) that corresponds to the expected value of the energy,
F [Ψ] := 〈Ψ| Hˆ |Ψ〉 , (2.11)
and we restrict the search space to the normalized wavefunctions, the constrained-
extremals problem that results can be solved via the Lagrange multipliers method (see
appendix C) by constructing the associated functional F˜ [Ψ], where we introduce a La-
grange multiplier λ to force normalization:
F˜ [Ψ] := F [Ψ] + λ
(
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 − 1
)
. (2.12)
If we now ask that the functional derivative of F˜ [Ψ] with respect to the complex
conjugate Ψ∗ of the wave function40 be zero, i.e., we look for the stationary points of
F [Ψ] conditioned by 〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = 1, we obtain the eigenvalues equation for Hˆ, i.e., the time-
independent Schro¨dinger equation. Additionally, it can be shown, first, that, due to the
self-adjointedness of Hˆ, the equation obtained from the stationarity condition with respect
to Ψ (not Ψ∗) is just the complex conjugate and adds no new information.
Moreover, one can see that the reverse implication is also true, so that, if a given
normalized wavefunction Ψ is a solution of the eigenvalue problem and belongs to the
discrete spectrum of Hˆ, then the functional in eq. (2.12) is stationary with respect to Ψ∗:
δF˜ [Ψ]
δΨ∗
= 0 ⇐⇒ HˆΨ = −λΨ := EΨ and 〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = 1 . (2.13)
This result, despite its conceptual interest, is of little practical use, because it does not
indicate an operative way to solve the Schro¨dinger equation different from the ones that
we already knew. The equivalence above simply illustrates that mathematical variational
principles are over-arching theoretical statements from which the differential equations
that actually contain the details of physical systems can be extracted. Nevertheless, using
39 Until now, two approximations have been done: the non-relativistic character of the objects studied
and the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. In the forecoming, many more will be done. The a priori
quantification of their goodness in large molecules is a formidable task and, despite the efforts in this
direction, in the end, the comparison with experimental data is the only sound method for validation.
40 A function of a complex variable z (or, analogously, a functional on a space of complex functions) may
be regarded as depending on two different sets of independent variables: either Re(z) and Im(z) or z and z∗.
The choice frequently depending on technical issues.
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similar ideas, we will derive another simple theorem which is indeed powerfully practical:
the variational theorem.
Let {Ψn} be a basis of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian operator Hˆ and {En} their cor-
responding eigenvalues. Since Hˆ is self-adjoint, the eigenstates Ψn can be chosen to be
orthonormal (i.e., 〈Ψm|Ψn〉 = δmn) and any normalized wavefunction Ψ in the Hilbert
space can be written as a linear combination of them41:
|Ψ〉 =
∑
n
Cn|Ψn〉 provided that
∑
n
|Cn|2 = 1 . (2.14)
If we now denote by E0 the lowest En (i.e., the energy of the fundamental state)42
and calculate the expected value of the energy on an arbitrary state Ψ such as the one in
eq. (2.14), we obtain
〈Ψ| Hˆ |Ψ〉 =
∑
m,n
C∗mCn〈Ψm| Hˆ |Ψn〉 =
∑
m,n
C∗mCnEn〈Ψm|Ψn〉
=
∑
m,n
C∗mCnEnδmn =
∑
n
|Cn|2En ≥
∑
n
|Cn|2E0 = E0 . (2.15)
This simple relation is the variational theorem and it states that any wavefunction of
the Hilbert space has an energy larger than the one of the fundamental state (the equality
can only be achieved if Ψ = Ψ0). However trivial this fact may appear, it allows a very
fruitful ‘everything-goes’ strategy when trying to approximate the fundamental state in
a difficult problem. If one has a procedure for finding a promising guess wavefunction
(called variational ansatz), no matter how heuristic, semi-empirical or intuitive it may
be, one may expect that the lower the corresponding energy, the closer to the fundamental
state it is43. This provides a systematic strategy for improving the test wavefunction which
may take a number of particular forms.
One example of the application of the variational theorem is to propose a family of
normalized wavefunctions Ψθ parametrically dependent on a number θ and calculate the
θ-dependent expected value of the energy:
E(θ) := 〈Ψθ| Hˆ |Ψθ〉 . (2.16)
Then, one may use the typical tools of one-variable calculus to find the minimum
of E(θ) and thus make the best guess of the energy E0 constrained to the family Ψθ. If
the ansatz is cleverly chosen, this estimate could be rather accurate, however, for large
systems that lack symmetry, it is very difficult to write a good enough form for Ψθ.
41 We assume here, for the sake of simplicity and in order to highlight the relevant concepts, that Hˆ has
only discrete spectrum. The ideas involved in a general derivation are the same but the technical details and
the notation are more complicated [196].
42 Its existence is not guaranteed: it depends on the particular potential in Hˆ. However, for the physically
relevant cases, there is indeed a minimum energy in the set {En}.
43 Of course, this not necessarily so (and, in any case, it depends on the definition of ‘closer’), since it
could happen that the 〈Ψ|Hˆ|Ψ〉 landscape in the constrained subset of the Hilbert space in which the search
is performed be ‘rugged’. In such a case, we may have very different wavefunctions (say, in the sense of the
L2-norm) with similar energies 〈Ψ|Hˆ|Ψ〉. The only ‘direction’ in which one can be sure that the situation
improves when using the variational procedure is the (very important) energetic one. That one is also
moving towards better values of any other observable is, in general, no more than a bona fide assumption.
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When dealing with a large number of particles, there exists another protocol based
on the variational theorem that will permit us to derive the Hartree and Hartree-Fock
equations for the electronic wavefunction Ψe (see secs. 2.6 and 2.7, respectively). The
first step is to devise a restricted way to expressΨe in terms of one-electron wavefunctions,
also called orbitals and denoted by {ψa(x)}44, thus reducing the search space to a (typically
small) subset of the whole Hilbert space:
Ψe(x1, . . . , xN) = f
(
{ψa(xi)}
)
. (2.17)
The second step consists in establishing a (possibly infinite) number of constraints on
the one-electron functions45,
Lk
(
{ψa(xi)}
)
= 0 . (2.18)
With these two ingredients, we can now write the Lagrange functional that describes
the constrained problem in terms of the orbitals ψa (see eq. (2.12)):
F˜ [{ψa}] = 〈 f ({ψa(xi)}) ∣∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣∣ f ({ψa(xi)})〉 +∑
k
λkLk
(
{ψa(xi)}
)
. (2.19)
Finally, we take the derivatives of F˜ [{ψa}] with respect to every ψa(x) (normally, with
respect to the complex conjugate ψ∗a(x), see footnote 40) and we ask each one to be zero
(see appendix B). This produces the final equations that must be solved in order to find
the stationary one-electron orbitals.
Of course, these final equations may have multiple solutions. In the cases treated in
this dissertation, there exist procedures to check that a particular solution (found compu-
tationally) is, not only stationary, but also minimal [197]. However, to assure that it is,
not only locally minimal, but also globally (i.e., that is optimal), could be, in general, as
difficult as for any other multi-dimensional optimization problem [151, 152, 198]. In the
Hartree and Hartree-Fock cases, discussed in secs. 2.6 and 2.7 respectively, the aufbau
principle and a clever choice of the starting guess are particular techniques intended to
alleviate this problem.
2.5 Statement of the problem
Solve the electronic Hamiltonian
Assuming the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (see sec. 2.3 and eqs. (2.9)), the central
problem that one must solve in quantum chemistry is to find the fundamental state of the
44 In principle, there could be more orbitals than electrons, however, in both the Hartree and Hartree-Fock
applications of this formalism, the index a runs, just like i, from 1 to N.
45 Actually, both restrictions (the one at the level of the total wavefunction in eq. (2.17) and the one
involving the one-particle ones in eq. (2.18)) are simply constraints (see appendix C). The distinction is not
fundamental but operative, and it also helps us to devise variational ansatzs separating the two conceptual
playgrounds.
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electronic Hamiltonian for a fixed position R of the nuclei46:
Hˆ := Tˆ + VˆeN + Vˆee := −
N∑
i=1
1
2
∇2i −
N∑
i=1
NN∑
α=1
Zα
Rαi
+
1
2
∑
i, j
1
ri j
. (2.20)
As already remarked in sec. 2.3, this problem is well posed for neutral and positively
charged molecules, and, in the same way in which the term VˆeN prevented the total wave-
function to be a product of an electronic and a nuclear part, the term Vˆee in the expres-
sion above breaks the separability in the one-electron variables xi of the electronic time-
independent Schro¨dinger equation associated to Hˆ. Hence, a general solutionΨ(x) cannot
be a product of orbitals and the search must be a priori performed in the whole Hilbert
space. However, this is a much too big place to look for Ψ(x), since the computational
requirements to solve the Schro¨dinger equation grow exponentially on the number of elec-
trons.
Partially recognizing this situation, in the first days of quantum mechanics, Dirac
wrote that,
The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of a large
part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and
the difficulty is only that the exact application of these equations leads to
equations much too complicated to be soluble. It therefore becomes desirable
that approximate practical methods of applying quantummechanics should be
developed, which can lead to an explanation of the main features of complex
atomic systems without too much computation [196].
The description of the most popular approximate methods, which the great physicist
envisaged to be necessary, will be the objective of the following sections. Two basic
points responsible of the relative success of such an enterprise are the severe reduction
of the space in where the fundamental state is sought (which, of course, leads to only an
approximation of it) and the availability of computers unimaginably faster than anything
that could be foreseen in times of Dirac.
2.6 The Hartree approximation
Distinguishable spinless independent electrons
One of the first and most simple approximations aimed to solve the problem posed in the
previous section is due to Hartree in 1927 [171] (although the way in which the Hartree
equations will be derived here, using the variational theorem, is due to Slater [199]).
In this approximation, the total wavefunction is constrained to be a product (typically
referred to as Hartree product) of N one-electron orbitals (see eq. (2.17)), where the spin
46 Since, from now on, we will only be dealing with the ‘electronic problem’, the notation has been made
simpler by dropping superfluous subindices e where there is no possible ambiguity. As a consequence,
for example, the electronic Hamiltonian is now denoted by Hˆ, the electronic kinetic energy by Tˆ and the
electronic wavefunction by Ψ(x) (dropping the parametric dependence on R in the same spirit).
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of the electrons and the antisymmetry (i.e., the Pauli exclusion principle) are not taken
into account47:
Φ(~r1, . . . ,~rN) =
N∏
i=1
φi(~ri) , (2.21)
where the a index in the orbitals has been substituted by i due to the fact that each
function is paired to a specific set of electron coordinates, consequently being the same
number of both of them.
Also, the additional requirement that the one-particle wavefunctions be normalized is
imposed (see eq. (2.18)):
〈φi|φi〉 = 1 , i = 1, . . . ,N . (2.22)
With these two ingredients, we can construct the auxiliary functional whose zero-
derivative condition produces the solution of the constrained stationary points problem
(see eq. (2.19)). To this effect, we introduce N Lagrange multipliers λi that force the
normalization constraints48:
F˜ [{φi}] = 〈 N∏
i=1
φi(~ri)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Hˆ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∏
i=1
φi(~ri)
〉
+
N∑
i=1
λi
(
〈φi|φi〉 − 1
)
. (2.23)
This functional may be considered to depend on 2N independent functions: the N
one-electron φi and their N complex conjugates (see footnote 40). The Hartree equations
are obtained by imposing that the functional derivative of F˜ with respect to φ∗k be zero for
k = 1, . . . ,N. In order to obtain them and as an appetizer for the slightly more complicated
process in the more used Hartree-Fock approximation, the functional derivative will be
here computed in detail following the steps indicated in appendix B.
First, we write out49 the first term in the right-hand side of eq. (2.23):
〈∏
i
φi(~ri)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Hˆ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∏i φi(~ri)
〉
=
− 1
2
∑
i
∏
j,i
〈φ j|φ j〉
 ∫ φ∗i (~r)∇2φi(~r)d~r
−
∑
i
∏
j,i
〈φ j|φ j〉
 ∫ φ∗i (~r) φi(~r)
 NN∑
A=1
ZA
|~r − ~RA|
 d~r
+
1
2
∑
i
∑
j,i
∏
k,i, j
〈φk|φk〉
 ∫∫ φ∗i (~r) φi(~r) φ∗j(~r ′) φ j(~r ′)|~r − ~r ′| d~r ′d~r , (2.24)
47 We shall denote with capital Greek letters the wavefunctions depending on all the electronic variables,
and with lowercase Greek letters the one-electron orbitals. In addition, by Ψ (or ψ), we shall indicate
wavefunctions containing spin part (called spin-orbitals) and, by Φ (or φ), those that depend only on spatial
variables.
48 Note that the normalization of the total wavefunction is a consequence of the normalization of the
one-electron ones and needs not to be explicitly asked.
49 The limits in sums and products are dropped if there is no possible ambiguity.
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where d~r denotes the Euclidean R3 volume element dx dy dz.
Now, we realize that the products outside the integrals can be dropped using the con-
straints in eq. (2.22) (see the last paragraphs of appendix C for a justification that this can
be done before taking the derivative). Then, using the previous expression and conve-
niently rearranging the order of the integrals and sums, we write out the first term in the
numerator of the left-hand side of eq. (B.1) that corresponds to an infinitesimal variation
of the function φ∗k:
F˜ [φ∗k + εδφ∗k] :=
F˜ [φ1, φ∗1, . . . , φk, φ∗k + εδφ∗k, . . . , φN , φ∗N] =
− 1
2
∑
i
∫
φ∗i (~r)∇2φi(~r) d~r −
∑
i
∫ ∣∣∣φi(~r)∣∣∣2  NN∑
A=1
ZA
|~r − ~RA|
 d~r
+
1
2
∑
i
∫ ∣∣∣φi(~r)∣∣∣2 ∫
∑
j,i
∣∣∣φ j(~r ′)∣∣∣2
|~r − ~r ′| d~r
′
 d~r +∑
i
λi
(∫ ∣∣∣φi(~r)∣∣∣2d~r − 1)
− 1
2
ε
∫
δφ∗k(~r)∇2φk(~r) d~r − ε
∫
δφ∗k(~r) φk(~r)
 NN∑
A=1
ZA
|~r − ~RA|
 d~r
+ ε
∫
δφ∗k(~r) φk(~r)
∫
∑
i,k
∣∣∣φi(~r ′)∣∣∣2
|~r − ~r ′| d~r
′
 d~r + ελk ∫ δφ∗k(~r) φk(~r) d~r . (2.25)
We subtract from this expression the quantity F˜ [{φi(~ri)}], so that the first four terms
cancel, and we can write
lim
ε→0
F˜ [φ∗k + εδφ∗k] − F˜ [φ∗k]
ε
=∫ [
− 1
2
∇2φk(~r) −
 NN∑
A=1
ZA
|~r − ~RA|
 φk(~r)
+
(∫ ∑
i,k |φi(~r ′)|2
|~r − ~r ′| d~r
′
)
φk(~r) + λkφk(~r)
]
δφ∗k(~r) d~r . (2.26)
Now, by simple inspection of the right-hand side, we see that the functional derivative
(see eq. (B.1)) is the part enclosed by square brackets:
δF˜ [{φi}]
δφ∗k
=
(
−1
2
∇2 + Vˆe(~r) + Vˆke (~r) + λk
)
φk(~r) , (2.27)
where the nuclear potential energy and the electronic potential energy have been re-
spectively defined as50
50 Compare the notation with the one in eqs. (2.3), here a subindex e has been dropped to distinguish the
new objects defined.
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VˆN(~r) := −
NN∑
A=1
ZA
|~r − ~RA|
, (2.28a)
Vˆke (~r) :=
∫ ∑
i,k |φi(~r ′)|2
|~r − ~r ′| d~r
′ . (2.28b)
Finally, if we ask the functional derivative to be zero for k = 1, . . . ,N and we define
εk := −λk, we arrive to the equations that the stationary points must satisfy, the Hartree
equations:
Hˆk[φ] φk(~r) :=
(
−1
2
∇2 + VˆN(~r) + Vˆke (~r)
)
φk(~r) = εk φk(~r) , k = 1, . . . ,N . (2.29)
Let us note that, despite the fact that the object Hˆk[φ] defined above is not a operator
strictly speaking, since, as the notation emphasizes, it depends on the orbitals φi,k, we
will stick to the name Hartree operator for it, in order to be consistent with most of the
literature.
Now, some remarks related to the Hartree equations are worth making. First, it can be
shown that, if the variational ansatz in eq. (2.21) included the spin degrees of freedom of
the electrons, all the expressions above would be kept, simply changing the orbitals φi(~ri)
by the spin-orbitals ψi(~ri, σi).
Secondly, and moving into more conceptual playgrounds, we note that the special
structure of Vˆke (~r) in eq. (2.28b) makes it mandatory to interpret the Hartree scheme as
one in which each electron ‘feels’ only the average effect of the rest. In fact, if the quan-
tum charge density ρi(~r) := |φi(~r)|2 is regarded for a moment as a classical continuum
distribution, then the potential produced by all the electrons but the k-th is precisely the
one in eq. (2.28b). Supporting this image, note also the fact that, if we write the joint
probability density of electron 1 being at the point ~r1, electron 2 being at the point ~r2 and
so on (simply squaring eq. (2.21)),
ρ(~r1, . . . ,~rN) :=
∣∣∣Φ(~r1, . . . ,~rN)∣∣∣ 2 = N∏
i=1
∣∣∣φi(~ri)∣∣∣ 2 = N∏
i=1
ρi(~ri) , (2.30)
we see that, in a probabilistic sense, the electrons are independent (they could not be
independent in a physical, complete sense, since we have already said that they ‘see’ each
other in an average way).
Anyway, despite these appealing images and also despite the fact that, disguised under
the misleading (albeit common) notation, these equations seem ‘one-particle’, they are
rather complicated from a mathematical point of view. On the one hand, it is true that,
whereas the original electronic Schro¨dinger equation in (2.9a) depended on 3N spatial
variables, the expressions above only depend on 3. This is what we have gained from
drastically reducing the search space to the set of Hartree products in eq. (2.21) and what
renders the approximation tractable. On the other hand, however, we have paid the price
of greatly increasing the mathematical complexity of the expressions, so that, while the
electronic Schro¨dinger equation was one linear differential equation, the Hartree ones
in (2.29) are N coupled non-linear integro-differential equations [200].
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This complexity precludes any analytical approach to the problem and forces us to
look for the solutions using less reliable iterative methods. Typically, in computational
studies, one proposes a starting guess for the set of N orbitals {φ0k}; with them, the Hartree
operator Hˆk[φ0] in the left-hand side of eq. (2.29) is constructed for every k and the
N equations are solved as simple eigenvalue problems. For each k, the φ1k that corre-
sponds to the lowest ε1k is selected and a new Hartree operator Hˆk[φ1] is constructed with
the {φ1k}. The process is iterated until (hopefully) the n-th set of solutions {φnk} differ from
the (n − 1)-th one {φn−1k } less than a reasonably small amount.
Many technical issues exist that raise doubts about the possible success of such an
approach. The most important ones being related to the fact that a proper definition of the
Hartree problem should be: find the global minimum of the energy functional 〈Φ| Hˆ |Φ〉
under the constraint that the wavefunction Φ be a Hartree product and not: solve the
Hartree equations (2.29), whose solutions indeed include the global minimum sought but
also all the rest of stationary points.
While the possibility that a found solution be a maximum or a saddle point can be
typically ruled out [197, 200], as we remarked in sec. 2.4 and due to the fact that there are
an infinite number of solutions to the Hartree equations [201], to be sure that any found
minimum is the global one is, in a general case, impossible. There exists, however, one
way, related to a theorem by Simon and Lieb [202, 203], of hopefully biasing a particular
found solution of the Hartree equations to be the global minimum that we are looking
for. They showed that, first, for neutral or positively charged molecules (Z ≥ N), the
Hartree global minimization problem has a solution (its uniqueness is not established yet
[200]) and, second, that the minimizing orbitals {φk} correspond to the lowest eigenval-
ues of the Hˆk[φ] operators self-consistently constructed with them51. Now, although the
reverse of the second part of the theorem is not true in general (i.e., from the fact that
a particular set of orbitals are the eigenstates corresponding to the lowest eigenvalues of
the associated Hartree operators, does not necessarily follow that they are the optimal
ones) [200], in practice, the insight provided by Lieb and Simon’s result is invoked to
build each successive state in the iterative procedure described above, choosing the low-
est lying eigenstates each time. In this way, although one cannot be sure that the global
minimum has been reached, the fact that the found one has a property that the former
also presents is regarded as a strong hint that it must be so (see also the discussion for the
Hartree-Fock case in the next section).
This drawback and all the problems arising from the fact that an iterative procedure
such as the one described above could converge to a fixed point, oscillate eternally or even
diverge, are circumvented in practice by a clever choice of the starting guess orbitals {φ0k}.
If they are extracted, for example, from a slightly less accurate theory, one may expect
that they could be ‘in the basin of attraction’ of the true Hartree minimum (so that the
stationary point found will be the correct one) and close to it (so that the iterative pro-
51 In quantum chemistry, where the number of electrons considered is typically small, the version of the
Hartree equations that is used is the one derived here, with the Hartree operators depending on the index k
in a non-trivial way. However, if the number of electrons is large enough (such as in condensed matter
applications), is customary to add to the effective electronic repulsion in eq. (2.28b) the self-interaction
of electron k with himself. In such a case, the Hartree operator is independent of k so that, after having
achieved self-consistency, the orbitals φk turn out to be eigenstates corresponding to different eigenvalues
of the same Hermitian operator, Hˆ[φ], and, therefore, mutually orthogonal.
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cedure will converge). This kind of wishful thinking combined with large amounts of
heuristic protocols born from many decades of trial-and-error-derived knowledge pervade
and make possible the whole quantum chemistry discipline.
2.7 The Hartree-Fock approximation
Indistinguishable quasi-independent electrons with spin
The Hartree theory discussed in the previous section is not much used in quantum chem-
istry and many textbooks on the subject do not even mention it. Although it contains
the seed of almost every concept underlying the Hartree-Fock approximation discussed in
this section, it lacks an ingredient that turns out to be essential to correctly describe the
behaviour of molecular species: the indistinguishability of the electrons. This was noticed
independently by Fock [204] and Slater [199] in 1930, and it was corrected by proposing
a variational ansatz for the total wavefunction that takes the form of a so-called Slater
determinant (see eq. (2.32) below).
The most important mathematical consequence of the indistinguishability among a
set of N quantum objects of the same type is the requirement that the total N-particle
wavefunction must either remain unchanged (symmetric) or change sign (antisymmetric)
when any pair of coordinates, xi and x j, are swapped. In the first case, the particles
are called bosons and must have integer spin, while in the second case, they are called
fermions and have semi-integer spin. Electrons are fermions, so the total wavefunction
must be antisymmetric under the exchange of any pair of one-electron coordinates. This
is a property that is certainly not met by the single Hartree product in eq. (2.21) but that
can be easily implemented by forming linear combinations of many of them. The trick
is to add all the possible Hartree products that are obtained from eq. (2.21) changing the
order of the orbitals labels while keeping the order of the coordinates ones52, and assigning
to each term the sign of the permutation p needed to go from the natural order 1, . . . ,N
to the corresponding one p(1), . . . , p(N). The sign of a permutation p is 1 if p can be
written as a composition of an even number of two-element transpositions, and it is −1 if
the number of transpositions needed is odd. Therefore, we define T (p) as the minimum
number53 of transpositions needed to perform the permutation p, and we write the sign
of p as (−1)T (p).
Using this, an antisymmetric wavefunction constructed from Hartree products of N
different orbitals may be written as
Ψ(x1, . . . , xN) =
1√
N!
∑
p ∈S N
(−1)T (p)ψp(1)(x1) · · ·ψp(N)(xN) , (2.31)
where the factor 1/
√
N! enforces normalization of the total wavefunction Ψ (if we use
the constraints in eq. (2.33)) and S N denotes the symmetric group of order N, i.e., the set
of all permutations of N elements (with a certain multiplication rule).
The above expression is more convenient to perform the calculations that lead to the
Hartree-Fock equations, however, there is also a compact way of rewriting eq. (2.31)
52 It is immaterial whether the orbitals labels are kept and the coordinates ones changed or vice versa.
53 It can be shown that the parity of all decompositions of p into products of elementary transpositions is
the same. We have chosen the minimum only for T (p) to be well defined.
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which is commonly found in the literature and that is useful to illustrate some particular
properties of the problem. It is the Slater determinant:
Ψ(x1, . . . , xN) =
1√
N!
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ψ1(x1) ψ2(x1) · · · ψN(x1)
ψ1(x2) ψ2(x2) · · · ψN(x2)
...
...
. . .
...
ψ1(xN) ψ2(xN) · · · ψN(xN)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.32)
Now, having established the constraints on the form of the total wavefunction, we
ask the Hartree-Fock one-electron orbitals to be, not only normalized, like we did in the
Hartree case, but also mutually orthogonal:
〈ψi|ψ j〉 = δi j , i, j = 1, . . . ,N . (2.33)
Note also that, contrarily to what we did in the previous section, we have now used
one-electron wavefunctions ψi dependent also on the spin σ (i.e., spin-orbitals) to con-
struct the variational ansatz. A general spin-orbital54 may be written as (see also foot-
note 35)
ψ(x) = φα(~r)α(σ) + φβ(~r) β(σ) , (2.34)
where the functions α and β correspond to the spin-up and spin-down eigenstates of
the operator associated to the z-component of the one-electron spin. They are defined as
α(−1/2) = 0 β(−1/2) = 1
α(1/2) = 1 β(1/2) = 0 . (2.35)
Next, to calculate the expected value of the energy in a state such as the one in
eqs. (2.31) and (2.32), let us denote the one-particle part (that operates on the i-th co-
ordinates) of the total electronic Hamiltonian Hˆ in eq. (2.20) by
hˆi := −∇
2
i
2
−
NN∑
α=1
Zα
|~Rα − ~ri|
, (2.36)
in such a way that,
〈Ψ| Hˆ |Ψ〉 =
∑
i
〈Ψ| hˆi |Ψ〉 + 12
∑
i, j
〈Ψ| 1
ri j
|Ψ〉 , (2.37)
where ri j := |~r j − ~ri|.
We shall compute separately each one of the sums in the expression above. Let us
start now with the first one: For a given i in the sum, the expected value 〈Ψ| hˆi |Ψ〉 is a sum
of (N!)2 terms of the form
1
N!
(−1)T (p)+T (p ′)〈ψp(1)(x1) · · ·ψp(N)(xN) ∣∣∣ hˆi ∣∣∣ψp ′(1)(x1) · · ·ψp ′(N)(xN)〉 , (2.38)
54 Note that, if we had not included the spin degrees of freedom, the search space would have been half
as large, since, where we now have 2N functions of ~r (i.e., φαi (~r) and φ
β
i (~r), with i = 1, . . . ,N), we would
have had just N (the φi(~r)).
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but, since hˆi operates on the xi and due to the orthogonality of the spin-orbitals with
different indices, we have that the only non-zero terms are those with p = p ′. Taking this
into account, all permutations are still present, and we see that every orbital ψ j appears
depending on each coordinates xi (in the terms for which p(i) = j). In such a case, the
term above reads
1
N!
∏
k, j
〈ψk|ψk〉
 〈ψ j| hˆ |ψ j〉 , (2.39)
where we have used that (−1)2T (p) = 1, and we have dropped the index i from hˆi
noticing that the integration variables in 〈ψ j(xi)| hˆi |ψ j(xi)〉 are actually dummy.
Next, we use again the one-electron wavefunctions constraints in eq. (2.33) to remove
the product of norms in brackets, and we realize that, for each j, there as many terms like
the one in the expression above as permutations of the remaining N − 1 orbital indices
(i.e., (N − 1)!). In addition, we recall that all j must occur and we perform the first sum in
eq. (2.37), yielding
∑
i
〈Ψ| hˆi |Ψ〉 =
∑
i
(N − 1)!
N!
∑
j
〈ψ j| hˆ |ψ j〉 =
∑
j
〈ψ j| hˆ |ψ j〉 . (2.40)
The next step is to calculate the second sum in eq. (2.37). Again, we have that, for
each pair (i, j), 〈Ψ| 1/ri j |Ψ〉 is a sum of (N!)2 terms like
1
N!
(−1)T (p)+T (p ′)〈ψp(1)(x1) · · ·ψp(N)(xN) ∣∣∣ 1ri j ∣∣∣ψp ′(1)(x1) · · ·ψp ′(N)(xN)〉 . (2.41)
For this expected value, contrarily to the case of hˆi and due to the two-body nature
of the operator 1/ri j, not only do the terms with p = p ′ survive, but also those in which
p and p ′ only differ on i and j, i.e., those for which p(i) = p ′( j), p( j) = p ′(i) and
p(k) = p ′(k),∀k , i, j.
Using that 1/ri j operates only on xi and x j, the orthonormality conditions in eq. (2.33)
and the fact that (−1)2T (p) = 1, we have that, when ψk depends on xi and ψl depends on x j,
the p = p ′ part of the term in eq. (2.41) reads
1
N!
〈ψkψl| 1r |ψkψl〉 , (2.42)
where we have defined
〈ψiψ j| 1r |ψkψl〉 :=
∑
σ,σ ′
∫∫
ψ∗i (x)ψ j(x
′)ψ∗k(x)ψl(x
′)
|~r − ~r ′| d~r d~r
′ . (2.43)
Next, we see that, for each pair (k, l), there are (N − 2)! permutations among the
N − 2 indices of the orbitals on which 1/ri j does not operate, therefore producing (N − 2)!
identical terms like the one above. In addition, if we perform the sum on i and j in
eq. (2.37) and remark that the term in eq. (2.42) does not depend on the pair (i, j) (which
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is obvious from the suggestive notation above), we have that the p = p ′ part of the second
sum in eq. (2.37), which is typically called Coulomb energy, reads
1
2
∑
i, j
(N − 2)!
N!
∑
k,l
〈ψkψl| 1r |ψkψl〉 =
1
2
∑
k,l
〈ψkψl| 1r |ψkψl〉 . (2.44)
On the other hand, in the case in which p and p ′ only differ in that the indices of the
orbitals that depend on xi and x j are swapped, all the derivation above applies except for
the facts that, first, (−1)T (p)+T (p ′) = −1 and, second, the indices k and lmust be exchanged
in eq. (2.44) (it is immaterial if they are exchanged in the bra or in the ket, since the indices
are summed over and are dummy). Henceforth, the remaining part of the second sum in
eq. (2.37), typically termed exchange energy, may be written as
−1
2
∑
k,l
〈ψkψl| 1r |ψlψk〉 , (2.45)
so that the expected value of the energy in the Hartree-Fock variational state Ψ turns
out to be
E := 〈Ψ| Hˆ |Ψ〉 =
∑
i
〈ψi| hˆ |ψi〉︸    ︷︷    ︸
hi
+
1
2
∑
i, j
(
〈ψiψ j| 1r |ψiψ j〉︸            ︷︷            ︸
Ji j
− 〈ψiψ j| 1r |ψ jψi〉︸            ︷︷            ︸
Ki j
)
, (2.46)
where the one-electron integrals hi have been defined together with the two-electron
integrals, Ji j and Ki j, and the fact that Jii = Kii,∀i has been used to include the diagonal
terms in the second sum.
Now, the energy functional above is what we want to minimize under the orthonor-
mality constraints in eq. (2.33). So we are prepared to write the auxiliary functional F˜ ,
introducing N2 Lagrange multipliers λi j (see eq. (2.19) and compare with the Hartree
example in the previous section):
F˜ [{ψi}] = ∑
i
hi +
1
2
∑
i, j
(Ji j − Ki j) +
∑
i, j
λi j
(
〈ψi|ψ j〉 − δi j
)
. (2.47)
In order to get to the Hartree-Fock equations that the stationary orbitals ψk must sat-
isfy, we impose that the functional derivative of F˜ [{ψi}] with respect to ψ∗k be zero. To
calculate δF˜ /δψ∗k, we follow the procedure described in appendix B, using the same no-
tation as in eq. (2.25):
lim
ε→0
F˜ [ψ∗k + εδψ∗k] − F˜ [ψ∗k]
ε
=
〈δψk| hˆ |ψk〉 +
∑
j
(
〈δψkψ j| 1r |ψkψ j〉 − 〈δψkψ j|
1
r
|ψ jψk〉
)
+
∑
j
λk j〈δψk|ψ j〉 =∫ [
hˆψk(x) +
∑
j
(
ψk(x)
∫ |ψ j(x ′)|2
|~r − ~r ′| dx
′ − ψ j(x)
∫ ψ∗j(x ′)ψk(x ′)
|~r − ~r ′| dx
′
)
+
∑
j
λk j ψ j(x)
]
δψ∗k(x) dx , (2.48)
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where we have used the more compact notation
∫
dx instead of
∑
σ
∫
d~r.
Now, like in the previous section, by simple inspection of the right-hand side, we see
that the functional derivative is the part enclosed by square brackets (see eq. (B.1)):
δF˜ [{ψi}]
δψ∗k
=
hˆ +∑
j
(
Jˆ j[ψ] − Kˆ j[ψ] + λk j
)ψk(~x) , (2.49)
where the Coulomb and exchange operators are respectively defined by their action
on an arbitrary function ϕ(x) as follows55:
Jˆ j[ψ]ϕ(x) :=
(∫ |ψ j(x ′)|2
|~r − ~r ′| dx
′
)
ϕ(x) , (2.50a)
Kˆ j[ψ]ϕ(x) :=
(∫ ψ∗j(x ′)ϕ(x ′)
|~r − ~r ′| dx
′
)
ψ j(x) . (2.50b)
Therefore, if we define the Fock operator as
Fˆ[ψ] := hˆ +
∑
j
(
Jˆ j[ψ] − Kˆ j[ψ]
)
, (2.51)
and denote ηk j := −λk j, we may arrive to a first version of the Hartree-Fock equations
by asking that the functional derivative in eq. (2.49) be zero:
Fˆ[ψ]ψk(x) =
∑
j
ηk jψ j(x) , k = 1, . . . ,N . (2.52)
Now, in order to obtain a simpler version of them, we shall take profit for the fact that
the whole problem is invariant under a unitary transformation among the one-electron
orbitals.
If we repeat the calculation in eq. (2.48) but varying ψk this time, instead of ψ∗k, we
find that
lim
ε→0
F˜ [ψk + εδψk] − F˜ [ψk]
ε
=
〈ψk| hˆ |δψk〉 +
∑
j
(
〈ψkψ j| 1r |δψkψ j〉 − 〈ψ jψk|
1
r
|δψkψ j〉
)
+
∑
j
λ jk〈ψ j|δψk〉 , (2.53)
where the order of the indices in the exchange part has been conveniently arranged
(using that they are dummy) in order to facilitate the next part of the calculations.
If we use the following relations:
〈ψi|ψ j〉∗ = 〈ψ j|ψi〉 , (2.54a)
〈ψi| hˆ |ψ j〉∗ = 〈ψ j| hˆ |ψi〉 , (2.54b)
〈ψiψ j| 1r |ψkψl〉
∗ = 〈ψkψl| 1r |ψiψ j〉 , (2.54c)
55 Like in the Hartree case in the previous section, the word operator is a common notational abuse if
they act upon the very ψi on which they depend. This is again made explicit in the notation.
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we may subtract the complex conjugate of eq. (2.53) from eq. (2.48) (both must be
zero when evaluated on solutions of the Hartree-Fock equations) yielding∑
j
(
λk j − λ∗jk
) 〈δψk|ψ j〉 = 0 , k = 1, . . . ,N , (2.55)
so that, since the variations δψk are arbitrary, we have that λk j = λ∗jk and the N × N
matrix λ := (λi j) of Lagrange multipliers is Hermitian (i.e., λ = λ+). Of course, the same
is true about the matrix η := (ηi j) in eq. (2.52), and, consequently, a unitary matrix U
exists that diagonalizes η; in the sense that ε := U−1ηU = U+ηU is a diagonal matrix, i.e.,
εi j = δi jεi.
Using that unitary matrix U or any other one, we can transform the set of orbitals {ψi}
into a new one {ψ ′i }:
ψk(x) =
∑
j
Uk j ψ ′j(x) . (2.56)
This transformation is physically legitimate since it only changes the N-electron wave-
function Ψ in an unmeasurable phase eiφ. To see this, let us denote by S i j the (i j)-element
of the matrix inside the Slater determinant in eq. (2.32), i.e., S i j := ψ j(xi). Then, after
using the expression above, the (i j)-element of the new matrix S ′ can be related to the old
ones via S k j =
∑
jUk jS ′i j, in such a way that S = S
′UT and the desired result follows:
Ψ
({ψi}) = det S√
N!
=
det
(
S ′UT
)
√
N!
=
det S ′ detUT√
N!
=
eiφ det S ′√
N!
= eiφΨ
({ψ′i}) . (2.57)
Now, we insert eq. (2.56) into the first version of the Hartree-Fock equations in (2.52):
Fˆ[Uψ ′]
∑
j
Uk jψ ′j(x)
 = ∑
i, j
ηkiUi jψ ′j(x) , k = 1, . . . ,N . (2.58)
Next, we multiply by U−1lk each one of the N expressions and sum in k:
Fˆ[Uψ ′]

∑
j,k
U−1lk Uk j︸  ︷︷  ︸
δl j
ψ ′j(x)
 =
∑
i, j,k
U−1lk ηkiUi j︸     ︷︷     ︸
εl j = δl jε j
ψ ′j(x)
=⇒ Fˆ[Uψ ′]ψ ′l (x) = εlψ ′l (x) , l = 1, . . . ,N . (2.59)
Although this new version of the Hartree-Fock equations can be readily seen as a
pseudo-eigenvalue problem and solved by the customary iterative methods, we can go
a step further and show that, like the N-particle wavefunction Ψ (see eq. (2.57)), the
Fock operator Fˆ[ψ], as a function of the one-electron orbitals, is invariant under a unitary
transformation such as the one in eq. (2.56). In fact, this is true for each one of the sums
of Coulomb and exchange operators in eq. (2.51) separately:
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∑
j
Jˆ j[Uψ ′]ϕ(x) =
∑
j
( ∫ ∣∣∣∑k U jk ψ ′k(x ′)∣∣∣2
|~r − ~r ′| dx
′
)
ϕ(x) =
∑
j
( ∫ ∑
k,l
U−1k j︷︸︸︷
U∗jk U jl ψ
′∗
k (x
′)ψ ′l (x
′)
|~r − ~r ′| dx
′
)
ϕ(x) =
( ∫ ∑
j,k,lU−1k j U jl ψ
′∗
k (x
′)ψ ′l (x
′)
|~r − ~r ′| dx
′
)
ϕ(x) =
∑
k
( ∫ |ψ ′k(x ′)|2
|~r − ~r ′| dx
′
)
ϕ(x) =
∑
j
Jˆ j[ψ ′]ϕ(x) , ∀ϕ(x) , (2.60)
where, in the step before the last, we have summed on j and l, using that
∑
jU−1k j U jl = δkl.
Performing very similar calculations, one can show that∑
j
Kˆ j[Uψ ′]ϕ(x) =
∑
j
Kˆ j[ψ ′]ϕ(x) , ∀ϕ(x) , (2.61)
and therefore, that F[Uψ ′] = F[ψ ′]. In such a way that any unitary transformation on
a set of orbitals that constitute a solution of the Hartree-Fock equations in (2.52) yields a
different set that is also a solution of the same equations. For computational and concep-
tual reasons (see, for example, Koopmans’ theorem below), it turns out to be convenient
to use this freedom and choose the matrix U in such a way that the Lagrange multipliers
matrix is diagonalized (see eq. (2.55) and the paragraph below it). The particular set of
one-electron orbitals {ψ ′i } obtained with this U are called canonical orbitals and their use
is so prevalent that we will circumscribe the forecoming discussion to them and drop the
prime from the notation.
Using the canonical orbitals, the Hartree-Fock equations can be written as
Fˆ[ψ]ψi(x) = εiψi(x) , i = 1, . . . ,N . (2.62)
Many of the remarks related to these equations are similar to those made about the
Hartree ones in (2.29), although there exist important differences due to the inclusion of
the indistinguishability of the electrons in the variational ansatz. This is clearly illustrated
if we calculate the joint probability density associated to a wavefunction like the one in
eq. (2.31) of the coordinates with label 1 taking the value x1, the coordinates with label 2
taking the value x2, and so on:
ρ(x1, . . . , xN) =
∣∣∣Ψ(x1, . . . , xN)∣∣∣2 =
1
N!
∑
p,p ′ ∈S N
(−1)T (p)+T (p ′)ψ∗p(1)(x1) · · ·ψ∗p(N)(xN)ψp ′(1)(x1) · · ·ψp ′(N)(xN) . (2.63)
If we compare this expression with eq. (2.30), we see that the antisymmetry of Ψ
has completely spoiled the statistical independence among the one-electron coordinates.
However, there is a weaker quasi-independence that may be recovered: If, using the same
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reasoning about permutations that took us to the one-electron part
∑
i〈Ψ| hˆi |Ψ〉 of the en-
ergy functional in page 53, we calculate the marginal probability density of the i-th coor-
dinates taking the value xi, we find
ρi(xi) :=
∫ ∏
k,i
dxk
 ρ(x1, . . . , xN) = 1N ∑
j
∣∣∣ψ j(xi)∣∣∣2 . (2.64)
Now, since the coordinates indices are just immaterial labels, the actual probability
density of finding any electron with coordinates x is given by
ρ(x) :=
∑
i
ρi(x) =
∑
i
∣∣∣ψi(x)∣∣∣2 , (2.65)
which can be interpreted as a charge density (except for the sign), as, in atomic units,
the charge of the electron is e = −1. The picture being consistent with the fact that ρ(x) is
normalized to the number of electrons N:∫
ρ(x) dx = N . (2.66)
Additionally, if we perform the same type of calculations that allowed to calculate
the two-electron part of the energy functional in page 54, we have that the two-body
probability density of the i-th coordinates taking the value xi and of the j-th coordinates
taking the value x j reads
ρi j(xi, x j) :=
∫ ∏
k,i, j
dxk
 ρ(x1, . . . , xN) =
1
N(N − 1)
∑
k
∣∣∣ψk(xi)∣∣∣2 ∑
l
∣∣∣ψl(x j)∣∣∣2 −∑
k,l
ψ∗k(xi)ψ
∗
l (x j)ψl(xi)ψk(x j)
 , (2.67)
and, if we reason in the same way as in the case of ρi(xi), in order to get to the prob-
ability density of finding any electron with coordinates x at the same time that any other
electron has coordinates x ′, we must multiply the function above by N(N −1)/2, which is
the number of immaterial (i, j)-labelings, taking into account that the distinction between
x and x ′ is also irrelevant:
ρ(x, x ′) :=
N(N − 1)
2
ρi j(x, x ′) =
1
2
∑
k
∣∣∣ψk(x)∣∣∣2 ∑
l
∣∣∣ψl(x ′)∣∣∣2 −∑
k,l
ψ∗k(x)ψ
∗
l (x
′)ψl(x)ψk(x ′)
 . (2.68)
Finally, taking eq. (2.65) to this one, we have
ρ(x, x ′) =
1
2
ρ(x) ρ(x ′) −∑
k,l
ψ∗k(x)ψ
∗
l (x
′)ψl(x)ψk(x ′)
 , (2.69)
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where the first term corresponds to independent electrons and the second one could be
interpreted as an exchange correction.
Although, in general, this is the furthest one may go, when additional constraints are
imposed on the spin part of the one-electron wavefunctions (see the discussion about
Restricted Hartree-Fock in the following pages, for example), the exchange correction in
eq. (2.69) above vanishes for electrons of opposite spin, i.e., electrons of opposite spin
turn out to be pairwise independent. However, whereas it is true that more correlation
could be added to the Hartree-Fock results by going to higher levels of the theory (see,
for example, sec. 2.10) and, in this sense, Hartree-Fock could be considered the first step
in the ‘correlation ladder’, one should not regard it as an ‘uncorrelated’ approximation,
since, even in the simplest case of RHF (see below), Hartree-Fock electrons (of the same
spin) are statistically correlated.
Let us now point out that, like in the Hartree case, the left-hand side of the Hartree-
Fock equations in (2.62) is a complicated, non-linear function of the orbitals {ψi} and the
notation chosen is intended only to emphasize the nature of the iterative protocol that is
typically used to solve the problem. However, note that, while the Hartree operator Hˆk[φ]
depended on the index of the orbital φk on which it acted, the Fock operator in eq. (2.62)
is the same for all the spin-orbitals ψi. This is due to the inclusion of the i = j terms in
the sum of the Coulomb and exchange two-electron integrals in eq. (2.46) and it allows to
perform the iterative procedure solving only one eigenvalue problem at each step, instead
of N of them like in the Hartree case.
The one-particle appearance of eqs. (2.62) is again strong and, whereas the ‘eigenval-
ues’ εi are not the energies associated to individual orbitals (or electrons) as it may seem,
they have some physical meaning via the well-known Koopmans’ theorem [205].
To introduce it, let us multiply eq. (2.62) from the left by ψi(x), for a given i, and then
integrate over x. Using the definition of the Fock operator in eq. (2.51) together with the
Coulomb and exchange ones in eqs. (2.50), we obtain
〈ψi| Fˆ |ψi〉 = hi +
∑
j
(
Ji j − Ki j
)
= εi , i = 1, . . . ,N , (2.70)
where we have used the same notation as in eq. (2.46) and the fact that the one-electron
orbitals are normalized.
If we next sum on i and compare the result with the expression in eq. (2.46), we found
that the relation of the eigenvalues εi with the actual Hartree-Fock energy is given by
E =
∑
i
εi − 12
∑
i, j
(
Ji j − Ki j
)
. (2.71)
Finally, if we assume that upon ‘removal of an electron from the k-th orbital’ the rest
of the orbitals will remain unmodified, we can calculate the ionization energy using the
expression in (2.46) together with the equations above:
∆E := EN−1 − EN =
∑
i,k
hi −
∑
i
hi +
1
2
∑
i, j,k
(
Ji j − Ki j
)
− 1
2
∑
i, j
(
Ji j − Ki j
)
=
−hk −
∑
j
(
Jk j − Kk j
)
= −εk , (2.72)
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and this is Koopmans’ theorem, namely, that the k-th ionization energy in the frozen-
orbitals approximation is εk (of course, the ambiguity in the sign depends on whether
we define the ionization energy as the one lost by the system or as the one that we must
provide from the outside to make the process happen).
Turning now to the issue about the solution of the Hartree-Fock equations in (2.62),
we must remark that the necessity of using the relatively unreliable iterative approach to
tackle them stems again from their complicated mathematical form. Like in the Hartree
case, we have managed to largely reduce the dimension of the space on which the basic
equations are defined: from 3N in the electronic Schro¨dinger equation in (2.9a) to 3 in
the Hartree-Fock ones. However, to have this, we have payed the price of dramatically
increasing their complexity [200], since, while the electronic Schro¨dinger equation was
one linear differential equation, the Hartree-Fock ones in (2.62) are N coupled non-linear
integro-differential equations, thus precluding any analytical approach to their solution.
A typical iterative procedure56 begins by proposing a starting guess for the set of N
spin-orbitals {ψ0i }. With them, the Fock operator Fˆ[ψ0] in the left-hand side of eq. (2.62) is
constructed and the set of N equations is solved as one simple eigenvalue problem. Then,
the {ψ1i } that correspond to the N lowest eigenvalues ε1i are selected (see the discussion of
the aufbau principle below) and a new Fock operator Fˆ[ψ1] is constructed with them. The
process is iterated until (hopefully) the n-th set of solutions {ψni } differs from the (n−1)-th
one {ψn−1i } less than a reasonably small amount (defining the distance among solutions in
some suitable way typically combined with a convergence criterium related to the associ-
ated energy change). When this occurs, the procedure is said to have converged and the
solution orbitals are called self-consistent; also, a calculation of this kind is commonly
termed self-consistent field (SCF).
Again, like in the Hartree case, many issues exist that raise doubts about the possible
success of such an approach. The most important ones are related to the fact that a proper
definition of the Hartree-Fock problem should be: find the global minimum of the energy
functional 〈Ψ| Hˆ |Ψ〉 under the constraint that the wavefunction Ψ be a Slater determinant
of one-electron spin-orbitals, and not: solve the Hartree-Fock equations (2.62). The solu-
tions of the latter are all the stationary points of the constrained energy functional, while
we are interested only in the particular one that is the global minimum. Even ruling out
the possibility that a found solution may be a maximum or a saddle point (which can be
done [197, 200]), one can never be sure that it is the global minimum and not a local one.
There exists, however, one way, related to the Hartree-Fock version of the theorem
by Simon and Lieb [202, 203] mentioned in the previous section, of hopefully biasing a
particular found solution of eqs. (2.62) to be the global minimum that we are looking for.
They showed, first, that for neutral or positively charged molecules (Z ≥ N), the Hartree-
Fock global minimization problem has a solution (its uniqueness is not established yet
[200]) and, second, that the minimizing orbitals {ψi} correspond to the N lowest eigenval-
ues of the Fock operator Fˆ[ψ] that is self-consistently constructed with them. Therefore,
although the reverse is not true in general [200] (i.e., from the fact that a particular set
of orbitals are the eigenstates corresponding to the lowest eigenvalues of the associated
56 The process described in this paragraph must be taken only as an outline of the one that is performed
in practice. It is impossible to deal in a computer with a general function as it is (a non-countable infinite set
of numbers), and the problem must be discretized in some way. The truncation of the one-electron Hilbert
space using a finite basis set, described in secs. 2.8 and 2.9, is the most common way of doing this.
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Fock operator, does not necessarily follow that they are the optimal ones), the information
contained in Simon and Lieb’s result is typically invoked to build each successive state
in the iterative procedure described above by keeping only the N orbitals that correspond
to the N lowest eigenvalues εi. Indeed, by doing that, one is effectively constraining the
solutions to have a property that the true solution does have, so that, in the worst case, the
space in which one is searching is of the same size as the original one, and, in the best
case (even playing with the possibility that the reverse of Simon and Lieb’s theorem be
true, though not proved), the space of solutions is reduced to the correct global minimum
alone. This wishful-thinking way of proceeding is termed the aufbau principle [200], and,
together with a clever choice of the starting-guess set of orbitals [206] (typically extracted
from a slightly less accurate theory, so that one may expect that it could be ‘in the basin
of attraction’ of the true Hartree-Fock minimum), constitute one of the many heuristic
strategies that make possible that the aforementioned drawbacks (and also those related to
the convergence of iterative procedures) be circumvented in real cases, so that, in practice,
most of SCF calculations performed in the field of quantum chemistry do converge to the
true solution of eqs. (2.62) in spite of the theoretical notes of caution.
Now, to close this section, let us discuss some points regarding the imposition of
constraints as a justification for subsequently introducing two commonly used forms of
the Hartree-Fock theory that involve additional restrictions on the variational ansatz (apart
from the ones in eqs. (2.31) and (2.33)).
In principle, the target systems in which we are interested and to which the theory
developed in this chapter will be applied are rather complex. They have many degrees of
freedom and the different interactions that drive their behaviour typically compete with
one another, thus producing complicated, ‘frustrated’ energy landscapes (see chapter 1,
but note, however, that we do not need to think about macromolecules; a small molecule
like CO2 already has 22 electrons). This state of affairs renders the a priori assessment
of the accuracy of any approximation to the exact equations an impossible task. As re-
searchers calculate more and more properties of molecular species using quantum chem-
istry and the results are compared to higher-level theories or to experimental data, much
empirical knowledge about ‘how good is theory A for calculating property X’ is being
gathered. However, if the characterization of a completely newmolecule that is not closely
related to any one that has been previously studied is tackled with, say, the Hartree-Fock
approximation, it would be very unwise not to ‘ask for a second opinion’.
All of this also applies, word by word, to the choice of the constraints on the wave-
function in variational approaches like the one discussed in this section: For example, it is
impossible to know a priori what will be the loss of accuracy due to the requirement that
the N-particle wavefunction Ψ be a Slater determinant as in eq. (2.31). However, in the
context of the Hartree-Fock approximation, there exists a way of proceeding, again, partly
based on wishful thinking and partly confirmed by actual calculations in particular cases,
that is almost unanimously used to choose additional constraints which are expected to
yield more efficient theories. It consists of imposing constraints to the variational wave-
function that are properties that the exact solution to the problem does have. In such a
way that the obvious loss of accuracy due to the reduction of the search space is expected
to be minimized, while the decrease in computational cost could be considerable.
This way of thinking is clearly illustrated by the question of whether or not one should
allow that the one-electron spin-orbitals ψi (and therefore the total wavefunction Ψ) be
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Figure 2.1: Schematic relation map among the six types of Hartree-Fock methods discussed in
the text: General Hartree-Fock (GHF), Unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) and Restricted Hartree-
Fock (RHF), in both their complex (Co) and real (Re) versions. The arrows indicate imposition
of constraints; horizontally, in the spin part of the orbitals, and, vertically, from complex- to real-
valued wavefunctions. Next to each method, the size of the search space relative to that in CoGHF
is shown.
complex valued. Indeed, due to the fact that the electronic Hamiltonian in eq. (2.20) is
linear, the real and imaginary parts of any complex eigenfunction solution of the time
independent Schro¨dinger equation in (2.9a) are also solutions of it [200]. Therefore, the
fundamental state, which is the exact solution of the problem that we are trying to solve,
may be chosen to be real valued. Nevertheless, the exact minimum will not be achieved,
in general, in the smaller space defined by the Hartree-Fock constraints in eqs. (2.31)
and (2.33), so that there is no a priori reason to believe that allowing the Hartree-Fock
wavefunction to take complex values would not improve the results by finding a lower
minimum. In fact, in some cases, this happens [206]. Nevertheless, if one constrains the
search to real orbitals, the computational cost is reduced by a factor two, and, after all,
‘some constraints must be imposed’.
Additionally, apart from these ‘complex vs. real’ considerations, there exist two fur-
ther restrictions that are commonly found in the literature and that affect the spin part
of the one-electron orbitals ψi. The N-electron wavefunction Ψ of the General Hartree-
Fock (GHF) approximation (which is the one discussed up to now) is not an eigenstate of
the total-spin operator, Sˆ 2, nor of the z-component of it, Sˆ z [206]. However, since both of
them commute with the electronic Hamiltonian in eq. (2.20), the true fundamental state
of the exact problem can be chosen to be an eigenstate of both operators simultaneously.
So two additional constraints on the spin part of the GHF wavefunction in (2.31) are typ-
ically made that force the variational ansatz to satisfy these fundamental-state properties
and that should be seen in the light of the above discussion, i.e., as reducing the search
space, thus yielding an intrinsically less accurate theory, but also as being good candidates
to hope that the computational savings will pay for this.
The first approximation to GHF (in a logical sense) is called Unrestricted Hartree-
Fock (UHF) and it consists of asking the orbitals ψi to be a product of a part φi(~r) depend-
ing on the positions ~r times a spin eigenstate of the one-electron sˆz operator, i.e., either
α(σ) or β(σ) (see eq. (2.35)). This is denoted by ψi(x) := φi(~r)γi(σ), where γi is either
the α or the β function. Now, if we call Nα and Nβ the number of spin-orbitals of each
type, we have that, differently from the GHF one, the UHF N-particle wavefunction Ψ
is an eigenstate of the Sˆ z operator with eigenvalue (1/2)(Nα − Nβ) (in atomic units, see
sec. 2.2). However, it is not an eigenstate of Sˆ 2 (the UHF wavefunction can be projected
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into pure Sˆ 2-states, however, the result is multideterminantal [206] and will not be con-
sidered here). Regarding the computational cost of the UHF approximation, it is certainly
lower than that of GHF, since the search space is half as large: In the latter case, we had
to consider 2N (complex or real) functions of R3 (the φαi (~r) and the φ
β
i (~r), see eq. (2.34)),
while in UHF we only have to deal with N of them: the φi(~r).
Now, we may perform a derivation analogous to the one performed for the GHF case,
using the UHF orbitals, and get to the Unrestricted version of the Hartree-Fock equa-
tions57:
FˆUHFi [φ] φi(~r) :=
hˆ + N∑
j
Jˆ j[φ] −
N∑
j
δγiγ j Kˆ j[φ]
 φi(~r) = εiφi(~r) , i = 1, . . . ,N , (2.73)
where the Coulomb and exchange operators dependent on the spatial orbitals φi are
defined by their action on an arbitrary function ϕ(~r) as follows:
Jˆ j[φ]ϕ(~r) :=
(∫ |φ j(~r ′)|2
|~r − ~r ′| d~r
′
)
ϕ(~r) , (2.74a)
Kˆ j[φ]ϕ(~r) :=
∫ φ∗j(~r ′)ϕ(~r ′)|~r − ~r ′| d~r ′
 φ j(~r) , (2.74b)
and one must note that, differently from the GHF case, due to the fact that the exchange
interaction only takes place between orbitals ‘of the same spin’, the UHF Fock operator
FˆUHFi [φ] depends on the index i.
If we now introduce the special form of the UHF orbitals into the general expression
in (2.68), we can calculate the two-body probability density of finding any electron with
coordinates x at the same time that any other electron has coordinates x ′:
ρUHF(x, x ′) =
1
2
(∑
k,l
∣∣∣φk(~r)∣∣∣2∣∣∣φl(~r ′)∣∣∣2γk(σ) γl(σ ′)
−
∑
k,l
φ∗k(~r) φ
∗
l (~r
′) φl(~r) φk(~r ′) γk(σ) γl(σ ′) γk(σ ′) γl(σ)
)
. (2.75)
If we compute this probability density for ‘electrons of the same spin’, i.e., forσ = σ ′,
we obtain58
57 Placing functions as arguments of the Kronecker’s delta δγiγ j is a bit unorthodox mathematically, but it
constitutes an intuitive (and common) notation.
58 Placing a function and a coordinate as arguments of the Kronecker’s delta δγkσ is even more unortho-
dox mathematically than placing two functions (in fact, δγkσ is exactly the same as γk(σ)), however, the
intuitive character of the notation compensates again for this.
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ρUHF(~r,~r ′;σ = σ ′) =
1
2
∑
k,l∈Iσ
(∣∣∣φk(~r)∣∣∣2∣∣∣φl(~r ′)∣∣∣2 − φ∗k(~r) φ∗l (~r ′) φl(~r) φk(~r ′)) =
1
2
ρ(~r, σ) ρ(~r ′, σ) −∑
k,l
δγkσδγlσφ
∗
k(~r) φ
∗
l (~r
′) φl(~r) φk(~r ′)
 , (2.76)
where the following expression for the one-electron charge density has been used:
ρUHF(~r, σ) =
∑
k∈Iσ
∣∣∣φk(~r)∣∣∣2 . (2.77)
At this point, note that eq. (2.76) contains, like in the GHF case, the exchange cor-
rection to the first (independent electrons) term. Nevertheless, as we advanced, if we
calculate the two-body ρUHF for ‘electrons of opposite spin’, i.e., for σ , σ ′, we have that
ρUHF(~r,~r ′;σ , σ ′) =
1
2
ρ(~r, σ) ρ(~r ′, σ ′) , (2.78)
i.e., that UHF electrons of opposite spin are statistically pairwise independent.
The other common approximation to GHF is more restrictive than UHF and is called
Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF). Apart from asking the orbitals ψi to be a product of a
spatial part times a spin eigenstate of the one-electron sˆz operator like in the UHF case,
in RHF, the number of ‘spin-up’ and ‘spin-down’ orbitals is the same, Nα = Nβ (note
that this means that RHF may only be used with molecules containing an even number
of electrons), and each spatial wavefunction occurs twice: once multiplied by α(σ) and
the other time by β(σ). This is typically referred to as a closed-shell situation and we
shall denote it by writing ψi(x) := φi(~r)α(σ) if i ≤ N/2, and ψi(x) := φi−N/2(~r) β(σ) if
i > N/2; in such a way that there are N/2 different spatial orbitals denoted by φI(~r), with,
I = 1, . . . ,N/2. Due to these additional restrictions, we have that, differently from the
GHF one, the RHF N-particle wavefunction Ψ is an eigenstate of both the Sˆ 2 and the Sˆ z
operators, with zero eigenvalue in both cases [180, 206], just like the fundamental state
of the exact problem. Regarding the computational cost of the RHF approximation, it is
even lower than that of UHF, since the size of the search space has been reduced to one
quarter that of GHF: In the latter case, we had to consider 2N (complex or real) functions
of R3 (the φαi (~r) and the φ
β
i (~r), see eq. (2.34)), while in RHF we only have to deal with
N/2 of them: the φI(~r) (see fig. 2.1).
Again, we may perform a derivation analogous to the one performed for the GHF case
and get to the Restricted version of the Hartree-Fock equations:
FˆRHF[φ] φI(~r) :=
hˆ + N/2∑
J
(
2JˆJ[φ] − KˆJ[φ]
) φI(~r) = εIφI(~r) , I = 1, . . . ,N/2 , (2.79)
where the RHF Fock operator FˆRHF[φ] has been defined in terms of the Coulomb and
exchange operators in eq. (2.74) and, differently from the UHF case, it does not depend
on the index I of the orbital on which it operates.
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If we follow the same steps as in the GHF case in page 60, we can relate the RHF
energy to the eigenvalues εI and the two-electron spatial integrals:
E = 2
N/2∑
I
εI −
N/2∑
I,J
(
2〈φIφJ | 1r |φIφJ〉 − 〈φIφJ |
1
r
|φJφI〉
)
. (2.80)
Now, if we introduce the special form of the RHF orbitals into the general expression
in (2.68), we can calculate the RHF two-body probability density of finding any electron
with coordinates x at the same time that any other electron has coordinates x ′:
ρRHF(x, x ′) =
1
2
N/2∑
K,L
∣∣∣φK(~r)∣∣∣2∣∣∣φL(~r ′)∣∣∣2 − δσσ ′ N/2∑
K,L
φ∗K(~r) φ
∗
L(~r
′) φL(~r) φK(~r ′)
 =
1
2
ρ(~r, σ) ρ(~r ′, σ ′) − δσσ ′ N/2∑
K,L
φ∗K(~r) φ
∗
L(~r
′) φL(~r) φK(~r ′)
 . (2.81)
where the following expression for the RHF one-electron charge density has been
used:
ρRHF(~r, σ) =
N/2∑
K
∣∣∣φK(~r)∣∣∣2 . (2.82)
We notice that the situation is the same as in the UHF case: For RHF electrons with
equal spin, there exists an exchange term in ρRHF(x, x ′) that corrects the ‘independent’
part, whereas RHF electrons of opposite spin are statistically pairwise independent.
Finally, let us stress that the RHF approximation (in its real-valued version) is the most
used one in the literature [163, 207–215] (for molecules with an even number of electrons)
and that all the issues related to the existence of solutions, as well as those regarding the
iterative methods used to solve the equations, are essentially the same for RHF as for GHF
(see the discussion in the previous pages).
In this dissertation, the only molecule treated with ab initio quantum chemistry is
the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see appendix E), which has an even number of
electrons (62), so that real-RHF is the chosen form of the Hartree-Fock method to perform
the calculations.
2.8 The Roothaan-Hall equations
Let’s discretize
The Hartree-Fock equations in the RHF form in expression (2.79) are a set of N/2 of
coupled integro-differential equations. As such, they can be tackled by finite-differences
methods and solved on a discrete grid; this is known as numerical Hartree-Fock [216],
and, given the present power of computers, it is only applicable to very small molecules.
In order to deal with larger systems, such as biological macromolecules, independently
proposed by Roothaan [217] and Hall [218] in 1951, a different kind of discretization must
be performed, not in R3 but in the Hilbert space H of the one-electron orbitals. Hence,
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although the actual dimension ofH is infinite, we shall approximate any function in it by
a finite linear combination of M different functions χa59. In particular, the one-electron
orbitals that make up the RHF wavefunction, shall be approximated by
φI(~r) '
M∑
a
caI χa(~r) , I = 1, . . . ,N/2 , M ≥ N2 . (2.83)
In both cases, numerical Hartree-Fock and discretization of the function space, the
correct result can be only be reached asymptotically; when the grid is very fine, for the
former, and when M → ∞, for the latter. This exact result, which, in the case of small
systems, can be calculated up to several significant digits, is known as the Hartree-Fock
limit [219].
In practical cases, however, M is finite (often, only about an order of magnitude larger
than N/2) and the set {χa}Ma=1 in the expression above is called the basis set. We shall
devote the next section to discuss its special characteristics, but, for now, it suffices to say
that, in typical applications, the functions χa are atom-centered, i.e., each one of them
has non-negligible value only in the vicinity of a particular nucleus. Therefore, like all
the electronic wavefunctions we have dealt with in the last sections, they parametrically
depend on the positions R of the nuclei (see sec. 2.3). This is why, sometimes, the func-
tions χa are called atomic orbitals60 (AO) (since they are localized at individual atoms),
the φI are referred to as molecular orbitals (MO) (since they typically have non-negligible
value in the whole space occupied by the molecule), and the approximation in eq. (2.83)
is called linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO). In addition, since we voluntarily
circumscribe to real-RHF, we assume that both the coefficients caI and the functions χa in
the above expression are real.
Now, if we introduce the linear combination in eq. (2.83) into the Hartree-Fock equa-
tions in (2.79), multiply the result by χb (for a general value of b) and integrate on ~r, we
obtain ∑
a
FbacaI = εI
∑
a
S bacaI , I = 1, . . . ,N/2 , b = 1, . . . ,M , (2.84)
where we denote by Fba the (b, a)-element of the Fock matrix61, and by S ba the one of
the overlap matrix, defined as
Fba := 〈χb| Fˆ[φ] |χa〉 and S ba := 〈χb|χa〉 , (2.85)
respectively.
59 In all this section and the forecoming ones, the indices belonging to the first letters of the alphabet,
a, b, c, d, etc., run from 1 to M (the number of functions in the finite basis set); whereas those named with
capital letters from I towards the end of the alphabet, I, J,K, L, etc., run from 1 to N/2 (the number of spatial
wavefunctions φI , also termed the number of occupied orbitals).
60 Some authors [177] suggest that, being strict, the term atomic orbitals should be reserved for the
one-electron wavefunctions φI that are the solution of the Hartree-Fock problem (or even to the exact
Schro¨dinger equation of the isolated atom), and that the elements χa in the basis set should be termed
simply localized functions. However, it is very common in the literature not to follow this recommendation
and choose the designation that appear in the text [177, 217, 220]. We shall do the same for simplicity.
61 Note that the RHF superindex has been dropped from F.
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Note that we do not ask the χa in the basis set to be mutually orthogonal, so that the
overlap matrix is not diagonal in general.
Next, if we define the M ×M matrices F[c] := (Fab) and S := (S ab), together with the
(column) M-vector cI := (caI), we can write eq. (2.84) in matricial form:
F[c]cI = εI S cI . (2.86)
Hence, using the LCAO approximation, we have traded the N/2 coupled integro-
differential Hartree-Fock equations in (2.79) for this system of N/2 algebraic equations
for the N/2 orbital energies εI and the M ·N/2 coefficients caI , which are called Roothaan-
Hall equations [217, 218] and which are manageable in a computer.
Now, if we forget for a moment that the Fock matrix depends on the coefficients caI (as
stressed by the notation F[c]) and also that we are only looking for N/2 vectors cI while
the matrices F and S are M×M, we may regard the above expression as a M-dimensional
generalized eigenvalue problem. Many properties are shared between this kind of problem
and a classical eigenvalue problem (i.e., one in which S ab = δab) [217], being the most
important one that, due to the hermiticity of F[c], one can find an orthonormal set of M
vectors ca corresponding to real eigenvalues εa (where, of course, some eigenvalue could
be repeated).
In fact, it is using this formalism how actual Hartree-Fock computations are per-
formed, the general outline of the iterative procedure being essentially the same as the
one discussed in sec. 2.7: Choose a starting-guess for the coefficients caI (let us denote it
by c0aI), construct the corresponding Fock matrix F[c
0]62 and solve the generalized eigen-
value problem in eq. (2.86). By virtue of the aufbau principle discussed in the previous
section, from the M eigenvectors ca, keep the N/2 ones c1I that correspond to the N/2 low-
est eigenvalues ε1I , construct the new Fock matrix F[c
1] and iterate (by convention, the
eigenvalues εna, for all n, are ordered from the lowest to the largest as a runs from 1 to M).
This procedure ends when the n-th solution is close enough (in a suitable defined way) to
the (n − 1)-th one. Also, note that, after convergence has been achieved, we end up with
M orthogonal vectors ca. Only the N/2 ones that correspond to the lowest eigenvalues
represent real one-electron solutions and they are called occupied orbitals; the M − N/2
remaining ones do not enter in the N-electron wavefunction (although they are relevant
for calculating corrections to the Hartree-Fock results, see sec. 2.10) and they are called
virtual orbitals.
Regarding the mathematical foundations of this procedure, let us stress, however, that,
whereas in the finite-dimensional GHF and UHF cases it has been proved that the anal-
ogous of Lieb and Simon’s theorem (see the previous section) is satisfied, i.e., that the
global minimum of the original optimization problem corresponds to the lowest eigenval-
ues of the self-consistent Fock operator, in the RHF case, contrarily, no proof seems to
exist [200]. Of course, in practical applications, the positive result is assumed to hold.
Finally, if we expand Fab in eq. (2.85), using the shorthand |a〉 for |χa〉, we have
Fab = 〈a| hˆ |b〉 +
∑
c,d
∑
J
ccJcdJ
︸        ︷︷        ︸
Dcd[c]
(
2〈ac| 1
r
|bd〉 − 〈ac| 1
r
|db〉
)
︸                            ︷︷                            ︸
Gcdab
, (2.87)
62 Note (in eq. (2.87), for example) that the Fock matrix only depends on the vectors ca with a ≤ N/2.
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where we have introduced the density matrix Dcd[c], and also the matrixGcdab, made up
by the four-center integrals 〈ac| 1/r |bd〉 defined by
〈ac| 1
r
|bd〉 :=
∫∫
χa(~r) χb(~r ′) χc(~r) χd(~r ′)
|~r − ~r ′| d~r d~r
′ . (2.88)
After convergence has been achieved, the RHF energy in the finite-dimensional case
can be computed using the discretized version of eq. (2.80):
E = 2
N/2∑
I
εI −
N/2∑
I,J
∑
a,b,c,d
(
2caIcbJccIcdJ〈ab| 1r |cd〉 − caIcbJccJcdI〈ab|
1
r
|dc〉
)
=
2
N/2∑
I
εI −
N/2∑
I,J
∑
a,b,c,d
caIcbJccIcdJ〈ab| 1r |cd〉 =
2
N/2∑
i
εi −
∑
a,b,c,d
Dac[c]Dbd[c]〈ab| 1r |cd〉 , (2.89)
where a convenient rearrangement of the indices in the two sums has been performed
from the first to the second line.
2.9 Introduction to Gaussian basis sets
Flora and fauna
In principle, arbitrary functions may be chosen as the χa to solve the Roothaan-Hall equa-
tions in the previous section, however, in eq. (2.87), we see that one of the main numerical
bottlenecks in SCF calculations arises from the necessity of calculating the ∼ M4 four-
center integrals 〈ab| 1r |cd〉 (since the solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem in
eq. (2.86) typically scales only like M3, and there are ∼ M2 two-center 〈a| hˆ |b〉 integrals).
Either if these integrals are calculated at each iterative step and directly taken from
RAM memory (direct SCF) or if they are calculated at the first step, written to disk, and
then read from there when needed (conventional SCF), an appropriate choice of the func-
tions χa in the finite basis set is essential if accurate results are sought, M is intended to
be kept as small as possible and the integrals are wanted to be computed rapidly. When
one moves into higher-level theoretical descriptions (such as the MP2 method discussed
in the next section) and the numerical complexity scales with M even more unpleasantly,
the importance of this choice greatly increases.
In chapter 7 of this dissertation, a large number of basis sets (belonging to a partic-
ular ‘family’) are compared in ab initio calculations of the PES of the model dipeptide
HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see appendix E). In this section, in order to support that study, we shall
introduce some of the concepts involved in the interesting field of basis-set design. For
further details not covered here, the reader may want to check refs. 177, 180, 221, 222.
The only analytically solvable molecular problem in non-relativistic quantummechan-
ics is the hydrogen-like atom, i.e., the system formed by a nucleus of charge Z and only
one electron (H, He+, Li2+, etc.). Therefore, it is not strange that all the thinking about
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atomic-centered basis sets in quantum chemistry is much influenced by the particular so-
lution to this problem.
The spatial eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian operator of an hydrogen-like atom, in
atomic units and spherical coordinates, read63
φnlm(r, θ, ϕ) =
√(
2Z
n
)3 (n − l − 1)!
2n[(n + l)!]3
(
2Z
n
r
)l
L2l+1n−l−1
(
2Z
n
r
)
e−Zr/nYlm(θ, ϕ) , (2.90)
where n, l and m are the energy, total angular momentum and z-angular momentum
quantum numbers, respectively. Their ranges of variation are coupled: all being integers,
n runs from 1 to∞, l from 0 to n−1 andm from −l to l. The function L2l+1n−l−1 is a generalized
Laguerre polynomial [223], for which it suffices to say here that it is of order n − l − 1
(thus having, in general, n− l−1 zeros), and the function Ylm(θ, ϕ) is a spherical harmonic,
which is a simultaneous eigenfunction of the total angular momentum operator lˆ 2 (with
eigenvalue l(l + 1)) and of its z-component lˆz (with eigenvalue m).
The hope that the one-electron orbitals that are the solutions of the Hartree-Fock prob-
lem in many-electron atoms could not be very different from the φnlm above64, together
with the powerful chemical intuition that states that ‘atoms-in-molecules are not very dif-
ferent from atoms-alone’, is what mainly drives the choice of the functions χa in the basis
set, and, in the end, the variational procedure that will be followed is expected to fix the
largest failures coming from these too-simplistic assumptions.
Hence, it is customary to choose functions that are centered at atomic nuclei and that
partially resemble the exact solutions for hydrogen-like atoms. In this spirit, the first type
of AOs to be tried [220] were the Slater-type orbitals (STOs), proposed by Slater [224]
and Zener [225] in 1930:
χSTOa (~r ; ~Rαa) := NSTOa Y˜c,slama(θαa , ϕαa)
∣∣∣~r − ~Rαa ∣∣∣ na−1 exp ( − ζa |~r − ~Rαa |) , (2.91)
where NSTOa is a normalization constant and ζa is an adjustable parameter. The in-
dex αa is that of the nucleus at which the function is centered, and, of course, in the
majority of cases, there will be several χSTOa corresponding to different values of a cen-
tered at the same nucleus. The integers la and ma can be considered quantum numbers,
since, due to the fact that the only angular dependence is in Y˜c,slama (see below for a defini-
tion), the STO defined above is still a simultaneous eigenstate of the one-electron angular
momentum operators lˆ 2 and lˆz (with the origin placed at ~Rαa). The parameter na, however,
should be regarded as a ‘principal (or energy) quantum number’ only by analogy, since,
on the one hand, it does not exist a ‘one-atom Hamiltonian’ whose exact eigenfunctions
63 For consistency with the rest of the text, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation has been also assumed
here. So that the reduced mass µ := meMN/(me + MN) that should enter the expression is considered to be
the mass of the electron µ ' me (recall that, in atomic units, me = 1 and MN & 2000).
64 Note that the N-electron wavefunction of the exact fundamental state of a non-hydrogen-like atom
depends on 3N spatial variables in a way that cannot be written, in general, as a Slater determinant of one-
electron functions. The image of single electrons occupying definite orbitals, together with the possibility of
comparing them with the one-particle eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian of hydrogen-like atoms, vanishes
completely outside the Hartree-Fock formalism.
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it could label and, on the other hand, only the leading term of the Laguerre polynomial in
eq. (2.90) has been kept in the STO65.
Additionally, in the above notation, the fact that χSTOa parametrically depends on the
position of a certain αa-th nucleus has been stressed, and the functions Y˜c,slama , which are
called real spherical harmonics [226] (remember that we want to do real RHF), are de-
fined in terms of the classical spherical harmonics Ylama by
Y˜clama(θαa , ϕαa) :=
Ylama(θαa , ϕαa) + Y
∗
lama
(θαa , ϕαa)√
2
∝ Pmala (cos θαa) cos(maϕαa) , (2.92a)
Y˜ slama(θαa , ϕαa) := −i
Ylama(θαa , ϕαa) − Y∗lama(θαa , ϕαa)√
2
∝ Pmala (cos θαa) sin(maϕαa) , (2.92b)
where c stands for cosine, s for sine, the functions Pmala are the associated Legendre
polynomials [223], and the spherical coordinates θαa and ϕαa also carry the αa-label to
remind that the origin of coordinates in terms of which they are defined is located at ~Rαa .
Also note that, using that Y˜cla0 = Y˜
s
la0
, there is the same number of real spherical harmonics
as of classical ones.
These χSTOa have some good physical properties. Among them, we shall mention
that, for |~r − ~Rαa | → 0, they present a cusp (a discontinuity in the radial derivative), as
required by Kato’s theorem [227]; and also that they decay at an exponential rate when
|~r − ~Rαa | → ∞, which is consistent with the image that, an electron that is taken apart
from the vicinity of the nucleus must ‘see’, at large distances, an unstructured point-like
charge (see, for example, the STO in fig. 2.2). Finally, the fact that they do not present
radial nodes (due to the aforementioned absence of the non-leading terms of the Laguerre
polynomial in eq. (2.90)) can be solved by making linear combinations of functions with
different values of ζa66.
Now, despite their being good theoretical candidates to expand the MO φI that make
up the N-particle solution of the Hartree-Fock problem, these STOs have serious compu-
tational drawbacks: Whereas the two-center integrals (such as 〈a| hˆ |b〉 in eq. (2.87)) can
be calculated analytically, the four-center integrals 〈ac| 1/r |bd〉 can not [177, 220] if func-
tions like the ones in eq. (2.91) are used. This fact, which was known as “the nightmare of
the integrals” in the first days of computational quantum chemistry [220], precludes the
use of STOs in practical ab initio calculations of large molecules.
A major step to overcome these difficulties that has revolutioned the whole field of
quantum chemistry [200, 220] was the introduction of Cartesian Gaussian-type orbitals
(cGTO):
χcGTOa (~r ; ~Rαa) := N cGTOa
(
r1 − R1αa
)l xa (r2 − R2αa)l ya (r3 − R3αa)l za exp ( − ζa |~r − ~Rαa |2) , (2.93)
65 If we notice that, within the set of all possible STOs (as defined in eq. (2.91)), every hydrogen-like
energy eigenfunction (see eq. (2.90)) can be formed as a linear combination, we easily see that the STOs
constitute a complete basis set. This is important to ensure that the Hartree-Fock limit could be actually
approached by increasing M.
66 This way of proceeding renders the choice of the exponent carried by the |~r − ~Rαa | part (na − 1 in the
case of the STO in eq. (2.91)) a rather arbitrary one. As a consequence, different definitions may be found
in the literature and the particular exponent chosen in actual calculations turns out to be mostly a matter of
computational convenience.
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where the rp and the Rpαa , with p = 1, 2, 3, are the Euclidean coordinates of the electron
and the αa-th nucleus respectively, and the integers l xa , l
y
a and l za , which take values from 0
to∞, are called orbital quantum numbers67.
Although these GTOs do not have the good physical properties of the STOs (compare,
for example, the STO and the GTO in fig. 2.2), in 1950, Boys [228] showed that all the
integrals appearing in SCF theory could be calculated analytically if the χa had the form
in eq. (2.93). The enormous computational advantage that this entails makes possible to
use a much larger number of functions to expand the one-electron orbitals φi if GTOs
are used, partially overcoming their bad short- and long-range behaviour and making the
Gaussian-type orbitals the universally preferred choice in SCF calculations [177].
To remedy the fact that the angular behaviour of the Cartesian GTOs in eq. (2.93)
is somewhat hidden, they may be linearly combined to form Spherical Gaussian-type
orbitals (sGTO):
χsGTOa (~r ; ~Rαa) := N sGTOa Y˜c,slama(θαa , ϕαa)
∣∣∣~r − ~Rαa ∣∣∣ la exp ( − ζa |~r − ~Rαa |2) , (2.94)
which are proportional to the real spherical harmonic Y˜c,slama(θαa , ϕαa), and to which the
same remarks made in footnote 66 for the STOs, regarding the exponent in the |~r − ~Rαa |
part, may be applied.
The fine mathematical details about the linear combination that relates the Cartesian
GTOs to the spherical ones are beyond the scope of this introduction. We refer the reader
to refs. 229 and 226 for further information and remark here some points that will have
interest in the subsequent discussion.
First, the cGTOs that are combined to make up a sGTO must have all the same value
of la := l xa + l
y
a + l za and, consequently, this sum of the three orbital quantum numbers
l xa , l
y
a and l za in a particular Cartesian GTO is typically (albeit dangerously) referred to
as the angular momentum of the function. In addition, apart from the numerical value
of la, the spectroscopic notation is commonly used in the literature, so that cGTOs with
la = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . are called s, p, d, f, g, h, . . . , respectively. Where the first four come
from the archaic words sharp, principal, diffuse and fundamental, while the subsequent
ones proceed in alphabetical order.
Second, for a given la > 1, there are more Cartesian GTOs ((la + 1)(la + 2)/2) than
spherical ones (2la+1), in such a way that, from the (la+1)(la+2)/2 functionally indepen-
dent linear combinations that can be formed using the cGTOs of angular momentum la,
only the angular part of 2la + 1 of them turns out to be proportional to a real spherical
harmonic Y˜c,slama(θαa , ϕαa); the rest of them are proportional to real spherical harmonic func-
tions with a different value of the angular momentum quantum number. For example,
from the six different d-Cartesian GTOs, whose polynomial parts are x2, y2, z2, xy, xz
and yz (using an evident, compact notation), only five different spherical GTOs can be
constructed: the ones with polynomial parts proportional to 2z2 − x2 − y2, xz, yz, x2 − y2
and xy [229]. Among these new sGTOs, which, in turn, are proportional (neglecting also
powers of r, see footnote 66) to the real spherical harmonics Y˜20, Y˜c21, Y˜
s
21, Y˜
c
22 and Y˜
s
22, the
67 Since the harmonic-oscillator energy eigenfunctions can be constructed as linear combinations of
Cartesian GTOs, we have that the latter constitute a complete basis set and, like in the case of the STOs, we
may expect that the Hartree-Fock limit is approached as M is increased.
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linear combination x2 + y2 + z2 is missing, since it presents the angular behaviour of an
s-orbital (proportional to Y˜00).
Finally, let us remark that, whereas Cartesian GTOs in eq. (2.93) are easier to be coded
in computer applications than sGTOs[229], it is commonly accepted that these spurious
spherical orbitals of lower angular momentum that appear when cGTOs are used do not
constitute efficient choices to be included in a basis set [226] (after all, if we wanted
an additional s-function, why include it in such an indirect and clumsy way instead of
just designing a specific one that suits our particular needs?). Consequently, the most
common practice in the field is to use Cartesian GTOs removing from the basis sets the
linear combinations such as the x2 + y2 + z2 above. This has also been the choice in
chapter 7 of this dissertation, where a large number of basis sets are compared and their
efficiency assessed.
Now, even if the integrals involving cGTOs can be computed analytically, there are
still ∼ M4 of them in a SCF calculation. For example, in the model dipeptide HCO-L-
Ala-NH2 (see appendix E), which is extensively studied in this dissertation, there are 62
electrons and henceforth 31 RHF spatial orbitals φI . If a basis set with only 31 functions
is used (this is a lower bound that will be rarely reached in practical calculations due to
symmetry issues, see below), near a million of four-center 〈ac| 1/r |bd〉 integrals must
be computed. This is why, one must use the freedom that remains once the decision of
sticking to cGTOs has been taken (namely, the choice of the exponents ζa and the angular
momentum la) to design basis sets that account for the relevant behaviour of the systems
studied while keeping M below the ‘pain threshold’.
The work by Nobel Prize John Pople’s group has been a major reference in this disci-
pline, and their STO-nG family [230], together with the split-valence Gaussian basis sets,
3-21G, 4-31G, 6-31G, etc. [231–238], which are extensively studied in chapter 7 of this
dissertation, shall be used here to exemplify some relevant issues.
To begin with, let us recall that the short- and long-range behaviour of the Slater-type
orbitals in eq. (2.91) is better than that of the more computationally efficient GTOs. In
order to improve the physical properties of the latter, it is customary to linearly combine
Ma Cartesian GTOs, denoted now by ξ
µ
a (µ = 1, . . . ,Ma), and termed primitive Gaussian-
type orbitals (PGTO), having the same atomic center ~Rαa , the same set of orbital quantum
numbers, l xa , l
y
a and l za , but different exponents ζ
µ
a , to make up a contracted Gaussian-type
orbitals (CGTO), defined by
χa(~r ; ~Rαa) :=
Ma∑
µ
g µa ξ
µ
a (~r ; ~Rαa) =
(
r1 − R1αa
)l xa (r2 − R2αa)l ya (r3 − R3αa)l za Ma∑
µ
g µaN µa exp
(
− ζ µa |~r − ~Rαa |2
)
, (2.95)
where the normalization constants N µa have been kept inside the sum because they
typically depend on ζ µa . Also, we denote now by MC the number of contracted GTOs and,
by MP :=
∑
a Ma, the number of primitive ones.
In the STO-nG family of basis sets, for example, n primitive GTOs are used for each
contracted one, fitting the coefficients g µa and the exponents ζ
µ
a to resemble the radial be-
havior of Slater-type orbitals [230]. In fig. 2.2, the 1s-contracted GTO (see the discussion
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Figure 2.2: Radial behaviour of the 1s-contracted GTO of the hydrogen atom in the STO-3G
basis set [230], the three primitive GTOs that form it, the STO that is meant to be approximated
and a single GTO with the same norm and exponent as the STO. The notation ra is shorthand for
the distance to the αa-th nucleus |~r − ~Rαa |.
below) of the hydrogen atom in the STO-3G basis set is depicted, together with the three
primitive GTOs that form it and the STO that is meant to be approximated68. We can
see that the contracted GTO has a very similar behavior to the STO in a wide range of
distances, while the single GTO that is also shown in the figure (with the same norm and
exponent as the STO) has not.
Typically, the fitting procedure that leads to contracted GTOs is performed on iso-
lated atoms and, then, the already mentioned chemical intuition that states that ‘atoms-in-
molecules are not very different from atoms-alone’ is invoked to keep the linear combina-
tions fixed from there on. Obviously, better results would be obtained if the contraction
coefficients were allowed to vary. Moreover, the number of four-center integrals that need
to be calculated depends on the number of primitive GTOs (like ∼ M4P), so that we have
not gained anything on this point by contracting. However, the size of the variational
space is MC (i.e., the number of contracted GTOs), in such a way that, once the integrals
〈ac| 1/r |bd〉 are calculated (for non-direct SCF), all subsequent steps in the iterative self-
consistent procedure scale as powers of MC. Also, the disk storage (again, for non-direct
schemes) depends on number of contracted GTOs and, frequently, it is the disk storage
and not the CPU time the limiting factor of a calculation.
An additional chemical concept that is usually defined in this context and that is
68 Basis sets were obtained from the Extensible Computational Chemistry Environment Basis Set
Database at http://www.emsl.pnl.gov/forms/basisform.html, Version 02/25/04, as developed and
distributed by the Molecular Science Computing Facility, Environmental and Molecular Sciences Labora-
tory which is part of the Pacific Northwest Laboratory, P.O. Box 999, Richland, Washington 99352, USA,
and funded by the U.S. Department of Energy. The Pacific Northwest Laboratory is a multi-program labo-
ratory operated by Battelle Memorial Institute for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC06-
76RLO 1830. Contact Karen Schuchardt for further information.
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1s-shell 2sp-shell
ζ
µ
a g
µ
a ζ
µ
a g
µ
a (p) g
µ
a (s)
71.6168370 0.15432897 2.9412494 -0.09996723 0.15591627
13.0450960 0.53532814 0.6834831 0.39951283 0.60768372
3.5305122 0.44463454 0.2222899 0.70115470 0.39195739
Table 2.3: Exponents ζ µa and contraction coefficients g
µ
a of the primitive Gaussian shells that
make up the three different contracted ones in the STO-3G basis set for carbon (see ref. 230 and
footnote 68). The exponents of the 2s- and 2p-shells are constrained to be the same.
needed to continue with the discussion is that of shell: Atomic shells in quantum chem-
istry are defined analogously to those of the hydrogen atom, so that each electron is
regarded as ‘filling’ the multi-electron atom ‘orbitals’ according to Hund’s rules [239].
Hence, the occupied shells of carbon, for example, are defined to be 1s, 2s and 2p, whereas
those of, say, silicon, would be 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s an 3p. Each shell may contain 2(2l+ 1) elec-
trons if complete, where 2l + 1 accounts for the orbital angular momentum multiplicity
and the 2 factor for that of electron spin.
Thus, using these definitions, all the basis sets in the aforementioned STO-nG family
are minimal; in the sense that they are made up of only 2l + 1 contracted GTOs for each
completely or partially occupied shell, so that the STO-nG basis sets for carbon, for ex-
ample, contain two s-type contracted GTOs (one for the 1s- and the other for the 2s-shell)
and three p-type ones (belonging to the 2p-shell). Moreover, due to rotational-symmetry
arguments in the isolated atoms, all the 2l + 1 functions in a given shell are chosen to
have the same exponents and the same contraction coefficients, differing only on the poly-
nomial that multiplies the Gaussian part. Such 2l + 1 CGTOs shall be said to constitute
a Gaussian shell (GS), and we shall also distinguish between the primitive (PGS) and
contracted (CGS) versions.
In table 2.3, the exponents ζ µa and the contraction coefficients g
µ
a of the primitive GTOs
that make up the three different shells in the STO-3G basis set for carbon are presented
(see ref. 230 and footnote 68). The fact that the exponents ζ µa in the 2s- and 2p-shells are
constrained to be the same is a particularity of some basis sets (like this one) which saves
some computational effort and deserves no further attention.
Next, let us introduce a common notation that is used to describe the contraction
scheme: It reads (primitive shells) / [contracted shells], or alternatively (primitive shells)
→ [contracted shells]. According to it, the STO-3G basis set for carbon, for example, is
denoted as (6s,3p)→ [2s,1p], or (6,3)→ [2,1]. Moreover, since for organic molecules it
is frequent to have only hydrogens and the 1st-row atoms C, N and O69 (whose occupied
shells are identical), the notation is typically extended and the two groups of shells are
separated by a slash; as in (6s,3p/3s)→ [2s,1p/1s] for STO-3G.
The first improvement that can be implemented on a minimal basis set such as the ones
in the STO-nG is the splitting, which consists in including more than one Gaussian shell
69 In proteins, one may also have sulphur in cysteine and methionine residues (see sec. 1.2).
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1s-shell 2sp-shell
ζ
µ
a g
µ
a ζ
µ
a g
µ
a (p) g
µ
a (s)
3047.52490 0.0018347 7.8682724 -0.1193324 0.0689991
457.36951 0.0140373 1.8812885 -0.1608542 0.3164240
103.94869 0.0688426 0.5442493 1.1434564 0.7443083
29.21015 0.2321844
9.286663 0.4679413 0.1687144 1.0000000 1.0000000
3.163927 0.3623120
Table 2.4: Exponents ζ µa and contraction coefficients g
µ
a of the primitive Gaussian shells that
make up the three different constrained ones in the 6-31G basis set for carbon (see ref. 232 and
footnote 68). In the 1s-shell, there is only one contracted Gaussian shell made by six primitive
ones, whereas, in the 2s- and 2p-valence shells, there are two CGSs, one of them made by three
PGSs and the other one only by a single PGS. The exponents of the 2s- and 2p-shells are con-
strained to be the same.
for each occupied one. If the splitting is evenly performed, i.e., each shell has the same
number of GSs, then the basis set is called double zeta (DZ), triple zeta (TZ), quadruple
zeta (QZ), quintuple zeta (5Z), sextuple zeta (6Z), and so on; where the word zeta comes
from the Greek letter ζ used for the exponents. A hypothetical TZ basis set in which each
CGTO is made by, say, four primitive GTOs, would read (24s,12p/12s) → [6s,3p/3s] in
the aforementioned notation.
At this point, the already familiar intuition that says that ‘atoms-in-molecules are not
very different from atoms-alone’ must be refined with another bit of chemical experience
and qualified by noticing that ‘core electrons are less affected by the molecular envi-
ronment and the formation of bonds than valence electrons’70. In this spirit, the above
evenness among different shells is typically broken, and distinct basis elements are used
for the energetically lowest lying (core) shells than for the highest lying (valence) ones.
On one side, the contraction scheme may be different. In which case, the notation
used up to now becomes ambiguous, since, for example, the designation (6s,3p/3s) →
[2s,1p/1s], that was said to correspond to STO-3G, would be identical for a different basis
set in which the 1s-Gaussian shell of heavy atoms be formed by 4 PGSs and the 2s-
Gaussian shell by 2 PGSs (in 1st-row atoms, the 2s- and 2p-shells are defined as valence
and the 1s-one as core, while in hydrogen atoms, the 1s-shell is a valence one). This prob-
lem can be solved by explicitly indicating how many primitive GSs form each contracted
one, so that, for example, the STO-3G basis set is denoted by (33,3/3) → [2,1/1], while
the other one mentioned would be (42,3/3)→ [2,1/1] (we have chosen to omit the angular
momentum labels this time).
The other point at which the core and valence Gaussian shells may differ is in their
respective ‘zeta quality’, i.e., the basis set may contain a different number of contracted
Gaussian shells in each case. For example, it is very common to use a single CGS for the
70 Recall that, for the very concept of ‘core’ or ‘valence electrons’ (actually for any label applied to a
single electron) to have any sense, we must be in the Hartree-Fock formalism (see footnote 64).
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core shells and a multiple splitting for the valence ones. These type of basis sets are called
split-valence and the way of naming their quality is the same as before, except for the fact
that a capital V, standing for valence, is added either at the beginning or at the end of the
acronyms DZ, TZ, QZ, etc., thus becoming VDZ, VTZ, VQZ, etc. or DZV, TZV, QZV,
etc.
Pople’s 3-21G [236], 4-31G [231], 6-31G [232] and 6-311G [235] are well-known ex-
amples of split-valence basis sets that are commonly used for SCF calculations in organic
molecules and that present the two characteristics discussed above. Their names indicate
the contraction scheme, in such a way that the number before the dash represents how
many primitive GSs form the single contracted GSs that is used for core shells, and the
numbers after the dash how the valence shells are contracted, in much the same way as
the notation in the previous paragraphs. For example, the 6-31G basis set (see table 2.4),
contains one CGS made up of six primitive GSs in the 1s-core shell of heavy atoms (the 6
before the dash) and two CGS, formed by three and one PGSs respectively, in the 2s- and
2p-valence shells of heavy atoms and in the 1s-shell of hydrogens (the 31 after the dash).
The 6-311G basis set, in turn, is just the same but with an additional single-primitive
Gaussian shell of functions in the valence region. Finally, to fix the concepts discussed,
let us mention that, using the notation introduced above, these two basis sets may be
written as (631,31/31)→ [3,2/2] and (6311,311/311)→ [4,3/3], respectively.
Two further improvements that are typically used and that may also be incorporated
to Pople’s split-valence basis sets are the addition of polarization [233, 234] or diffuse
functions [234, 237, 238]. We shall discuss them both to close this section.
Up to now, neither the contraction nor the splitting involved GTOs of larger angular
momentum than the largest one among the occupied shells. However, the molecular envi-
ronment is highly anisotropic and, for most practical applications, it turns out to be conve-
nient to add these polarization (large angular momentum) Gaussian shells to the basis set,
since they present lower symmetry than the GSs discussed in the preceding paragraphs.
Typically, the polarization shells are single-primitive GSs and they are denoted by adding
a capital P to the end of the previous acronyms, resulting into, for example, DZP, TZP,
VQZP, etc., or, say, DZ2P, TZ3P, VQZ4P if more than one polarization shell is added. In
the case of Pople’s basis sets [233, 234], these improvements are denoted by specifying,
in brackets and after the letter G, the number and type of the polarization shells separating
heavy atoms and hydrogens by a comma71. For example, the basis set 6-31G(2df,p) con-
tains the same Gaussian shells as the original 6-31G plus two d-type shells and one f-type
shell centered at the heavy atoms, as well as one p-type shell centered at the hydrogens.
Finally, for calculations in charged species (specially anions), where the charge den-
sity extends further in space and the tails of the distribution are more important to account
for the relevant behaviour of the system, it is common to augment the basis sets with
diffuse functions, i.e., single-primitive Gaussian shells of the same angular momentum as
some preexisting one but with a smaller exponent ζ than the smallest one in the shell. In
general, this improvement is commonly denoted by adding the prefix aug- to the name of
the basis set. In the case of Pople’s basis sets, on the other hand, the insertion of a plus
sign ‘+’ between the contraction scheme and the letter G denotes that the set contains one
diffuse function in the 2s- and 2p-valence shells of heavy atoms. A second + indicates that
71 There also exists an old notation for the addition of a single polarization shell per atom that reads
6-31G** and that is equivalent to 6-31G(d,p). It will not be used in this dissertation
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there is another one in the 1s-shell of hydrogens. For example, one may have the doubly
augmented (and doubly polarized) 6-31++G(2d,2p) basis set.
2.10 Møller-Plesset 2
Despite the simplicity of the variational ansatz in eq. (2.31) and the severe truncation
of the N-electron space that it implies, Hartree-Fock calculations typically account for a
large part of the energy of molecular systems [177, 180], and they are known to yield
surprisingly accurate results in practical cases [207, 240–243]. Therefore, it is not strange
that the Hartree-Fock method is chosen as a first step in many works found in the literature
[163, 208, 244, 245].
However, the interactions that drive the conformational behaviour of organic molecules
are weak and subtle [246, 247], so that, sometimes, higher levels of the theory than HF
are required in order to achieve the target accuracy (see for example refs. 208, 209 and the
study in chapter 7). As we discussed in the previous sections, the error in the Hartree-Fock
results may come from two separate sources: the fact that we are using only one Slater
determinant (see sec. 2.7) and the fact that, in actual calculations, the basis set that spans
the one-electron space is finite (see sec. 2.9). Increasing the basis set size leads to the
so-called Hartree-Fock limit, i.e., the exact HF result. On the other hand, any improve-
ment in the description of the N-electron space is said to add correlation to the problem,
since, due to the good behaviour mentioned above, Hartree-Fock is almost ever used as a
reference to improve the formalism, and, as we remarked in sec. 2.7, the popular RHF and
UHF versions of Hartree-Fock present some interesting properties of statistical indepen-
dence between pairs of electrons. Apart from that, the word correlation is not much more
than a convenient way of referring to the difference between the exact fundamental state of
the electronic Schro¨dinger equation and that provided by the solution of the Hartree-Fock
problem in the infinite basis set limit. In this spirit, the correlation energy is defined as
Ecorr := E − EHF , (2.96)
where E is the exact energy and EHF is the Hartree-Fock one (in the HF limit).
One may improve the description of the N-electron wavefunction in different ways
that yield methods of distinct computational and physical properties (see refs. 177, 180,
248, 249 for detailed accounts). Here, we shall circumscribe to the particular family
of methods known as Møller-Plesset, after the physicists that introduced them in 1934
[250], and, we shall give explicit expressions for the 2nd order Møller-Plesset (MP2)
variant, which is the only correlated method used in this dissertation (see chapters 4, 6
and 7). MP2 is typically regarded as accurate in the literature and it is considered as the
reasonable starting point to include correlation [166, 241, 244, 246, 251, 252]. It is also
commonly used as a reference calculation to evaluate or parameterize less demanding
methods [163, 164, 253–255].
The basic formalism on which the Møller-Plesset methods are based is the Rayleigh-
Schro¨dinger perturbation theory [180]. According to it, one must separate, if possible,
the exact Hamiltonian operator Hˆ of the problem into a part Hˆ0 which is easy to solve and
another one Hˆ′ which is ‘much smaller’ than Hˆ0 and that can, therefore, be regarded as a
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perturbation:
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Hˆ′ . (2.97)
Then, a dimensionless parameter λ is introduced,
Hˆ(λ) = Hˆ0 + λHˆ′ , (2.98)
so that, for λ = 0, we have the unperturbed Hamiltonian (i.e., Hˆ(0) = Hˆ0), and, for
λ = 1, we have the exact one (i.e., Hˆ(1) = Hˆ).
The only utility of this parameter λ is to formally expand any exact eigenfunction Ψn
of Hˆ and the corresponding exact eigenvalue En in powers of it,
Ψn(x) = Ψ(0)n (x) + λΨ
(1)
n (x) + λ
2Ψ(2)n (x) + λ
3Ψ(3)n (x) + o(λ
4) , (2.99a)
En = E(0)n + λ E
(1)
n + λ
2E(2)n + λ
3E(3)n + o(λ
4) , (2.99b)
and then truncate the expansion at low orders invoking the aforementioned ‘relative
smallness’ of Hˆ′72.
Now, to calculate the different terms in the expressions above, we take them, together
with eq. (2.98), to the Schro¨dinger equation HˆΨn(x) = EnΨn(x), obtaining a series of
coupled relations that result from equating the factors that multiply each power of λ:
Hˆ0Ψ(0)n (x) = E
(0)
n Ψ
(0)
n (x) , (2.100a)
Hˆ0Ψ(1)n (x) + Hˆ
′Ψ(0)n (x) = E
(0)
n Ψ
(1)
n (x) + E
(1)
n Ψ
(0)
n (x) , (2.100b)
Hˆ0Ψ(2)n (x) + Hˆ
′Ψ(1)n (x) = E
(0)
n Ψ
(2)
n (x) + E
(1)
n Ψ
(1)
n (x) + E
(2)
n Ψ
(0)
n (x) , (2.100c)
. . .
Hˆ0Ψ(k)n (x) + Hˆ
′Ψ(k−1)n (x) =
k∑
i=0
E(i)n Ψ
(k−i)
n (x) . (2.100d)
Eq. (2.100a) indicates that the zeroth order energies E(0)n and wavefunctions Ψ
(0)
n (x)
are actually the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the unperturbed Hamiltonian Hˆ0. Then,
we denote |n〉 := |Ψ(0)n 〉 and require that 〈n|Ψn〉 = 1, ∀n. This condition, which is called
intermediate normalization, can always be achieved, if |Ψn〉 and |n〉 are not orthogonal, by
appropriately choosing the norm of |Ψn〉. Next, if we ‘multiply’ eq. (2.99a) from the left
by 〈n| and use this property, we have that
〈n|Ψn〉 = 〈n|n〉 + λ 〈n|Ψ(1)n 〉 + λ2〈n|Ψ(2)n 〉 + λ3〈n|Ψ(3)n 〉 + o(λ4) = 1 . (2.101)
Since this identity must hold for every value of λ, we see that, due to the normaliza-
tion chosen, the zeroth order eigenfunctions |n〉 are orthogonal to all their higher order
corrections, i.e., that 〈n|Ψ(k)n 〉 = 0, ∀k > 0. Next, if we use this property and multiply all
72 The approach presented here is common in quantum chemistry books [177, 180] but different from the
one usually taken in physics [256, 257], where the perturbation is not Hˆ′ but λHˆ′, since λ is considered to
be small and Hˆ′ of the same ‘size’ as Hˆ0. Nevertheless, the derivation and the concepts involved are very
similar and, of course, the final operative equations are identical.
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eqs. (2.100) from the left by 〈n|, we obtain very simple expressions for the different orders
of the energy:
E(0)n = 〈n| Hˆ0 |n〉 , (2.102a)
E(1)n = 〈n| Hˆ′ |n〉 , (2.102b)
E(2)n = 〈n| Hˆ′ |Ψ(1)n 〉 , (2.102c)
. . .
E(k)n = 〈n| Hˆ′ |Ψ(k−1)n 〉 . (2.102d)
The expressions for the zeroth and first orders of the energy En, in eqs. (2.102a)
and (2.102b) respectively, do not require the knowledge of any correction to the wave-
function. The second order energy E(2)n , however, involves the function Ψ
(1)
n , which is a
priori unknown.
In order to arrive to an equation for E(2)n that is operative, we write each correction
Ψ
(k>0)
n to the n-th eigenstate (and particularly Ψ
(1)
n ) as a linear combination of the eigen-
states of Hˆ0 themselves (which we assume to form a complete basis of the N-electron
Hilbert space)73:
|Ψ(k)n 〉 =
∑
m,n
c(k)nm|m〉 =
∑
m,n
〈m|Ψ(k)n 〉 |m〉 , ∀k > 0 , (2.103)
where the m = n term has been omitted because, from the orthogonality conditions
mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, it follows that c(k)nn = 0, ∀k > 0.
Now, we take this to eq. (2.102c) and obtain
E(2)n =
∑
m,n
〈n| Hˆ′ |m〉〈m|Ψ(1)n 〉 . (2.104)
Next, we rearrange eq. (2.100b):(
E(0)n − Hˆ0
) |Ψ(1)n 〉 = (Hˆ′ − E(1)n ) |n〉 = (Hˆ′ − 〈n| Hˆ′ |n〉) |n〉 , (2.105)
where, in the last step, eq. (2.102b) has been used.
Recalling that 〈m|n〉 = 0, we multiply the identity above from the left by an arbitrary
eigenvector 〈m| , 〈n| of Hˆ0:
(
E(0)n − E(0)m
) 〈m|Ψ(1)n 〉 = 〈m| Hˆ′ |n〉 =⇒ 〈m|Ψ(1)n 〉 = 〈m| Hˆ′ |n〉
E(0)n − E(0)m
. (2.106)
Finally, we take this to eq. (2.104) to write an operative expression for the second
order correction to the energy:
E(2)n =
∑
m,n
|〈m| Hˆ′ |n〉|2
E(0)n − E(0)m
. (2.107)
73 Like we did in sec. 2.4, we assume that the Hamiltonian operator Hˆ0 has only discrete spectrum in or-
der to render the derivation herein more clear. Anyway, in the only application of the Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger
perturbation theory that is performed in this dissertation, the Møller-Plesset family of methods in computa-
tional quantum chemistry, the Hilbert space is finite-dimensional (since the basis sets is finite) and we are
in the conditions assumed.
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The higher order corrections, which can be derived performing similar calculations,
shall not be obtained here. Also, note that, although the equation above is valid for all n,
we intend to apply it to the fundamental state, in such a way that n = 0 and, since
E(0)0 < E
(0)
m , ∀m , 0, all the terms in the sum are negative, and E(2)0 < 0.
So far, we have introduced the Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger perturbation theory in a com-
pletely general manner that may be applied to any quantum system. The practical use of
all this formalism in quantum chemistry is what is known as theMøller-Plesset approach.
According to it, one must first perform a SCF Hartree-Fock calculation (which shall be
assumed here to be of the RHF class) using a finite basis set of size M (see secs. 2.8
and 2.9 for reference). As a result, a set of M orthogonal orbitals φa (also specified by
M-tuples cba) are produced, among which the N/2 ones with the lowest eigenvalues εa of
the self-consistent Fock operator Fˆ[φ] are said to be occupied and denoted with capital
indices starting in the middle part of the alphabet (I, J,K, L, . . .). The remaining M − N/2
are called virtual orbitals and shall be indicated using indices beginning by r, s, t, . . .
The unperturbed Hamiltonian Hˆ0 used in the general expressions above is defined to
be here the sum of the self-consistent one-electron Fock operators in eq. (2.79), acting
each one of them on one of the N coordinates ~ri (just add an i-label to the ~r coordinates
in the definition of the Coulomb and exchange operators in in eq. (2.74) and simply use
eq. (2.36) for hˆi):
Hˆ0 :=
N∑
i
Fˆi[φ] =
N∑
i
hˆi + N/2∑
J
(
2JˆiJ[φ] − KˆiJ[φ]
) . (2.108)
The perturbation Hˆ′ is the difference
Hˆ′ := Hˆ − Hˆ0 = 12
∑
i, j
1
ri j
−
N/2∑
J
(
2JˆiJ[φ] − KˆiJ[φ]
)
, (2.109)
where Hˆ is the total electronic Hamiltonian in eq. (2.20) and one must note that there
is no reason to believe that Hˆ′ is ‘small’. As a result, the Møller-Plesset series may
be ill-behaved or even divergent in some situations [177] and, like in the Hartree-Fock
case, the quality of theoretical predictions must be ultimately assessed by comparison to
experimental data or to more accurate methods.
Now, if, despite this lack of certainty, we are brave enough to keep on walking the
Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger path, we must first note that, although it is easy to show that the
N-particle Slater determinant constructed with the N/2 Hartree-Fock optimized orbitals
is an eigenstate of Hˆ0, we need to know the rest of the eigenstates if the second order
expression for the energy in eq. (2.107) is to be used.
The whole N-electron Hilbert space in which these eigenstates ‘live’ has infinite di-
mension, however, as a part of the Møller-Plesset strategy, there is a convenient way of
extrapolating the LCAO approximation in sec. 2.8 to the N-particle space. This strategy
is not only used in MP2 but also in other post-HF methods [177, 180, 248, 249] and it
allows us to construct a natural finite basis of eigenfunctions of Hˆ0. The trick is simple:
Due to the fact that, except for the case of minimal basis sets and complete-shell atoms
(noble gases), the total number of canonical orbitals φa obtained from a SCF calcula-
tion (M) is larger than that of the occupied ones (N/2), we may take any φI from this
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second group and substitute it by any φr among the virtual orbitals in order to form a new
Slater determinant. This is called a single substitution, and the determinants obtained
from all possible single, double, triple,. . . , M − 1, and M substitutions constitute a basis
set of N-particle eigenfunctions of Hˆ0 that is complete in the (antisymmetrized) tensorial
product of the one-particle Hilbert spaces spanned by the M molecular orbitals φa (i.e., in
the full-Configuration Interaction space [177, 180, 248, 249]).
Any one of these N-electron states is completely specified, in the RHF case, by two
unordered set of integers: on the one hand, Iα := {a1, a2, . . . , aN/2}, which contains the
indices of the spatial orbitals that appear multiplied by α spin functions, and, on the other,
Iβ := {b1, b2, . . . , bN/2}, which corresponds to the β electrons. In order for the Slater
determinant defined by a given pair I := (Iα,Iβ) not to be zero, all the indices within
each set must be different, however, any of them may appear in both sets at the same time.
The number of possible Iα (or Iβ) sets is, therefore,(
M
N/2
)
:=
M!
(M − N/2)!(N/2)! ,
and, consequently, the number of different RHF Slater determinants constructed fol-
lowing this procedure (the number of elements in I) is(
M
N/2
)2
:=
(
M!
(M − N/2)!(N/2)!
)2
,
which, already for small molecules and small basis sets, is a daunting number. For
example, in the case of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 investigated in this disser-
tation (see appendix E) and the 6-31G(d) basis set (see sec. 2.9), we have that N/2 = 31
and M = 128, so that there exist more than 1059 different RHF Slater determinants that
can be constructed with the Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals.
Due to the fact that any given orbital φa is an eigenfunction of the Fock operator Fˆ[φ]
with eigenvalue εa, one can show that, if ΨI is the Slater determinant that corresponds to
the set of indices I := ({a1, . . . , aN/2}, {b1, . . . , bN/2}), then, it is an eigenstate of Hˆ0 with
eigenvalue
√
N!
N/2∑
I
εaI +
N/2∑
I
εbI
 . (2.110)
Henceforth, it is clear that the Slater determinant of lowest Hˆ0 eigenvalue, i.e., the
zeroth order approximation |0〉 to the fundamental state, is the one that corresponds to
the particular set of orbital indices I0 := {1, 1, 2, 2, . . . ,N/2,N/2}. This is precisely the
optimal Hartree-Fock wavefunction, and the zeroth order approximation to the energy of
the fundamental state in eq. (2.102a) is
E(0)0 = 2
N/2∑
I
εI . (2.111)
Next, in order to find the first and second order corrections, we need to calculate, in
the basis of N-electron functions introduced above, the matrix elements 〈m| Hˆ′ |n〉 which
are associated to the perturbation.
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First, if we are interested in a diagonal matrix element 〈ΨI| Hˆ′ |ΨI〉, corresponding to
the eigenstate |ΨI〉 := |m〉 = |n〉, the calculations performed in sec. 2.7 can be recalled to
show that, in the RHF case, we have that
〈ΨI| Hˆ′ |ΨI〉 =
−
N/2∑
I,J
[
〈φaIφbJ |
1
r
|φaIφbJ〉 +
1
2
(
〈φaIφaJ |
1
r
|φaIφaJ〉 + 〈φbIφbJ |
1
r
|φbIφbJ〉
)
− 1
2
(
〈φaIφaJ |
1
r
|φaJφaI〉 + 〈φbIφbJ |
1
r
|φbJφbI〉
)]
. (2.112)
If we now particularize this equation to the case of the Hartree-Fock wavefunction
|ΨI0〉 = |0〉, an operative expression for the first order energy correction in eq. (2.102b) is
obtained:
E(1)0 = 〈0| Hˆ′ |0〉 = −
N/2∑
I,J
(
2〈φIφJ | 1r |φIφJ〉 − 〈φIφJ |
1
r
|φJφI〉
)
. (2.113)
Using this relation together with eq. (2.111), we see that the first order-corrected
energy, i.e., the MP1 result,
EMP10 := E
(0)
0 + E
(1)
0 = 2
N/2∑
I
εI −
N/2∑
I,J
(
2〈φIφJ | 1r |φIφJ〉 − 〈φIφJ |
1
r
|φJφI〉
)
, (2.114)
exactly matches the RHF energy in eq. (2.80), so that the differences between Hartree-
Fock and Møller-Plesset perturbation theory appear at second order for the first time.
In order to calculate E(2)0 , we first remark that it can be easily shown that, since Hˆ
′ is
made up of (at most) two-body operators, the matrix element 〈m| Hˆ′ |n〉 will be zero if |n〉
and |m〉 differ in more than two φa orbitals (due to the orthogonality of the latter).
On the other hand, Brillouin’s theorem [177, 180] states that the matrix elements
〈m| Hˆ |n〉 of the exact electronic Hamiltonian Hˆ between states that differ in only one
orbital are zero, and, using again the orthogonality of the φa, one can additionally show
that the same happens for matrix elements 〈m| Hˆ0 |n〉 of the unperturbed Hamiltonian.
Since Hˆ′ is just the difference Hˆ − Hˆ0, it follows that 〈m| Hˆ′ |n〉 is zero if |n〉 and |m〉 differ
in only one φa orbital.
Putting all together, the only terms that survive in the sum in eq. (2.107) (for n = 0) are
those corresponding to matrix elements between the Hartree-Fock fundamental state |0〉
and its doubly-substituted Slater determinants. Consequently, and after some calculations,
it can be shown that the second order correction to the energy of the fundamental state in
terms of the SCF orbitals |φa〉 (denoted again as |a〉) is given by
E(2)0 =
N/2∑
I,J
M∑
r,s=N/2+1
2
∣∣∣〈IJ| 1r |rs〉∣∣∣2 − 〈IJ| 1r |rs〉〈IJ| 1r |sr〉
εI + εJ − εr − εs . (2.115)
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The computational cost of calculating E(2)0 scales like M
5 [177], and the MP2 energy
is
EMP20 := E
(0)
0 + E
(1)
0 + E
(2)
0 = E
RHF
0 + E
(2)
0 . (2.116)
Finally, let us note that, in agreement with the already mentioned chemical intuition
(in sec. 2.9) that states that ‘core electrons are less affected by the molecular environment
and the formation of bonds than valence electrons’, it is common to remove the core shells
from the calculation of the second order correction to the energy in eq. (2.115). This is
called the frozen core approximation and it is used in the study performed in chapter 7.
Chapter 3
A physically meaningful distance
between potentials
This chapter is based on the article:
J. L. A  P E, A physically meaningful method for the comparison of po-
tential energy functions, J. Comp. Chem. 27 (2006) 238–252.
I often say that, when you can measure what
you are speaking about, and express it in
numbers, you know something about it; but
when you cannot measure it, when you can-
not express it in numbers, your knowledge
is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind; it
may be the beginning of knowledge, but you
have scarcely in your thoughts advanced to
the state of Science, whatever the matter may
be. [258]
— William Thompson, Lord Kelvin, 1891
3.1 Introduction
As we have seen in sec. 1.4, the effective potential energy V(~q) of a system74, as a func-
tion of the coordinates ~q, completely determines its physical behaviour. In the long path
that leads to the design of proper energy functions that can successfully fold proteins
(which is one of the central topics of this dissertation), researchers often tackle the prob-
lem of designing new algorithms to calculate the potential energy of these complex sys-
tems, looking for the improvement of the relation between accuracy and computational
demands [259–270]. At a more pragmatic level, when the aim simply is to study and
describe a particular phenomenon, the dilemma of choosing among many different ways
of calculating a conceptually unique potential V always shows up [207, 271–276].
74 In this chapter, we will notationally forget the fact that the potential energy comes from the averaging
out of more microscopical degrees of freedom than the relevant coordinates ~q, and we will use the more
common designation V , instead of W.
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The energy V that we are talking about may be the total potential energy of the sys-
tem or any of the terms in which it is traditionally factorized75 and the different ways
of calculating it may stem from distinct origins, namely, that different algorithms or ap-
proximations A are used, that the potential energy function depends on a number of free
parameters ~P or, finally, that it is computed on different but somehow related systems S
(for a proper definition of this, see sec. 3.6).
Changes in these inputs produce different instances of the same physical potential
energy, which we shall denote by subscripting V . For example, if it is calculated on
the same system S , with the algorithm and approximations A held constant but with two
different set of parameters ~P1 and ~P2, we shall write76:
V1(~q) := V(A, ~P1, ~q, S ) and V2(~q) := V(A, ~P2, ~q, S ) . (3.1)
For each practical application of these two potential energy functions, there is a limit
on how different V1 could be from V2 to preserve the relevant features of the system under
scrutiny. Clearly, if V1 is ‘too distant’ from V2, the key characteristics of the system
behaviour will be lost when going from one function to the other.
In the literature, a number of different methods are used to quantify this distance.
Among them, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient r does not have units and its meaning is
only semi-quantitative. Some others, such as the root mean square deviation (RMSD), the
mean error of the energies (ER), the standard deviation of the error (SDER) or the mean
absolute error (AER), do have units of energy and their values can be compared to the
physically relevant scale in each problem. However, they tend to overestimate the sought
distance even in the interesting situations in which the potential energy functions under
study are physically proximate. The aim of this chapter is to define, justify and describe
a new meaningful measure d(V1,V2) of the distance between two instances of the same
potential energy that overcomes the aforementioned difficulties, and that allows to make
precise statistical statements about the way in which the energy differences change when
going from V1 to V277. The introduction of this distance is the natural and necessary first
step to carry out the program that begins with this dissertation.
In sec. 3.2, the hypotheses made on V1 and V2 to accomplish this are outlined and, in
sec. 3.3, the central object, d(V1,V2), is defined. The statistical meaning of the distance
herein introduced is discussed in sec. 3.4 and 3.5 and some of its possible applications
to practical situations are proposed in sec. 3.6. A comparison to other commonly used
criteria is made and illustrated with a numerical example in sec. 3.7. The important is-
sue of the additivity of d(V1,V2), when the potentials studied are only a part of the total
energy, is investigated in sec. 3.8 and, in sec. 3.9, the metric properties of our distance
are discussed. The robustness of the van der Waals potential energy (as implemented in
CHARMM [104, 105]) under a change in the free parameters and the ab initio Ramachan-
dran plots of HCO-L-Ala-NH2 at different levels of the theory are studied in sec. 3.10 as
75 For example, in the case of proteins [2, 33, 137], some of the terms in which the total potential energy
is typically factorized are the hydrogen-bonds energy, the van der Waals interaction, the excluded volume
repulsion, the Coulomb energy and the solvation energy.
76 Analogous definitions may be made if different algorithms or approximations, A1 and A2, are used or
if V is computed on two related systems, S 1 and S 2.
77 The convenience of this approach has been remarked in ref. 1. Note, however, that in this chapter a
different distance is defined.
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Figure 3.1: Space of constant poten-
tial energy V in a simple system with
only two degrees of freedom: the
alanine dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2
in vacuo (see appendix E). Potential
energy surface (PES) calculated ab
initio at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
level of the theory in ref. 207.
examples of applications of the distance. Finally, sec. 3.11 is devoted to the conclusions
and to a useful summary of the steps that must be followed to use the distance in a practical
case.
3.2 Hypotheses
In some cases traditionally studied in physics, the dependence of the potential energy V
on the parameters is simple enough to allow a closed functional dependence V2(V1) to be
found78. However, in the study of complex systems, such as proteins, this dependence
is often much more complicated, due to the high dimensionality of the conformational
space I and to the fact that the energy landscape lacks any evident symmetry. The set
C(V1) of the conformations with a particular value of the potential energy V1 typically
spans large regions of I containing structurally very different conformations (see fig. 3.1).
When the system is slightly modified, from S 1 to S 2, or an approximation is performed
(or the algorithm is changed), from A1 to A2, or the free parameters are shifted, from ~P1 to
~P2, each conformation ~q in C(V1) is affected in a different way and its potential energy is
modified, from V1(~q) to V2(~q), in a manner that does not depend trivially on the particular
region of the conformational space which the conformation ~q belongs to. In such a case,
a simple functional relation V2(V1) is no longer possible to be found: for each value of
V1, there corresponds now a whole distribution of values of V2 associated with confor-
mations which share the same value of V1 but which are far apart in the conformational
space. Moreover, the projection of this high-dimensional ~q-space into the 1-dimensional
V1-space makes it possible to treat V2 as a random variable parametrically dependent on
V1 (see fig. 3.2), in the already suggested sense that, if one chooses at random a particular
conformation ~qi ∈ C(V1), the ‘outcome’ of the quantity V2(~qi) is basically unpredictable79.
78 For example, if the recovering force constant of a harmonic oscillator is changed from k1 to k2,
the potential energy functions satisfy the linear relation V2(~q) = (k1/k2)V1(~q) for all the conformations
of the system; if the the atomic charges are expressed as αQi and they are rescaled by changing α from
α1 to α2, the free energies of solvation calculated via the Poisson equation satisfy the linear relation
V2(~q) = (α1/α2)2V1(~q), etc.
79 The same may be said in the case that the conformations belong toC(V2) and the random variable is, in
turn, V1. The role of the two instances of V is interchangeable in the whole following reasoning, however,
for the sake of clarity, this fact will be made explicit in some cases and will be tacitly assumed in others.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the conditional-probability density function P2|1(V2|V1) at different
V1-positions. The points represent single conformations of the system. The V1-conditioned mean
of V2, 〈V2〉(V1), is depicted as a solid line and, although in the hypotheses it is assumed to depend
linearly on V1, here it is shown as a more general function to better illustrate the concepts involved.
Analogously, the V1-conditioned standard deviation of V2, σ12(V1) (which is assumed to be con-
stant in the hypotheses) is added to 〈V2〉(V1) (and subtracted from it) and the result is depicted as
broken lines.
In this context, the hypotheses to be done about the two instances of V are, first, that, in
our working set of conformations {~qi}Ni=1, the pair of values (V1(~qi),V2(~qi)) is independent
of (V1(~q j),V2(~q j)) if i , j and, second, that the probability distribution of V2 conditioned
by V1 is normal with mean b12V1 + a12 and standard deviation σ12 and that, conversely,
the probability distribution of V1 conditioned by V2 (i.e., the distribution of the random
variable V1 in the space C(V2), analogous to C(V1)) is normal with mean b21V2 + a21 and
standard deviation σ21. Where a12, b12, σ12, a21, b21 and σ21 are constants not dependent
on V1 or V2. This can be summarized in the following expressions for the conditional-
probability density functions:
P2|1(V2|V1) = 1√
2piσ12
exp
[
− (V2 − (b12V1 + a12))
2
2σ212
]
, (3.2a)
P1|2(V1|V2) = 1√
2piσ21
exp
[
− (V1 − (b21V2 + a21))
2
2σ221
]
. (3.2b)
At first sight, albeit symmetric, the above treatment, in which one of the instances
is seen as an independent parameter and the other one as a random variable, may seem
artificial and partially asymmetric. In fact, one could reason about the whole conforma-
tional space of the system and regard each randomly selected conformation ~qi as a single
numerical experiment to which the value of two random variables, V1(~qi) and V2(~qi), can
be assigned. However, no hypotheses need to be made about the joint probability density
function P12(V1,V2)80. For the distance herein introduced to be meaningful, it suffices to
80 The hypothesis that P12(V1,V2) is bivariate normal, for example, is stronger than the assumptions in
eqs. (3.2). The latter can be derived from the former.
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assume eqs. (3.2) and the partially asymmetric treatment performed above turns out to be
less restrictive.
Regarding the question of whether in a typical case these hypotheses are fulfilled or
not, some remarks should be made. First, the satisfaction of the independence hypothesis
depends mainly on the process through which the working set of conformations {~qi}Ni=1
is generated. For example, if the conformations are extracted from a single molecular
dynamics trajectory letting only a short simulation time pass between any pair of them,
their energies will be obviously correlated and the independence will be broken. If, on the
contrary, each conformation ~qi is taken from a different trajectory (see the first application
of the distance in sec. 3.10), one may reasonably expect this assumption to be fulfilled,
i.e., the independence hypothesis is normally under researcher’s control.
The normality hypothesis, however, is of a different nature. That the distribution of
V2 be normal for a particular value of V1 may be thought as a consequence of the large
number of degrees of freedom the system possesses, of the usual pairwise additivity of
the forces involved and of the Central Limit Theorem (this, in fact, can be proved in some
simple cases. Nevertheless, that the V1-conditioned mean of V2, 〈V2〉(V1), is linear in
V1 and that the V1-conditioned standard deviation of V2, σ12(V1), is a constant must be
regarded as a zeroth order approximation that may be fulfilled for small energy ranges
and that should be checked in each particular case (see fig. 3.2).
Finally, it is worth pointing out, that, for the commonly used statistical quantities r,
RMSD, etc. to be useful, these two assumptions must be equally made (see sec. 3.7) and
also that the normality hypothesis has been found to be approximately fulfilled in several
cases studied (see, for example, ref. 1 and fig. 3.3b).
3.3 Definition
For the aforementioned cases in which the dependence of the potential energy on the
parameters is simple enough (see footnote 78), one can describe V2(V1) by a closed an-
alytical formula and exactly compute a12, b12 and σ12 (this last quantity being equal to
zero in such a situation). However, in a general case, the parameters entering eqs. (3.2)
cannot be calculated analytically, and one may at most have a finite collection of N con-
formations {~qi}Ni=1 (the working set) together with the respective values V1(~qi) and V2(~qi)
for each one of them.
From this finite knowledge about the system, one may statistically estimate the values
of a12, b12 and σ12. Under the hypothesis assumed in the previous section, the least-
squares estimators [277, 278] of these quantities are optimal in the precise statistical sense
that they are maximum-likelihood and have minimum variance in the class of linear and
unbiased estimators81 [279].
If we denote V i1 := V1(~qi) and V
i
2 := V2(~qi), the least-squares maximum-likelihood
estimators82 of a12, b12 and σ12 are given by the following expressions [277, 278]:
81 The same letters are used for the ideal parameters a12, b12, and σ12 and for their least-squares best
estimators, because the only knowledge that one may have about the former comes from the calculation of
the latter.
82 The maximum-likelihood estimator for σ12 (with N in the denominator) is preferred to the unbiased
one (with N − 2 in the denominator) for consistency. Anyway, for the values of N typically used, the
difference between them is negligible.
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b12 =
Cov(V1,V2)
σ21
, (3.3a)
a12 = µ2 − b12µ1 , (3.3b)
σ12 =
∑Ni=1(V i2 − (b12V i1 + a12))2N
1/2 , (3.3c)
where
µ1 :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
V i1 , (3.4a)
µ2 :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
V i2 , (3.4b)
σ1 :=
 1N
N∑
i=1
(V i1 − µ1)2
1/2 , (3.4c)
Cov(V1,V2) :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
(V i1 − µ1)(V i2 − µ2) , (3.4d)
and the quantities with 21 subscripts are found by changing 1↔ 2
Now, the central object of this chapter, the distance d(V1,V2) between two different
instances of the same potential energy V is defined by
d(V1,V2) :=
(
σ212 + σ
2
21
)1/2
. (3.5)
It must be stressed here that the measured distance between any given V1 and V2 de-
pends on the working set, {~qi}Ni=1, of conformations chosen. More precisely, it depends on
the occurrence probability of an arbitrary conformation ~q in the set. This probability must
be decided a priori from considerations regarding which regions of the conformational
space I are more relevant to answer the questions posed and up to what extent. For ex-
ample, if one believes the system under study to be in thermodynamical equilibrium, then
it would be reasonable to generate a working set in which the probability that ~q occurs is
proportional to its Boltzmann weight (e−βV). If, on the contrary, one doubts whether or not
the system is really sampling the whole conformational space (like in the case of proteins)
or one simply wants to study in detail the dynamical trajectories out of equilibrium, then,
all the conformations should be weighted equally and the probability should be flat.
3.4 Meaning
Under the hypotheses made in sec. 3.2 (independence and eqs. (3.2)), a simple expres-
sion may be written for the probability density function of the V2-energy differences ∆V2
conditioned by the knowledge of the V1-energy differences ∆V1:
P∆2|∆1(∆V2|∆V1) = 1√
2pid12
exp
[
− (∆V2 − b12∆V1)
2
2d212
]
, (3.6)
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Figure 3.3: (a) V1- and V2-energies of the set of 1100 conformations of the Trp-Cage protein
used in the first example of sec. 3.10. Both potentials are the van der Waals energy as imple-
mented in CHARMM; V1 corresponds to RC = 1.275 Å and V2 to RC = 3.275 Å, εC is fixed to
−0.020 kcal/mol. The values of ∆V1 and ∆V2 for a selected pair of conformations are also de-
picted. The solid line represents the least-squares fit and the region where the probability of
finding a conformation is largest is enclosed by broken lines. (b) Histogram of the residues
e12(~qi) := V2(~qi) − [b12V1(~qi) + a12] associated to the least-squares fit in fig. (a).
where the quantity d12 appearing in this equation is defined as
d12 :=
√
2σ12 , (3.7)
it is related to the distance defined in eq. (3.5) via
d(V1,V2) =
(
d212 + d
2
21
2
)1/2
, (3.8)
and it encodes the loss of information involved in the transit from V1 to V2 through the
following important properties:
1. The addition of an energy reference shift a12 between V1 and V2 has neither an
implication in the physical behaviour of the system nor in the numerical value of
d12.
2. One of the novel features of the distance herein defined is that no loss of information
is considered to occur (i.e., d12 = 0) if there is only a constant rescaling b12 between
the two potential energy functions studied. Although such a transformation does
have physical implications and would change the transition rates in a molecular
dynamics simulation and alter the effective temperature in any typical Monte Carlo
algorithm, V1 can be easily recovered from V2, if pertinent, upon division of V2
by b12. For example, if the two potential energy functions are on equal footing (e.g.,
they correspond to different values of the free parameters (see sec. 3.6)), there is no
‘correct’ energy scale defined and the division by b12 is optional. However, in the
case that the distance is used to compare an approximate potential to a more ab initio
one or even to experimental data, the ‘correct’ energy scale must be considered to
be that of the latter and the rescaling b12 may be safely removed as indicated above.
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In such a case, note that the quantity d12 changes, when this removal is performed,
from d12 to d12/|b12|83 and it is the second value which must be considered as the
relevant one.
3. Directly from its very definition in eq. (3.7), one has that d12 = 0 is equivalent
to V2 being exactly a linear transformation of V1, i.e., d12 = 0 is equivalent to
V2(~qi) = b12V1(~qi) + a12, ∀~qi ∈ {~qi}Ni=1.
4. According to the previous points, b12 , 1 and/or a12 , 0 must be regarded as
two different types of systematic errors easily removable and not involving any
loss of information when one changes V1 by V2. In the general case, however,
the energy differences associated to each potential energy function (which are the
relevant physical quantities that govern the system behavior) present an additional
random error which is intrinsic to the discrepancies between the potentials and can-
not be removed. As can be seen in eq. (3.6), in this situation, d12 is the standard
deviation of the random variable ∆V2 and, as its value decreases, the distribution
becomes sharper around the average b12∆V1. Moreover, because the distribution is
normal, the probability of ∆V2 being in the interval (b12∆V1 − Kd12, b12∆V1 + Kd12)
is ∼ 38% for K = 1/2, ∼ 68% for K = 1, ∼ 95% for K = 2, etc. Hence, d12 quanti-
fies the random error between the trivially transformed potential b12V1+a12 and V2,
i.e., the unavoidable and fundamentally statistical part of the difference between V1
and V2 which stems from the complex character of the system.
5. To gain some additional insight about the meaning of d12, the following gedanken
experiment may be performed: if a Gaussian ‘noise’ with zero mean and vari-
ance equal to s2 were independently added to the linearly transformed V1-energy,
b12V1(~q) + a12, of each conformation and the resulting potential were denoted by V2,
then one would have that the hypothesis in eq. (3.2a) is fulfilled and that d12 =
√
2s.
In such a case, d12 may be regarded (except for a harmless factor
√
2) as the size
of the Gaussian noise arising in the whole energy landscape when one changes
b12V1 + a12 by V2.
6. Closely related to the properties in the two preceding points, an illuminating sta-
tistical statement about the energetic ordering of the conformations can be de-
rived from eq. (3.6). The probability that the energetic order of two randomly
selected conformations is maintained when going from V1 to V2 (more precisely,
that sign(∆V2) = sign(b12∆V1)), conditioned by the knowledge of ∆V1, can be eas-
ily shown to be
Pord
( |b12∆V1|
d12
)
=
1
2
+
1√
2pi
∫ |b12∆V1 |/d12
0
exp
[
− x
2
2
]
dx . (3.9)
The intuitive meaning of this expression is that d12 is the V1-energy difference at
which two randomly selected conformations can be typically ‘resolved’ using V2
after the removal of the harmless rescaling b12 (see point 4). Certainly, if one has
83 To see this, take the analogous for σ2 of eq. (3.4c) and change V i2 by V
i
2/b12, then, take the result to
eq. (3.12a) noting that r12 is invariant under the change
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that |b12∆V1|  d12, then Pord = 1/2, reflecting a total lack of knowledge about the
sign of ∆V2 and, consequently, V2 can not be used to resolve V1-energy differences.
If, on the contrary, |b12∆V1|  d12, then Pord = 1 and the conformations ordering is
exactly conserved. At any intermediate point, Pord is a rapidly increasing function of
|b12∆V1|/d12 that reaches a ‘reasonable’ value (∼ 84%) when its argument equals 1,
i.e., when |b12∆V1| = d12. Some other interesting points are Pord(1/2) ' 69% or
Pord(2) ' 98%.
7. Finally, some clarifying properties of the distance which are associated to its re-
lation to the Pearson’s correlation coefficient will be investigated in sec. 3.7 (see
specially eq. (3.12a)).
Now, we should note that the same considerations may be done about d21 regarding the
transit from V2 to V1, and, as can be seen in eq. (3.8), the square of d(V1,V2) is the mean
of the squares of d12 and d21. Therefore, the symmetrized distance d(V1,V2) quantifies
the average size of the uncertainty in the energy differences of the system that arises
from changing one of the potentials studied by the other. If the comparison is performed
between potential energy functions that stand on the same footing (see, for example, the
second possible application in sec. 3.6), the symmetric quantity d(V1,V2) should be used
as a summarizing measure of the loss of information involved in the transit from V1 to V2
and vice versa. However, if one of the potentials is a priori considered to be more ab initio
or more accurate (say, V1) and it is compared to a less reliable instance (V2), one may use
simply d12 as the measure of the discrepancies between them84.
Hence, although both the discussion regarding the relevant values of the distance in the
following section and the investigation of its mathematical properties in secs. 3.8 and 3.9
are referred to d(V1,V2) for generality, they may be equally applied to d12. Conversely,
the comparison between d12 and the quantities commonly used in the literature done in
sec. (3.7) may be extended to d(V1,V2) upon symmetrization of the mean error of the
energy, ER, which is the only asymmetrical one.
3.5 Relevant values of the distance
Regarding the value of d(V1,V2) in a practical case, some remarks must be made. To
begin with, one may expect two special values of the distance to exist: dmin and dmax.
In such a way that, if d(V1,V2) < dmin, one potential energy function may be substituted
by the other without altering the key characteristics of the system behavior, and that, if
d(V1,V2) > dmax, then, the substitution is not acceptable. These limit values must be set
depending on the particularities of the system studied and on the questions sought to be
answered, and it may even be the case that some special features of the energy landscape
are the main responsible of the behaviour under scrutiny. For example, we are not going
to establish any strict limit on the accuracy required for a potential energy function to
successfully predict the folding of proteins [2, 137]. We consider this question a difficult
theoretical issue, whose solution probably requires a much deeper knowledge of the pro-
tein folding problem itself than the one that exists at present, and we believe that it may
be possible a priori that some special features of the energy landscapes of proteins (such
84 Note, from eq. (3.8), that, if d12 = d21, then d(V1,V2) = d12 = d21.
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as a funnel-like shape [130, 280], see sec. 1.4) are the main responsible of the high effi-
ciency and cooperativity of the folding process [2, 137]. If this were the case, a different
procedure for measuring the distance between potential energy functions could be devised
for this situation [281–283], as any change of V1 by V2 which did not significantly alter
these special features could be valid even if the value of d(V1,V2) were very large. Our
definition of d(V1,V2), being based in characteristics shared by many complex systems
and statistically referred to the whole energy landscape, is of more general application but
cannot detect such particular characteristics as the ones mentioned.
However, thanks to the laws of statistical mechanics, a rather stringent but general
value for dmin can be used to a priori assess the interchangeability of V1 and V2. As
can be seen in the thermodynamical equilibrium Boltzmann distribution, in which the
probability p(~qi) of a conformation ~qi is proportional to exp(−V(~qi)/RT )85, the order
of the physical uncertainty in the potential energies of a system in contact with a ther-
mal reservoir at temperature T is given by the quantity RT . This typical energy sets
the scale of the thermal fluctuations and it also determines the transition probability,
min[1, exp(−(V(~qi+1) − V(~qi))/RT )], in theMetropolis Monte Carlo scheme and the spread
of the stochastic term in the Langevin equation [284–286]. Consequently, in this disser-
tation, the quantity RT (which equals ∼ 0.6 kcal/mol at room temperature) will be used
as a general lower bound for dmin. The results will be presented in units of RT and any
two instances V1 and V2 of the same potential energy function whose distance d(V1,V2)
be smaller than RT will be regarded as physically equivalent86.
Regarding dmax, no estimations of its value can a priori be made without referring
to the particular potential energy functions compared and the relevant behaviour studied.
The fact that eq. (3.12b) has an absolute maximum when r12 = 0 sets only the worst
possible upper bound and is only of mathematical interest.
3.6 Possible applications
There are at least three basic situations in which the distance defined in this chapter may
be used to quantify the discrepancies between two different instances, V1 and V2, of the
same potential energy:
• If the difference between V1 and V2 arises from the use of two distinct algorithms
or approximations, d(V1,V2) (or d12, see the final lines of sec. 3.4) may help us
decide whether the less numerically complex instance could be used or not. For
example, one may compare the electrostatic part of the solvation energy calculated
via solving the Poisson equation [288–291] with the instance of the same energy
calculated using one of the many implementations of the Generalized Born model
[260, 263–266, 268, 292, 293], which are much less computationally demanding
and more suitable for simulating macromolecules. If the distance between them is
85 We are assuming here either that the coordinates ~q are Euclidean or that the Jacobian determinant of
the change from the Euclidean coordinates to the ~q is slowly varying and can be neglected in this qualitative
discussion. See appendix A and chapter 6 for further details regarding this issue.
86 This discussion is closely related to the common use of the concept of chemical accuracy, typically
defined in the field of ab initio quantum chemistry as predicting bond-breaking energies to 1 kcal/mol [287].
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small enough for the behaviour under study not to be much modified (see sec. 3.5),
then the latter could be used.
Among the three possible applications proposed in this section, this one is, not only
the most commonly found one in the literature, but also the most used one in the
rest of the chapters of this dissertation; showing that the distance defined here is the
natural and necessary first step in the long path towards the design of better energy
functions that we have decided to walk.
With an illustrative purpose, in the second example of sec. 3.10, several levels of
quantum chemistry theory are compared in the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2
(see appendix E) using the distance, and in chapter 7, a much more exhaustive study
of the same kind is performed. Finally, the study in chapter 6 about the possibility
of neglecting the mass metric tensor determinants that show up when constraints
are imposed has largely benefited from the properties and physical meaning of the
distance described in this chapter. All these applications are examples of this point.
• If the algorithm and the approximations A are fixed and only one system S is stud-
ied, any reasonable functional form used to account for V will be a simplified model
of physical reality and it will contain a number of free parameters ~P. These param-
eters, which, in most of the cases, are not physically observable, must be fit against
experimental or more ab initio results before using the function for practical pur-
poses. For any fit to yield statistically significant values of the parameters, the
particular region of the parameter space in which the final result lies must have the
property of robustness, i.e., it must occur that, if the found set of parameters values
is slightly changed, then, the relevant characteristics of the potential energy func-
tion which depends on them are also approximately kept unmodified. If this were
not the case, a new fit, performed using a different set of experimental (or more ab
initio) points, could produce a very distant potential. If V1 and V2 come from the
same family of potential energy functions and they correspond to different values
of the free parameters ~P, the distance d(V1,V2) between them may help us to assess
the robustness of the potentials under changes on the parameters.
In the first example of sec. 3.10, the robustness of the van der Waals potential
energy implemented in the well-known molecular dynamics program CHARMM
[104, 105] is quantified as an example of this.
• The last application of the distance is fundamentally different from the ones in the
previous points but, although the reasoning throughout this chapter is intention-
ally biased, for the sake of clarity, toward the study of potential energies of the
same system, one may appeal to the same underlying assumptions to compare two
different systems, S 1 and S 2, provided that a meaningful mapping can be estab-
lished between both conformational spaces87. For example, if the conformations of
a particular protein are described only by their backbone angles, one can define an
unambiguous mapping between the conformations of, say, the wild-type sequence
and any mutated form, in such a way that V1(~q) would represent the energies of the
87 In short, for the distance criterion to be applied, one needs to be able to assign two energies, V1(~q) and
V2(~q), to each conformation ~q. This is done trivially in the first two points but it requires a mapping between
the conformational spaces of S 1 and S 2 in the third case.
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former and V2(~q) those of the latter. The distance d(V1,V2), in this case, quantifies
how different the energy landscapes of the two systems are and, depending on the
features under study, how sensitive the behaviour of the protein is to mutations.
The comparison of a potential, V1, to another one, V2, which comes from the first
via integrating-out certain degrees of freedom (see sec. 1.4), may be considered to
be another example of this type of application. The study performed in sec. 4.4 of
chapter 4 is a clear example of this.
3.7 Relation to other statistical quantities
In the literature, some comparisons between potentials88 are performed a posteriori, i.e.,
not directly studying the energies but computing some derived quantities, such as the pKa
of titratable groups [265, 266], investigating molecular dynamics trajectories [260, 262,
271, 275], comparing the ability of the different instances of V to select the correct native
state of a protein from a set of decoys [262], etc.
For the a priori comparison of two ways of calculating the same potential energy,
one may investigate the whole energy landscape visually if the system has no more
than two degrees of freedom [269, 270], but, if the object of study is a protein or an-
other complex system, the vastness of the conformational space (see the discussion about
Levinthal’s paradox in sec. 1.4) and its lack of symmetries require the utilization of sta-
tistical quantities calculated from the energies of a finite set of conformations. Among
the most common such measures, one may find the root mean square deviation (RMSD)
[260, 263, 270, 271, 273], the mean energy error (ER) [259, 272, 273], the standard
deviation of the energy error (SDER) [272], the mean of the absolute energy error (AER)
[264], all of which have units of energy, and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient r [207,
259, 261, 268, 271, 272, 274], which does not have units. Finally, in ref. 263, a root mean
square of the difference in the relative energies (REL) (see eq. (3.10e) for a clarification)
which has several points in common with d12 (see eq. (3.7)) is defined, however, it has not
been found to be used in any other work.
If we use the same notation as in eqs. (3.3) and we define ∆V i12 := V
i
2 − V i1, the statis-
tical quantities mentioned in the preceding paragraph (except r, which will be discussed
later) are given by the expressions:
RMSD(V1,V2) :=
 1N
N∑
i=1
(∆V i12)
2
1/2 , (3.10a)
ER(V1,V2) :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
∆V i12 , (3.10b)
88 It must be pointed out that we have only found in the literature examples of the comparison between two
potentials corresponding to the first case described in sec. 3.6, which is associated to different algorithms
or approximations. No examples of robustness studies have been found and, regarding the third case, in
which the differences arise from a slight change in the system, such as a mutation in a protein, only articles
investigating the total free energy of folding have been found [294, 295].
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SDER(V1,V2) :=
 1N
N∑
i=1
(∆V i12 − ER(V1,V2))2
1/2 , (3.10c)
AER(V1,V2) :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
|∆V i12| , (3.10d)
REL(V1,V2) :=
 2N(N − 1)
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
(∆V j12 − ∆V i12)2

1/2
. (3.10e)
In the following points, these measures of the difference between potential energy
functions are individually compared to the distance defined in sec. 3.3 and their limitations
with respect to d12 are pointed out89:
• The first one, the RMSD, which is one of the most commonly used, presents the
major flaw of overestimating the importance of an energy reference shift between
V1 and V2. This transformation, which has no physical implications in the confor-
mational behaviour of the system, must not influence the assessment of the differ-
ence between potentials. This fact is, for example, detected in some of the compar-
isons performed in ref. 271 and recognized to be conceptually erroneous in ref. 273,
where the shift is removed by minimizing the RMSD with respect to it. In addition,
the RMSD also overestimates the effect of a slope b12 , 1 between the two poten-
tials, a fact that, as it has been remarked in sec. 3.4, is not desirable (for a practical
case in which the loss of information is small but b12 , 1 see ref. 259; for a nu-
merical example see fig. 3.4 and the discussion at the end of this section). It can be
proved that, if b12 = 1 and a12 = 0, then RMSD(V1,V2) = d12/
√
2.
• ER, in turn, only accounts for a systematic error between the two potentials (an off-
set). The relation ER(V1,V2) = µ2 − µ1 holds and ER equals the energy-reference
shift a12 if b12 = 1 (see eq. (3.3b)). Thus, the changes in the conformational be-
haviour of the system are not reflected by this quantity.
• In SDER, which is the standard deviation associated to ER, the reference shift is
removed by subtracting ER from each difference ∆V i12. However, this quantity still
overestimates the effect of a slope b12 , 1, in fact, only if b12 = 1, one has that
SDER(V1,V2) = d12/
√
2.
• To establish precise relations between AER and d12 is difficult because of the mod-
ulus function that enters this quantity. Nevertheless, it is clear from its definition
that AER, like ER, overestimates both the effect of an energy reference shift a12 and
of a slope b12 , 1. For a numerical confirmation of this fact, see table. 3.1.
• Finally, the measure REL, introduced in ref. 263, has much of the spirit of the dis-
tance defined in this work. On one hand, it focuses on the energy differences, which
are indeed the relevant physical quantities to study the conformational behaviour of
the system, on the other hand, it correctly removes the effect of an energy reference
89 The quantity ER is not symmetric. This is why all the measures in eq. (3.10) are compared to d12 and
not to its symmetrized version d(V1,V2) (see sec. 3.9 and the final part of sec. 3.4).
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shift a12. However, it still overestimates the importance of a slope b12 , 1 and one
only has that REL(V1,V2) = d12 if b12 = 1.
Apart from the ones defined above, there is yet another quantity commonly used for
measuring the differences between two potentials: the Pearson’s correlation coefficient
(denoted by r12 in the following):
r12 :=
Cov(V1,V2)
σ1σ2
. (3.11)
This statistical measure differs from the rest in several points. On one hand, it has no
units; a fact that renders difficult to extract from its value relevant information about the
energies studied. While some statistical statements can be made about the real value of
r12 (the value in an infinite sample, denoted by ρ12), to do this, the sampling distribution
of r12 must be known. Without making stringent assumptions about the joint probability
density P12(V1,V2) (see sec. 3.2) only the null hypothesis of ρ12 being equal to 0 can be
rejected from the knowledge of r12 in a finite sample [296]. This is clearly insufficient,
because, in the vast majority of the cases, the researcher knows that the two potentials are
correlated, i.e., the null hypothesis can be easily rejected from a priori considerations. If,
in turn, one assumes P12(V1,V2) to be bivariate Gaussian, the Fisher transformation can
be used to make inferences about ρ12 which are more general than ρ12 , 0 [296]. In any
case, unfortunately, these type of statements are not directly translated into statements
regarding the energies; a fact that undermines much of the physical meaning in r12.
On the other hand and despite the disadvantages remarked in the preceding lines, r12
behaves satisfactorily when an energy reference a12 is added or when a rescaling b12 , 1 is
introduced between V1 and V2. Like d12, and in contrast to RMSD, ER, SDER, AER and
REL, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient does not overestimate such transformations, in
fact, r12 is completely insensitive to them. Therefore, it is not surprising that a simple
general relation can be written between r12 and d12:
d12 =
√
2σ2(1 − r212)1/2 , (3.12a)
d(V1,V2) = [(σ21 + σ
2
2)(1 − r212)]1/2 . (3.12b)
In these expressions, it can be observed that the distance herein introduced depends
on two factors: on one side, the width of the probability distributions associated to the
potentials (σ1 and σ2), which set the physical scale and give energy units to d(V1,V2),
on the other, the quantity 1 − r212, which measures the degree of correlation between V1
and V2. The second factor is completely insensitive to a change in the energy reference
shift or in the slope (due to the properties of r12); the part that depends on the width of
the distributions, in turn, makes the distance sensitive to a change in the slope (remaining
insensitive to a change in the reference), through σ2 if the rescaling is performed on V2
(σ2 → σ2/|b12|). However, contrarily to the case of the quantities in eqs. (3.10), the im-
plications of such a transformation are not overestimated. In the case of our distance, the
sensitivity to a rescaling arises only from the dilatation of the random errors, whereas the
other quantities take erroneously into account the fact that the best fit line is not necessar-
ily parallel to the line V2 = V1 (see below).
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Figure 3.4: Numerical examples of the possi-
ble situations found in practical problems. 200
conformations are depicted for each case with
the values of V1 in the x-axis and the ones
of V2 in the y-axis (both in arbitrary energy
units). The broken line corresponds to the line
V2 = V1. (a) b12 ' 1 and a12 ' 0. (b) b12 ' 1
and a12 ' 200. (c) b12 ' 1/2 and a12 ' 0. (d)
b12 ' 1/2 and a12 ' 200.
In short, the distance defined in this chapter consists of a physically meaningful way
of giving energy units to the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. A property that is very
convenient if one wants to validate potential energy functions.
To close this section, a numerical example is presented that summarizes the situations
that may be found in practical examples (see ref. 259 for a real case of the issues raised)
and that makes explicit the aforementioned disadvantages of the commonly used statistical
quantities. In fig. 3.4, four samples of 200 conformations are depicted with the values of
V1 in the x-axis and the ones of V2 in the y-axis (both in arbitrary energy units). The
different situations correspond to all generic cases in which a12 = 0 or a12 , 0 and in
which b12 = 1 or b12 , 1. All the quantities discussed in this section, including d12, have
been computed in each case and their values are presented in table. 3.1.
From these data and the preceding discussion, some conclusions may be extracted.
First, among the quantities with energy units, SDER and REL are the most proximate
RMSD ER SDER AER REL r12 d12
b12 ' 1 a12 ' 0 9.6 -0.7 9.6 7.7 13.6 0.995 13.5
b12 ' 1 a12 ' 200 199.8 199.6 9.4 199.6 13.3 0.996 13.2
b12 ' 1/2 a12 ' 0 52.7 -8.4 52.0 41.9 73.8 0.980 14.4
b12 ' 1/2 a12 ' 200 205.0 198.0 52.9 198.0 74.9 0.985 13.2
Overestimates a12 , 0 Yes Yes No Yes No No No
Overestimates b12 , 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No
Has units of energy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Table 3.1: Values of the statistical quantities RMSD, ER, SDER, AER, REL, r12 and d12 com-
puted in the situations depicted in fig. 3.4. All the values are in arbitrary energy units except the
ones of r12 which have no units. A summary of the properties of each quantity is presented in the
bottom part of the table.
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to the distance d12, although they will overestimate the difference between potentials in
situations in which there is a constant rescaling b12 , 1 between them. In fig. 3.4c, for
example, the contribution of the points that lie further apart from the origin of coordinates
is overestimated by all the quantities in eqs. (3.10) for the sole fact that the best fit-line and
the line V2 = V1 are not parallel (note that a12 = 0 and that the random noise associated
to these points is not particularly large compared to the one that corresponds to the points
in the central region of the figure). This is due to the fact that all quantities in eqs. (3.10)
are based on ∆V i12, which measures the distance of each point to the line V2 = V1. A
disadvantage that is not shared by d12, which measures the differences with respect to the
best-fit line.
Second, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient r12 has good properties, although no
physically relevant statements can be extracted from its value due, among other reasons,
to the fact that it does not have units. In all cases in table. 3.1, for example, the value
of r12 is close enough to 1 to be considered as a sound sign of correlation, however, the
value of d12 (if we pretend it to be in kcal/mol, which could be the case) tells us that the
typical indetermination in the energy differences, when substituting V1 by V2, is around
13 kcal/mol, a value an order of magnitude larger than RT . As it is explained in sec. 3.5,
this suggests that the relevant behaviour of the system may be essentially modified.
Finally, it is worth stressing that all the considerations made in this section and through-
out the chapter are valid when the physical quantities compared are potential energy func-
tions of the same system or closely related systems (see sec. 3.6). When other quantities,
such as the pKa, charges, dipoles, Born radii, etc. or energies of distinct systems are the
object of the comparison, the assessment of the discrepancies rests on different theoreti-
cal basis and, frequently, only semi-quantitative statements can be made. Acknowledging
this limitation, the use of any of the quantities studied in this section, including d12, may
be fully justified in such cases. Note, in addition, that the numerical effort needed for the
calculation of d12 is both low and very similar to the one required to compute any of the
other quantities (see sec. 3.11).
3.8 Additivity
Frequently, the potentials compared are instances of only a part of the total potential en-
ergy of the system. If the conclusions extracted, via d(V1,V2), in such a case are pretended
to be meaningfully transferred to the total energy, this measure of the difference between
potentials must obey some reasonable additivity rules. Here, we will see that, for some
relevant cases in which certain independence hypotheses are fulfilled, our distance is ap-
proximately additive, although, in other relevant situations, it is not.
For the sake of brevity, the notation will be much relaxed in this section and we will
assume that we are working with six different potentials, x, y, p, r, q and s, that satisfy the
following relations:
x = p + q and y = r + s . (3.13)
Conceptually, x and y must be regarded as instances of the same potential energy and
the same can be said about the pair p and r and the pair q and s. Hence, the study of
the additivity of our distance rests on finding a way of expressing d(x, y) as a function of
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d(p, r) and d(q, s). If one assumes that p is independent from q and that r is independent
from s (see the discussion at the end of this section for the implications of such an hy-
pothesis), one has that rpq = 0, rrs = 0, σ2x = σ
2
p + σ
2
q and σ
2
y = σ
2
r + σ
2
s . In such a case,
the following additivity relation can be written:
d2(x, y) = d2(p, r) + d2(q, s) + ∆d , (3.14)
where
∆d := (σ2p + σ
2
r )(r
2
pr − r2xy) + (σ2q + σ2s)(r2qs − r2xy) , (3.15)
and the correlation coefficient rxy can be expressed in terms of quantities associated to
p, r, q and s in the following way (note that rxy is indeed not additive):
rxy =
σpσrrpr + σqσsrqs
(σ2p + σ2q)1/2(σ2r + σ2s)1/2
. (3.16)
Now, one can see in eq. (3.14) that, if ∆d were zero, the square of the distance would
be exactly additive in the aforementioned sense, making it possible to assert, for example,
that, if p is proximate to r and q is proximate to s, then x = p + q is proximate to
y = r + s. Unfortunately, this is not the case. It can be shown that ∆d ≥ 0 (the distance
is over-additive) and, without imposing any restriction on the potentials studied, nothing
satisfactory can be said in addition to that. For example, a particularly undesirable, albeit
also uncommon, situation is that for which Cov(p, r) = −Cov(q, s). Such a relation, makes
zero the numerator in eq. (3.16) and, consequently, rxy. Substituting rxy = 0 in eq. (3.15)
and taking ∆d to eq. (3.14), one has that, for every allowed value of rpr and rqs,
Cov(p, r) = −Cov(q, s)⇒ d2(x, y) = σ2p + σ2q + σ2r + σ2s = σ2x + σ2y , (3.17)
which is the worst possible value of d(x, y).
However, there exists a particular class of situations than can be argued to be proxi-
mate to the situations found in typical cases and for which the additivity is approximately
accomplished. These special situations are characterized for the satisfaction of the fol-
lowing relation:
σp/σr = σq/σs := k . (3.18)
When this equality is satisfied, it can be proved that the following quotient:
∆drel := ∆d/(d2(p, r) + d2(q, s)) , (3.19)
which measures the relative deviation from the exact additivity, does not depend on k
and can be expressed as a function of only σr, σs, rpr and rqs. If, in addition, we define c
through σs = cσr, without loss of generality, we can write ∆drel as a function of only rpr,
rqs, and c as follows:
∆drel =
c2(rpr − rqs)2
(1 + c2)(1 − r2pr + c2(1 − r2qs))
. (3.20)
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Figure 3.5: Graphical study of the additivity of the
distance. (a) ∆drel as a function of rpr and rqs for c = 1
(see eq. (3.20)). Contour lines are plotted at the levels
∆drel = 10%, 50%, 100%, 150%. (b) In white, the re-
gions in (rpr, rqs)-space with ∆drel < 10% for different
values of c. From left to right and from top to bottom,
each figure corresponds to c = 1/2, 1/5, 2, 5. In each
case, the borders of the ∆drel < 10% region for c = 1
are shown with broken lines for comparison.
Representing this equation as a three-dimensional surface (see fig. 3.5a), one can
see a ‘valley’ whose lowest region lies in the line rpr = rqs and has zero height, i.e.,
∆drel(rpr = rqs) = 0. The slopes of the valley are curved and ascend as one moves away
from the minimum height line, eventually reaching arbitrarily large values of ∆drel when
(rpr, rqs)→ (1,−1) or (rpr, rqs)→ (−1, 1).
Numerically, the region for which the value of ∆drel is acceptable is rather large. In
fig. 3.5b, the contour lines corresponding to ∆drel = 10% are depicted for some values
of c that may be found in practical cases. It can be seen that, as one departs from c = 1,
the region for which ∆drel < 10% gets larger, occupying, in any case, the majority of the
(rpr, rqs)-space. Therefore, we conclude that, for the cases in which eq. (3.18) is satisfied,
the square of the distance introduced in this chapter is approximately additive in the rele-
vant situations in which the correlations between p and r and between q and s are similar.
Of course, for continuity arguments, one has that, in the case that eq. (3.18) were only
approximately satisfied, the situation would be proximate to the one described above.
Additionally, let us point out that, if the calculations above are repeated for the unsym-
metric version dxy of the distance, the same expression for ∆drel is obtained, and, therefore,
all the conclusions drawn in this section about d(x, y) are applicable to dxy.
Finally, some remarks must be made about the assumption of independence between
p and q and between r and s. At first sight, one would say that this hypothesis, like
the independence hypothesis in sec. 3.2, is under researcher’s control. In the case of a
generic complex system (a spin glass, a random heteropolymer, etc.), this is indeed the
case, however, if the object of study is a protein, one must be cautious. It is widely
believed that the sequences of proteins are the result of a million-years-long selection
process whose driving force is the search for the ability to fold rapidly and robustly (see
sec. 1.4). Regarding the interactions responsible of the folding process, this means that
they have been optimized in the sequence space to beminimally frustrated, i.e., maximally
cooperative. In such a case, the correlations between different parts of the total potential
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energy may be large and the study of the additivity done in this section should be regarded
only as a privileged reference situation.
3.9 Metric properties
For completeness, and because, in the case of our distance, it is illustrative to do so, we
will investigate, in this section, in which situations (which will turn out to be rather com-
mon) the behaviour of d(V1,V2) approaches that of a traditional mathematical distance.
Nevertheless, it must be stressed that the measure introduced in this chapter was never
intended to be such an object. Its meaning is encoded in the statistical statements de-
rived from its value (see sec. 3.4) and the name ‘distance’ must be used in a more relaxed
manner than the one traditionally found in mathematics.
The objectD(x, y) is said to be a distance (also a metric) in mathematics if it satisfies
the following properties:
1. D(x, y) = 0⇔ x = y
2. Positivity: D(x, y) ≥ 0
3. Symmetry: D(x, y) = D(y, x)
4. Triangle inequality: D(x, z) ≤ D(x, y) +D(y, z)
Whereas, in the case of d(V1,V2):
1. The first property is not fulfilled. One certainly has the implication to the left, but the
direct implication is false in general. As it has been stated in point 3, in sec. 3.4, the
analogous property that d(V1,V2) satisfies is that d(V1,V2) = 0 is equivalent to V2
being a linear transformation of V1 and vice versa, i.e., to V2(~qi) = b12V1(~qi)+a12 and
V1(~qi) = b21V2(~qi) + a21, ∀~qi ∈ {~qi}Ni=1, where, additionally, one has that b21 = 1/b12
and a21 = −a12/b12. The fact that this property of a mathematical distance is not
satisfied by d(V1,V2) must be considered an advantage, because, as it has been
remarked in previous sections, it is reasonable to regard as equivalent two potentials
if there is only a linear transformation between them.
2. d(V1,V2) ≥ 0 for every V1 and V2.
3. Directly from its definition in eq. (3.5) or from eq. (3.8), it is evident that d(V1,V2)
is symmetrical under change of V1 by V2. On the other hand, although this property
is not fulfilled by the quantity d12, the situation in which it is reasonable to use it
(the comparison of a particular instance of a potential energy V to a less accurate
one) is also intrinsically asymmetrical (see the final part of sec. 3.4).
4. The triangle inequality, in this context, is a relation that must be expressed as a
function of the statistical quantities related to three different potentials, V1, V2 and
V3, as follows:√
σ21 + σ
2
3
√
1 − r213 ≤
√
σ21 + σ
2
2
√
1 − r212 +
√
σ22 + σ
2
3
√
1 − r223 . (3.21)
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This relation is not fulfilled for every triplet (V1,V2,V3), i.e., the distance intro-
duced in this chapter does not satisfy, in general, the triangle inequality. A simple
counterexample is found if one makes σ3 grow, keeping the rest of the quantities in
eq. (3.21) constant. For σ3 large enough, the relation above may be approximated
by
σ3
[√
1 − r213 −
√
1 − r223
]
≤
√
σ21 + σ
2
2
√
1 − r212 . (3.22)
Then, if r213 < r
2
23, one may make σ3 even larger and eventually break the inequality
(in the case that it were not already broken for the value of σ3 for which eq. (3.22)
is a good approximation).
As a final remark, it is worth pointing out that, despite the general mathematical
facts stated above, there is a relevant situation in which the distance has been found
to satisfy the triangle inequality. If one has that σ1 = σ2 = σ3 (something that is ex-
pected to be approximately true in the case that the three potentials are proximate),
eq. (3.21) turns into a relation involving only the correlation coefficients:√
1 − r213 ≤
√
1 − r212 +
√
1 − r223 . (3.23)
In addition, assuming the hypotheses discussed in sec. 3.2, the following inequali-
ties can be proved [296] without any further assumptions about the potentials:
r13 ≥ r12r23 −
√
1 − r212
√
1 − r223 , (3.24a)
r13 ≤ r12r23 +
√
1 − r212
√
1 − r223 . (3.24b)
We have numerically found that, if the relations in eqs. (3.24) are satisfied, so is the
one in eq. (3.23). Hence, if σ1 = σ2 = σ3, then, for all values of r12, r23 and r13, the
distance satisfies the triangle inequality. Clearly, for continuity, if σ1 = σ2 = σ3 is
not exactly but approximately satisfied, then, although the triangle inequality may
be broken, it will broken by a small relative amount.
3.10 Practical examples
To illustrate one of the possible practical applications of the distance, we first study the
robustness of the van der Waals energy, as implemented in the CHARMM molecular
dynamics program [104, 105], in a particular system: the de novo designed 20-residue
protein known as Trp-Cage [297] (PDB code: 1L2Y).
The program CHARMM itself was used as a conformation generator. From the na-
tive conformation stored in the Protein Data Bank [41], a 10 ps heating dynamics90 was
performed on the system, from an initial temperature Ti = 0 K to eleven different final
temperatures (from Tf = 500 K to Tf = 1000 K in steps of 50 K). This was repeated 100
90 The c27b4 version of the CHARMM program was used. The molecular dynamics were performed
using the Leap Frog algorithm therein implemented and the param22 parameter set, which is optimized
for proteins and nucleic acids. The water was taken into account implicitly with a specific version of the
Generalized Born Model that is built into the program [260].
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Figure 3.6: Native conformation of the Trp-Cage protein together with arbitrarily chosen struc-
tures from three particular subsets of the working set. The average radius of gyration 〈RG〉 and the
average RMSD with respect to the native structure is presented for each set. Both quantities have
been computed taking into account only the α-carbons. Pictures generated with PyMOL (DeLano,
W. L., 2002, http://www.pymol.org).
times for each final temperature with a different seed for the random numbers generator
each time. The overall result of the process was the production of a working set of 1100
different conformations of the protein, whose structures range from ‘close to native’ (the
Tf = 500 K set) to ‘completely unfolded’ (the Tf = 1000 K set) (see fig. 3.6). It is worth
remarking that the short time in which the system was heated (10 ps) and the fact that
there was no equilibration after this process cause the final temperatures to be only labels
for the eleven aforementioned sets of conformations. They are, by no means, the ther-
modynamical temperatures of any equilibrium state from which the structures are taken.
These sets of conformations are only meant to reasonably sample the most representative
regions of the conformational space.
In fig. 3.6, arbitrarily chosen structures from three particular sets are shown together
with the native conformation. The average radius of gyration 〈RG〉 of each set, depicted
in the same figure, must be compared to the radius of gyration of the native state91. The
average RMSD of the structures in each set with respect to the native structure, calculated
via the quaternion-based method described in ref. 298, is also presented92.
The van der Waals energy implemented in CHARMM may be expressed as follows:
V :=
∑
i< j
(εiε j)1/2 (Ri + R jri j
)12
− 2
(
Ri + R j
ri j
)6 , (3.25)
where the sum is extended to all the pairs of atoms and the free parameters εi and Ri
only depend on the type of atom (i.e., two atoms i and j of the same type have the same
parameters assigned).
Using the working set of conformations of the Trp-Cage protein described above, the
91 Both RG and the RMSD have been computed taking into account only the α-carbons.
92 The notation for this quantity, which is the root mean square deviation of the atomic coordinates of
two structures after optimal superposition [298], is the same as the one used for the RMSD of the energies
in sec. 3.7. This choice has been made for consistency with the literature, in which this ambiguity is also
very common.
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Figure 3.7: Robustness of the van der
Waals energy in CHARMM with respect
to changes in some free parameters. Rel-
ative indetermination in εC (a) and in
RC (b) associated to d(V1,V2) = RT as a
function of the central point in the param-
eter space. Larger values of the relative
indetermination correspond to greater ro-
bustness.
robustness of this potential energy function with respect to changes in the free parameters
εC and RC, associated to the aliphatic sp3 carbon CH (denoted by CT1 in CHARMM),
is investigated. To do this, a finite grid-like set of points (εkC,R
k
C) is chosen in the bi-
dimensional parameter space, with εkC ranging from −0.10 kcal/mol to −0.02 kcal/mol
and RkC ranging from 2 Å to 4 Å. Then, for each point in this set, different values δεC
are added to and subtracted from εkC, or different values δRC are added to and subtracted
from RkC independently. The potential that corresponds to εC = ε
k
C − δεC is denoted by
V1, the one that corresponds to εC = εkC + δεC is denoted by V2 (analogously with RC) and
the distance d(V1,V2) between the two instances is computed in each case (i.e., for each
central point (εkC,R
k
C) and for each δεC (or δRC))
93.
This procedure allows us to study the dependence of the distance between V1 and V2
on the size of the corresponding difference, δεC or δRC, between these two potentials in
the parameter space, and to do that for each central point (εkC,R
k
C). This relation may
be regarded as one between indetermination in the values of the free parameters and its
influence on the conformational behaviour of the system. From this point of view, the
difference δεC (or δRC) for which the distance associated equals RT (see sec. 3.5) must
be considered the maximum amount of indetermination in the parameters that does not
involve relevant physical changes in the system. Therefore, if the parameters are known
93 It can be proved that, in this particular case, the normality hypothesis in eq. (3.2) is approximately
fulfilled.
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to a precision equal or greater than the one associated to these particular values of δεC
or δRC, the statistical indetermination of the parameters in a hypothetical fit process may
be regarded as harmless. The values of this differences (as a function of the central point
(εkC,R
k
C)) computed for the system studied in this section are depicted in fig. 3.7.
Although this study only pretends to be an illustration of the concepts introduced in
the previous sections and more features of the van der Waals energy should be investigated
elsewhere, some interesting remarks may be made about the results herein presented. One
one hand, directly from fig. 3.7, one can see that the precision needed in RC is much greater
than the one needed in εC, i.e., the van der Waals energy is more sensitive to changes in RC
than in εC. This is reasonable because V depends on RC raised to the 12th and 6th power
whereas εC only enters the expression raised to 1/2 (see eq. (3.25)). On the other hand,
the allowed indetermination in the parameters grows, in both cases, as RC diminishes (the
dependence on εC is much weaker). The reason for this being probably that, when the
van der Waals radius RC is large enough, the atoms begin to clash, i.e., the 12th power in
eq. (3.25), associated to the steric repulsion, begins to dominate over the 6th power term,
associated to the attractive dispersion forces.
Finally, note that, for the values εC = −0.02 kcal/mol and RC = 2.275 Å, which are
the ones used in the CHARMM param22 parameter file, the allowed indeterminations in
the parameters are δεC/|εC| = 35 % and δRC/RC = 3 %, in the region of relatively lower
required precision (i.e., the relatively more favourable region). However, the indetermi-
nation for RC corresponds to ∼ 0.07 Å, which is a rather demanding accuracy, suggesting
that, if the van der Waals radii set is changed, the behaviour of the system may be signifi-
cantly modified.
Now, as a second brief example of the possible applications of the distance, we present
an exploratory comparison of different levels of the theory in the quantum mechanical ab
initio study of the Potential Energy Surface (PES) associated with the Ramachandran
angles of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see appendix E). This comparison is an
example of the first point discussed in sec. 3.6.
In ref. 207, the PES of HCO-L-Ala-NH2 is calculated with two electronic struc-
ture methods, RHF and B3LYP, using, for each one, three different basis sets, 3-21G,
6-31+G(d) and 6-311++G(d,p) (see chapter 2). To do this, the Ramachandran space is
divided in a 12×12 grid and, fixing the values of the φ and ψ torsional angles, a geo-
metrical optimization of the structure is performed at each point. This process produces
the values of six different instances of the same potential energy on a working set of 144
conformations of the system.
In fig. 3.8, each one of the six levels of the theory is compared to the other five (using
the data kindly provided by A. Perczel) and some relevant numerical measures are pre-
sented. The distance d12 is given in units of RT (at 300 K), the energy reference shift a12
and slope b12 that result from the fit are also shown and the only quantity that requires
further explanation is Nres (see eq. (3.27) below).
One of the interests in studying PESs of peptide models lies on the possibility of
using the results for modeling short oligo-eptides or even proteins (see chapter 7). If we
imagine that we use the PES of HCO-L-Ala-NH2 to construct a potential that describes
the behaviour of a peptide made up of N alanine residues, the first naive attempt would
be to simply add N times the potential energy surface of the individual HCO-L-Ala-NH2
(making each term suitably depend on different pairs of Ramachandran angles). We may
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between different levels of the theory in the quantum mechanical ab
initio study of the Potential Energy Surface (PES) associated with the Ramachandran angles of the
model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see appendix E). The figure must be read as follows: (i) Any
numerical set of measures is associated to the comparison between the level of the theory in the
corresponding row (denoted by V1) and column (denoted by V2). (ii) The conformations scatter
plot that belongs to a particular set of measures is the one that lies in the position which is obtained
via reflection (of the set) with respect to the blank diagonal.
now ask whether the distance between two different instances of the N-residue peptide
potential can be related to the distance between the corresponding mono-residue ones.
It can be proved, appropriately choosing the working set of conformations of the larger
system and using the relations presented in sec. 3.8, that the following relation holds:
d12(N) =
√
Nd12(1) , (3.26)
where we have denoted by d12(N) the distance between the V1 and V2 potentials of the
N-residue peptide constructed as indicated above.
Hence, we define Nres as the N for which d12(N) = RT , representing the maximum
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number of residues up to which the criterium given in sec. 3.5 will be satisfied:
d12(Nres) := RT =⇒ Nres =
(
RT
d12(1)
)2
. (3.27)
Although a much more exhaustive study is carried out in chapter 7, let us extract some
meaningful conclusions from the data in fig. 3.8 to close this section. Note, first, that the
only two cases for which d12 < RT are RHF/6-31+G(d) vs. RHF/6-311++G(d,p) and
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) vs. B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p). This means that the convergence in ba-
sis sets is achieved for both methods somewhere between 6-31+G(d) and 6-311++G(d,p)
and it suggests (for HCO-L-Ala-NH2) that there is no need in going beyond 6-31+G(d).
Of course, the fact that Nres ' 22, in the B3LYP case, and Nres ' 12, in the RHF case,
places a limit on the size of the system for which the similarity of the two levels should be
considered as sufficient. Finally, note that the distance between RHF/6-311++G(d,p) and
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) is 1.78 RT, which means that the convergence in electronic struc-
ture methods has not been achieved and some more accurate method should be studied.
3.11 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter, a measure d(V1,V2) of the differences between two instances of the same
potential energy has been defined and the following points about it have been discussed:
• It rests on hypotheses whose validity stems from general characteristics shared by
many complex systems and from the statistical laws of large numbers. We believe
that, without knowing specific details of the system, the statistical approach is un-
avoidable and, among the many criteria, our distance is the most meaningful way
of quantifying the differences between potentials.
• It allows to make physically meaningful statements about the way in which the
energy differences between conformations change (or how the energetic ordering
of the conformations is altered) upon substitution of one potential by the other.
• It may be applied to at least three practical situations characterized by the origin of
the differences between the potentials:
– Different algorithms or approximations are used (potential design).
– The potential energy function depends on free parameters and the two in-
stances correspond to different values of them (robustness).
– Slightly different systems are compared (mutational studies, effective poten-
tials).
• It presents advantages over the commonly used quantities RMSD, ER, SDER and
AER that consist mainly of not overestimating irrelevant transformations on the po-
tentials, such as adding an energy reference or rescaling one of them. Regarding the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient r, our distance may be considered as a physically
meaningful way of giving him energy units. Finally, the numerical complexity in-
volved in the calculation of d(V1,V2) (see below) is similar to the one associated to
any of the other quantities.
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• It is approximately additive for most of the interesting situations encountered in
practical cases.
In addition, a first practical example, which consists in the study of the robustness to
changes in the free parameters of the van der Waals energy in CHARMM, and a second
one, in which the ab initio PESs of the HCO-L-Ala-NH2 molecule calculated at different
levels of the theory are compared, have been presented to illustrate the concepts discussed.
Finally, we summarize the steps that must be followed to compute the distance in a
practical case. Although all that follows has already been said, we believe that a brief
‘recipe’ could be useful for quick reference:
1. Generate a working set of independent conformations {~qi}Ni=1 (see sec. 3.2 and the
last paragraph of sec. 3.3).
2. Denote V i1 := V1(~qi), V
i
2 := V2(~qi) and compute the statistical quantities µ1, µ2, σ1
and Cov(V1,V2) in eq. (3.4).
3. With them, calculate the mean-square estimators using eqs. (3.3). First b12, then a12
and, finally σ12.
4. If comparing a potential energy function to a more accurate instance, use the relation
d12 =
√
2σ12 to find the asymmetrical version of the distance between them, and
rescale V2 dividing it by b12 if desired. Otherwise, repeat the steps 2 and 3 changing
1 ↔ 2 in all the expressions to compute σ21 and use eq. (3.5) to finally arrive to
d(V1,V2).
5. If d(V1,V2) < RT (or d12 < RT , depending on the case), the two potentials may be
considered physically equivalent. If not, the behaviour described by them could be
significantly different.
Chapter 4
SASMIC internal coordinates
This chapter is based on the article:
P E  J. L. A, Definition of Systematic, Approximately Separable and Mod-
ular Internal Coordinates (SASMIC) for macromolecular simulation, J. Comp. Chem. 27 (2006)
1076–1087.
A child of five would understand this. Send
someone to fetch a child of five.
— Groucho Marx, Duck Soup, 1933
4.1 Introduction
Apart from the accuracy of the potential energy functions discussed in other chapters, the
choice of the coordinates used to describe proteins is also an important issue if compu-
tational considerations are to be taken into account and the efficiency of the simulations
is pursued. This choice also affects the coding of applications: If cumbersomely defined
coordinates are used, an unnecessary complexity may be added to the design of Monte
Carlo movements, the construction and pruning of a database of structures [299, 300] or
the programming of molecular visualization and manipulation tools.
Suitable coordinates frequently used to describe arbitrary conformations of molecules
are the so-called internal or valence-type coordinates [176] (see fig. 1.10). Their ade-
quacy stems from a number of characteristics: first, they are closely related to chemically
meaningful structural parameters, such as bond lengths or bond angles; second, they are
local, in the sense that each one of them involves only a small number of (normally close)
atoms in its definition; and finally, there are only 3n−6 of them (where n is the number of
atoms in the molecule), in such a way that the overall rotation and translation have been
naturally removed (see chapter 5 for relevant qualifications to this issue).
There also exists a family of coordinates [301–304], extensively used in the inner
calculations of many quantum chemistry packages (such as Gaussian [49] or GAMESS
[305]) and based on the natural internal coordinates originally proposed by Pulay and
coworkers [306–308], which are defined through linear combinations of the original in-
ternals. These coordinates are specially designed to describe normal-mode vibrations in
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the immediate neighbourhood of energy minima and represent the best choice for ac-
celerating the convergence of geometry optimizations in a particular basin of attraction,
via diagonal estimation of the Hessian matrix [302]. Accordingly, they maximally sep-
arate hard and soft movements in these conditions. However, if the conformation of the
molecule is far from a minimum, this type of coordinates lose great part of their meaning
and they introduce many computational difficulties without increasing the efficiency. In
addition, some of the definitions are redundant [303, 306–309], i.e., they use a number
of linear combinations of internals larger than the number of degrees of freedom, sig-
nificantly reducing human comfort and readability. In this chapter, we will only discuss
coordinates, such as internals or Euclideans, that may be conveniently used to specify an
arbitrary conformation of the system and that can be directly related to simple geometri-
cal variables.
The numerical complexity of the methods used to predict the physical behaviour of
macromolecules, such as proteins, via computer simulations, often scales harshly with
the number of degrees of freedom of the system. Therefore, it is also advisable that the
set of coordinates chosen allows for a direct implementation of physically meaningful
constraints that reduce the dimensionality of the conformational space considered. Most
of the expressions used in statistical mechanics or in molecular dynamics are best written
in Euclidean coordinates, however, the implementation of naturally appearing constraints
is far from being straightforward in these coordinates. In internal coordinates, on the
contrary, the approximate separation of hard and soft movements of the system allows to
easily constrain the molecule [310–312] by setting the hard coordinates (those that require
a considerable amount of energy to change noticeably) to constant values or to particular
functions of the soft coordinates. Moreover, in internal coordinates (and appealing to
some reasonable approximations), the statistical mechanics formulae for the constrained
system may be written in convenient closed form [313, 314] (see chapter 6 for further
information on this topic).
Still, although the bond lengths and bond angles are customarily regarded as hard
and their definition is unproblematic, the same is not true for dihedral angles. Some
definitions of dihedrals may lead to difficulties or to worse separation of hard and soft
modes in branched molecules. Let us exemplify this with a particular case:
Consider the definition of Z-matrix-like [315, 316] internal coordinates for the HCO-
L-Ala-NH2 molecule in fig. 4.8. Imagine that we ‘position’ (i.e., we write the correspond-
ing Z-matrix row) every atom up to the hydrogen denoted by H9 and that we are now
prepared to position the hydrogens in the side chain (H10, H11 and H12) via one bond
length, one bond angle and one dihedral angle for each one of them. We will denote by
(i, j) the bond length between atoms i and j; by (i, j, k), the bond angle between the vec-
tors ~r jk and ~r ji; and by (i, j, k, l) the dihedral angle between the plane defined by the atoms
i, j and k and the one defined by j, k and l.
A choice to position the atoms that is frequently seen in the literature [209, 299, 300,
317, 318] is the one shown in table 4.1.
If we now perform the gedanken experiment that consists of taking a typical conforma-
tion of the molecule and slightly moving each internal coordinate at a time while keeping
the rest constant, we find that any one of the three dihedrals in the previous definition is a
hard coordinate, since moving one of them while keeping the other two constant distorts
the internal structure of the methyl group. Hence, in these coordinates, the soft rotameric
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Atom name Bond length Bond angle Dihedral angle
H10 (10,8) (10,8,5) γ1 :=(10,8,5,3)
H11 (11,8) (11,8,5) γ2 :=(11,8,5,3)
H12 (12,8) (12,8,5) γ3 :=(12,8,5,3)
Table 4.1: A part of the internal coordinates, in Z-matrix form, of the protected dipeptide HCO-
L-Ala-NH2 (see also appendix E), as frequently defined in the literature.
degree of freedom χ, which we know, for chemical arguments, that must exist94, is ill-
represented. In fact, it must be described as a concerted movement of the three dihedrals.
In ref. 319 this is clearly explained; in refs. 299 and 300, the problem is recognized and
the concept of related dihedrals is introduced, however, no action is taken to change the
definition of the coordinates.
In this chapter, using the ideas of R. Abagyan and coworkers [310–312], we introduce
a set of rules to uniquely and systematically number the groups, the atoms and define the
internal coordinates of polypeptides95, and also a modified set of rules to do the same
for general organic molecules. The main difference with other Z-matrix-like coordinates
normally used in the literature [209, 299, 300, 317, 318] is that, instead of positioning
each atom with a bond length, a bond angle and a dihedral angle, we use normal dihe-
dral angles (called, from now on, principal dihedrals) only to fix the orientation of whole
chemical groups and a different type of dihedrals, termed phase dihedrals by R. Abagyan
and coworkers [310–312] (see fig. 4.1), to describe the covalent structure inside a group96.
This allows to approximately separate soft and hard conformational movements of the
molecule using only topological information (i.e., not knowing the exact form of the po-
tential) and to easily implement constraints by forcing the coordinates that correspond to
hard movements to take constant values or ones that depend on the soft coordinates (see
chapter 6 for a practical example of this)97.
In addition, the coordinates herein defined, are straightforwardly cast into Z-matrix
form and can be directly implemented in any quantum chemistry package, such as Gaus-
sian [49] or GAMESS [305]. This is due to the fact that, although they involve atoms
whose covalent structure is different, the mathematical construction of the two types of
94 According to our calculations, at the RHF/6-31+G(d) level of the theory, the barrier for crossing from
one of the three equivalent minima to any of the other two ranges from 3.1 to 6.8 kcal/mol, depending on
the values of the Ramachandran angles φ and ψ. Compare with the barriers in φ or ψ which may be as large
as 20 kcal/mol depending on the region of the Ramachandran map explored.
95 IUPAC conventions only define a numeration system for the groups, for the branches and for some
selected dihedral angles. They focus on functional considerations and not in computational problems. For
related documents and references, see http://www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iupac/jcbn/.
96 Another option may be to use, as a third internal coordinate for each atom, another bond angle. This
is rather awkward, however, since two bond angles and a bond length do not specify the position of a point
in space. Any values of these three coordinates (except for irrelevant degenerate cases) are compatible with
two different symmetrical positions and a fourth number must be provided to break the ambiguity. Also,
out-of-plane angles may be used. In ref. 319, different options are described.
97 In ref. 210 they correctly take this approach into account using out-of-plane angles instead of phase
dihedrals, however, they do not describe any rules for a general definition and their numeration of the atoms
is non-modular, as it proceeds first through the backbone (see sec. 4.2).
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Figure 4.1: Two types of dihedral angles. (a) Principal dihedral. Used to describe the rotation of
whole groups around bonds. (b) Phase dihedral. Used to describe the internal covalent structure
of groups. The positive sense of rotation is indicated.
angles in fig. 4.1 is exactly the same, and the phase dihedrals are treated like principal
ones without any problem by the applications.
Taking profit from this fact, a number of Perl scripts have been coded (and are publicly
available at http://neptuno.unizar.es/files/public/gen sasmic/) that number
the atoms and generate the coordinates herein defined for polypeptide chains. The appli-
cations read a sequence file in which the different ionization states of the titratable side
chains, the tautomeric forms of histidine (see sec. 1.2) and several terminal groups may be
specified. Then, an output file is generated with the symbolic definition of the Z-matrix
of the molecule which may be directly pasted into the input files of Gaussian [49] or
GAMESS [305] (and, upon slight modifications, of any quantum chemistry package that
is capable of reading Z-matrix format).
Now, if we redo the example in table 4.1 using phase dihedrals, we must write the
rows of the Z-matrix for the hydrogens in the side chain as shown in table 4.2, where
the angle (10,8,5,3) is now the principal dihedral χ describing the relative rotation of the
methyl group around the bond (8,5) and the other two are phase dihedrals that describe
Atom name Bond length Bond angle Dihedral angle
H10 (10,8) (10,8,5) χ :=(10,8,5,3)
H11 (11,8) (11,8,5) α1 :=(11,8,5,10)
H12 (12,8) (12,8,5) α2 :=(12,8,5,10)
Table 4.2: A part of the internal coordinates, in Z-matrix form, of the protected dipeptide HCO-
L-Ala-NH2 (see also appendix E), as defined by the rules given in sec. 4.2.
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the internal structure of the group and that are ‘pure’ hard coordinates (as far as can be
told only from topological information). Note, however, that, although all bond lengths,
bond angles and phase dihedrals may be regarded as hard coordinates, not all the principal
dihedrals will be soft. Examples of hard principal dihedrals are the ones that describe the
rotation around a double bond (or a triple one) or some of the principal dihedrals in cyclic
parts of molecules.
The physical approach to design internal coordinates described in this section and
exemplified by the simple case above, is generalized in this chapter and embodied in a
set of rules for polypeptide chains in sec. 4.2, while a slightly different prescription for
general organic molecules is described in sec 4.3. The systematic numeration introduced
facilitates the computational treatment of this type of systems and the rules given for
polypeptide chains ensure modularity [2, 299], i.e., allows to add any residue with min-
imal modification of the already existing notation and to easily construct databases of
structures or of potential energy surfaces.
All the characteristics and advantages mentioned in the preceding paragraphs have
led us to term the coordinates herein defined Systematic, Approximately Separable and
Modular Internal Coordinates (SASMIC), and we will use them in many of the rest of the
chapters of this Ph.D. dissertation.
Also note that, although in this chapter, we will only deal with the numeration of
one isolated molecule according to the SASMIC scheme, the procedure described may
be easily generalized (and will be in future research) to systems of many molecules (an
important example being a macromolecular solute in a bath of solvent molecules). This
could be achieved using ghost atoms in a similar manner to what is done in ref. [313], to
position the center of mass of the system, and in refs. [310–312], to actually define the
coordinates of a system of molecules.
In sec. 4.4, we use the new coordinates and ab initio quantum mechanical calculations
in order to evaluate the approximation of the effective potential energy (obtained from
integrating out the rotameric degree of freedom χ) with the typical PES in the protected
dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see appendix E). We also present a small part of the Hessian
matrix in two different sets of coordinates to illustrate the approximate separation of soft
and hard movements when the SASMIC scheme defined in this chapter is used. Finally,
sec. 4.5 is devoted to the conclusions.
4.2 Numeration rules for polypeptides
4.2.1 Definitions
First, we realize that any molecule may be formally divided in groups such as those in
fig. 4.2. We will call centers the shaded atoms in the figure and vertices the white ones. In
general, there may exist groups with more than four vertices, however, in proteins, only
groups with four or less vertices occur. Examples of tetrahedral groups are the one whose
center is the Cα in the backbone or the Cβ in the side chain of alanine, triangular groups
occur, for example, at the N or the C’ in the backbone, finally, linear groups may be found
at the O in the side chain of tyrosine or at the S in methionine (see figs. 1.7 and 4.12).
A particular atom may be vertex of different groups but may only be center of one
group. There exist atoms that are only vertices but there do not exist atoms that are only
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the groups found in proteins (the angle in the linear group
might as well be 180o). From left to right: tetrahedral, triangular and linear.
centers, except in the case of molecules with only one group. In the trivial case of diatomic
molecules (in which the only internal coordinate is a bond length), neither of the previous
definitions are possible, since we cannot identify a group.
Atoms that are covalently bonded to more than one atom will be called internal atoms
and are indicated as shaded circles in fig. 4.3. Atoms that are covalently attached to only
one internal atom will be called external atoms and are indicated as white-filled circles in
fig. 4.3. In proteins, only H and O may be external atoms.
In most macromolecular models (such as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation used
in sec. 4.4 and described in chapter 2), nuclei are considered point-like particles. Hence,
rotation around bonds joining external and internal atoms (termed external bonds or non-
dihedral bonds) is neglected, i.e., there are no internal coordinates associated to this move-
ment. On the other hand, rotation around bonds joining two internal atoms (called internal
bonds or dihedral bonds and indicated with curved arrows in fig. 4.3) is relevant and there
may exist internal coordinates describing it.
Figure 4.3: Schematic representation
of the HCO-L-His-NH2 model dipeptide
(with the side chain in its uncharged
ε2-tautomeric form). Internal atoms are
shown as gray-filled circles, external ones
as white-filled circles. Internal bonds are
indicated with curved arrows. Typical bio-
chemical definitions of some principal di-
hedrals are also shown.
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In order to conform with the physical approach stated in the introduction, only one
golden rule must be followed when defining the internal coordinates:
One principal dihedral, at most98, must be defined on each internal bond.
The rest of the rules that will be given are mere tidy conventions and systematics.
4.2.2 Rules for numbering the groups
First of all, we will divide the peptide in groups and number them. To do this we proceed
‘by branches’, i.e., we choose the next group following a linear sequence of covalently
attached groups until there is no possible next one, in which case, we either have finished
the numeration process or we start another branch. Every group is numbered once and it
cannot be renumbered as the process continues. This numeration is done for complete-
ness and as a support for the numeration of atoms and coordinates. In fig. 4.4, we have
implemented these rules in a protected histidine dipeptide.
The rules are as follows:
i) We select as the first group (and number it j = 1):
• The amino group at the N-terminus (either protonated or not) if the polypep-
tide is not N-protected.
• The formyl group at the N-terminus if the polypeptide is formyl-N-protected.
• The methyl group at the N-terminus if the polypeptide is acetyl-N-protected.
These three cases are the most frequent. If a different species is used to N-protect the
polypeptide chain, a convention must be sought that also starts at the N-terminus.
This choice takes into account that the primary structure of a polypeptide is nor-
mally presented from the N- to the C-terminus (see sec 1.2).
ii) If there is only one unnumbered group linked to group j, we number it as j + 1, set
j = j + 1 and go to (ii).
iii) If there are two or more unnumbered groups linked to group j, we choose the next
one as the one with the greatest mass (the mass of a group is defined as the sum
of the atomic masses of its constituents). If two or more neighbouring unnumbered
groups have the samemass, we add the mass of their first neighbours to break the tie.
If this does not lead to a decision, we proceed to the second neighbours and so on. If
we run out of neighbours and there is still a tie, we choose a group arbitrarily among
the ones that have been selected via this process and we indicate the convention. We
number the group chosen as j + 1, set j = j + 1 and go to point (ii).
Exception: When we must choose the next group to the one whose center is a Cα
in the backbone, instead of applying the rule of greatest mass, which would yield
the group at the C’ as the next one, we choose the first group in the side chain (for
residues that are different from glycine). Then, we number the group chosen as
98 It is not possible to define principal dihedrals for each internal bond for structures containing rings due
to the well known limitation of Z-matrix internal coordinates.
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Figure 4.4: Group identification and nu-
meration in the protected dipeptide HCO-
L-His-NH2 (with the side chain in its un-
charged ε2-tautomeric form). The differ-
ent types of groups are shown as gray-filled
polyhedra.
j + 1, set j = j + 1 and go to (ii). This is done in order to ensure modularity, since,
otherwise, the backbone would be always numbered first and the whole numeration
would have to be modified if we added a new residue to the chain.
iv) If there are no unnumbered groups linked to group j, we prepare to start another
branch and have two choices: For modularity reasons, we want to completely num-
ber the side chain before proceeding into the backbone. Hence, if we are numbering
side chain groups and there are still unnumbered groups in the same side chain, we
set j to the number of the lowest numbered group that has unnumbered neighbours
and that belongs to the side chain of the residue whose groups we are numbering.. If
we are not numbering side chain groups or we are numbering side chain groups but
there is no unnumbered groups in the same side chain left, we set j to the number of
the lowest numbered group that has unnumbered neighbours in the whole peptide.
Then, we go to (ii).
This process terminates when all the groups are numbered.
4.2.3 Rules for numbering the atoms
The atoms will be numbered in the order that they will be positioned via internal coor-
dinates in the Z-matrix. In fig. 4.5, the rules given in this section are exemplified in a
protected histidine dipeptide.
The rules are as follows:
i) The first atom (k = 1), is chosen as the heaviest of the external atoms in the first
group. If there are two or more candidates with the same mass, we choose arbitrarily
and indicate the convention.
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Figure 4.5: Atom numeration of the pro-
tected dipeptide HCO-L-His-NH2 (with the
side chain in its uncharged ε2-tautomeric
form).
Exception: If the polypeptide is formyl-N-protected, instead of applying the rule,
which would yield the oxygen at the formyl group, we choose the hydrogen at the
formyl group
ii) The second atom (k = 2) is the center of the first group and we set j = 1 (the index
of the group).
iii) If group j + 1 exists and is covalently attached to group j, we number the unnum-
bered vertices of group j starting by the center of group j + 1 and, then, in order
of decreasing mass. If, otherwise, group j + 1 does not exist or it is not covalently
attached to group j, we simply number the unnumbered vertices of group j in order
of decreasing mass. If, at any point, there are two or more candidates with the same
mass, we choose arbitrarily and indicate the convention.
Exception 1: If groups j and j+1 belong to the same cyclic part of the molecule, the
vertices of j that are centers of groups (other than j+1) belonging to the same cycle
must not be numbered at this step (for an example of this rule, see the numeration
of C13 and N18 in fig. 4.5).
Exception 2: If the polypeptide is amide-C-protected, instead of applying the above
rule and arbitrarily choosing one of the hydrogens in the terminal amide group
before the other, we number the trans hydrogen before the other (see fig. 4.5).
Exception 3: Due to the rules for the numeration of groups given in the previous
section, the next group to the one at the Cα is the first one in the side chain. If
we applied the general rule for numbering the vertices of the Cα-group, we would
number first the center of the first group at the side chain and, then, the C’ in the
backbone. This would make the only principal dihedral defined on bond (Cα, N)
different from the conventional Ramachandran angle φ (see sec 1.2). In order to
avoid this, at this point, we number the C’ first among the unnumbered vertices of
the Cα-group and, then, resume the usual numeration process (see fig. 4.5).
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iv) If group j + 1 does not exist, we have finished. Otherwise, we set j = j + 1 and go
back to (iii).
The exception to rule (i) and the exceptions 2 and 3 to rule (iii) are introduced in order
that the principal dihedrals that are to be defined after numbering the atoms conform to
the biochemical IUPAC conventions for the dihedrals φ, ψ and ω in the backbone. At the
termini, we have ensured that the atom where the Cα of the hypothetical residue 0 or N+1
would occur is used to define the principal dihedrals.
See fig. 4.12 for the numeration of the twenty naturally occurring amino acids with
formyl-N- and amide-C-protection.
4.2.4 Rules for defining the internal coordinates
Using the numeration for the atoms given in the previous section, we give now a set
of rules for defining the internal coordinates that conform with the physical approach
discussed in the introduction of this chapter. The coordinates are written in Z-matrix form
(see table 4.3) for convenience and the rules are applied to the protected dipeptide HCO-
L-His-NH2 (with the side chain in its uncharged ε2-tautomeric form) using the numeration
given in fig. 4.5.
The rules are as follows:
i) The positioning of the first three atoms is special. The corresponding rows of the
Z-matrix are always as the ones in table 4.3 (except, of course, for the chemical
symbol in the first column, which may change).
ii) The positioning of the remaining vertices of group number 1 (if there is any) is also
special, their rows in the Z-matrix are:
Ti (i, 2) (i, 2, 1) (i, 2, 1, 3)
Where T is the chemical symbol of the i-th atom, and (i, 2, 1, 3) is a phase dihedral.
iii) We set i to the number that follows that of the last vertex of the first group.
iv) We choose j as the lowest numbered atom that is covalently linked to i.
v) We choose k as the lowest numbered atom that is covalently linked to j.
vi) If no principal dihedral has been defined on the bond ( j, k) (we say that a principal
dihedral (i, j, k, l) is ‘on the bond ( j, k)’), we choose l as the lowest numbered atom
that is covalently linked to k. Otherwise, we choose l as the second lowest numbered
atom that is covalently linked to j (i.e., the lowest numbered atom that is covalently
linked to j and that is different from k, or, equivalently, the atom that was used to
define the only principal dihedral on the bond ( j, k)).
vii) The row of the Z-matrix that corresponds to atom i is:
Ti (i, j) (i, j, k) (i, j, k, l)
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Atom name Bond length Bond angle Dihedral angle
H1
C2 (2,1)
N3 (3,2) (3,2,1)
O4 (4,2) (4,2,1) (4,2,1,3)
C5 (5,3) (5,3,2) (5,3,2,1)
H6 (6,3) (6,3,2) (6,3,2,5)
C7 (7,5) (7,5,3) (7,5,3,2)
C8 (8,5) (8,5,3) (8,5,3,7)
H9 (9,5) (9,5,3) (9,5,3,7)
C10 (10,8) (10,8,5) (10,8,5,3)
H11 (11,8) (11,8,5) (11,8,5,10)
H12 (12,8) (12,8,5) (12,8,5,10)
C13 (13,10) (13,10,8) (13,10,8,5)
N14 (14,13) (14,13,10) (14,13,10,8)
H15 (15,13) (15,13,10) (15,13,10,14)
C16 (16,14) (16,14,13) (16,14,13,10)
H17 (17,14) (17,14,13) (17,14,13,16)
N18 (18,16) (18,16,14) (18,16,14,13)
H19 (19,16) (19,16,14) (19,16,14,18)
N20 (20,7) (20,7,5) (20,7,5,3)
O21 (21,7) (21,7,5) (21,7,5,20)
H22 (22,20) (22,20,7) (22,20,7,5)
H23 (23,20) (23,20,7) (23,20,7,22)
Table 4.3: Internal coordinates in Z-matrix form of the protected dipeptide HCO-L-His-NH2
(with the side chain in its uncharged ε2-tautomeric form), following the rules given in sec. 4.2.4.
Principal dihedrals are indicated in bold face.
Where T is the chemical symbol of atom i, (i, j) is a bond length, (i, j, k) is a bond
angle and (i, j, k, l) is a principal dihedral if the first case in point (vi) has occurred
or a phase dihedral otherwise.
viii) If i + 1 does not exist, we have finished. Otherwise, we set i = i + 1 and go to (iv).
4.3 Numeration rules for general organic molecules
4.3.1 Definitions
In order to introduce the modified version of the SASMIC rules for general organic
molecules, the definitions found in sec. 4.2.1 are kept. The only changes affect the rules
for numbering the groups and the atoms, since, when this is achieved, the rules for defin-
ing the internal coordinates are the same as the ones in sec. 4.2.4.
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Figure 4.6: Group identification and nu-
meration in the protected dipeptide HCO-
L-His-NH2 (with the side chain in its un-
charged ε2-tautomeric form), following the
rules for general organic molecules. The
different types of groups are shown as gray-
filled polyhedra.
4.3.2 Rules for numbering the groups
Like we have done for peptides, first of all, we will divide the molecule in groups and
number them. To do this we proceed ‘by branches’, i.e., we choose the next group fol-
lowing a linear sequence of covalently attached groups until there is no possible next one,
in which case, we either have finished the numeration process or we start another branch.
Every group is numbered one time and it cannot be renumbered as the process continues.
In fig. 4.6, we have implemented these rules for general organic molecules in a pro-
tected histidine dipeptide.
The rules are as follows:
i) The first group ( j = 1), is chosen, among those that are linked to the molecule via
only one internal bond (termed terminal groups), as the one that has the greater
mass (the mass of a group is defined as the sum of the atomic masses of its con-
stituents). If two or more terminal groups have the same mass, we add the mass of
their first neighbours to break the tie. If this does not lead to a decision, we proceed
to the second neighbours and so on. If we run out of neighbours and there is still a
tie, we choose a group arbitrarily among the ones that have been selected via this
process and we indicate the convention. If there are no terminal groups, we perform
this selection process among those groups that have at least one external atom99.
ii) If there is only one unnumbered group linked to group j, we number it as j + 1, set
j = j + 1 and go to (ii).
iii) If there are two or more unnumbered groups linked to group j, we choose the one
with the greater mass like in point (i), we number it as j+ 1, set j = j+ 1 and go to
point (ii).
99 The rare case in which there are neither terminal groups nor external atoms (such as C60 fullerene) will
not be treated here, although it would require only a small number of adjustments to the rules.
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iv) If there are no unnumbered groups linked to group j but there are still unnumbered
groups in the molecule, we set j to the number of the lowest numbered group that
has unnumbered neighbours (we prepare to start another branch) and we go to (ii).
This process terminates when all the groups are numbered.
4.3.3 Rules for numbering the atoms
The atoms will be numbered in the order that they will be positioned via internal coordi-
nates in the Z-matrix. Like in the previous section, in fig. 4.7, these rules for a general
organic molecule are exemplified in a protected histidine dipeptide.
The rules are as follows:
i) The first atom (k = 1), is chosen as the heaviest of the external atoms in the first
group. If there are two or more candidates with the same mass, we choose arbitrarily
and indicate the convention.
ii) The second atom (k = 2) is the center of the first group and we set j = 1 (the index
of the group).
iii) If group j + 1 exists and is covalently attached to group j, we number the unnum-
bered vertices of group j starting by the center of group j + 1 and, then, in order
of decreasing mass. If, otherwise, group j + 1 does not exist or it is not covalently
attached to group j, we simply number the unnumbered vertices of group j in order
of decreasing mass. If, at any point, there are two or more candidates with the same
mass, we choose arbitrarily and indicate the convention.
Exception: If groups j and j+ 1 belong to the same cyclic part of the molecule, the
vertices of j that are centers of groups (other than j+1) belonging to the same cycle
Figure 4.7: Atom numeration of the pro-
tected dipeptide HCO-L-His-NH2 (with the
side chain in its uncharged ε2-tautomeric
form), following the rules for general or-
ganic molecules.
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must not be numbered at this step (for an example of this rule, see the numeration
of C17 and N22 in fig. 4.7).
iv) If group j + 1 does not exist, we have finished. Otherwise, we set j = j + 1 and go
back to (iii).
4.3.4 Rules for defining the internal coordinates
Using the numeration for the atoms given in the previous section, the rules for defining
the SASMIC internal coordinates that conform with the physical approach discussed in
the introduction are the same as the ones given in the sec. 4.2.4.
The coordinates, written in Z-matrix form, of the protected dipeptide HCO-L-His-NH2
(with the side chain in its uncharged ε2-tautomeric form) using the numeration given in
fig. 4.7 are given in table 4.4.
Atom name Bond length Bond angle Dihedral angle
O1
C2 (2,1)
N3 (3,2) (3,2,1)
H4 (4,2) (4,2,1) (4,2,1,3)
C5 (5,3) (5,3,2) (5,3,2,1)
H6 (6,3) (6,3,2) (6,3,2,5)
C7 (7,5) (7,5,3) (7,5,3,2)
C8 (8,5) (8,5,3) (8,5,3,7)
H9 (9,5) (9,5,3) (9,5,3,7)
N10 (10,7) (10,7,5) (10,7,5,3)
O11 (11,7) (11,7,5) (11,7,5,10)
H12 (12,10) (12,10,7) (12,10,7,5)
H13 (13,10) (13,10,7) (13,10,7,12)
C14 (14,8) (14,8,5) (14,8,5,3)
H15 (15,8) (15,8,5) (15,8,5,14)
H16 (16,8) (16,8,5) (16,8,5,14)
C17 (17,14) (17,14,8) (17,14,8,5)
N18 (18,17) (18,17,14) (18,17,14,8)
H19 (19,17) (19,17,14) (19,17,14,18)
C20 (20,18) (20,18,17) (20,18,17,14)
H21 (21,18) (21,18,17) (21,18,17,20)
N22 (22,20) (22,20,18) (22,20,18,17)
H23 (23,20) (23,20,18) (23,20,18,22)
Table 4.4: Internal coordinates in Z-matrix form of the protected dipeptide HCO-L-His-NH2
(with the side chain in its uncharged ε2-tautomeric form), following the rules for general
molecules. Principal dihedrals are indicated in bold face.
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4.4 Practical example
4.4.1 Theory
When a number of degrees of freedom are removed from the description of the conforma-
tions of a physical system via their integrating out in the partition function, the potential
energy function that remains, which describes the behaviour of the system only in terms
of the rest of the degrees of freedom, is termed effective potential energy (see sec. 1.4).
It depends on the temperature and contains the entropy of the information that has been
averaged out as well as the enthalpy (which is similar to the average internal energy at
physiological conditions).
On the other hand, it is frequent, when studying the conformational preferences of
model dipeptides in order to use the information for designing effective potentials of
polypeptides [104, 105, 117, 118, 123, 159, 195], that the energy of these molecules be
approximated by the Potential Energy Surface (PES) in the bidimensional space spanned
by the Ramachandran angles φ and ψ [159, 207, 208, 210]. If we recognize that the po-
tential energy of the system in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (denoted by V3n−6)
depends on the 3n − 6 internal coordinates, this surface (denoted by V2) may be defined
as:
V2(φ, ψ) := min
qI
V3n−6(φ, ψ, qI) , (4.1)
where qI denotes the rest of the internal coordinates.
The use of this surface, instead of the effective energy function with the qI degrees
of freedom integrated out, is partially justified in the approximation that these internal
coordinates are hard and that they are comparably much more difficult to excite at room
temperature than φ and ψ. If we assume that this is correct, these hard degrees of freedom
may be easily eliminated (see chapter 6) and the partition function of the system may be
written as follows:
Z =
∫
exp
[ − βV3n−6(φ, ψ, qI)] dφ dψ dqI ' ∫ exp [ − βV2(φ, ψ)] dφ dψ , (4.2)
where the momenta have been previously integrated out, and a number of (maybe
different) T -dependent multiplicative factors have been omitted as usual.
Note however that, precisely due to the averaging over momenta, in the stiff picture for
the constraints, this expression is correct only if we assume that the Jacobian determinant
of the change of coordinates from Euclideans to (φ, ψ, qI) and the determinant of the
potential second derivatives matrix with respect to the hard coordinates qI , both evaluated
at the equilibrium values, do not depend on φ and ψ. If, alternatively, we accept the rigid
picture for the constraints, we must ask that the determinant of the reduced mass-metric
tensor in the constrained hypersurface do not depend on φ and ψ. If these approximations
(which will be carefully examined in chapter 6) do not hold but the hardness of the qI
degrees of freedom is still assumed, the expressions in eq. (4.2) must be modified by
adding some correction terms to V2(φ, ψ).
Now, in eq. (4.2) for the partition function, one also may see that the use of the PES
V2(φ, ψ) as the fundamental energy function of the system is justified because it plays
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Figure 4.8: Atom numeration of the pro-
tected dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see also ap-
pendix E).
the same role as the whole potential energy of the system in the first integral. However,
although the hardness of the bond lengths, the bond angles and even the dihedral ω in the
peptide bond may be assumed, this is not a good approximation for the rotameric degrees
of freedom in the side chains of residues. In the frequently studied [208, 210] example of
HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see fig. 4.8), as it has already been said in footnote 94, the side chain
degree of freedom χ must be regarded as soft. Still, although it is a more complex task
and one is not a priori entitled to write eq. (4.2), a soft degree of freedom may also be
averaged out if it is considered convenient.
In this section, we will assume that the energy of the formyl-L-alanine-amide dipeptide
may be correctly approximated by a Potential Energy Hypersurface (PEHS) (denoted by
V3) that depends on the Ramachandran angles φ and ψ but also on the principal dihedral χ
that describes the rotation of the methyl group in the side chain. Analogously to eq. (4.1),
its definition in terms of the whole energy of the system is
V3(φ, ψ, χ) := min
q ′I
V3n−6(φ, ψ, χ, q ′I) , (4.3)
where q ′I represents the internal coordinates that are neither φ, ψ nor χ.
Note, in addition, that the two definitions are related by the following expression:
V2(φ, ψ) = min
χ
V3(φ, ψ, χ) . (4.4)
We will also assume for V3(φ, ψ, χ) the aforementioned approximations that led to
eq. (4.2) (in this case, the hardness of the q ′I and the indepedence from φ, ψ and χ of any
of the determinants associated to the imposition of constraints on them), in such a way
that we can write
Z '
∫
exp
[ − βV3(φ, ψ, χ)] dφ dψ dχ = ∫ exp [ − βW(φ, ψ)] dφ dψ , (4.5)
where we have defined (following the analogous prescription to eq. (1.3)) the effective
potential energy as
W(φ, ψ) := −RT ln
∫
exp
[ − βV3(φ, ψ, χ)] dχ . (4.6)
This, what is the same as the integration out of the water degrees of freedom performed
in sec. 1.4, is what must be done in general when a soft degree of freedom is needed to
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be averaged out in statistical mechanics [113] and the hardness hypothesis behind the
approximations studied in chapter 6 cannot be assumed.
We must remark at this point that, to integrate out the side chain angle χ could be
reasonable if one’s aim is to use the ab initio obtained information from a single dipeptide
to include it in an effective potential for simulating polypeptides. With this objective
in mind, there is no point in integrating out the Ramachandran angles φ and ψ, since
the conformation of the larger system will depend crucially on their particular values,
because they lie in the backbone of the molecule and there are as many pairs (φ, ψ) as
residues in the chain. The side chain angle χ, on the contrary, will only influence its
immediate surroundings and its importance could be of different magnitude depending on
the treatment that the side chains are given in the model for the polypeptide.
In this context, if we wanted to use an energy function that does not depend on χ (in
some circumstances, a computational must), we would have to perform the integral in the
last term of eq. (4.6) and use W(φ, ψ) instead of V2(φ, ψ), since, as it has already been
remarked, χ is not a hard coordinate and the hypotheses needed to write eq. (4.2) do not
hold. Therefore, if we compare the last term in eq. (4.5) with the last term in eq. (4.2), we
see that, apart from additive constants that do not depend on φ and ψ and that come from
the multiplicative constants omitted, the PES V2(φ, ψ) must be understood as a candidate
for approximating the more realistic W(φ, ψ) and saving much computational effort.
In the following subsections, the validity of this approximation will be assessed in the
particular case of formyl-L-alanine-amide with ab initio quantum mechanics calculations.
4.4.2 Methods
The ab initio quantummechanical calculations have been done with the package GAMESS
[305] under Linux. The set of coordinates used for the HCO-L-Ala-NH2 dipeptide in the
GAMESS input files and the ones used to ‘move’ the molecule in the the automatic Perl
scripts that generated the input files are the SASMIC defined in sec. 4.2. They are pre-
sented in table 4.5 indicating the name of the conventional dihedral angles (see also fig. 4.8
for reference). In the energy optimizations, on the contrary, they have been converted to
delocalized coordinates [301] to accelerate convergence.
As a first step to perform the assessement described in the previous section, we have
calculated the typical PES V2(φ, ψ) defined in eq. (4.1) in a regular 12×12 grid, with both
φ and ψ ranging from −165o to 165o in steps of 30o. This has been done by running energy
optimizations at the RHF/6-31+G(d) level of the theory, freezing the two Ramachandran
angles at each value of the grid, starting from geometries previously optimized at a lower
level of the theory and setting the gradient convergence criterium to OPTTOL=0.0001 and
the self-consistent Hartree-Fock convergence criterium to CONV=0.00001.
Then, at each grid point, we have defined another one-dimensional grid in the coordi-
nate χ that ranges from χ0(φ, ψ) − 50o to χ0(φ, ψ) + 60o in steps of 10o, where χ0(φ, ψ) is
one of the three equivalent equilibrium values (selected arbitrarily) of this degree of free-
dom at each point of the original PES. This partition in 12 points spans one third of the
χ-space, but it is enough for computing the integrals because the surface V3(φ, ψ, χ) has
exact three-fold symmetry in χ (note, for example, that the value of V3 at χ0(φ, ψ) − 60o
would be equal to the one at χ0(φ, ψ) + 60o). Next, we have run energy optimizations,
with the same parameters described above and at the same level of theory, at each point
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Atom name Bond length Bond angle Dihedral angle
H1
C2 (2,1)
N3 (3,2) (3,2,1)
O4 (4,2) (4,2,1) (4,2,1,3)
C5 (5,3) (5,3,2) ω0 :=(5,3,2,1)
H6 (6,3) (6,3,2) (6,3,2,5)
C7 (7,5) (7,5,3) φ :=(7,5,3,2)
C8 (8,5) (8,5,3) (8,5,3,7)
H9 (9,5) (9,5,3) (9,5,3,7)
H10 (10,8) (10,8,5) χ :=(10,8,5,3)
H11 (11,8) (11,8,5) (11,8,5,10)
H12 (12,8) (12,8,5) (12,8,5,10)
N13 (13,7) (13,7,5) ψ :=(13,7,5,3)
O14 (14,7) (14,7,5) (14,7,5,13)
H15 (15,13) (15,13,7) ω1 :=(15,13,7,5)
H16 (16,13) (16,13,7) (16,13,7,15)
Table 4.5: SASMIC internal coordinates in Z-matrix form of the protected dipeptide HCO-L-
Ala-NH2 (see also appendix E). Principal dihedrals are indicated in bold face and their typical
biochemical name is also given.
of the χ-grid for every grid-value of the PES (i.e., freezing the three angles). The starting
geometries have been automatically generated via Perl scripts taking the final geometries
in the (φ, ψ)-grid and systematically changing χ. Note that this amounts to only changing
the principal dihedral (10,8,5,3) in the Z-matrix in table 4.5; with poorly designed coor-
dinates that did not separate the hard modes from the soft ones, this process would have
been more difficult and rather unnatural.
After all the optimizations (∼ 54 days of CPU time in 3.20 GHz PIV machines),
we have 12×12×12=1728 points with grid coordinates (φi, ψ j, χk), i, j, k = 1 . . . 12 of the
function V3(φ, ψ, χ) and we may approximate the integral definingW(φ, ψ) in eq. (4.6) by
a finite sum:
W(φi, ψ j) := −RT ln
∑
k
exp
[ − βV3(φi, ψ j, χk)] =
= −RT ln
∑
k
exp
[
− β
(
V3(φi, ψ j, χk) − 〈V3〉(φi, ψ j)
)] + 〈V3〉(φi, ψ j) , (4.7)
where the additive constants produced by the three-fold symmetry in the coordinate χ
have been omitted, and the quantity 〈V3〉(φ, ψ), defined as
〈V3〉(φi, ψ j) := 112
∑
k
V3(φi, ψ j, χk) , (4.8)
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has been introduced in order for the values of the exponential function to be in the
precision range of the computer.
Now, in order to gain further insight about the influence of the removed degree of
freedom χ, we recall the possibility, mentioned in sec. 1.4 of interpreting the effective po-
tential energyW as a free energy and define the finite-sum approximation of the associated
average energy by
U(φi, ψ j) :=
∑
k
V3(φi, ψ j, χk) exp
[ − βV3(φi, ψ j, χk)]∑
k
exp
[ − βV3(φi, ψ j, χk)] =
=
∑
k
V3(φi, ψ j, χk) exp
[
− β(V3(φi, ψ j, χk) − 〈V3〉(φi, ψ j))]∑
k
exp
[
− β(V3(φi, ψ j, χk) − 〈V3〉(φi, ψ j))] . (4.9)
Finally, using the same image, we may extract the entropy related to the loss of infor-
mation due to the integration of χ from the following expression:
W(φi, ψ j) = U(φi, ψ j) − TS (φi, ψ j) . (4.10)
Additionally, apart from the calculations needed to integrate out χ, we have also per-
formed an unconstrained geometry optimization in the basin of attraction of the local
minima of the PES normally known as γL or C7eq, depending on the author [207]. This
calculation has been done at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of the theory and with the same
values of the variables OPTTOL and CONV than the ones used in the PES case. The starting
geometry has been the final structure corresponding to the point (−75o, 75o) of the PES
calculations at the lower level of the theory described in the preceding paragraphs.
In the local minimum found in this way, we have computed the Hessian matrix (also
at MP2/6-31++G(d,p)) in two different sets of coordinates: the properly defined SASMIC
shown in table 4.5 and an ill-defined set in which the lines corresponding to the hydrogens
H10, H11 and H12 in the side chain have been substituted by those in table 4.1. This
has been done to numerically illustrate the better separation of the hard and soft modes
achieved by the internal coordinates defined in this chapter with respect to other Z-matrix-
like coordinates.
4.4.3 Results
In order to assess whether V2(φ, ψ) could be considered a good approximation ofW(φ, ψ),
we have used the physically meaningful distance introduced in chapter 3. If we measure
it between W(φ, ψ) and V2(φ, ψ), using the 144 points in the (φ, ψ)-grid, we obtain
d(W,V2) = 0.098 RT . (4.11)
We have argued in sec. 3.5 that, if the distance between two different approximations
of the energy of the same system is less than RT , one may safely substitute one by the
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Figure 4.9: Ramachandran plots of (a) the effective potential energy W(φ, ψ) and (b) −TS (φ, ψ)
in the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2.
other without altering the relevant physical properties. In this case, this criterium is widely
satisfied.
Moreover, if one assumes that the effective energy studied will be used to construct
a polypeptide potential and that the latter will be designed as simply the sum of mono-
residue ones (making each term suitably depend on different pairs of Ramachandran an-
gles), then, the number Nres of residues up to which one may go keeping the distance
between the two approximations of the N-residue potential below RT is (see again chap-
ter 3):
Nres(W,V2) =
(
RT
d(W,V2)
)2
' 104 . (4.12)
The goodness of the approximation in this case is much due to the simplicity and
small size of the side chain of the alanine residue and also to the fact that the dipeptide is
isolated. For bulkier residues included in polypeptides, we expect the difference between
W(φ, ψ) and V2(φ, ψ) to be more important.
Now, although the essential result is the one stated in the previous paragraphs, we
wanted to look in more detail at the origin of the differences betweenW(φ, ψ) and V2(φ, ψ).
For this, we have first subtracted from W(φ, ψ), U(φ, ψ) and V2(φ, ψ) the same constant
reference (min W(φ, ψ))100 in order to render the numerical values more manageable and
to minimize the statistical error of the y-intercept in the linear fits [277, 278] that will be
made in the following.
Then, fittingU(φ, ψ) against V2(φ, ψ), we have found that they are more correlated than
W(φ, ψ) and V2(φ, ψ) (compare the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r(U,V2) = 0.999999
vs. r(W,V2) = 0.999954, and the aforementioned distance, d(U,V2) = 0.015 RT vs.
d(F,V2) = 0.098 RT ), and that they are separated by an almost constant offset: V2(φ, ψ)
is ∼ 0.3 kcal/mol lower that U(φ, ψ) (on the other hand, V2(φ, ψ) is ∼ 0.6 kcal/mol higher
than W(φ, ψ)). Hence, the three Ramachandran surfaces W(φ, ψ), U(φ, ψ) and V2(φ, ψ)
are very similar, except for an offset. In fig. 4.9a, W(φ, ψ) is depicted graphically and, in
fig 4.10, the relative offsets among the three energies are schematically shown.
100 At the level of the theory used in the calculations, the minimum of W(φ, ψ) in the grid is
−414.7985507934 hartree.
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Figure 4.10: Relative offsets among the thermodynamical surfaces involved in the study.
Contrarily, the entropy (we use TS (φ, ψ) in order to deal with quantities that have
units of energy), which may be found in fig. 4.9b, and whose average magnitude is
∼ 0.9 kcal/mol, is almost uncorrelated with W(φ, ψ), U(φ, ψ) and V2(φ, ψ), being the cor-
relation coefficients r(TS ,W) = 0.382, r(TS ,U) = 0.379 and r(TS ,V2) = 0.381, respec-
tively. Hence, given that d(U,V2) is almost an order of magnitude lower than d(W,V2), it
is reasonable to conclude that the greatest part of the (little) noise between W(φ, ψ) and
V2(φ, ψ) comes from the entropic term −TS (φ, ψ). This is supported by the fact that the
difference W(φ, ψ) − V2(φ, ψ) is highly correlated with TS (φ, ψ), being the correlation
coefficient r(W − V2,TS ) = 0.998.
Finally, and in order to illustrate the better separation of the hard and soft modes
achieved by the internal coordinates defined in this chapter, we have calculated the Hes-
sian matrix in the minimum γL (also C7eq) in two different sets of coordinates. They are
described at the end of sec. 4.4.2 and they correspond to the SASMIC set, defined ac-
cording to the rules given in sec. 4.2, and a set in which the coordinates that position the
hydrogens in the side chain have been ill-defined.
In fig. 4.11, we present the sub-boxes of the two Hessian matrices corresponding to
the coordinates in tables 4.2 and 4.1.
Figure 4.11: Sub-boxes of the Hessian matrix in the minimum γL (also C7eq) corresponding to
the coordinates defined in tables 4.2 and 4.1. The quantities are expressed in kcal/mol · rad−2. See
the text for more details.
From the values shown, one can conclude that, in the ‘properly defined coordinates’,
some convenient characteristics are present: on one side, the relatively low values of the
elements Hχα1 and Hχα2 (and their symmetric ones) indicate that the soft degree of freedom
χ and the hard ones α1 and α2, which describe the internal structure of the methyl group,
are uncoupled to a reasonable extent; on the other side, the relatively low value of Hχχ
compared to Hα1α1 and Hα2α2 (a difference of almost an order of magnitude) proves that χ
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may be regarded as soft when compared to the hard degrees of freedom α1 and α2.
On the contrary, in the ‘ill-defined coordinates’, the three dihedrals are hard, consid-
erably coupled and equivalent.
4.5 Conclusions
Extending the approach of refs. 310–312 and the ideas stated in refs. 2, 299, 300, we have
defined in this chapter a systematic numeration of the groups, the atoms and the internal
coordinates (termed SASMIC) of polypeptide chains. The advantages of the rules herein
presented are many-fold:
• The internal coordinates may be easily cast into conventional Z-matrix form and
they can be directly implemented into quantum chemical packages.
• The algorithm for numbering allows for automatizing and facilitates the coding of
computer applications.
• The modularity of the numeration system in the case of polypeptides permits the
addition of new residues without essentially changing the already numbered items.
This is convenient if databases of peptide structures need to be designed.
• The set of internal coordinates defined reasonably separate the hard and soft move-
ments of polypeptides for arbitrary conformations using only topological informa-
tion.
A number of Perl scripts that automatically generate these coordinates for polypeptide
chains have been developed and may be found at http://neptuno.unizar.es/files/
public/gen sasmic/. Also, a slightly modified set of rules is provided that allows to
number the groups, atoms and define the internal coordinates in general organic molecules.
Finally, we have used the coordinates herein defined and ab initio quantum mechanics
to assess the approximation via the conventional PES of the effective potential energy
obtained from averaging out the rotameric degree of freedom χ in the protected dipeptide
HCO-L-Ala-NH2. Applying the criterium in chapter. 3, we have found that approximating
W(φ, ψ) by V2(φ, ψ) is justified up to polypeptides of medium length (∼ 100 residues)
and much computational effort may be saved using the PES instead of the more realistic
effective potential energy. However, the small size of the side chain of the alanine residue
and the fact that the dipeptide is isolated do not allow to extrapolate this result. For bulkier
residues included in polypeptides, we expect the difference betweenW(φ, ψ) and V2(φ, ψ)
to be more important.
Figure 4.12: Numeration of the dipeptides HCO-L-Xxx-NH2 (see appendix E), where Xxx runs
on the twenty naturally occurring amino acids. Uncharged side chains are displayed and histidine
is shown in its ε2-tautomeric form. See also fig. 1.7 for reference.


Chapter 5
Explicit factorization of external
coordinates in constrained statistical
mechanics models∗
This chapter is based on the article:
P E  I´ C, Explicit factorization of external coordinates in constrained
Statistical Mechanics models, J. Comp. Chem. 27 (2006) 1748–1755.
Man muß immer generalisieren.
(One should always generalize.) [320]
— Carl Jacobi
5.1 Introduction
Monte Carlo simulations are among the most useful tools for studying the behaviour of
macromolecules in thermal equilibrium [321–328]. Typically, the simulations are car-
ried out in the coordinate space Ω, i.e., the momenta are averaged out and Monte Carlo
movements that only change the coordinates of the system are designed (see sec. 1.4 and
appendix A).
Moreover, the most interesting properties of macromolecules depend only on confor-
mational transitions in the internal subspace (or conformational space) I of the whole
coordinate space. The protein folding problem discussed in sec. 1.3, the docking of lig-
ands to proteins [329], or proteins to proteins [330], the prediction of Raman [331, 332],
IR [333, 334], CD [335], VCD [336, 337], NMR [36, 37] spectra, etc. are tasks that re-
quire knowledge of the probability density in the conformational space only, i.e., having
averaged out the external coordinates that describe overall translations and rotations of
the system.
∗ In this chapter, a series of mathematical results are proved about the factorization of certain determi-
nants that appear in the equilibrium conformational probability of constrained systems. The more practice-
oriented readers may want to directly jump to chapter 6, where the expressions herein derived are briefly
recalled and applied to a practical case.
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If Euclidean coordinates are used, the integration over the momenta produces a con-
stant factor (which depends on the temperature T but does not depend on the coordi-
nates101) and the marginal probability density in the coordinate space Ω resembles the
common Boltzmann weight e−βH but using the potential energy V(xµ) instead of the whole
energy (see eq. (1.7)):
pc(xµ) =
exp
[ − βV(xµ)]∫
Ω
exp
[ − βV(xν)] dxν . (5.1)
In the absence of external fields, the potential energy does not change under global
translations and rotations of the system. In addition, as we have already mentioned, one
is normally not interested in averages of observables that depend on these degrees of
freedom. Hence, it would be convenient to average them out from eq. (5.1). However,
this cannot be done in Euclidean coordinates: one must use a set of coordinates adapted
to overall translations and rotations.
In the simulation of macromolecules, it is customary [176, 299, 310–313, 321] to
define a set of curvilinear coordinates qµ in which the first six ones, denoted by qA, are
called external coordinates and parameterize the external subspace E, i.e., the system
overall translation, specifying the position of a selected point (normally an atom), and
rotation, via three Euler angles (see sec. 5.2). The remaining 3n − 6 coordinates (where n
is the number of mass points or atoms) are called internal coordinates and will be denoted
herein by qa (for concreteness, we can imagine that these qa are the SASMIC coordinates
introduced in the previous chapter).
The change of coordinates from Euclideans to internals modifies the mass-metric ten-
sor in the kinetic energy. Thus, when the momenta are averaged out and the marginal
probability density in the whole coordinate space Ω is considered, the square root of the
determinant of the mass-metric tensor (which now does depend on the coordinates; see
also appendix A) shows up in the probability density function102:
pw(qµ) =
det
1
2G(qA, qa) exp
[ − βV(qa)]∫
Ω
det
1
2G(qB, qb) exp
[ − βV(qb)] dqBdqb . (5.2)
More interestingly, if holonomic constraints are imposed on the system (the so-called
classical rigid model [338, 339]), the reduced mass-metric tensor on the constrained hy-
persurface E × Σ, where Σ denotes the constrained internal hypersurface, appears in the
kinetic energy. Hence, when the momenta are integrated out from the joint probability
101 If no confusion is possible, the word coordinates, which is more common in biochemical context, will
be used in this dissertation to mean the ‘non-momenta part of the phase space’, i.e., the xµ in this case and
the qµ later on. When some ambiguity is present or we want to explicitly stress the difference between the
qµ and the momenta, the more precise term positions will be used for the former.
102 In chapter 6, a careful derivation of this expression and of the rest of statistical mechanics formulae in
this section is presented. In this introduction, we give a brief advance for convenience.
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density in the phase space, the square root of its determinant occurs:
pr(qu) =
det
1
2g(qA, qi) exp
[ − βVΣ(qi)]∫
E×Σ
det
1
2g(qB, q j) exp
[ − βVΣ(q j)] dqBdq j , (5.3)
where VΣ stands for the potential energy in Σ, qu ≡ (qA, qi) denotes the soft coordi-
nates, among which the external ones qA are included, and qi denotes the soft internal
coordinates.
If, on the other hand, the constraints are imposed via a steep potential that energet-
ically penalizes the conformations that leave the constrained hypersurface (the so-called
classical stiff model [313, 338, 339]), the probability density is the same as in eq. (5.2) ex-
cept for the determinant of the Hessian matrixH of the constraining part of the potential
V that appears when the hard coordinates qI are averaged out and for the fact that all the
functions are evaluated on the constrained hypersurface E × Σ, consequently depending
only on the soft coordinates qu:
ps(qu) =
det
1
2G(qA, qi) det−
1
2H(qi) exp [ − βVΣ(qi)]∫
E×Σ
det
1
2G(qB, q j) det−
1
2H(q j) exp [ − βVΣ(q j)] dqBdq j . (5.4)
Finally, the Fixman’s compensating potential [338–340], denoted by VF and which
is customarily used to reproduce the stiff equilibrium distribution using rigid molecular
dynamics simulations [133, 321], is also expressed as a function of these determinants:
VF(qu) :=
RT
2
ln
[
det
1
2g(qA, qi) det
1
2H(qi)
det
1
2G(qA, qi)
]
. (5.5)
Now, in the three physical models, given by eqs. (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4), and in the
Fixman’s potential written above, neither the potential energy nor the Hessian matrix of
the constraining part of the potential depend on the external coordinates qA. Therefore,
it would be very convenient to integrate them out in order to obtain a simpler probability
density depending only on the internal coordinates. Such an improvement may render
the coding of Monte Carlo computer simulations and also the visualization of molecules
easier, since all the movements in the molecule may be performed fixing an atom in space
and keeping the orientation of the system with respect to a set of axes fixed in space
constant [341].
One may argue that it is not clear that much computational effort will be saved for
macromolecules, since the gain expected when reducing the degrees of freedom from
M + 6 to M (where M is the number of soft internal coordinates) is only appreciable if M
is small and the difficulties arising from the use of curvilinear coordinates may well be
more important. However, in cases where the use of curvilinear coordinates is a must,
such as the simulation of constrained systems, the calculations in this work allow to save
a time (which will depend on the size of the system) that, otherwise, would be wasted
in movements of the external coordinates. If, for example, the molecule treated contains
a few tens of atoms and most of the degrees of freedom are constrained, as it is com-
mon in ab initio quantum mechanical calculations in model peptides [207, 210–213], the
relevance of omitting the externals may be considerable.
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While in the second practical example in sec. 3.10 and in chapter 7, all the determi-
nants arising from the imposition of constraints are not taken into account, and in the
practical example in sec. 4.4 they are assumed to be negligible, in chapter 6 they are cal-
culated and their influence is assessed. There, the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see
appendix E) is studied and the soft internals are two: the Ramachandran angles φ and ψ;
hence, M = 2 and the formulae in this chapter have permitted to reduce the number of
degrees of freedom from 8 to 2.
Now, for the resulting expressions to be manageable and the integration out process be
straightforward, the determinant of the mass-metric tensor G, in pw and ps (see eqs. (5.2)
and (5.4) respectively), and the determinant of g, in the rigid case (in eq. (5.3)), should
factorize as a product of a function that depends only on the external coordinates and
another function that depends only on the internal ones. Then, the function depending on
the external coordinates, could be integrated out in the probability densities pw, pr and ps
or taken out of the logarithm in VF103.
For some simple cases, it has already been proven in the literature that this factoriza-
tion actually happens. In ref. 313, for example, the determinant ofG is shown to factorize
for a serial polymer in a particular set of curvilinear coordinates. In ref. 342, the deter-
minant of g is shown to factorize for the same system, in similar coordinates, with frozen
bond lengths and bond angles.
In this chapter, we generalize these results, showing that they hold in arbitrary inter-
nal coordinates (for general branched molecules) and with arbitrary constraints. Perhaps
more importantly, we provide explicit expression for the functions involved in the factor-
ization. It is worth remarking that, although the calculations herein have been performed
thinking in macromolecules as target system, they are completely general and applicable
to any classical system composed by discrete mass points.
In sec. 5.2, we present the notation and conventions that will be used throughout the
chapter and also in chapter 6. In sec. 5.3, we explicitly factorize the determinant of the
reduced mass-metric tensor g as a product of a function that depends only on the exter-
nal coordinates and another function that depends on arbitrary internal coordinates. In
sec. 5.4, we perform the analogous calculations for the determinant of the mass-metric
tensor G. In sec. 5.5, the determinant of the mass-metric tensor G is computed in the
SASMIC set of curvilinear coordinates introduced in chapter 4, which, also in this point,
turn out to be convenient for dealing with general branched molecules. Moreover, we
show that the classical formula for serial polymers [313] is actually valid for any macro-
molecule. Finally, sec. 5.6 is devoted to the conclusions, and in appendix D, a general
mathematical argument underlying the results in this chapter is given.
5.2 General set-up and definitions
This section is devoted to introduce certain notational conventions that will be used ex-
tensively in the rest of this chapter and also in chapter 6.
• The system under scrutiny will be a set of n mass points termed atoms. The Eu-
clidean coordinates of the atom α in a set of axes fixed in space are denoted by ~xα.
103 What really happens, (see secs. 5.3 and 5.4) is that the factor that depends on the external coordinates
is the same for detG and det g. Hence, it divides out in eq. (5.5) (see sec. 5.6).
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The subscript α runs from 1 to n.
• The curvilinear coordinates suitable to describe the system will be denoted by
qµ, µ = 1, . . . , 3n and the set of Euclidean coordinates by xµ when no explicit
reference to the atoms index needs to be made. We shall often use N := 3n for the
total number of degrees of freedom, and the whole coordinate space, parameterized
by either the xµ or the qµ, will be denoted by Ω.
• We choose the coordinates qµ so that the first six are external coordinates. They
are denoted by qA and their ordering is qA ≡ (X,Y,Z, φ, θ, ψ). The first three ones,
~XT := (X,Y,Z)104, describe the overall position of the system. The three angles
(φ, θ, ψ) are related to its overall orientation. More concretely, they give the orien-
tation of a frame fixed in the system with respect to the frame fixed in space, and
they parameterize the external subspace E.
• To define the set of axes fixed in the system, we select three atoms (denoted by 1, 2
and 3) in such a way that ~X is the position of atom 1 (i.e., ~x1 = ~X). The orientation
of the fixed axes (x ′, y ′, z ′) is chosen such that atom 2 lies in the positive half of the
z ′-axis and atom 3 is contained in the (x ′, z ′)-plane, in the x ′ > 0 semiplane (see
fig. 5.1). The position of atom α in these axes is denoted by ~x ′α.
Figure 5.1: Definition of the axes fixed in the system.
• Let E(φ, θ, ψ) be the Euler rotation matrix (in the ZYZ convention [343]) that takes
a vector of primed components ~a ′ to the frame fixed in space, i.e., ~a = E(φ, θ, ψ)~a ′.
Its explicit expression is the following:
E(φ, θ, ψ) =
(
cos φ − sin φ 0
sin φ cos φ 0
0 0 1
)
︸         ︷︷         ︸
Φ(φ)
( − cos θ 0 sin θ
0 1 0− sin θ 0 − cos θ
)
︸           ︷︷           ︸
Θ(θ)
(
cosψ − sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1
)
︸          ︷︷          ︸
Ψ(ψ)
. (5.6)
104 The superindex T indicates matrix transposition. By ~aT we shall understand the row vector (a1, a2, a3).
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The unusual minus signs of the cosines in the diagonal of matrix Θ(θ) come from
the fact that, due to frequent biochemical conventions, the rotation with respect to
the y-axis is of angle θ˜ := pi − θ.
• The coordinates qµ are split into (qA, qa), a = 7, . . . ,N. The coordinates qa are said
internal coordinates and determine the positions of the atoms in the frame fixed in
the system. The transformation from the Euclidean coordinates ~xα to the curvilinear
coordinates qµ may be written as follows:
~xα = ~X + E(φ, θ, ψ) ~x ′α(q
a) α = 1, . . . , n . (5.7)
• The coordinates qa parameterize what we shall call the internal subspace, denoted
by I (so that Ω = E × I). Assume that L independent constraints are imposed
on I, so that only points on a hypersurface Σ ⊂ I of dimension M := N − L − 6
are allowed. Then, we choose a splitting qa ≡ (qi, qI), with i = 7, . . . ,M + 6 and
I = M + 7, . . . ,N, where qi (the internal soft coordinates) parameterize Σ, and qI
(the hard coordinates) are functions of the soft coordinates:
qI = f I(qi) I = M + 7, . . . ,N . (5.8)
Now, if these constraints are used, together with eq. (5.7), the Euclidean position
of any atom may be parameterized with the set of all soft coordinates, denoted by
qu ≡ (qA, qi), with u = 1, . . . ,M + 6, as follows:
~xα = ~X + E(φ, θ, ψ) ~x ′α
(
qi, f I(qi)
)
α = 1, . . . , n . (5.9)
• In table 5.1, a summary of the indices used is given.
Indices Range Number Description
α, β, γ, . . . 1, . . . , n n Atoms
p, q, r, s, . . . 1, 2, 3 3 Components of trivectors
µ, ν, ρ, . . . 1, . . . ,N N = 3n All coordinates
A, B,C, . . . 1, . . . , 6 6 External coordinates
a, b, c, . . . 7, . . . ,N N − 6 Internal coordinates
i, j, k, . . . 7, . . . ,M + 6 M Soft internal coordinates
I, J,K, . . . M + 7, . . . ,N L = N − M − 6 Hard internal coordinates
u, v,w, . . . 1, . . . ,M + 6 M + 6 All soft coordinates
Table 5.1: Definition of the indices used.
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5.3 Constrained case
The reduced mass-metric tensor, in the constrained hypersurface Σ plus the external sub-
space spanned by the qA, may be written as follows:
gvw(qu) :=
N∑
µ=1
∂xµ(qu)
∂qv
mµ
∂xµ(qu)
∂qw
. (5.10)
In matrix notation, this is written as
g = JTc MJc , (5.11)
where c stands for constrained and M is the diagonal N × N mass matrix given by
M :=

m(3)1 0
. . .
0 m(3)n
 , with m(3)α := mα
 1 0 00 1 00 0 1
︸        ︷︷        ︸
I(3)
. (5.12)
Using eq. (5.9) and noting that the derivatives with respect to the externals, qA, only
affect the ~X vector and the Euler rotation matrix E, while differentiation with respect to
soft internals, qi, only act on the ~x ′α, we have that Jc is the N × (M + 6) matrix
Jc =

I(3) 0 0
I(3)
∂E
∂φ
~x ′2
∂E
∂θ
~x ′2
∂E
∂ψ
~x ′2 · · · E
∂~x ′2
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...
...
...
I(3)
∂E
∂φ
~x ′α
∂E
∂θ
~x ′α
∂E
∂ψ
~x ′α · · · E
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...
...
...

. (5.13)
Now, if we perform the matrix multiplications in eq. (5.11), we obtain
g =

I(3) Σ
α
mα Σ
α
mα∂Eα · · · Σ
α
mαE
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
Σ
α
mα∂ETα Σ
α
mα∂ETα∂Eα · · · Σ
α
mα∂ETαE
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...
Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
ET Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
ET∂Eα · · · Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...

, (5.14)
where all the sums in α can be understood as ranging from 1 to n if we note that
~x ′1 = ~0. Also, in the bottom right block, the fact that E is an orthogonal matrix (i.e., that
ETE = I(3)) has been used, and we have defined the 3 × 3 block as
∂Eα :=
(
∂E
∂φ
~x ′α
∂E
∂θ
~x ′α
∂E
∂ψ
~x ′α
)
. (5.15)
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We can write g as
g :=
(
E 0
0 I(M+3)
)
g1
(
ET 0
0 I(M+3)
)
, (5.16)
where I(M+3) is the (M + 3) × (M + 3) identity matrix and g1 is defined as
g1 :=

I(3) Σ
α
mα Σ
α
mαET∂Eα · · · Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
Σ
α
mα∂ETαE Σ
α
mα∂ETαEE
T∂Eα · · · Σ
α
mα∂ETαE
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...
Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
ET∂Eα · · · Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...

. (5.17)
Note that I(3) = EET has been introduced in the bottom right 3 × 3 submatrix of the
top left block.
Next, we introduce some simplifying notation for the matrices ET∂Eα:
ET∂Eα =
(
ET
∂E
∂φ
~x ′α E
T ∂E
∂θ
~x ′α E
T ∂E
∂ψ
~x ′α
)
=:
(
~y 1α ~y
2
α ~y
3
α
)
, (5.18)
and, defining
gα1 :=

I(3) ~y 1α ~y
2
α ~y
3
α · · ·
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
~y 1Tα ~y
1T
α ~y
1
α ~y
1T
α ~y
2
α ~y
1T
α ~y
3
α · · · ~y 1Tα
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
~y 2Tα ~y
2T
α ~y
1
α ~y
2T
α ~y
2
α ~y
2T
α ~y
3
α · · · ~y 2Tα
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
~y 3Tα ~y
3T
α ~y
1
α ~y
3T
α ~y
2
α ~y
3T
α ~y
3
α · · · ~y 3Tα
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...
...
...
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
~y 1α
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
~y 2α
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
~y 3α · · ·
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...
...
...

, (5.19)
we have that
g1 =
∑
α
mαgα1 . (5.20)
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Now, the vectors ~y pα may be extracted from gα1 as follows:
gα1 = Y
T
α

I(3) I(3) · · · ∂~x
′
α
∂q j
· · ·
I(3) I(3) · · · ∂~x
′
α
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
· · · ∂~x
′T
α
∂qi
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...

Yα , (5.21)
where
Yα :=
 I
(3) 0 0
0 ~y 1α ~y
2
α ~y
3
α 0
0 0 I(M)
 , (5.22)
and the central matrix in eq. (5.21) only depends on the soft internal coordinates.
After some lengthy calculations, one shows that
(
~y 1α ~y
2
α ~y
3
α
)
=
 0 −x
′ 3
α x
′ 2
α
x ′ 3α 0 −x ′ 1α
−x ′ 2α x ′ 1α 0
︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
v(~x ′α)
 sin θ cosψ sinψ 0− sin θ sinψ cosψ 0cos θ 0 −1
︸                            ︷︷                            ︸
W(θ, ψ)
. (5.23)
Thus, the matrix Yα in eq. (5.22) may be written as
Yα =
 I
(3) 0 0
0 v(~x ′α) 0
0 0 I(M)

 I
(3) 0 0
0 W(θ, ψ) 0
0 0 I(M)
 . (5.24)
If we now take this expression to eq. (5.21) and use that, for any pair of vectors ~a and
~b, ~aTv
(~b ) = (~a×~b )T and vT (~b )~a = ~a×~b, where × denotes the usual vector cross product,
we may rewrite eq. (5.21) as follows:
gα1 =
 I
(3) 0 0
0 WT (θ, ψ) 0
0 0 I(M)
 gα2
 I
(3) 0 0
0 W(θ, ψ) 0
0 0 I(M)
 , (5.25)
where gα2 is defined as
gα2 =

I(3) v(~x ′α) · · ·
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
vT (~x ′α) v
T (~x ′α)v(~x
′
α) · · ·
∂~x ′α
∂q j
× ~x ′α · · ·
...
...
...
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
(
∂~x ′α
∂qi
× ~x ′α
)T
· · · ∂~x
′T
α
∂qi
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...

. (5.26)
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At this point, we insert eq. (5.25) in eq. (5.20) and take theW matrices out of the sum.
Since detW(θ, ψ) = detWT (θ, ψ) = − sin θ, we obtain
det g1 = sin2 θ det
∑
α
mαgα2
︸       ︷︷       ︸
g2
. (5.27)
Recalling that det E = det ET = 1, from eq. (5.16), we have that
det g(qA, qi) = det g1(qA, qi) = sin2 θ det g2(qi) , (5.28)
and the factorization of the external coordinates has been finally accomplished, since
g2 is the following matrix, which depends only on the soft internal coordinates qi:
g2 =

mtotI(3) mtot v(~R) · · · mtot ∂
~R
∂q j
· · ·
mtot vT (~R) J · · · Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′α
∂q j
× ~x ′α · · ·
...
...
...
mtot
∂~R
∂qi
Σ
α
mα
(
∂~x ′α
∂qi
× ~x ′α
)T
· · · Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...

, (5.29)
where we have defined the total mass of the system mtot :=
∑
αmα, the position of the
center of mass of the system in the primed reference frame ~R := m−1tot
∑
αmα~x ′α and the
inertia tensor of the system, also in the primed reference frame:
J :=
( ∑
α mα((x ′ 2α )2+(x ′ 3α )2) −
∑
α mαx ′ 1α x ′ 2α −
∑
α mαx ′ 1α x ′ 3α
−∑α mαx ′ 1α x ′ 2α ∑α mα((x ′ 1α )2+(x ′ 3α )2) −∑α mαx ′ 2α x ′ 3α
−∑α mαx ′ 1α x ′ 3α −∑α mαx ′ 2α x ′ 3α ∑α mα((x ′ 1α )2+(x ′ 2α )2)
)
. (5.30)
5.4 Unconstrained case
If no constraints are assumed and the system lives in the whole internal space I plus the
external subspace spanned by the qA, the Euclidean coordinates of the n atoms must be
expressed using eq. (5.7), instead of eq. (5.9).
We now wish to calculate the determinant of the whole-space mass-metric tensor in
the coordinates qµ:
Gνρ(qµ) :=
N∑
σ=1
∂xσ(qµ)
∂qν
mσ
∂xσ(qµ)
∂qρ
, (5.31)
which, in matrix form, reads
G = JTMJ . (5.32)
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The only difference with eq. (5.11) is that, instead of the rectangular matrix Jc (see
eq. (5.13)), in the above expression the full Jacobian matrix of the change of coordinates
from Cartesian to curvilinear coordinates appears:
Jσρ(q
µ) :=
∂xσ(qµ)
∂qρ
. (5.33)
Obviously, one can deduce the factorization of detG as a particular case of the results
of sec. 5.3 with L = 0, so that the indices i, j now run over all internal coordinates qa.
Explicitly,
detG(qA, qa) = sin2 θ detG2(qa) , (5.34)
with
G2 :=

mtotI(3) mtot v(~R) · · · mtot ∂
~R
∂qb
· · ·
mtot vT (~R) J · · · Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′α
∂qb
× ~x ′α · · ·
...
...
...
mtot
∂~R
∂qa
Σ
α
mα
(
∂~x ′α
∂qa
× ~x ′α
)T
· · · Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′Tα
∂qa
∂~x ′α
∂qb
· · ·
...
...
...

. (5.35)
However, in this section we would like to benefit from the special structure of eq. (5.32),
where, differently from the constrained case, only N × N matrices occur, and find an ex-
pression simpler than eq. (5.34).
If we take determinants on both sides of eq. (5.32), we obtain
detG =
 n∏
α=1
m3α
 det2J , (5.36)
where, similarly to eq. (5.13), J may be written as follows:
J =

I(3) 0 0
I(3)
∂E
∂φ
~x ′2
∂E
∂θ
~x ′2
∂E
∂ψ
~x ′2 · · · E
∂~x ′2
∂qb
· · ·
I(3)
∂E
∂φ
~x ′3
∂E
∂θ
~x ′3
∂E
∂ψ
~x ′3 · · · E
∂~x ′3
∂qb
· · ·
...
...
...
...
...
I(3)
∂E
∂φ
~x ′α
∂E
∂θ
~x ′α
∂E
∂ψ
~x ′α · · · E
∂~x ′α
∂qb
· · ·
...
...
...
...
...

. (5.37)
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Now, the following identity is useful:
J =

I(3) 0
E
. . .
0 E
 J1 , (5.38)
where we have defined
J1 :=

I(3) 0 0
I(3) ET
∂E
∂φ
~x ′2 E
T ∂E
∂θ
~x ′2 E
T ∂E
∂ψ
~x ′2 · · ·
∂~x ′2
∂qb
· · ·
I(3) ET
∂E
∂φ
~x ′3 E
T ∂E
∂θ
~x ′3 E
T ∂E
∂ψ
~x ′3 · · ·
∂~x ′3
∂qb
· · ·
...
...
...
...
...
I(3) ET
∂E
∂φ
~x ′α E
T ∂E
∂θ
~x ′α E
T ∂E
∂ψ
~x ′α · · ·
∂~x ′α
∂qb
· · ·
...
...
...
...
...

, (5.39)
and we have that only the determinant of J1 needs to be computed, since det J =
detn−1E det J1 = det J1.
Next, we note that, according to the definition of the primed reference frame in sec. 5.2,
some of the components of the vectors ~x ′2 and ~x
′
3 are zero, namely, we have that
~x ′2 =
 00x ′ 32
 and ~x ′3 =
 x
′ 1
3
0
x ′ 33
 . (5.40)
Hence, the derivatives with respect to qb of the zero components are also zero, render-
ing three zero rows in the bottom right block of eq. (5.39). Performing two row permuta-
tions so that the zero rows are the top-most ones, we obtain a matrix J2 whose determinant
is the same as the one of J1:
J2 =
 I
(3) 0
JE2X JI2
 , (5.41)
where the blocks in the diagonal have been defined as
JE2 =

(
ET
∂E
∂φ
~x ′2
)1 (
ET
∂E
∂θ
~x ′2
)1 (
ET
∂E
∂ψ
~x ′2
)1
(
ET
∂E
∂φ
~x ′2
)2 (
ET
∂E
∂θ
~x ′2
)2 (
ET
∂E
∂ψ
~x ′2
)2
(
ET
∂E
∂φ
~x ′3
)2 (
ET
∂E
∂θ
~x ′3
)2 (
ET
∂E
∂ψ
~x ′3
)2

, (5.42)
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the superindices standing for vector components, and
JI2 =

· · · ∂x
′ 3
2
∂qb
· · ·
· · · ∂x
′ 1
3
∂qb
· · ·
· · · ∂x
′ 3
3
∂qb
· · ·
· · · ∂~x
′
4
∂qb
· · ·
...
· · · ∂~x
′
α
∂qb
· · ·
...

. (5.43)
The concrete form of the submatrixX in eq. (5.41) is irrelevant for our purposes, since
det J = det J2 = det JE2 det J
I
2 . (5.44)
Now, an explicit computation of JE2 yields
JE2 =
 x
′ 3
2 sin θ sinψ −x ′ 32 cosψ 0
x ′ 32 sin θ cosψ x
′ 3
2 sinψ 0−x ′ 13 cos θ + x ′ 33 sin θ cosψ x ′ 33 sinψ x ′ 13
 , (5.45)
with determinant det JE2 = sin θ x
′ 1
3
(
x ′ 32
)2.
Finally, using eqs. (5.44) and (5.36), we obtain
detG(qA, qa) = sin2θ
(
x ′ 13 (q
a)
)2(x ′ 32 (qa))4 det JI2 (qa)  n∏
α=1
m3α
 , (5.46)
where the factorization has been achieved, since the only factor that depends on the
external coordinates is sin2θ.
5.5 Determinant of G in SASMIC coordinates
The SASMIC scheme, introduced in chapter 4, is a set of rules to define particular Z-matrix
coordinates [315, 316] of general branched molecules, with convenient properties of mod-
ularity and approximate separability of soft and hard modes.
According to the rules, to each atom α, one uniquely assigns three atoms β(α), γ(α)
and δ(α) in such a way that the three Z-matrix internal coordinates that position atom α
are
rα :=
(
α, β(α)
)
θα :=
(
α, β(α), γ(α)
)
φα :=
(
α, β(α), γ(α), δ(α)
)
,
(5.47)
being rα a bond length, θα a bond angle and φα a dihedral angle.
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Figure 5.2: Local reference frames associated to atoms α and β(α) (see text) in the cases that
(a) φα is a principal dihedral or (b) φα is a phase dihedral.
The procedure that will be followed in order to express the position ~x ′α of atom α in the
primed reference frame in fig. 5.1 as a function of the SASMIC internal coordinates starts
by expressing the vector that goes from β(α) to α in a set of axes (x ′′α , y
′′
α , z
′′
α ) associated
to α. This local reference frame is defined such that the z ′′α -axis lies along the directional
bond
(
γ(α), β(α)
)
and the x ′′α -axis lies along the projection of
(
β(α), α
)
onto the plane
orthogonal to
(
γ(α), β(α)
)
(see fig. 5.2).
In these axes, the components of the vector
(
β(α), α
)
are
~x ′′Tα := (rα sin θα, 0,−rα cos θα) . (5.48)
Now, if the atom δ(α) that is used to define φα is bonded to atom γ(α) (fig. 5.2a), φα is
called a principal dihedral and we have that − cos θβ(α) 0 sin θβ(α)0 1 0− sin θβ(α) 0 − cos θβ(α)
︸                                ︷︷                                ︸
Θ(θβ(α))
 cos φα − sin φα 0sin φα cos φα 00 0 1
︸                        ︷︷                        ︸
Φ(φα)
~x ′′α (5.49)
are the components of the vector
(
β(α), α
)
in the local reference frame (x ′′β(α), y
′′
β(α), z
′′
β(α))
associated to atom β(α).
On the other hand, if we are at a branching point and the atom δ(α) that is used to
define φα is bonded to atom β(α) (fig. 5.2b), φα is called a phase dihedral and we have to
change first to the local reference frame associated to δ(α). In this case, the components
of the vector
(
β(α), α
)
in the local reference frame (x ′′β(α), y
′′
β(α), z
′′
β(α)) are
Θ(θβ(α))Φ(φδ(α))Φ(φα) ~x ′′α . (5.50)
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If we now iterate the procedure, by changing the axes to the ones associated to the atom
β(β(α)), i.e., the β atom that corresponds to β(α) according to the SASMIC scheme, an so
on, we will eventually arrive to the set of axis (x ′′3 , y
′′
3 , z
′′
3 ) (since, in the SASMIC scheme
(see chapter 4), we have that β(α) < α). Note however that, according to the definition of
the local reference frame given in the preceding paragraphs, the one associated to atom 3
is exactly the primed reference frame in fig. 5.1.
Hence, let us define, for each atom α, a matrix Rα as the product of the matrices
obtained using eqs. (5.49) and (5.50) and successively applying the function β(α). Then,
Rα takes the vector
(
β(α), α
)
in eq. (5.48) to the primed reference frame.
Let the superindex on β denote composition of functions, let us define β0(α) := α
and Nα as the integer such that βNα+1(α) = 3. Adding all the vectors corresponding
to
(
βp+1(α), βp(α)
)
in the primed reference frame, with p = 0, . . . ,Nα, to ~x ′3 yields the
position of atom α in the primed reference frame as a function of the internal coordinates:
~x ′α = ~x
′
3 +
0∑
p=Nα
Rβp(α)~x ′′βp(α) . (5.51)
Now, ordering the internal coordinates as (r2, r3, θ3, r4, θ4, φ4, . . . , rn, θn, φn) and using
the already mentioned fact that β(α) < α, and also that δ(α) < α, we have that the matrix
JI2 in eq. (5.43) is
JI2 =

A0 0
A4
. . .
X An
 and det JI2 = det A0
n∏
α=4
det Aα . (5.52)
Using that
~x ′2 =
 00r2
 and ~x ′3 =
 r3 sin θ30r2 − r3 cos θ3
 , (5.53)
we have
A0 :=

∂x ′ 32
∂r2
∂x ′ 32
∂r3
∂x ′ 32
∂θ3
∂x ′ 13
∂r2
∂x ′ 13
∂r3
∂x ′ 13
∂θ3
∂x ′ 33
∂r2
∂x ′ 33
∂r3
∂x ′ 33
∂θ3

=

1 0 0
0 sin θ3 r3 cos θ3
1 − cos θ3 r3 sin θ3
 . (5.54)
Now, we note that the matrix Φ(φα) occurs always at the right-most place in Rα and
that the derivatives in the blocks Aα, with α > 4, kill all the terms in eq. (5.51) except for
the one corresponding to p = 0. Hence, if we define Rα =: R ′αΦ(φα), the block Aα may be
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expressed as follows:
Aα := R ′α
(
∂Φ(φα)~x ′′α
∂rα
∂Φ(φα)~x ′′α
∂θα
∂Φ(φα)~x ′′α
∂φα
)
= sin θα cos φα rα cos θα cos φα −rα sin θα sin φαsin θα sin φα rα cos θα sin φα rα sin θα cos φα− cos θα rα sin θα 0
 .
(5.55)
Finally, using eq. (5.52), noting that det A0 = r3 and det Aα = −r2α sin θα, and calculat-
ing the remaining terms of eq. (5.46) with eq. (5.53), we obtain the desired result:
det
1
2G(qA, qa) =
 n∏
α=1
m3/2α
 | sin θ|  n∏
α=2
r2α
  n∏
α=3
| sin θα|
 . (5.56)
It is worth remarking at this point that the previous expression does not explicitly
depend on the dihedral angles φα and that it is the same result as the one found in ref. 313
for serial polymers.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have calculated explicit expressions in which the determinant of the
mass-metric tensor G (eqs. (5.46) and (5.34)) and the determinant of the reduced mass-
metric tensor g (eq. (5.28)), occurring in classical statistical mechanics in the coordinate
space, are written as a product of two functions; one depending only on the external
coordinates that describe the overall translation and rotation of the system, and the other
only on the internal coordinates. This has been done for any molecule, general internal
coordinates and arbitrary constraints, extending the work in refs. 313 and 342.
This factorization allows to integrate out the external coordinates and perform Monte
Carlo simulations in the internal conformational space, gaining insight of the problem,
simplicity in the description of the system and, for small molecules, some computational
effort. Also, our results show that, in general, the Fixman’s compensating potential [338–
340], customarily used to reproduce the stiff equilibrium distribution using rigid molecular
dynamics simulations, does not depend on the external variables.
In appendix D, we give a general mathematical argument showing that the factoriza-
tion is a consequence of the symmetries of the metric tensors involved and, in sec. 5.5,
the determinant of the mass-metric tensor G is computed explicitly in the SASMIC set of
curvilinear coordinates for general branched molecules introduced in the previous chapter
(see eq. (5.56)) showing that the classical formula for serial polymers [313] is actually
valid for any macromolecule.
Finally, we would like to note that all the expressions derived in the present chapter
have been directly applied to a real case in chapter 6.
Chapter 6
Study of the effects of stiff and rigid
constraints in the conformational
equilibrium of the alanine dipeptide
This chapter is based on the article:
P E, I´ C  J. L. A, Quantum mechanical calculation of the effects
of stiff and rigid constraints in the conformational equilibrium of the alanine dipeptide, J. Comp.
Chem. 27 (2006) 1733–1747.
The most misleading assumptions are the ones
you don’t even know you’re making. [344]
— Douglas N. Adams, 1990
6.1 Introduction
As we have already mentioned, in computer simulations of large complex systems, such as
macromolecules and, specially, proteins [2, 76, 126, 137, 311, 345], one of the main bot-
tlenecks to design efficient algorithms is the necessity to sample an astronomically large
conformational space [137, 138]. In addition, being the typical timescales of the differ-
ent movements in a wide range, demandingly small timesteps must be used in molecular
dynamics simulations in order to properly account for the fastest modes, which lie in
the femtosecond range. However, most of the biological interesting behaviour (allosteric
transitions, protein folding, enzymatic catalysis) is related to the slowest conformational
changes, which occur in the timescale of milliseconds or even seconds [134, 345–348].
Fortunately, the fastest modes are also the most energetic ones and are rarely activated at
room temperature. Therefore, in order to alleviate the computational problems and also
simplify the images used to think about these elusive systems, one may naturally consider
the reduction of the number of degrees of freedom describing macromolecules via the
imposition of constraints [349].
How to study the conformational equilibrium of these constrained systems has been an
object of much debate [131, 313, 340, 350, 351]. Two different classical models exist in
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the literature which are conceptually [131, 313, 338–340, 351] and practically [126, 132,
133, 342, 351–353] inequivalent. In the classical rigid model, the constraints are assumed
to be exact and all the velocities (not the momenta) that are orthogonal to the hypersurface
defined by them vanish. In the classical stiff model, on the other hand, the constraints are
assumed to be approximate and they are implemented by a steep potential that drives the
system to the constrained hypersurface. In this case, the orthogonal velocities are activated
and may act as ‘heat containers’.
In this dissertation, we do not address the question of which model is a better approx-
imation of physical reality. Although, in the literature, it is commonly assumed (often
implicitly) that the classical stiff model should be taken as a reference [126, 132, 134,
338, 340, 342, 354], we believe that this opinion is much influenced by the use of popu-
lar classical force fields [104, 105, 117–126] (which are stiff by construction) and by the
goal of reproducing their results at a lower computational cost, i.e., using rigid molecular
dynamics simulations and adding the appropriate correcting terms to the potential energy
in the constrained subspace [131–134, 311, 338, 345, 346, 352, 354–360]. In our opinion,
the question whether the rigid or the stiff model should be used to approximate the real
quantum mechanical statistics of an arbitrary organic molecule has not been satisfactorily
answered yet (for discussions about the topic, see refs. 131, 313, 339, 350, 351, 361–363).
Therefore, in this chapter, we adopt the cautious position that any of the two models may
be useful in certain cases or for certain purposes and we study them both on equal foot-
ing. Our concern is, then, to investigate the effects that either way of imposing constraints
causes in the conformational equilibrium of macromolecules.
In this type of systems, the natural constraints are those derived from the relative rigid-
ity of the internal covalent structure of groups of atoms that share a common center (and
also from the rigidity of rotation around double or triple bonds) compared to the ener-
getically ‘cheaper’ rotation around single bonds.In internal coordinates, these chemical
constraints may be directly implemented by asking that some conveniently selected hard
coordinates (normally, bond lengths, bond angles and some dihedrals) have constant val-
ues or values that depend on the remaining soft coordinates (see ref. 313 for a definition).
In Euclidean coordinates, on the other hand, the expression of the constraints is more
cumbersome and complicated procedures [354, 356, 360, 364–366] must be used at each
timestep to implement them in molecular dynamics simulations. This is why, in the clas-
sical stiff model, as well as in the rigid one, it is common to use internal coordinates and
they are also the choice throughout this chapter.
As it has been already advanced, in the equilibrium statistical mechanics of both the
stiff and rigid models, the marginal probability density in the coordinate part of the phase
space in these internal coordinates is not proportional to the naive exp[−βVΣ(qi)], where
VΣ(qi) denotes the potential energy on the constrained hypersurface depending on the soft
internal coordinates qi. Instead, some correcting terms that come from different sources
must be added to the potential energy VΣ(qi) [313, 338, 339, 351, 357, 367, 368]. These
terms involve determinants of two different mass-metric tensors and also of the Hessian
matrix of the constraining part of the potential (see sec. 6.2). If Monte Carlo simulations in
the coordinate space are to be performed [311, 321, 369–372] and the probability densities
that correspond to any of these two models sampled, the corrections should be included
or, otherwise, showed to be negligible.
Additionally, the three different correcting terms are involved in the definition of the
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so-called Fixman’s compensating potential [340], which is frequently used to reproduce
the stiff equilibrium distribution using rigid molecular dynamics simulations [131–134,
338, 352, 357–359, 367].
Customarily in the literature, some of these corrections to the potential energy are
assumed to be independent of the conformation and thus dropped from the basic expres-
sions. Also, subtly entangled to the assumptions underlying many classical results, a sec-
ond type of approximation is made that consists of assuming that the equilibrium values
of the hard coordinates do not depend on the soft coordinates.
In this chapter, using all the analytical and computational techniques developed in
the previous ones, we measure the conformational dependence of all correcting terms
and of the Fixman’s compensating potential in the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see
appendix E) without any simplifying assumption. The potential energy function is consid-
ered to be the effective Born-Oppenheimer potential for the nuclei derived from ab initio
quantum mechanical calculations including electron correlation at the MP2 level. We also
repeat the calculations, with the same basis set (6-31++G(d,p)) and at the Hartree-Fock
level of the theory in order to investigate if this less demanding method without electron
correlation may be used in further studies. It is the first time, as far as we are aware, that
this type of study is performed in a relevant biomolecule with a realistic potential energy
function.
In sec. 6.2 of this chapter, we derive the statistical mechanics formulae of the rigid and
stiff models in the general case. In sec. 6.4, we describe the computational methods used
and we make a brief reminder of the factorization of the external coordinates presented in
chapter 5. In sec. 6.3, we discuss the use of the different approximations in the literature
and we give a precise definition of exactly and approximately separable hard and soft
coordinates which will shed some light on the relation between the different types of
simplifications aforementioned. Sec. 6.5 is devoted to the presentation and discussion of
the assessment of the approximation that consists of neglecting the different corrections
to the potential energy in the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see appendix E), which
is the central aim of this chapter. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in sec. 6.6.
6.2 Theory
First of all, let us note that the notational conventions that will be used in the following
sections are those introduced in sec. 5.2, and the form of the constraints is that of eq. (5.8)
(see also table 5.1 for quick reference about the different indices used).
The general set-up of the problem may be described as follows: Instead of us being
interested on the conformational equilibrium of the system in the external subspace E plus
the whole internal subspace I (i.e., the whole space, denoted by Ω = E × I), we wish to
find the probability density on a constrained hypersurface Σ ⊂ I of dimension M (plus
the external subspace E), i.e., on E × Σ.
6.2.1 Classical stiff model
In the classical stiff model, the constraints in eq. (5.8) are implemented by imposing an
strong energy penalization when the internal conformation of the system, described by qa,
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departs from the constrained hypersurface Σ. To ensure this, we must have that the poten-
tial energy function in I satisfies certain conditions. First, we write the potential V(qa) as
follows105:
V(qi, qI) = V
(
qi, f I(qi)
)︸        ︷︷        ︸
VΣ(qi)
+
[
V(qi, qI) − V(qi, f I(qi))]︸                          ︷︷                          ︸
Vc(qi, qI)
. (6.1)
Next, we impose the following conditions on the constraining potential Vc(qi, qI) de-
fined above:
(i) That Vc
(
qi, f I(qi)
) ≤ Vc(qi, qI) ∀qi, qI , i.e., that Σ be the global minimum of Vc
(and, henceforth, a local one too) with respect to variations of the hard coordinates.
(ii) That, for small variations ∆qI on the hard coordinates (i.e., for changes ∆qI consid-
ered as physically irrelevant), the associated changes in Vc(qi, qI) are much larger
than the thermal energy RT .
The advantages of this formulation, much similar to that on ref. 313, are many. First, it
sets a convenient framework for the derivation of the statistical mechanics formulae of the
classical stiff model relating it to the flexible106 model in the whole space E × I. Second,
it clearly separates the potential energy on Σ from the part that is responsible of imple-
menting the constraints. Third, contrarily to the formulation based on delta functions
[367], it allows to clearly understand the necessity of including the correcting term asso-
ciated to the determinant of the Hessian of Vc (see the derivation that follows). Finally,
and more importantly for us, it provides a direct prescription for calculating VΣ(qi) and Σ
(the Potential Energy Surface (PES), frequently used in quantum chemistry calculations
[193, 207, 210–213]) via geometry optimization at fixed values of the soft coordinates.
We also remark that, in order to satisfy point (ii) above and to allow the derivation of
the different correcting terms that follows and the validity of the final expressions, the hard
coordinates qI must be indeed hard, however, the soft coordinates qi do not have to be soft
(in the sense that they produce energetic changes much smaller than RT when varied).
They may be interesting for some other reason and hence voluntarily picked to describe
the system studied, without altering the formulae presented in this section. Despite these
qualifications, the terms soft and hard shall be used in this dissertation for consistence
with most of the existing literature [313, 339, 368, 373, 374], although, in some cases,
the labels important and unimportant (for qi and qI respectively), proposed by Karplus
and Kushick [314], may be more appropriate.
In the case of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 investigated in this chapter, for
example (see also appendix E), the barriers in the Ramachandran angles φ and ψmay be as
large as ∼ 40 RT , however, the study of small dipeptides is normally aimed to the design
of effective potentials for polypeptides [159, 163, 164], where long-range interactions in
the sequence may compensate these local energy penalizations. This and the fact that the
Ramachandran angles are the relevant degrees of freedom to describe the conformation
105 Note that we have simply added and subtracted from the total potential energy V(qi, qI) ≡ V(qa) of the
system the same quantity, V
(
qi, f I(qi)
)
.
106 Some authors use the word flexible to refer to this model [132, 133, 313, 360]. We, however, prefer to
term it stiff [339] and keep the name flexible to refer to the case in which no constraints are imposed.
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of the backbone of these systems, make it convenient to choose them as soft coordinates
qi despite the fact that they may be energetically hard in the case of the isolated dipeptide
HCO-L-Ala-NH2. As remarked above, this does not affect the calculations.
Now, due to condition (ii) above, the statistical weights of the conformations which
lie far away from the constrained hypersurface Σ are negligible and, therefore, it suffices
to describe the system in the vicinity of the equilibrium values of the qI . In this region,
for each value of the internal soft coordinates qi, we may expand Vc(qi, qI) in eq. (6.1) up
to second order in the hard coordinates around Σ (i.e., around qI = f I(qi)) and drop the
higher order terms107:
Vc(qi, qI) ' Vc(qi, f I(qi)) + [∂Vc
∂qJ
]
Σ
(
qJ − f J(qi))
+
1
2
[
∂2Vc
∂qJ∂qK
]
Σ︸       ︷︷       ︸
HJK(qi)
(
qJ − f J(qi))(qK − f K(qi)) , (6.2)
where the subindex Σ indicates evaluation on the constrained hypersurface and a more
compact notation,H(qi), has been introduced for the Hessian matrix of Vc with respect to
the hard variables evaluated on Σ.
In this expression, the zeroth order term Vc
(
qi, f I(qi)
)
is zero by definition of Vc (see
eq. (6.1)) and the linear term is also zero, because of the condition (i) above. Hence,
the first non-zero term of the expansion in eq. (6.2) is the second order one. Using this,
together with eq. (6.1), we may write the stiff Hamiltonian
Hs(qµ, piµ) :=
1
2
piνGνρ(qu, qI)piρ + VΣ(qi)
+
1
2
HJK(qi)(qJ − f J(qi))(qK − f K(qi)) , (6.3)
with piµ denoting the momenta canonically conjugate to the qµ, and the mass-metric
tensor Gνρ being
Gνρ(qu, qI) :=
N∑
σ=1
∂xσ(qµ)
∂qν
mσ
∂xσ(qµ)
∂qρ
(6.4)
and Gνρ its inverse, defined by
Gνσ(qu, qI)Gσρ(qu, qI) = δνρ , (6.5)
where δνρ denotes the Kronecker’s delta.
Therefore, a first version of the partition function of the system is108
Z =
αQM
hN
∫
exp
[ − βHs(qµ, piµ)] dqµdpiµ , (6.6)
107 Einstein’s sum convention is assumed on repeated indices throughout the whole document.
108 First note that no Jacobian appears in the integral measure because qµ and pµ are obtained from the
Euclidean coordinates via a canonical transformation [127]. Second, contrarily to the more qualitative
discussion in sec. 1.4, here we will carry the T -dependent factors in order to render the derivation completely
rigorous.
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where αQM is a combinatorial number that accounts for quantum indistinguishability
and that must be specified in each particular case (e.g., for a gas of N indistinguishable
particles or for the water molecules in sec. 1.4, αQM = 1/N!).
Now, using the condition (ii) again, the qI appearing in the mass-metric tensorG in Hs
(in eq. (6.6)) can be approximately evaluated at their equilibrium values f I(qi), yielding
the stiff partition function:
Zs :=
αQM
hN
∫
exp
[
− β
(1
2
piνGνρ
(
qu, f I(qi)
)
piρ + VΣ(qi)
+
1
2
HJK(qi)(qJ − f J(qi))(qK − f K(qi)))] dqudqIdpiµ . (6.7)
If we now integrate over the hard coordinates qI , we have
Zs =
(
2pi
β
) L
2 αQM
hN
∫
exp
[
− β
(1
2
piνGνρ
(
qu, f I(qi)
)
piρ
+ VΣ(qi) + T
R
2
ln
[
detH(qi)
])]
dqudpiµ . (6.8)
where the part of the result of the Gaussian integral consisting of det−1/2H has been
taken to the exponent.
Note that the Hessian matrix HJK involves only derivatives with respect to the hard
coordinates (see eq. (6.2)), so that the minimization protocol embodied in eq. (6.1) (which
is identical to the procedure followed in quantum chemistry for computing the PES along
reaction coordinates) guarantees thatHJK is positive defined and, hence, detH is positive,
allowing to take its logarithm like in the previous expression. The fact that it is only this
‘partial Hessian’ that makes sense in the computation of equilibrium properties along soft
(or reaction) coordinates, has been recently pointed out in ref. 375.
It is also frequent to integrate over the momenta in the partition function (see ap-
pendix A for some details related to this issue). Doing this in eq. (6.8) and taking the
determinant of the mass-metric tensor that shows up109 to the exponent, we may write the
partition function as an integral only on the coordinates:
Zs = χs(T )
∫
exp
[
− β
(
VΣ(qi) + T
R
2
ln
[
detH(qi)
]
−
−T R
2
ln
[
detG
(
qu, f I(qi)
)])]
dqu ,
(6.9)
where the multiplicative factor that depends on T has been defined as follows:
χs(T ) :=
(
2pi
β
) N+L
2 αQM
hN
. (6.10)
109 Note that, by G, we denote the matrix that corresponds to the mass-metric tensor with two covariant
indices Gµν. The same convention has been followed for the Hessian matrix H in eq. (6.8) and for the
reduced mass-metric tensor g in eq. (6.20).
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If we exploit again the useful image used in previous chapters and the exponent in
eq. (6.9) is seen as a free energy, then, VΣ(qi) may be regarded as the internal energy
and the two conformation-dependent correcting terms that are added to it as effective en-
tropies (which is compatible with their being linear in RT ). The second one comes only
from the desire to write the marginal probabilities in the coordinate space (i.e., averag-
ing the momenta, see appendix A) and may be called a kinetic entropy [350], the first
term, on the other hand, is truly an entropic term that comes from the averaging out of
certain degrees of freedom and it is reminiscent of the conformational or configurational
entropies appearing in quasiharmonic analysis [126, 314, 376].
In this spirit, we define110
Fs(qu) := VΣ(qi) − T (S cs(qi) + S ks (qu)) , (6.11a)
S cs(q
i) := −R
2
ln
[
detH(qi)
]
, (6.11b)
S ks (q
u) :=
R
2
ln
[
detG
(
qu, f I(qi)
)]
. (6.11c)
In such a way that the stiff equilibrium probability in the soft subspace E × Σ is given
by
ps(qu) =
exp
[ − βFs(qu)]
Z ′s
, with Z ′s :=
∫
exp
[ − βFs(qu)] dqu . (6.12)
Now, it is worth remarking that, although the kinetic entropy S ks depends on the exter-
nal coordinates qA, using the results in the previous chapter, the determinant of the mass-
metric tensor G may be written as a product of two functions; one depending only on
the external coordinates, and the other only on the internal ones qa. Hence the externals-
dependent factor in eq. (6.11c) may be integrated out independently to yield an effective
free energy and a probability density ps that depends only on the soft internals qi (see
sec. 6.4.1 and chapter 5).
6.2.2 Classical rigid model
If the relations in eq. (5.8) are considered to hold exactly and are treated as holonomic con-
straints, the Hamiltonian function that describes the classical mechanics in the subspace
(E × Σ) ⊂ (E × I), spanned by the coordinates qu, may be written as follows:
Hr(qu, ηu) :=
1
2
ηvgvw(qu)ηw + VΣ(qi) , (6.13)
where the reduced mass-metric tensor gvw(qu) in E × Σ, that appears in the kinetic
energy, is
110 In this chapter, contrarily to the convention followed in the previous ones and due to the presence of
clearly identifiable entropic terms, we find more suggestive to denote the effective potential energy appear-
ing in the exponents of the probability density by F, instead of W.
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gvw(qu) = Gvw
(
qu, f I(qi)
)
+
∂ f J(qi)
∂qv
GJK
(
qu, f I(qi)
)∂ f K(qi)
∂qw
+ GvK
(
qu, f I(qi)
)∂ f K(qi)
∂qw
+
∂ f J(qi)
∂qv
GJw
(
qu, f I(qi)
)
:=
∂ f˜ µ
∂qv
Gµν
(
qu, f I(qi)
)∂ f˜ ν
∂qw
, (6.14)
and gvw(qu) is defined to be its inverse in the sense of eq. (6.5). Also, the notation
f˜ µ :=
qu if u := µ = 1, . . . ,M + 6f I(qi) if I := µ = M + 7, . . . ,N (6.15)
has been introduced for convenience.
Note that eq. (6.14) may derived from the unconstrained Hamiltonian in (E × I),
H(qµ, piµ) :=
1
2
piνGνρ(qµ)piρ + V(qa) , (6.16)
using the constraints in eq. (5.8), together with its time derivatives (denoted by an
overdot: like in A˙)
q˙I :=
∂ f I(qi)
∂q j
q˙ j (6.17)
and defining the momenta ηv as
ηv := gvw(qu) q˙w = gvw(qu)Gwµ
(
qu, f I(qi)
)
piµ . (6.18)
Hence, the rigid partition function is
Zr =
αQM
hM+6
∫
exp
[
−β
(
1
2
ηvgvw(qu)ηv + VΣ(qi)
)]
dqudηu . (6.19)
Integrating over the momenta, we obtain the marginal probability density in the coor-
dinate space analogous to eq. (6.9):
Zr = χr(T )
∫
exp
[
− β
(
VΣ(qi) − T R2 ln
[
det g(qu)
])]
dqu , (6.20)
where
χr(T ) :=
(
2pi
β
) M+6
2 αQM
h
M+6
2
. (6.21)
Repeating the analogy with free energies and entropies in the last paragraphs of the
previous section, we define
Fr(qu) := VΣ(qi) − TS kr (qu) , (6.22a)
S kr (q
u) :=
R
2
ln
[
det g(qu)
]
, (6.22b)
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being the rigid equilibrium probability in the soft subspace E × Σ
pr(qu) =
exp
[ − βFr(qu)]
Z ′r
, with Z ′r :=
∫
exp
[ − βFr(qu)] dqu . (6.23)
Now, it is worth remarking that, although the kinetic entropy Like in the case of G,
using the results in chapter 5, we can write the determinant of the reduced mass-metric
tensor g as a product of two functions; one depending only on the external coordinates, and
the other only on the internal ones qi. Hence the externals-dependent factor in det g(qu)
may be integrated out independently to yield a free energy and a probability density pr
that depend only on the soft internals qi (see sec 6.4.1 and chapter 5).
To end this section, we remark that it is frequent in the literature [132–134, 321, 338,
339, 352, 358, 359, 367] to define the so-called Fixman’s compensating potential [340]
as the difference between Fs(qu), in eq. (6.11), and Fr(qu), defined above, i.e.,
VF(qu) := TS kr (q
u) − TS cs(qi) − TS ks (qu) =
RT
2
ln
[
detG(qu)
detH(qi) det g(qu)
]
, (6.24)
so that, performing rigid molecular dynamics simulations, which would yield an equi-
librium distribution proportional to exp[−βFr(qu)], and adding VF(qu) to the potential en-
ergy VΣ(qi) one can reproduce instead the stiff probability density ps ∝ exp[−βFs(qu)]
[131–133, 338, 339, 352, 357–359, 367]. This allows to obtain at a lower computational
cost (due to the timescale problems discussed in the introduction) equilibrium averages
that otherwise must be extracted from expensive fully flexible whole-space simulations. In
fact, it seems that this particular application of the theoretical tools herein described, and
not the search for the correct probability density to sample in Monte Carlo simulations,
was what prompted the interest in the study of mass-metric tensors effects.
Finally, to close the theory section, in table 6.1 we summarize the equilibrium proba-
bility densities and the different correcting terms herein derived.
Classical Stiff Model Classical Rigid Model
ps(qu) =
exp
[ − βFs(qu)]
Z ′s
pr(qu) =
exp
[ − βFr(qu)]
Z ′r
Fs(qu) := VΣ(qi) − T (S cs(qi) + S ks (qu)) Fr(qu) := VΣ(qi) − TS kr (qu)
S ks (q
u) :=
R
2
ln
[
detG
(
qu, f I(qi)
)]
S kr (q
u) :=
R
2
ln
[
det g(qu)
]
S cs(q
i) := −R
2
ln
[
detH(qi)
]
Table 6.1: Equilibrium probability densities and correcting terms to the potential energy VΣ(qi)
in the classical stiff and rigid models of constraints.
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6.3 Approximations in the literature
Many approximations may be done to simplify the calculation of the different correcting
terms introduced in the previous sections. The most frequently found in the literature are
the following three:
(i) To neglect the conformational dependence of detG.
(ii) To neglect the conformational dependence of detH .
(iii) To assume that the hard coordinates are constant, i.e, that the f I(qi) in eq. (5.8) do
not depend on the soft coordinates qi.
The conformational dependence of det g is not included in the points above because
it is customarily regarded as important in the literature since it was shown to be non-
negligible even for simple systems some decades ago [132, 133, 351, 352]. In these
studies, the interest in det g normally arises in an indirect way, while studying the influ-
ence of the Fixman’s compensating potential in eq. (6.24) (see discussion below), and,
with this same aim, Patriciu et al. [342] have very recently measured the conformational
dependence of det g for a serial polymer with fixed bond lengths and bond angles (i.e., in
the approximation (iii)), showing that it is non-negligible and suggesting that it may be so
also for more general systems. However, note that, only if approximations (i) and (ii) are
assumed, the Fixman’s potential depends on det g alone; if this is not the case, VF cannot
be, in general, simplified beyond the expression in eq. (6.24).
An additional relation among the determinants involved and VF comes from a common
simplification that is very frequently used: If one assumes approximation (iii), then the
reduced mass-metric tensor g turns out to be the subblock of G with soft indices, and
in such a situation, the quotient detG/ det g has been shown to be equal to 1/ det h by
Fixman [340], where h denotes the subblock of G−1 with hard indices, i.e.,
hIJ(qµ) :=
N∑
σ=1
∂qI
∂xσ
1
mσ
∂qJ
∂xσ
. (6.25)
This result has been extensively used in the literature [132, 133, 321, 352, 358, 359],
since each of the internal coordinates qa typically used in macromolecular simulations
only involves a small number of atoms, thus rendering the matrix h above sparse and
allowing for efficient algorithms to be used in order to find its determinant.
Now, although det g is customarily regarded as important, the conformational vari-
ations of detG are almost unanimously neglected (approximation (i)) in the literature
[313, 371] and may only be said to be indirectly included in h by the authors that use the
expression above [132, 133, 321, 342, 352, 359]. This is mainly due to the fact, reported
by Go¯ and Scheraga [313] and, before, by Volkenstein [377], that detG in a serial poly-
mer may be expressed as in eq. (6.28), being independent of the dihedral angles (which
are customarily taken as the soft coordinates). If one also assumes approximation (iii),
which, as it will be discussed later, is very common, then detG is a constant for every
conformation of the molecule.
Probably due to computational considerations, but also sometimes to the use of a
formulation of the stiff case based on delta functions [367], the conformational depen-
dence of detH is almost unanimously neglected (approximation (ii)) in the literature
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[313, 338, 340, 342, 355, 371, 373, 374]. Only a few authors include this term in dif-
ferent stages of the reasoning [131, 313, 338, 339, 351, 354, 357], most of them only to
argue later that it is negligible.
Although for some simple ad hoc designed potentials that lack long-range terms [132,
133, 321], the aforementioned simplifying assumptions and the ones that will be discussed
in the following paragraphs may be exactly fulfilled, in the case of the potential energies
used in force fields for macromolecular simulation [104, 105, 117–126], they are not.
The typical energy function in this case, has the form
Vff(qa) :=
1
2
Nr∑
α=1
Krα(rα − r0α)2 +
1
2
Nθ∑
α=1
Kθα(θα − θ 0α )2
+ V torsff (φα) + V
long−range
ff
(qa) , (6.26)
where rα are bond lengths, θα are bond angles, φα are dihedral angles and, for the sake
of simplicity, no harmonic terms have been assumed for out-of-plane angles or for hard
dihedrals (such as the peptide bond ω). Nr is the number of bond lengths, Nθ the number
of bond angles and the quantities Krα , Kθα , r
0
α and θ
0
α are constants. The term denoted
by V tors
ff
(φα) is a commonly included torsional potential that depends only on the dihedral
angles φα and V
long−range
ff
(qa) normally comprises long-range interactions such as Coulomb
or van der Waals; hence, it depends on the atomic positions ~x ′α which, in turn, depend on
all the internal coordinates qa.
One of the reasons given for neglecting detH , when classical force fields are used
with potential energy functions such like the one in eq. (6.26), is that the harmonic con-
straining terms dominate over the rest of interactions and, since the constants appear-
ing on these terms (the Krα , Kθα in eq. (6.26)) are independent of the conformation by
construction, so is detH [313, 338, 354]. In this chapter, we analyze a more realistic
quantum-mechanical potential and these considerations are not applicable, however, they
also should be checked in the case of classical force fields, since, for a potential energy
such as the one in eq. (6.26), the quantities Krα and Kθα are finite and the long-range terms
will also affect the Hessian at each point of the constrained hypersurface Σ, rendering its
determinant conformation-dependent.
For the same reason, even in classical force fields, the equilibrium values of the hard
coordinates are not the constant quantities r0α and θ
0
α in eq. (6.26) but some functions
f I(qi) of the soft coordinates (see eq. (5.8)). This fact, recognized by some authors
[313, 360, 361, 378], provokes that, if one chooses to assume approximation (iii) and the
constants r0α and θ
0
α appearing in eq. (6.26) are designated as the equilibrium values, the
potential energy in Σ may be heavily distorted, the cause being simply that the long-range
interactions between atoms separated by three covalent bonds are not fully relaxed [378].
This effect is probably larger if bond angles, and not only bond lengths, are also con-
strained, which may partially explain the different dynamical behaviour found in ref. 126
when comparing these types of constraints in molecular dynamics simulations. In quan-
tum mechanical calculations of small dipeptides, on the other hand, the fact that the bond
lengths and bond angles depend on the Ramachandran angles (φ, ψ) has been pointed out
by Scha¨ffer et al. [379]. Therefore, approximation (iii), which is very common in the
literature [126, 313, 338–340, 342, 351, 354–359, 367, 368, 371, 373, 374, 380, 381],
should be critically analyzed in each particular case.
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Much related with the discussion above, one should note that, apart from the typical
internal coordinates qa used until now, in terms of which the constrained hypersurface Σ
is described by the relations qI = f I(qi) in eq. (5.8), one may define a different set Qa
such that, on Σ, the corresponding hard coordinates are arbitrary constants QI = CI (the
external coordinates qA and QA are irrelevant for this part of the discussion). To do this,
for example, let
Qi := qi i = 7, . . . ,M + 6 and
QI := qI − f I(qi) +CI I = M + 7, . . . ,N . (6.27)
Well then, while the relation between bond lengths, bond angles and dihedral angles
(the typical qa, such as the SASMIC ones) and the Euclidean coordinates is straightfor-
ward and simple, the expression of the transformation functions Qa(xµ) needs the knowl-
edge of the f I , which must be calculated numerically in most real cases. This drastically
reduce the practical use of the Qa, however, it is also true that they are conceptually ap-
pealing, since they have a property that closely match our intuition about what the soft
and hard coordinates should be (namely, that the hard coordinates QI are constant on the
relevant hypersurface Σ); and this is why we term them exactly separable hard and soft
coordinates. Now, we must also point out that, although the real internal coordinates qa
do not have this property, they are usually close to it. The customary labeling of soft and
hard coordinates in the literature is based on this circumstance. Somehow, the dihedral
angles are the ‘softest’ of the internal coordinates, i.e., the ones that ‘vary the most’ when
the system visits different regions of the hypersurface Σ; and this is why we term the real
qa approximately separable hard and soft coordinates, considering approximation (iii) as
a useful reference case.
To sum up, the three simplifying assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii) in the beginning of
this section should be regarded as approximations in the case of classical force fields,
as well as in the case of the more realistic quantum-mechanical potential investigated in
this chapter, and they should be critically assessed in the systems of interest. Here, while
studying the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2, no simplifying assumptions of this type
have been made.
6.4 Methods
6.4.1 Factorization reminder
In chapter 5, we have shown that the determinant of the mass-metric tensorG in eq. (6.11c)
can be written as follows if the SASMIC coordinates introduced in chapter 4 are used:
detG =
 n∏
α=1
m3α
 sin2θ  n∏
α=2
r4α
  n∏
α=3
sin2θα
 , (6.28)
where the rα are bond lengths and the θα bond angles.
Note that this expression does not explicitly depend on the dihedral angles. However,
it may depend on them via the hard coordinates if constraints of the form presented in
eq. (5.8) are used.
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Also, the term depending on the masses of the atoms in the expression above may
be dropped from eq. (6.11c), because it does not depend on the conformation, and the
only part of detG that depend on the external coordinates, sin2θ, may be integrated out in
eq. (6.9) (θ is one of the externals qA that describe the overall orientation of the molecule;
see sec. 5.2). Hence, the kinetic entropy due to the mass-metric tensor G in the stiff case,
may be written, up to additive constants, as
S ks (q
i) =
R
2
[ n∑
α=2
ln
(
r4α
)
+
n∑
α=3
ln
(
sin2θα
)]
, (6.29)
where the individual contributions of each degree of freedom have been factorized.
Also in chapter 5, we have shown that the determinant of the reduced mass-metric
tensor g in eq. (6.22b) can be written as follows:
det g = sin2θ det g2(qi) , (6.30)
being the matrix g2
g2 =

mtotI(3) mtot v(~R) · · · mtot ∂
~R
∂q j
· · ·
mtot vT (~R) J · · · Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′α
∂q j
× ~x ′α · · ·
...
...
...
mtot
∂~R
∂qi
Σ
α
mα
(
∂~x ′α
∂qi
× ~x ′α
)T
· · · Σ
α
mα
∂~x ′Tα
∂qi
∂~x ′α
∂q j
· · ·
...
...
...

(6.31)
where I(3) denotes the 3 × 3 identity matrix and ~x ′α is the position of atom α in the
reference frame fixed in the system (the ‘primed’ reference frame). Additionally, we
denote the total mass of the system by mtot :=
∑
αmα, the position of the center of mass
of the system in the primed reference frame by ~R := m−1tot
∑
αmα~x ′α and the inertia tensor
of the system, also in the primed reference frame, by J (see eq. (5.30)).
Then, since sin2θ may be integrated out in eq. (6.20), we can write, omitting additive
constants, the kinetic entropy associated to the reduced mass-metric tensor g depending
only on the soft internals qi:
S kr (q
i) =
R
2
ln
[
det g2(qi)
]
. (6.32)
Finally, one may note that, since sin2θ divides out in the second line of eq. (6.24)
or, otherwise stated, eqs. (6.29) and (6.32) may be introduced in the first line, then the
Fixman’s potential is independent from the external coordinates as well.
6.4.2 Computational methods
In the particular molecule treated in this chapter (the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2
in fig. 6.1; see also appendix E), the formulae in the preceding sections must be used with
M = 2, being the internal soft coordinates qi ≡ (φ, ψ) the typical Ramachandran angles
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Figure 6.1: Atom numeration of the pro-
tected dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see also ap-
pendix E).
(see table 6.2 and sec. 1.2), the total number of coordinates N = 48 and the number of
hard internals L = 40.
Regarding the side chain angle χ, it has been argued in chapter 4 that it is soft with
the same right as the angles φ and ψ, i.e., the barriers that hinder the rotation on this
dihedral are comparable to the ones existing in the Ramachandran surface. However, the
height of these barriers is sufficient (∼ 6–12 RT ) for the condition (ii) in sec. 6.2.1 to
hold and, therefore, its inclusion in the set of hard coordinates is convenient due to its
unimportant character (see discussion in sec. 6.2.1). Moreover, to describe the behaviour
associated to χ with a probability density different from a Gaussian distribution (i.e., its
potential energy different from an harmonic oscillator), for example with the tools used in
Atom name Bond length Bond angle Dihedral angle
H1
C2 (2,1)
N3 (3,2) (3,2,1)
O4 (4,2) (4,2,1) (4,2,1,3)
C5 (5,3) (5,3,2) ω0 :=(5,3,2,1)
H6 (6,3) (6,3,2) (6,3,2,5)
C7 (7,5) (7,5,3) φ :=(7,5,3,2)
C8 (8,5) (8,5,3) (8,5,3,7)
H9 (9,5) (9,5,3) (9,5,3,7)
H10 (10,8) (10,8,5) χ :=(10,8,5,3)
H11 (11,8) (11,8,5) (11,8,5,10)
H12 (12,8) (12,8,5) (12,8,5,10)
N13 (13,7) (13,7,5) ψ :=(13,7,5,3)
O14 (14,7) (14,7,5) (14,7,5,13)
H15 (15,13) (15,13,7) ω1 :=(15,13,7,5)
H16 (16,13) (16,13,7) (16,13,7,15)
Table 6.2: SASMIC internal coordinates in Z-matrix form of the protected dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-
NH2 (see chapter 4). Principal dihedrals are indicated in bold face and their typical biochemical
name is given.
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the field of circular statistics [382–384], would severely complicate the derivation of the
classical stiff model without adding any conceptual insight to the problem. In addition,
although χ is a periodic coordinate with threefold symmetry, the considerable height of the
barriers between consecutive minima allows to make the quadratic assumption in eq. (6.2)
at each equivalent valley and permits the approximation of the integral on χ by three
times a Gaussian integral. The multiplicative factor 3 simply adds a temperature- and
conformation-independent reference to the configurational entropy S cs in eq. (6.11b).
The same considerations are applied to the dihedral angles, ω0 and ω1 (see table 6.2),
that describe the rotation around the peptide bonds, and the quadratic approximation de-
scribed above can also be used, since the heights of the rotation barriers around these
degrees of freedom are even larger than the ones in the case of χ.
The ab initio quantum mechanical calculations have been done with the package
GAMESS [305] under Linux and in 3.20 GHz PIV machines. The coordinates used for
the HCO-L-Ala-NH2 dipeptide in the GAMESS input files and the ones used to gener-
ate them with automatic Perl scripts are the SASMIC coordinates in chapter 4. They are
presented in table 6.2 indicating the name of the conventional dihedral angles (see also
fig. 6.1 for reference). To perform the energy optimizations, however, they have been
converted to Delocalized Coordinates [301] in order to accelerate convergence.
First, we have calculated the PES in a regular 12×12 grid of the bidimensional space
spanned by the Ramachandran angles φ and ψ, with both angles ranging from −165o to
165o in steps of 30o. This has been done by running constrained energy optimizations
at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of the theory, freezing the two Ramachandran angles at
each value of the grid, starting from geometries previously optimized at a lower level of
the theory and setting the gradient convergence criterium to OPTTOL=10−5 and the self-
consistent Hartree-Fock convergence criterium to CONV=10−6.
The results of these calculations (which took ∼ 100 days of CPU time) are 144 con-
formations that define Σ and the values of VΣ(φ, ψ) at these points (the PES itself).
Then, at each optimized point of Σ, we have calculated the Hessian matrix in the
coordinates of table 6.2 removing the rows and columns corresponding to the soft angles
φ and ψ, the result being the matrix H(φ, ψ) in eq. (6.11b). This has been done, again, at
the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of the theory, taking ∼ 140 days of CPU time.
Eqs. (6.29) and (6.32) in sec. 6.4.1 have been used to calculate the kinetic entropy
terms associated to the determinants of the mass-metric tensorsG and g, respectively. The
quantities in eq. (6.29), being simply internal coordinates, have been directly extracted
from the GAMESS output files via automated Perl scripts. On the other hand, in order
to calculate the matrix g2 in eq. (6.31) that appears in the kinetic entropy of the classical
rigid model, the Euclidean coordinates ~x ′α of the 16 atoms in the reference frame fixed in
the system, as well as their derivatives with respect to qi ≡ (φ, ψ), must be computed. For
this, two additional 12×12 grids as the one described above have been computed; one of
them displaced 2o in the positive φ-direction and the other one displaced 2o in the positive
ψ-direction. This has been done, again, at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of the theory,
starting from the optimized structures found in the computation of the PES described
above and taking ∼ 75 days of CPU time each grid. Using the values of the positions ~x ′α
in these two new grids and also in the original one, the derivatives of these quantities with
respect to the angles φ and ψ, appearing in g2, have been numerically obtained as finite
differences.
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The three calculations (the PES, the Hessian and the displaced PESs) have been re-
peated for six special points in the Ramachandran space that correspond to important
elements of secondary structure (see sec. 6.5), the total CPU time needed for computing
all correcting terms at these points has been ∼ 16 days. A total of ∼ 406 days of CPU time
has been needed to perform the whole study at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of the theory.
Finally, we have repeated all the calculations at the HF/6-31++G(d,p) level of the the-
ory in order to investigate if this less demanding method (∼ 10 days for the PES, ∼ 8 days
for the Hessians, ∼ 10 days for each displaced grid, ∼ 2 days for the special secondary
structure points, making a total of ∼ 40 days of CPU time) may be used instead of MP2
in further studies.
6.5 Results
In table 6.3, the maximum variation, the average and the standard deviation in the 12×12
grid defined in the Ramachandran space of the protected dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 are
shown for the three energy surfaces, VΣ, Fs and Fr (see eqs. (6.11) and (6.22)), for the three
correcting terms, −TS ks , −TS cs , and −TS kr and for the Fixman’s compensating potential
VF (see eq. (6.24)). All the functions have been referenced to zero in the grid.
In fig. 6.2, the Potential Energy Surface VΣ, at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of the
theory, is depicted with the reference set to zero for visual convenience111. Neither the
surfaces defined by Fs and Fr at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of the theory nor the three
energy surfaces VΣ, Fs and Fr at HF/6-31++G(d,p) are shown graphically since they are
visually very similar to the surface in fig. 6.2.
In fig. 6.3, the three correcting terms, −TS ks , −TS cs and −TS kr and the Fixman’s com-
pensating potential VF, at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of the theory, are depicted with the
reference set to zero. The analogous surfaces at the HF/6-31++G(d,p) level of the theory
are visually very similar to the ones in fig. 6.3 and have been therefore omitted.
From the results presented, one may conclude that, although the conformational de-
pendence of the correcting terms −TS ks , −TS cs and −TS kr is more than an order of mag-
nitude smaller than the conformational dependence of the Potential Energy Surface VΣ in
the worst case, if chemical accuracy (typically defined in the field of ab initio quantum
chemistry as 1 kcal/mol [287]) is sought, then they may be relevant. In fact, they are
of the order of magnitude of the differences between the energy surfaces VΣ, Fs and Fr
calculated at MP2/6-31++G(d,p) and the ones calculated at HF/6-31++G(d,p).
For the same reasons, we may conclude that, if ab initio derived potentials are used to
carry out molecular dynamics simulations of peptides, the Fixman’s compensating poten-
tial VF should be included.
Finally, regarding the relative importance of the different correcting terms −TS ks ,
−TS cs and −TS kr , the results in table 6.3 suggest that the less important one is the kinetic
entropy −TS ks of the stiff case (related to the determinant of the mass-metric tensorG) and
that the most important one is the one related to the determinant of the Hessian matrixH
of the constraining part of the potential, i.e., the conformational entropy −TS ks . The first
111 At the level of the theory used in the calculations, the minimum of VΣ(φ, ψ) in the grid is
−416.0733418995 hartree.
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Figure 6.2: Potential Energy Surface
(PES) of the model protected dipep-
tide HCO-L-Ala-NH2, computed at the
MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of the theory.
The surface has been referenced to zero
and smoothed with bicubic splines for vi-
sual convenience. The units in the z-axis
are kcal/mol.
conclusion is in agreement with the approximations typically made in the literature, the
second one, however, is not (see sec. 6.3).
Now, although the relative sizes of the conformational dependence of the different
terms may be indicative of their importance, the degree of correlation among the surfaces
is also relevant (see table 6.5). Hence, in order to arrive to more precise conclusions,
we reexamine here the results using the physically meaningful distance to compare po-
tential energy functions that has been introduced in chapter 3, being the working set of
conformations the 144 points of the grid.
In table 6.4, which contains the central results of this chapter, the distances between
some of the energy surfaces that play a role in the problem are shown. We present the
result in units of RT (at 300o K, where RT ' 0.6 kcal/mol) because, as it has already
been argued, if the distance between two different approximations of the energy of the
MP2/6-31++G(d,p) HF/6-31++G(d,p)
Max.a Ave.b Std.c Max.a Ave.b Std.c
VΣ 21.64 6.76 3.88 23.62 6.92 4.35
Fs 21.43 6.47 3.93 23.78 7.17 4.38
Fr 21.09 6.46 3.82 23.09 6.76 4.31
−TS ks 0.24 0.09 0.05 0.23 0.09 0.04
−TS cs 1.67 0.98 0.32 1.34 0.63 0.30
−TS kr 0.81 0.37 0.12 0.75 0.38 0.12
VF 1.68 0.89 0.30 1.35 0.55 0.27
Table 6.3: aMaximum variation, baverage and cstandard deviation in the 12×12 grid defined in
the Ramachandran space of the protected dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 for the three energy surfaces,
VΣ, Fs and Fr, the three correcting terms, −TS ks , −TS cs , and −TS kr and the Fixman’s compensating
potential VF. The results at both MP2/6-31++G(d,p) and HF/6-31++G(d,p) levels of the theory
are presented and all the functions have been referenced to zero in the grid. The units used are
kcal/mol.
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Figure 6.3: Ramachandran plots of the correcting terms appearing in eqs. (6.11) and (6.22),
together with the Fixman’s compensating potential defined in eq. (6.24), computed at the
MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of the theory in the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2. The surfaces
have been referenced to zero and smoothed with bicubic splines for visual convenience. The units
in the z-axes are kcal/mol.
same system is less than RT , one may safely substitute one by the other without altering
the relevant physical properties. Moreover, if one assumes that the effective energies
compared will be used to construct a polypeptide potential and that it will be designed
as simply the sum of mono-residue ones, then, the number Nres of residues up to which
one may go keeping the distance between the two approximations of the the N-residue
potential below RT is (see chapter 3):
Nres =
(
RT
d12
)2
. (6.33)
This number is also shown in table 6.4, together with the slope b12 of the linear rescal-
ing between V1 and V2 and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient [296], denoted by r12.
The results at both MP2/6-31++G(d,p) and HF/6-31++G(d,p) levels of the theory are
presented. The first three rows in each of the first two blocks are related to the classical
stiff model, the next row to the classical rigid model and the last one in each block to
the comparison between the two models. The third block in the table is associated to the
comparison between the two different levels of the theory used.
The Fs vs. VΣ row (in the first two blocks) assess the importance of the two correcting
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Corr.a V1b V2c d12d Nrese b12 f r12g
MP2/6-31++G(d,p)
−TS ks − TS cs Fs VΣ 0.74 RT 1.82 0.98 0.9967
−TS cs Fs VΣ − TS ks 0.74 RT 1.83 0.98 0.9967
−TS ks Fs VΣ − TS cs 0.11 RT 80.45 1.00 0.9999
−TS kr Fr VΣ 0.29 RT 11.62 1.01 0.9995
VF Fs Fr 0.67 RT 2.24 0.97 0.9972
HF/6-31++G(d,p)
−TS ks − TS cs Fs VΣ 0.73 RT 1.90 0.99 0.9975
−TS cs Fs VΣ − TS ks 0.71 RT 2.00 0.99 0.9976
−TS ks Fs VΣ − TS cs 0.10 RT 90.99 1.00 0.9999
−TS kr Fr VΣ 0.26 RT 14.83 1.01 0.9997
VF Fs Fr 0.61 RT 2.69 0.98 0.9982
MP2/6-31++G(d,p) vs. HF/6-31++G(d,p)
VΣ VΣ 1.25 RT 0.64 1.12 0.9925
Fs Fs 1.18 RT 0.72 1.11 0.9934
Fr Fr 1.18 RT 0.72 1.12 0.9932
Table 6.4: Comparison of different energy surfaces involved in the study of the constrained equi-
librium of the protected dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2. aCorrecting term whose importance is mea-
sured in the corresponding row, breference potential energy V1 (the ‘correct’ one, the one contain-
ing the correcting term), capproximated potential energy V2 (i.e, V1 minus the correcting term in
column a), dstatistical distance between V1 and V2, emaximum number of residues in a polypeptide
potential up to which the correcting term in column a may be omitted, f slope of the linear rescal-
ing between V1 and V2 and gPearson’s correlation coefficient. All quantities are dimensionless,
except for d12 which is given in units of the thermal energy RT at 300o K.
terms, −TS ks and −TS cs , in the stiff case. The result d12 = 0.74RT indicates that, for
the alanine dipeptide, VΣ may be used as an approximation of Fs with caution if accurate
results are sought. In fact, the low value of Nres = 1.82 < 2 shows that, if we wanted to
describe a 2-residue peptide omitting the stiff correcting terms, we would typically make
an error greater than the thermal noise in the energy differences. The next two rows in-
vestigate the effect of each one of the individual correcting terms. The conclusion that
can be extracted from them (as the relative sizes in table 6.3 already suggested) is that the
conformational entropy associated to the determinant of the Hessian matrix H is much
more relevant than the correcting term −TS ks , related to the mass-metric tensor G, allow-
ing to drop the latter up to ∼ 80 residues (according to MP2/6-31++G(d,p) calculations).
As it has been already remarked, this second conclusion is in agreement with the approx-
imations frequently done in the literature; however, it turns out that the importance of the
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V1a V2b r12c
MP2/6-31++G(d,p)
VΣ vs. −TS cs 0.1572
VΣ vs. −TS ks -0.0008
VΣ vs. −TS kr -0.3831
VΣ vs. VF 0.3334
HF/6-31++G(d,p)
VΣ vs. −TS cs 0.0682
VΣ vs. −TS ks 0.0897
VΣ vs. −TS kr -0.3544
VΣ vs. VF 0.2404
MP2/6-31++G(d,p) vs. HF/6-31++G(d,p)
−TS cs vs. −TS cs 0.9136
−TS ks vs. −TS ks 0.9808
−TS kr vs. −TS kr 0.9316
VF vs. VF 0.9217
Table 6.5: Correlation between the different correcting terms involved in the study of the con-
strained equilibrium of the protected dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2. aReference potential energy,
bapproximated potential energy, cPearson’s correlation coefficient.
Hessian-related term has been persistently underestimated (see sec. 6.3).
The Fr vs. VΣ row, in turn, shows the data associated to the kinetic entropy term
−TS kr , which is related to the determinant of the reduced mass-metric tensor g in the
classical rigid model. From the results there (d12 = 0.29RT and Nres = 11.62 at the
MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level), we can conclude that the only correction term in the rigid case
is less important than the ones in the stiff case and that VΣmay be used as an approximation
of Fr for oligopeptides of up to ∼ 12 residues.
The last row in each of the first two blocks in table 6.4 is related to the interesting
question in molecular dynamics of whether or not one should include the Fixman’s com-
pensating potential VF (see eq. (6.24)) in rigid simulations in order to obtain the stiff
equilibrium distribution, exp(−βFs), instead of the rigid one, exp(−βFr). This question is
equivalent to asking whether or not Fr is a good approximation of Fs. From the results
in the table, we can conclude that the Fixman’s potential is relevant for peptides of more
than 2 residues and its omission may cause an error greater than the thermal noise in the
energy differences.
The appreciable sizes of the different correcting terms, shown in table 6.3, together
with their low correlation with the Potential Energy Surface VΣ, presented in the first
two blocks of table 6.5, explain their considerable relevance discussed in the preceding
paragraphs.
Moreover, from the comparison of the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) and the HF/6-31++G(d,p)
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blocks, one can tell that the study herein performed may well have been done at the lower
level of the theory (if we had known) with a tenth of the computational effort (see sec. 6.4).
This fact, explained by the high correlation, presented in the third block of table 6.5, be-
tween the correcting terms calculated at the two levels, is very relevant for further studies
on more complicated dipeptides or longer chains and it indicates that the differences in
size between the different correcting terms at MP2/6-31++G(d,p) and HF/6-31++G(d,p),
which are presented in table 6.3, are mostly due to a harmless linear scaling effect similar
to the well-known empirical scale factor frequently used in ab initio vibrational analy-
sis [240, 316, 385]. This view is supported by the data in the third block of table 6.4,
related to the comparison between the energy surfaces calculated at MP2/6-31++G(d,p)
and HF/6-31++G(d,p), where the slopes b12 are consistently larger than unity.
A last conclusion that may be extracted from the block labeled ‘MP2/6-31++G(d,p)
vs. HF/6-31++G(d,p)’ in table 6.4 is that the typical error in the energy differences
(given by the distances d12) produced when one reduces the level of the theory from
MP2/6-31++G(d,p) to HF/6-31++G(d,p) is comparable (less than twice) to the error made
if the most important correcting terms of the classical constrained models studied in this
chapter are dropped. This is a useful hint for researchers interested in the conformational
analysis of peptides with quantum chemistry methods [163, 207, 210–214] and also to
those whose aim is the design and parametrization of classical force fields from ab initio
quantum mechanical calculations [159, 163, 164].
Finally, in order to enrich and qualify the analysis, a new working set of conforma-
tions, different from the 144 points of the grid in the Ramachandran space, have been
selected and the whole study has been repeated on them. These new conformations are
six important secondary structure elements which form repetitive patterns stabilized by
hydrogen bonds in polypeptides. Their conventional names and the corresponding val-
ues of the φ and ψ angles have been taken from ref. 10, have already been presented in
table 1.1 and are recalled in table 6.6 for convenience.
In fig. 6.4, the relative energies of these conformations are shown for the three relevant
potentials, VΣ, Fs and Fr, at both MP2/6-31++G(d,p) and HF/6-31++G(d,p) levels of the
theory. Since the antiparallel β-sheet is the structure with the minimum energy in all the
cases, it has been set as the reference and the rest of energies in the figure should be
regarded as relative to it.
φ ψ
α-helix −57 −47
310-helix −49 −26
pi-helix −57 −70
polyproline II −79 149
parallel β-sheet −119 113
antiparallel β-sheet −139 135
Table 6.6: Ramachandran angles (in degrees) of some important secondary structure elements in
polypeptides. Data taken from ref. 10.
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Figure 6.4: Relative energies of some important elements of secondary structure for the three
potentials VΣ, Fs and Fr, in the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 and at both MP2/6-31++G(d,p)
and HF/6-31++G(d,p) levels of the theory. The energy of the antiparallel β-sheet has been taken
as reference. The units are kcal/mol.
The meaningful assessment, using the statistical distance described above, of the typ-
ical error made in the energy differences has been also performed on this new working set
of conformations. The results are presented in table 6.7.
The distances between the free energies, Fs and Fr, and their corresponding approxi-
mations obtained dropping the correcting entropies, −TS ks , −TS cs and −TS kr , or the Fix-
man’s compensating potential VF, in the first two blocks of the table, are consistently
smaller than the ones found in the study of the grid defined in the whole Ramachandran
space (cf. table 6.4). And so are the distances between the three relevant potentials, VΣ, Fs
and Fr, calculated at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) and HF/6-31++G(d,p) levels of the theory.
Although the distance d12 used is a statistical quantity and, therefore, one must be
cautious when working with such a small set of conformations (of size six, in this case),
the conclusion drawn from this second part of the study is that, if one is interested only
in the ‘lower region’ of the Ramachandran surface, where the typical secondary structure
elements lie, then, one may safely neglect the conformational dependence of the different
correcting terms appearing in the study of the constrained equilibrium of peptides, at least
up to oligopeptides (poly-alanines) of ∼ 10 residues in the worst case (the neglect of the
Fixman’s compensating potential VF in the Fs vs. Fr comparison at MP2/6-31++G(d,p)).
This difference between the two working set of conformations may be explained look-
ing at one of the ways of expressing the distance d12 (eq. (3.12a) in chapter 3, which we
repeat here):
d12 =
√
2σ2(1 − r212)1/2 , (6.34)
where r12 is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the potential energies de-
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Corr.a V1b V2c d12d Nrese b12 f r12g
MP2/6-31++G(d,p)
−TS ks − TS cs Fs VΣ 0.22 RT 19.72 0.99 0.9990
−TS cs Fs VΣ − TS ks 0.26 RT 14.07 0.98 0.9985
−TS ks Fs VΣ − TS cs 0.06 RT 298.13 1.01 0.9999
−TS kr Fr VΣ 0.20 RT 25.64 0.99 0.9992
VF Fs Fr 0.34 RT 8.73 0.99 0.9977
HF/6-31++G(d,p)
−TS ks − TS cs Fs VΣ 0.14 RT 47.94 1.00 0.9997
−TS cs Fs VΣ − TS ks 0.15 RT 46.12 1.00 0.9997
−TS ks Fs VΣ − TS cs 0.05 RT 380.30 1.00 0.9999
−TS kr Fr VΣ 0.15 RT 41.85 0.99 0.9997
VF Fs Fr 0.18 RT 30.12 1.01 0.9996
MP2/6-31++G(d,p) vs. HF/6-31++G(d,p)
VΣ VΣ 0.77 RT 1.68 1.28 0.9929
Fs Fs 0.77 RT 1.69 1.26 0.9928
Fr Fr 0.71 RT 1.96 1.28 0.9939
Table 6.7: Comparison of different approximations to the energies of some important elements
of secondary structure (see table 6.6) in the study of the constrained equilibrium of the protected
dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2. See the caption of table 6.4 for an explanation of the keys in the
different columns.
noted by V1 and V2 and σ2 is the standard deviation in the values of V2 on the relevant
working set of conformations.
This last quantity, σ2, is the responsible of the differences between tables 6.4 and 6.7,
since the set of conformations comprised by the six secondary structure elements in ta-
ble 6.6 spans a smaller energy range than the whole PES in fig. 6.2 (or Fs, or Fr, which
have very similar variations). Accordingly, the dispersion in the energy values is smaller:
σ2 ' 2 kcal/mol in the case of the secondary structure elements and σ2 ' 4 kcal/mol for
the grid in the whole Ramachandran space (see table 6.3). Since the correlation coefficient
in both cases are of similar magnitude, the differences in σ2 produce a smaller distance d12
for the second set of conformations studied, i.e., a smaller typical error made in the en-
ergy differences when omitting the correcting terms derived from the consideration of
constraints.
To end this section, an important remark: Although this ‘lower region’ of the Ra-
machandran space contains the most relevant secondary structure elements (which are
also the most commonly found in experimentally resolved native structures of proteins
[41, 52, 386, 387]) and may be the only region explored in the dynamical or thermody-
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namical study of small peptides, if the aim is the design of effective potentials for com-
puter simulation of polypeptides [159, 163, 164], then, some caution is recommended,
since long-range interactions in the sequence may temporarily compensate local energy
penalizations and the higher regions of the energy surfaces studied could be important in
transition states or in some relevant dynamical paths of the system.
In the following section, the many results discussed in the preceding paragraphs are
summarized.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the theory of classical constrained equilibrium has been collected for the
stiff and rigid models. The pertinent correcting terms, which may be regarded as effec-
tive entropies, as well as the Fixman’s compensating potential, have been derived and
theoretically discussed (see eqs. (6.11), (6.22) and (6.24), together with the formulae in
sec. 6.4.1). In addition, the common approximation of considering that, for typical in-
ternals, the equilibrium values of the hard coordinates do not depend on the soft ones,
has also been discussed and related to the rest of simplifications. The treatment of the
assumptions in the literature is thoroughly reviewed and discussed in sec. 6.3.
In the central part of the work presented in this chapter (sec. 6.5), the relevance of
the different correcting terms has been assessed in the case of the model dipeptide HCO-
L-Ala-NH2, with quantum mechanical calculations including electron correlation. Also,
the possibility of performing analogous studies at the less demanding Hartree-Fock level
of the theory has been investigated. The results found are summarized in the following
points:
• In Monte Carlo simulations of the classical stiff model at room temperature, the
effective entropy −TS ks , associated to the determinant of the mass-metric tensor G,
may be neglected for peptides of up to ∼ 80 residues. Its maximum variation in the
Ramachandran space is 0.24 kcal/mol.
• In Monte Carlo simulations of the classical stiff model at room temperature, the
effective entropy −TS cs , associated to the determinant of the Hessian H of the
constraining part of the potential, should be included for peptides of more than
2 residues. Its maximum variation in the Ramachandran space is 1.67 kcal/mol.
• In Monte Carlo simulations of the classical rigid model at room temperature, the
effective entropy −TS kr , associated to the determinant of the reduced mass-metric
tensor g, may be neglected for peptides of up to ∼ 12 residues. Its maximum varia-
tion in the Ramachandran space is 0.81 kcal/mol.
• In rigid molecular dynamics simulations intended to yield the stiff equilibrium dis-
tribution at room temperature, the Fixman’s compensating potential VF should be
included for peptides of more than 2 residues. Its maximum variation in the Ra-
machandran space is 1.68 kcal/mol.
• If the assumption that only the more stable region of the Ramachandran space,
where the principal elements of secondary structure lie, is relevant, then, the im-
portance of the correcting terms decreases and the limiting number of residues in a
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polypeptide potential up to which they may be omitted is approximately four times
larger in each of the previous points.
• In both cases (i.e., either if the whole Ramachandran space is considered relevant,
or only the lower region), the errors made if the most important correcting terms are
neglected are of the same order of magnitude as the errors due to a decrease in the
level of theory from MP2/6-31++G(d,p) to HF/6-31++G(d,p).
• The whole study of the relevance of the different correcting terms (or future analo-
gous investigations) may be performed at the HF/6-31++G(d,p) level of the theory,
yielding very similar results to the ones obtained at MP2/6-31++G(d,p) and using
a tenth of the computational effort.
To end this discussion, some qualifications should be made. On the one hand, the
conclusions above refer to the case in which a classical potential directly extracted from
the quantum mechanical (Born-Oppenheimer) one is used; for the considerably simpler
force fields typically used for macromolecular simulations, the study should be repeated
and different results may be obtained. On the other hand, the investigation performed in
this chapter has been done in one of the simplest dipeptides; both its isolated character
and the relatively small size of its side chain play a role in the results obtained. Hence, for
bulkier residues included in polypeptides, these conclusions should be approached with
caution and much interesting work remains to be done.

Chapter 7
Efficient model chemistries for peptides.
Split-valence Gaussian basis sets and
the heterolevel approximation.
As soon as an Analytical Engine exists, it will
necessarily guide the future course of the sci-
ence. Whenever any result is sought by its aid,
the question will then arise — what course of
calculation can these results be arrived at by the
machine in the shortest time? [388]
— Charles Babbage, 1864
7.1 Introduction
The study and characterization of the conformational behaviour of oligopeptides [163,
245, 389, 390] and, specially, dipeptides [163, 207–215] is an unavoidable first step in any
bottom-up approach to the protein folding problem (see refs. 74, 87, 107, 111, 112 and
chapter 1 for an introduction to it). Although classical force fields [104, 105, 117–126] are
the only computationally feasible choice for simulating large molecules at present, they
have been shown to yield inaccurate potential energy surfaces (PESs) for dipeptides [208]
and it is widely recognized that they are unable to capture the fine details needed to cor-
rectly describe the intricacies of the whole protein folding process [33, 84, 98, 100, 158–
161]. On the other hand, albeit prohibitively demanding in terms of computational re-
sources, ab initio quantum mechanical calculations (see chapter 2) are not only regarded
as the correct physical description that in the long run will be the preferred choice to di-
rectly tackle proteins (given the exponential growth of computer power; see fig. 1.2d), but
they are also used in small peptides as the reference against which less accurate methods
must be compared [163, 208] in order to parameterize additive, classical force fields for
polypeptides.
Now, despite the sound theoretical basis, in practical quantum chemistry calculations a
plethora of approximations must be typically made if one wants to obtain the final results
in a reasonable human time. The exact ‘recipe’ that includes all the assumptions and steps
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needed to calculate the relevant observables for any molecular system has been termed
model chemistry (MC) by John Pople. In his own words, a MC is an “approximate but
well-defined general and continuous mathematical procedure of simulation” [220].
The two starting approximations to the exact Schro¨dinger equation that a MC must
contain have been described in chapter 2 and they are, first, the truncation of the N-
electron space (in wavefunction-based methods) or the choice of the functional (in DFT)
and, second, the truncation of the one-electron space, via the LCAO scheme (in both
cases). The extent up to which the first truncation is carried (or the functional chosen
in the case of DFT) is commonly called the method and it is denoted by acronyms such
as RHF, MP2, B3LYP, CCSD(T), FCI, etc., whereas the second truncation is embodied
in the definition of a finite set of atom-centered Gaussian functions termed basis set (see
sec. 2.9), which is also designated by conventional short names, such as 6-31+G(d), TZP
or cc-pVTZ(–f). If we denote the method by a capital M and the basis set by a B, the
specification of both shall be denoted by M/B and called a level of the theory. Typical
examples of this are RHF/3-21G or MP2/cc-VDZ.
Such levels of the theory are, by themselves, valid model chemistries, however, it is
very common [163, 207, 246, 255] to use different levels to perform, first, a possibly
constrained geometry optimization and, then, a single-point energy calculation on the
resulting structures. If we denote by Li := Mi/Bi a given level of the theory, this ‘mixed’
calculation is indicated by LE//LG, where the level LE at which the single-point energy
calculation is performed is written first [220]. Herein, if LE , LG, we shall call LE//LG an
heterolevel model chemistry; whereas, if LE = LG it will be termed a homolevel one, and
it will be typically abbreviated omitting the ‘double slash’ notation.
Apart from the approximations described above, which are the most commonly used
and the only ones that are considered in this chapter, the model chemistry concept may
include a lot of additional features: protocols for extrapolating to the infinite-basis set limit
[219, 391–394], additivity assumptions [395–398], extrapolations of the Møller-Plesset
series to infinite order [399], removal of the so-called basis set superposition error (BSSE)
[400–406], etc. The reason behind most of these techniques is the urging need to reduce
the computational cost (and hence the price) of the calculations. For example, in the case
of the heterolevel approximation, this economy principle forces the level LE at which the
single-point energy calculation is performed to be more accurate and more numerically
demanding than LG; the reason being simply that, while we must compute the energy only
once at LE, we need to calculate several times the energy and its gradient with respect to
the unconstrained internal nuclear coordinates at level LG (the actual number depending
on the starting structure, the algorithms used and the size of the system). Therefore, it
would be pointless to use an heterolevel model chemistry LE//LG in which LG is more
expensive than LE, since, at the end of the geometry optimization, the energy at level LE
is available.
Now, although general applicability is a requirement that all model chemistries must
satisfy, general accuracy is not mandatory. The truth is that the different procedures that
conform a given MC are typically parameterized and tested in very particular systems,
which are often small molecules. Therefore, the validity of the approximations outside
that native range of problems must be always questioned and checked, and, while the
computational cost of a given model chemistry is easy to evaluate, its expected accuracy
on a particular problem could be difficult to predict a priori, specially if we are dealing
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with large molecules in which interactions in very different energy scales are playing a
role. The description of the conformational behaviour of peptides (or, more generally,
flexible organic species), via their potential energy surfaces in terms of the soft internal
coordinates, is one of such problems and the one that is treated in this chapter.
Our aim is here is to provide an exhaustive study of the Restricted Hartree Fock (RHF)
andMøller-Plesset 2 (MP2) methods (described in chapter 2), using the split-valence fam-
ily of basis sets devised by Pople and collaborators [231–238]. To this end, we compare
the PES of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see appendix E and fig. 7.1) calculated
with a large number of homo- and heterolevels, and assess the efficiency of the different
model chemistries by comparison with a reference PESs.
Special interest is devoted to the evaluation of the influence of polarization and diffuse
functions in the basis sets, distinguishing between those placed at heavy atoms and those
placed at hydrogens, as well as the effect of different contraction and valence-splitting
schemes.
The second objective of this study, and probably the main one, is the investigation of
the heterolevel assumption, which is defined here to be that which states that heterolevel
model chemistries are more efficient than homolevel ones. The heterolevel assumption is
very commonly assumed in the literature [163, 246, 255], but it is seldom checked. As far
as we know, the only tests for peptides or related systems, have been performed using a
small number of conformers [242, 243], and this is the first time that this potentially very
economical approximation is tested in full PESs.
In sec. 7.2.1, the methodological details regarding the quantum mechanical calcula-
tions performed in this work are provided. In sec. 7.2.2, a brief summary of the meaning
and the properties of the distance introduced in chapter 3 is given for reference. Next,
in sec. 7.2.3, we discuss the rules and criteria that have been used in order to reasonably
sample the enormous space of all Pople’s basis sets. In sec. 7.3, the main results of the
investigation are presented. For convenience, they are organized into four different sub-
sections: in sec. 7.3.1, a RHF//RHF-intramethod study is performed, whereas the MP2
analogous is presented in sec. 7.3.2. In sec. 7.3.3, a small interlude is dedicated to reflect
on the general ideas and concepts underlying an investigation such as this one, and also
to compare the RHF and MP2 results obtained in the previous two sections. In sec. 7.3.4,
heterolevel model chemistries in which the geometry is calculated at RHF and the energy
at MP2 are evaluated. Finally, sec. 7.4 is devoted to give a brief summary of the most
important conclusions of the work.
7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Quantum mechanical calculations and internal coordinates
All ab initio quantum mechanical calculations have been performed using the Gaussian03
program [49] under Linux and in 3.20 GHz PIV machines with 2 GB RAM memory.
The internal coordinates used for the Z-matrix of the HCO-L-Ala-NH2 dipeptide in the
Gaussian03 input files (automatically generated with Perl scripts) are the SASMIC ones
introduced in chapter 4, and which are again presented in table 7.1 (see also fig. 7.1
for reference). For the geometry optimizations, the SASMIC scheme has been used too
(Opt=Z-matrix option) instead of the default redundant internal coordinates provided by
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Atom name Bond length Bond angle Dihedral angle
H1
C2 (2,1)
N3 (3,2) (3,2,1)
O4 (4,2) (4,2,1) (4,2,1,3)
C5 (5,3) (5,3,2) (5,3,2,1)
H6 (6,3) (6,3,2) (6,3,2,5)
C7 (7,5) (7,5,3) φ :=(7,5,3,2)
C8 (8,5) (8,5,3) (8,5,3,7)
H9 (9,5) (9,5,3) (9,5,3,7)
H10 (10,8) (10,8,5) (10,8,5,3)
H11 (11,8) (11,8,5) (11,8,5,10)
H12 (12,8) (12,8,5) (12,8,5,10)
N13 (13,7) (13,7,5) ψ :=(13,7,5,3)
O14 (14,7) (14,7,5) (14,7,5,13)
H15 (15,13) (15,13,7) (15,13,7,5)
H16 (16,13) (16,13,7) (16,13,7,15)
Table 7.1: Internal coordinates in Z-matrix form of the protected dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2
according to the SASMIC scheme introduced in chapter 4. The numbering of the atoms is that in
fig. 7.1, and the soft Ramachandran angles φ and ψ are indicated.
Gaussian03, since we have seen that, when soft coordinates, such as the Ramachandran
angles, are held fixed and mostly hard coordinates are let vary, the use of the SASMIC
scheme slightly reduces the time to converge with respect to the redundant internals (for
unconstrained optimizations, on the other hand, the redundant coordinates seem to slightly
outperform the SASMIC ones).
All PESs in this study have been discretized into a regular 12×12 grid in the bidimen-
sional space spanned by the Ramachandran angles φ and ψ, with both of them ranging
from −165o to 165o in steps of 30o.
To calculate the geometry at a particular level of the theory, we have run constrained
energy optimizations at each point of the grid, freezing the two Ramachandran angles
Figure 7.1: Atom numeration of the protected
dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 according to the
SASMIC scheme introduced in chapter 4 (see
also appendix E). The soft Ramachandran an-
gles φ and ψ are also indicated.
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φ and ψ at the corresponding values, and, in order to save computational resources, the
starting structures were taken, when possible, from PESs previously optimized at a lower
level of the theory. The convergence criterium for RHF optimizations has been set to
Opt=Tight, while, in the case ofMP2, an intermediate option of IOp(1/7=100) has been
used (note that Opt=Tight corresponds to IOp(1/7=10), whereas the default criterium
is IOp(1/7=300)). The resulting geometries have been automatically extracted by Perl
scripts and used to construct the input files for the heterolevel calculations.
The self-consistent Hartree-Fock convergence criterium have been set in all cases to
SCF=(Conver=10) (tighter than SCF=Tight) and the MP2 calculations have been per-
formed in the (default) frozen-core approximation (see sec. 2.10).
At the Hartree-Fock level, 142 potential energy surfaces have been calculated, taking
a total of ∼ 3.7 years of CPU time, whereas, at MP2, 35 PESs have been computed and
the time invested amounts to ∼ 4.5 years, from which, the highest level PES computed
in this study, the MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd) one depicted in fig 7.7, has taken ∼ 3 years
of computer time. Finally, 88 PESs have been calculated with MP2//RHF-intermethod
model chemistries, taking ∼ 6 months. In total, 265 potential energy surfaces of the
model dipeptide formyl-L-alanine-amide have been computed for this study, taking ∼ 8.7
years of CPU time.
Finally, let us note that the correcting terms coming from mass-metric tensors deter-
minants have not been included in this study for obvious computational reasons. Due to
the conclusions arrived in chapter 6, one of the future research directions that must be fol-
lowed is precisely the exploration of their influence in the relative efficiency of the model
chemistries studied here.
7.2.2 Physically meaningful distance
In order to compare the PESs produced by the different (homo- and heterolevel) model
chemistries, the distance introduced in chapter 3 has been used. Let us recall here that
this distance, denoted by d12, profits from the complex nature of the system studied to
compare any two different potential energy functions, V1 and V2, and, from a working set
of conformations (in this case, the 144 points of each PES), it statistically measures the
typical error that one makes in the energy differences if V2 is used instead of the more
accurate V1, admitting a linear rescaling and a shift in the energy reference.
This distance, which has energy units, presents better properties than other quantities
customarily used to perform these comparisons, such as the energy RMSD, the average
energy error, etc., and it may be related to the Pearson’s correlation coefficient r12 by
d12 =
√
2σ2(1 − r212)1/2 , (7.1)
where σ2 is the standard deviation of V2.
Also, due to its physical meaning, it has been argued in chapter 3 that, if the distance
between two different approximations of the energy of the same system is less than RT ,
one may safely substitute one by the other without altering the relevant dynamical or
thermodynamical behaviour. Consequently, we shall present the results in units of RT (at
300o K, so that RT ' 0.6 kcal/mol).
Finally, if one assumes that the effective energies compared will be used to construct
a polypeptide potential and that it will be designed as simply the sum of mono-residue
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ones (as a first exploratory approximation), then, the number Nres of residues up to which
one may go keeping the distance d12 between the two approximations of the the N-residue
potential below RT is
Nres =
(
RT
d12
)2
. (7.2)
Now, according to the value taken by Nres for a comparison between a fixed reference
PES, denoted by V1, and a candidate approximation, denoted by V2, we divide all the
efficiency plots in sec 7.3 in three regions depending on the accuracy: the protein region,
corresponding to 0 < d12 ≤ 0.1RT , or, equivalently, to 100 ≤ Nres < ∞; the peptide region,
corresponding to 0.1RT < d12 ≤ RT , or 1 ≤ Nres < 100; and, finally, the inaccurate
region, where d12 > RT , and even for a dipeptide it is not advisable to use V2 as an
approximation to V1.
7.2.3 Basis set selection
In the whole study presented in this chapter, only Pople’s split-valence basis sets [231–
238] have been investigated. Among the many reasons behind this choice, we would like
to mention the following ones:
• They are very popular and they are implemented in almost every quantum chemistry
package, in such a way that they are readily available for most researchers and the
results here may be easily checked or extended.
• There exist a lot of data calculated using these basis sets in the literature, so that the
knowledge about their behaviour in different problems is constantly growing and
may also be enriched by the study presented here.
• Pople’s split-valence basis sets incorporate, and hence allow to investigate, most of
the features and improvements that are commonly used in the literature, such as
contraction, valence-splitting, diffuse functions and polarizations.
• The number of different basis sets available is very large (see, for example the
EMSL database at http://www.emsl.pnl.gov/forms/basisform.html), so
that, for obvious computational reasons, one cannot explore them all, and some
choice must be made.
Now, even restricting oneself to this particular family of basis sets, the number of
variants that can be formed by independently adding each type of diffuse or polarization
function to each one of the basic 6-31G and 6-311G sets is huge (to get to the sought point,
there is no need to consider the addition of functions to 3-21G, 4-31G, etc.). Using that
the largest set of diffuse and polarization shells that we may add is the ‘++G(3df,3pd)’
one [234], we can express the different basis sets that may be constructed as a product of
all the independent possibilities:
{
6-31G, 6-311G
}
×
{
· ,+
}
heavy
×
{
· ,+
}
hydrogen
×
{
· , d, 2d, 3d
}
heavy
×
{
· , p, 2p, 3p
}
hydrogen
×
{
· , f
}
heavy
×
{
· , d
}
hydrogen
, (7.3)
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First-stage, rules-complying basis sets (24)
3-21G 6-31G 6-311G
3-21G(d,p) 6-31G(d,p) 6-311G(d,p)
3-21++G 6-31G(2d,2p) 6-311G(2d,2p)
3-21++G(d,p) 6-31G(2df,2pd) 6-311G(2df,2pd)
4-31G 6-31++G 6-311++G
4-31G(d,p) 6-31++G(d,p) 6-311++G(d,p)
4-31++G 6-31++G(2d,2p) 6-311++G(2d,2p)
4-31++G(d,p) 6-31++G(2df,2pd) 6-311++G(2df,2pd)
First violation of the rules (5)
6-31+G(d,p) 6-31++G(d) 6-31G(f,d)
6-31 ·+G(d,p) 6-31++G( · ,p)
Second violation of the rules (10)
4-31G(d) 6-311G(d) 6-31G(d)
4-31+G(d) 6-311+G(d) 6-31+G(d)
4-31+G(d,p) 6-311+G(d,p)
4-31++G(d) 6-311++G(d)
Table 7.2: Basis sets investigated in this chapter. They are organized in three groups: in the first
one, we have the basis sets that comply with some heuristic restrictions commonly found in the
literature; in the second group, these restrictions are broken in an exploratory manner; finally, in
the third group, 10 new basis sets are selected according to what has been learned by violating the
rules. The number of basis sets in each group is shown in brackets, the dot · is used to indicate
that no shell of a particular type is added to the heavy atoms, and the largest basis set is written in
bold face. See also fig. 7.2.
where the dot · indicates, here, that no function is added from a particular group.
Therefore, there are 2 × 2 × 2 × 4 × 4 × 2 × 2 = 512 different Pople’s split-valence
basis sets just considering the 6-31G and 6-311G families. This number is prohibitively
large to carry out a full study even at the RHF level, so that, here, the following strategy
has been devised to render the investigation feasible:
To begin with, we impose several constraints on the basis sets that will be considered
in a first stage:
(i) The maximum set of diffuse and polarization shells added is ‘++G(2df,2pd)’, in-
stead of ‘++G(3df,3pd)’. This is consistent with the thumb-rule concept of bal-
ance [177], according to which, the most efficient (balanced) basis sets are typi-
cally those that contain, for each angular momentum l, one shell more than the ones
included for l + 1; so that 6-311++G(3df,3pd), for example, should be regarded as
unbalanced.
(ii) There must be the same number and type of shells in hydrogens as in heavy atoms.
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Figure 7.2: Basis sets investigated in
this chapter. They are organized in three
groups: in the first one, depicted as black
circles, we have the basis sets that com-
ply with some heuristic restrictions com-
monly found in the literature; in the sec-
ond group, represented as grey-filled cir-
cles, these restrictions are broken in an
exploratory manner; finally, in the third
group, shown as white-filled circles, 10
new basis sets are selected according to
what has been learned by violating the
rules. In (a), a general view of all the 39
basis sets is presented, while in (b), the
left-most region of the 6-31 family has
been enlarged so that the basis sets be-
longing to the second and third groups
could be more easily appreciated. The
dot · is used to indicate that no shell of
a particular type is added to the heavy
atoms, and the geometric arrangement of
the basis sets has no deep meaning what-
soever, it is only intended to provide vi-
sual comfort. See also table 7.2.
This has to be interpreted in the proper way: for example, if we add two d-type
polarization shells to the heavy atoms, we must add two p-type ones to hydrogens.
They are of the same type in the sense that they are one momentum angular unit
larger than the largest one in the respective valence shell.
(iii) The higher angular momentum f-type (for heavy atoms) and d-type shells (for hy-
drogens), are not included unless the lower polarizations are doubly split, i.e., un-
less we have already included the (2d,2p)-shells. This is again consistent with the
balance rule mentioned in point (i).
(iv) The investigation of smaller basis sets is restricted to the 3-21G and 4-31G families
and the largest set of extra shells that is added to them is ‘++G(d,p)’. For consis-
tence, the diffuse and polarization functions used for 3-21G and 4-31G are the same
as the ones for 6-31G and 6-311G [233, 234, 237, 238].
These rules, most of which are typically obeyed (often tacitly[207, 242, 243]) in the
literature [396], produce the list of 24 basis sets labeled as ‘First-stage, rules-complying
basis sets’ in table 7.2 and depicted as black circles in fig. 7.2.
Even if their exhaustive study is already a demanding computational task and the
space of all Pople’s split-valence basis sets may be thought to be reasonably sampled by
this ‘first-stage’ group, we wanted to check the validity of some of the rules, since, in
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the same spirit of the arguments given in the introduction, what is good for a particular
system or a particular purpose is not necessarily good for a different one, which may be
far away from the native playground where the methods have been traditionally tested and
parameterized. Therefore, to this end, we have chosen the medium-sized and reasonably
RHF-efficient 6-31++G(d,p) basis set (see sec. 7.3.1), and we have modified it in order to
break restrictions (ii) and (iii). On the one hand, as representants of breaking rule (ii), we
have selected the basis sets 6-31+G(d,p), 6-31++G(d), 6-31 ·+G(d,p) and 6-31++G( · ,p),
where, in the first two cases, a diffuse and a polarization shell has been respectively re-
moved from the hydrogens, while, in the last two ones, the removal has been carried out
on the heavy atoms. This second modification is so unusual (in fact, we have not found
any work where it is performed) that there is no notation for it in the literature; herein, a
dot · is used in the place where the unexisting heavy-atom shell would appear. On the
other hand, as a representant of breaking rule (iii), we have selected 6-31G(f,d). This new
group of 5 basis sets is labeled as ‘First violation of the rules’ in table 7.2 and depicted
as grey-filled circles in fig. 7.2. We have decided to violate neither rule (i), mainly for
computational reasons, nor rule (iv), due to the fact that the study of the smaller basis sets
was intended to be only exploratory (and, in any case, the 3-21G and 4-31G families have
proved to be rather inefficient for this problem; see sec. 7.3).
The conclusions extracted from the study of the ‘first violation of the rules’ group
within RHF are discussed later, however, it suffices to say for the moment that we learn
from them that breaking rule (iii) is not advantageous, and that one may benefit from
breaking rule (ii) only if the functions are removed from the hydrogens. Therefore, in the
final step of the selection of the basis sets that shall be investigated, we include a new
group of 10 basis sets which come from removing diffuse and/or polarization shells from
some of the most efficient ones in the other two groups. This new block is labeled as
‘Second violation of the rules’ in table 7.2 and depicted as white-filled circles in fig. 7.2.
The basis sets used in the RHF part of the study are those in table 7.2, whereas, in
the MP2 part, we have considered the smaller subgroup that may be found in table 7.4
(see also fig. 7.2). All of them have been taken from the Gaussian03 internally stored
library except for 6-31 ·+G(d,p), 6-31++G( · ,p) and all the basis sets extracted from the
3-21G and 4-31G ones by adding extra functions. The first two have no accepted notation
and cannot be specified in the program, while the ones derived from 3-21G and 4-31G
have been constructed, for consistence, using the diffuse and/or polarization shells of
the 6-31G and 6-311G families. For these exceptions, the data has been taken from the
EMSL repository at http://www.emsl.pnl.gov/forms/basisform.html (see also
footnote 68 in chapter 2) and the basis sets have been read using the Gen keyword. In all
cases, spherical GTOs have been preferred, thus having 5 d-type and 7 f-type functions
per shell (see sec. 2.9).
7.3 Results
7.3.1 RHF//RHF-intramethod model chemistries
The study in this chapter begins by performing an exhaustive comparison of all the ho-
molevel MCs and most of the heterolevel ones that can be constructed using the 39 dif-
ferent basis sets described above and within the RHF method. The original aim was to
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identify the most efficient basis sets for doing geometry optimizations and those that per-
form best for single-point energy calculations, in order to extract the information needed
to carry out, in successive stages, a (necessarily) more restrictive study of MP2//MP2 and
MP2//RHF model chemistries. However, due to the considerations made in sec. 7.3.3, all
mentions to the accuracy of any given MC in this section must be understood as relative
to the RHF//RHF reference, and not to the (surely better) MP2//MP2 one or to the exact
result. In this spirit, this part of the study should be regarded as an evaluation of the most
efficient model chemistries for approximating the infinite basis set Hartree-Fock limit (for
which the best RHF//RHF homolevel here is probably a good reference), and also as a
way of introducing the relevant concepts and the systematic approach that shall be used
in the rest of the computationally more useful sections.
Having this in mind, the efficiency of a particular MC is laxly defined as a balance
between accuracy (in terms of the distance introduced in sec. 7.2.2) and computational
cost (in terms of time). It is graphically extracted from the efficiency plots, where the
distance d12 between any given model chemistry and a reference one is shown in units
of RT in the x-axis, while, in the y-axis, one can find in logarithmic scale the average
computational time taken for each model chemistry, per point of the 12×12 grid defined
in the Ramachandran space of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (see the following
pages for several examples). As a general thumb-rule, we shall consider a MC to be more
efficient for approximating the reference when it is placed closer to the origin of coor-
dinates in the efficiency plot. This approach is intentionally non-rigorous due to the fact
that many factors exist, such as the algorithms used, the actual details of the computers
(frequency of the processor, size of the RAM and cache memories, system bus velocity,
disk access velocity, operating system, libraries, etc.), the starting guesses for the SCF
orbitals, the starting structures in geometry optimizations, etc., which influence the com-
putational time but may vary from one practical calculation to another. Taking this into
account, the only conclusions that shall be drawn in this chapter about the relative effi-
ciency of the model chemistries studied are those deduced from strong signals in the plots
and, therefore, those that can be extrapolated to future calculations; the small details shall
be typically neglected.
The efficiency plots that we will discuss in this section are the ones used to compare
RHF//RHF-intramethod homo- and heterolevel model chemistries with the RHF reference,
defined as the homolevel MC with the largest basis set, i.e., RHF/6-311++G(2df,2pd)
(since, in this section, there is no possible ambiguity, the levels shall be denoted in what
follows omitting the ‘RHF’ keyword and specifying only the basis set). The plots corre-
sponding to this first intramethod part comprise the figures from 7.3 to 7.6.
In fig. 7.3, the homolevel MCs corresponding to all the basis sets in table 7.2 are
compared to the reference one. In fig. 7.3a, a general picture is presented, whereas, in
fig. 7.3b, a detailed zoom of the most efficient region of the plot is shown. It takes an
average of ∼ 30 hours per grid point112 to calculate the PES of the model dipeptide HCO-
L-Ala-NH2 at the reference homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd); this time is denoted by tbest
and the most efficient region is defined as that in which d12 < RT and t < 10% of tbest. Ad-
ditionally, we indicate in the plots the peptide region (0.1RT < d12 ≤ RT ), containing the
112 The time per point for homolevels is calculated assuming that all geometry optimizations take 20
iterations to converge. This is done in order to avoid the ambiguity due to the choice of the starting structures
and it allows to place all MCs on a more equivalent footing.
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Figure 7.3: Efficiency plots of the RHF-homolevel model chemistries corresponding to the basis
sets in table 7.2. In the x-axis, we show the distance d12, in units of RT at 300o K, between any
given model chemistry and the reference one (indicated by an encircled point), while, in the y-axis,
we present in logarithmic scale the average computational time taken for each model chemistry,
per point of the 12×12 grid defined in the Ramachandran space of the model dipeptide HCO-L-
Ala-NH2. (a)General view containing all basis sets. (b)Detailed zoom of the most efficient region
of the plot (d12 < RT and t < 10% of tbest).
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MCs that may correctly approximate the reference one for chains of 1–100 residues, and
the protein region (0 < d12 ≤ 0.1RT ), including theMCs that are accurate for polypeptides
over 100 residues (see sec. 7.2).
From these two plots, several conclusions may be drawn:
• Regarding the check of rules (ii) and (iii) via the basis sets in the second group
in table 7.2, we see that 6-31+G(d,p) is more efficient than the 6-31++G(d,p) one
(it is cheaper and, despite being smaller, more accurate!113), that 6-31++G(d) is as
efficient as the most efficient basis sets of the rules-complying group (being outper-
formed only by some of the ones in the third group in table 7.2), that 6-31 ·+G(d,p)
has drifted a little towards the inefficiency region and that that the 6-31++G( · ,p) is
well deep in it. This suggests that it may be profitable to break rule (ii) but only in
the direction of removing shells from the hydrogens, and not from the heavy atoms,
which is in agreement with the common practice in the literature based on the intu-
ition that ‘hydrogens are typically more passive atoms sitting at the end of bonds’
[177]. On the other hand, 6-31G(f,d) turns out to be very inefficient, being about
as accurate as the simple 6-31G basis set but far more expensive. This confirms
that it is a good idea to follow restriction (iii), which is consistent with the already
mentioned thumb-rule of basis set ‘balance’ [177].
• The whole 3-21G family of basis sets is very inefficient. Only the 3-21++G(d,p)
one lies in the accurate region and, anyway, it is less efficient than most of the other
basis sets there.
• Contrarily, the 4-31G family results are quite parallel to and only slightly worse
than those of the 6-31G family, suggesting that, to account for conformational en-
ergy differences within the RHF method, the contraction of valence orbitals is more
important than the contraction of the core ones if homolevel model chemistries are
used.
• In fig. 7.3a, we can notice the existence of a gap in the values of the distance d12
that lies around d12 = RT and that separates the model chemistries in two groups.
Notably, all the basis sets in the most accurate group share a common characteristic:
they contain heavy atoms polarization functions, whereas those in the inaccurate
group do not, with the only exceptions of 3-21G(d,p) and 6-31G(f,d), whose bad
quality has been explained in the previous points for other reasons.
• All the basis sets with extra polarizations, (2d,2p) or (2df,2pd), and no diffuse func-
tions are less efficient than their diffuse functions-containing counterparts.
• Out of some of the specially inefficient cases discussed in the preceding points,
the addition of diffuse functions to singly-polarized ((d) or (d,p)) basis sets always
increases the accuracy.
• The only basis set whose homolevel MC lies in the protein region is the expensive
6-31++G(2df,2pd).
113 Note that the Hartree-Fock method has a variational origin (see sec. 2.7), in such a way that, if we were
interested in the absolute value of the energy, and not in the energy differences, an enlargement of the basis
set would always improve the results.
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Figure 7.4: Efficiency plots of the RHF-heterolevel model chemistries LbestE //L
i
G obtained com-
puting the geometries with all the basis sets in table 7.2 but the largest one and then performing a
single-point energy calculation at the best level of the theory, Lbest :=6-311++G(2df,2pd), on each
one of them. In the x-axis, we show the distance d12, in units of RT at 300o K, between any given
model chemistry and the reference one (the homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd), indicated by an encir-
cled point), while, in the y-axis, we present in logarithmic scale the average computational time
taken for each model chemistry, per point of the 12×12 grid defined in the Ramachandran space
of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2. (a) General view containing all basis sets. (b) Detailed
zoom of the most efficient region of the plot (d12 < RT and t < 20% of tbest).
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• If we look at the most efficient basis sets (those that lie at the lower-left envelope
of the ‘cloud’ of points), we can see that no accumulation point is reached, i.e.,
that, although the distance between 6-311++G(2df,2pd) and 6-31++G(2df,2pd) is
small enough to consider that we are close to the Hartree-Fock limit for this par-
ticular problem (see chapter 2), if the basis set is intelligently enlarged, we obtain
increasingly better model chemistries.
• For less than 10% the cost of the reference calculation, some particularly efficient
basis sets for RHF-homolevel model chemistries that can be used without altering
the relevant conformational behaviour of short peptides (i.e., whose distance d12
with 6-311++G(2df,2pd) is less than RT ) are 6-31+G(d,p), 6-31+G(d), 4-31+G(d)
and 6-31G(d).
Next, in fig. 7.4, the reference homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd) is compared to the
RHF//RHF-intramethod-heterolevel model chemistries LbestE //L
i
G obtained computing the
geometries with the 38 remaining basis sets in table 7.2 and then performing a single-point
energy calculation at the best level of the theory, Lbest :=6-311++G(2df,2pd), on each one
of them. The aim of this comparison is twofold: on the one hand, we want to measure the
relative efficiency of the different basis sets for calculating the geometry (not the energy),
on the other hand, we want to find out whether or not the heterolevel assumption described
in the introduction is a good approximation within RHF.
Like in the previous case, in fig. 7.4a, a general picture is presented, whereas, in
fig. 7.4b, a detailed zoom of the most efficient region of the plot is shown. The average
time per point t of the heterolevel MCs has been calculated adding the average cost of
performing a single-point at Lbest :=6-311++G(2df,2pd) (∼ 1.7 hours) to the average time
per point needed to calculate the geometry at each one of the levels LiG (see footnote 112).
This ∼ 1.7 hours ‘offset’ in all the times, has rendered advisable to set the limit used to
define the efficient region in this case to the 20% of tbest (instead of the former 10%), so
that most of the relevant basis sets are included in the second plot in fig. 7.4b.
In this second part of the study, several interesting conclusions may be extracted from
the plots:
• About the test of rules (ii) and (iii), more or less the same remarks as before can be
made, the only difference being that, in this case, for computing the geometry, the
basis set 6-31 ·+G(d,p) is not as bad as for the homolevel calculation. The signal,
however, is rather weak and the main conclusions stated in the first point above
should not be modified.
• Regarding the 3-21G family of basis sets, we see here that, differently from what
happened for the homolevels, they are not so bad to account for the geometry, and,
in the case of 3-21G, 3-21++G and 3-21++G(d,p), their efficiency is close to that
of the corresponding 4-31G and 6-31G counterparts.
• Moreover, the 4-31G basis sets performance is still quite close to that of the 6-31G
family. This point, together with the previous one, and differently from what hap-
pened in the case of homolevel model chemistries, suggests that, to account for the
equilibrium geometry within RHF, the contraction scheme is only mildly important
both for valence and core orbitals.
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• In fig. 7.4a, we see again, the gap in the values of the distance d12 separating the
MCs with the geometry calculated using basis sets that contain heavy atoms polar-
ization functions from those that do not. The only differences are that, this time, the
gap is even more evident, it lies around d12 = 0.2RT , and the basis set 3-21G(d,p)
is placed below it.
• The signal noticed in the homolevel case regarding the relative inefficiency of the
the basis sets with extra polarizations, (2d,2p) or (2df,2pd), and no diffuse functions
has become stronger here and a second gap can be seen separating them from their
diffuse functions-containing counterparts and also from the basis sets with only one
polarization shell. This gap separates, for example, the model chemistries whose ge-
ometries have been calculated with the basis sets 6-31G(2df,2pd) and 6-31G(d,p),
in such a way that the smaller one is not only more efficient, but also more accu-
rate. This clearly illustrates one of the points raised in this chapter, namely, that
model chemistries parameterized and tested in concrete systems may behave in an
unexpected way when used in a different problem, and that the investigation of the
quality of the most popular model chemistries, as well as the design of new ones,
for the study of the conformational preferences of peptides, is a necessary, albeit
enormous, task.
• Also for geometry optimizations, the addition of diffuse functions to singly-polarized
((d) or (d,p)) basis sets increases the accuracy.
• Contrarily to the situation for homolevels, where the only basis set that lied in the
protein region was the 6-31++G(2df,2pd) one and some MCs presented distances
of near 3RT with the reference one, here, all model chemistries lie well below
d12 = RT , and those for which the geometry has been computed with a basis set
that contains heavy atoms polarization functions (except for 6-31G(f,d)) are all in
the protein region, so that they can correctly approximate the reference MC for
chains of more than 100 residues. Remarkably, some of this heterolevel MCs, such
as 6-311++G(2df,2pd)//6-31+G(d) for example, are physically equivalent to the
reference homolevel up to peptides of ten thousand residues at less of 10% the
computational cost. Indeed, all these results confirm the heterolevel assumption,
discussed in the introduction and so commonly used in the literature [163, 246,
255], for RHF//RHF-intramethod model chemistries.
• Differently from the homolevel case, an accumulation point is reached here in the
basis sets, since, in fig. 7.4b, we can see that there is no noticeable increase in
accuracy, say, beyond 6-311+G(d).
• Finally, let us mention 6-311+G(d), 6-31+G(d) and 6-31G(d) as some examples
of particularly efficient basis sets for calculating the geometry in RHF-heterolevel
model chemistries. They can be used without altering the relevant conformational
behaviour of polypeptides of more than a hundred residues (i.e., their distance d12
with the homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd) is less than 0.1RT ), and their computa-
tional cost is less than 20% that of the reference calculation.
Now, after the geometry, we shall investigate the efficiency for performing energy
calculations within RHF of the all the basis sets in table 7.2 but the largest one. To
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render the study meaningful, the geometry on top of which the single-points are com-
puted must be the same, and we have chosen it to be the one calculated at the level
Lbest :=6-311++G(2df,2pd). Of course, since the reference to which the LiE//L
best
G het-
erolevel MCs must be compared is the Lbest homolevel, and they take more computational
time than this MC (the time tbest plus the one required to perform the single-point at LiE),
all of them are computationally inefficient a priori. Therefore, in the efficiency plots in
fig. 7.5, the time shown in the y-axis is not the one needed to calculate the actual PES
with the LiE//L
best
G model chemistry, but just the one required for the single-point com-
putation. In principle therefore, the study and the conclusions drawn should be regarded
only as providing hints about how efficient a given basis set will be if it is used to cal-
culate the energy on top of some less demanding geometry than the Lbest one (in order to
have a model chemistry that could have some possibility of being efficient). However, in
the fourth part of the RHF//RHF-intramethod investigation (see below), we show that the
performance of the different basis sets for single-point calculations depends weakly on
the underlying geometry, so that the range of validity of the present part of study must be
thought to be wider.
In fig. 7.5a, a general picture of the comparison is presented, whereas, in fig. 7.5b,
a detailed zoom of the most efficient region of the plot is shown. As we have already
mentioned, the time t shown is the average one per point required to perform the single-
point energy calculation on the best geometry, and, consequently, the time tbest used for
defining the efficient region has been redefined as the one needed for a single-point at Lbest
(i.e., tbest ' 1.7 hours) .
We extract the following conclusions from the plots:
• Regarding the check of rules (ii) and (iii), the situation is the same as in the two
former cases, with the only difference that we can see that, for single-point calcula-
tions, the basis set 6-31G(f,d) is much more inefficient than for geometry optimiza-
tions, being of an accuracy close to that of the smallest basis set studied, the 3-21G,
and taking considerably more time.
• The 3-21G family of basis sets is very inefficient for energy calculations.
• On the other hand, like it happened in the homolevels case, the 4-31G basis sets
performance is quite close to that of the 6-31G family. This suggests that, for en-
ergy calculations in RHF//RHF model chemistries, to use a considerable number
of primitive Gaussian shells to form the contracted ones, is more important in the
valence orbitals than in the core ones.
• The heavy atoms polarization gap in the distance d12 also occurs for single-point
calculations (see fig. 7.5a). This time, the basis set 3-21G(d,p) is placed above it.
• The relative inefficiency of the the basis sets with extra polarizations, (2d,2p) or
(2df,2pd), and no diffuse functions is also observed here for energy calculations. It
is mild, like in the homolevels case, and no gap appears.
• Like in the two studies above, the addition of diffuse functions to singly-polarized
((d) or (d,p)) basis sets increases the accuracy for single-point energy calculations
as well.
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Figure 7.5: Efficiency plots of the RHF-heterolevelmodel chemistries LiE//L
best
G obtained comput-
ing the geometry at the best level of the theory, Lbest :=6-311++G(2df,2pd), and then performing
a single-energy calculation with all the basis sets in table 7.2 but the largest one. In the x-axis,
we show the distance d12, in units of RT at 300o K, between any given model chemistry and the
reference one (the homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd), indicated by an encircled point), while, in the
y-axis, we present in logarithmic scale the average computational time taken for the corresponding
single-point, per point of the 12×12 grid defined in the Ramachandran space of the model dipep-
tide HCO-L-Ala-NH2. (a) General view containing all basis sets. (b) Detailed zoom of the most
efficient region of the plot (d12 < RT and t < 10% of tbest).
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• Regarding the accuracy of the investigated MCs, the situation seen in the homolevel
case is even worse here, since not even the 6-31++G(2df,2pd) single-point MC lies
in the protein region and the worst basis sets (see 3-21G, for example) present dis-
tances over 3RT . This enriches and supports the ideas that underlie the heterolevel
assumption, showing that, whereas the level of the theory may be lowered in the
calculation of the (constrained) equilibrium geometries, it is necessary to perform
high-level energy single-points if a good accuracy is sought.
• Regarding the basis set convergence issue, the situation here is analogous to the
one seen in the case of homolevel MCs: No accumulation point is reached, and the
accuracy can always be increased by intelligently enlarging the basis set.
• Finally, let us mention 6-311+G(d,p), 6-31+G(d) and 6-31G(d) as some examples
of particularly efficient basis sets also for calculating the energy in RHF-heterolevel
model chemistries. They can be used without altering the relevant conformational
behaviour of short peptides, and their computational cost is less than 10% that of
the reference single-point calculation.
Next, in order to close the RHF//RHF-intramethod section, we evaluate a group of
heterolevel model chemistries which are constructed by simultaneously decreasing the
level of the theory used for the geometry and the one used for the energy single-point,
relatively to the reference 6-311++G(2df,2pd).
Using the basis sets in table 7.2, there exist 38 × (38 − 1) = 1406 different model
chemistries of the form LiE//L
i
G, with L
i
E , L
i
G and excluding 6-311++G(2df,2pd). This
number is too large to perform an exhaustive study and, therefore, any investigation of
the MCs in this particular group must be necessarily exploratory. Here, we are specially
interested in the most efficient MCs, so that, using the lessons learned in the preceding
paragraphs, we have considered only heterolevels with LiG being 6-31G(d), 6-31+G(d)
or 6-311+G(d), which we have proved to perform well at least when the single-point is
calculated at 6-311++G(2df,2pd). For LiE, different criteria have been followed. On the
one hand, since the energy at level LiG is readily available as an output of the geometry
optimization step, it is clear that to perform a single-point calculation with a level of
similar accuracy to LiG will not pay. On the other hand, some hints may be extracted
from the study in fig. 7.5 about which could be the most efficient basis sets for calculating
the energy. Taking these two points into consideration, and also including, for checking
purposes, some levels that are expected to be inefficient, the basis sets that are investigated
for performing single-points within RHF are those shown in fig. 7.6a, where tbest is again
the time taken by the reference homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd).
There are no essentially new conclusions to extract from this part of the study, since it
mainly confirms those drawn from the previous parts and shows that they can be combined
rather independently. For example, the approximate verticality of the dotted lines joining
the MCs with equal LiE indicates, as we have already mentioned, that, in the RHF//RHF
case, the accuracy of a given model chemistry depends much more strongly on the level
used for calculating the energy than on the one used for the geometry. Also, the fact
that the MCs with LiG =6-31G(d) lie in the lower-left envelope of the plot shows that the
6-31G(d) keeps its character of efficient basis set for computing the geometry even if the
single-point is calculated with levels that are different from the reference one. Finally,
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Figure 7.6: (a) Efficiency plot of some selected RHF-heterolevel model chemistries LiE//L
i
G with
LiE , L
i
G and both of them different from the best level 6-311++G(2df,2pd). The MCs calculated
on top of the same geometry are joined by broken lines. (b) Efficiency plot of all the model
chemistries in figs. 7.3, 7.4 and in the (a)-part of this figure. In both figures, in the x-axis, we
show the distance d12, in units of RT at 300o K, between any given model chemistry and the
reference one (the homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd), indicated by an encircled point in (b)), while,
in the y-axis, we present in logarithmic scale the average computational time per point of the
12×12 grid defined in the Ramachandran space of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2. The
different accuracy regions depending on d12, are labeled, and the 10% of the time tbest taken by the
reference homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd) is also indicated.
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Efficient RHF//RHF model chemistries d12/RT a Nres b t (% of tbest) c
6-311++G(2df,2pd)//6-31++G(d,p) 0.008 17382.5 11.74%
6-311++G(2df,2pd)//6-31+G(d) 0.009 11752.4 7.53%
6-311++G(2df,2pd)//4-31+G(d) 0.014 5163.4 7.38%
6-311++G(2df,2pd)//6-31G(d) 0.031 1066.0 6.62%
6-31++G(2df,2pd)//6-31G(d) 0.106 89.3 4.86%
6-31++G(2d,2p)//6-31G(d) 0.213 22.0 1.92%
6-311++G(d,p)//6-31G(d) 0.275 13.2 1.60%
6-31++G(d,p)//6-31G(d) 0.318 9.9 1.29%
4-31++G(d,p)//6-31G(d) 0.368 7.4 1.27%
6-31G(d)//6-31G(d) 0.683 2.1 0.95%
6-31G//6-31G 1.634 0.4 0.33%
3-21G//3-21G 2.908 0.1 0.30%
Table 7.3: List of the most efficient RHF//RHF-intramethod model chemistries located at the
lower-left envelope of the cloud of points in fig. 7.6b. The first block contains MCs of the form
LbestE //L
i
G (see fig. 7.4), the second one those of the form L
i
E//L
i
G (see fig. 7.6a), and the third one
the homolevels in fig. 7.3. aDistance with the reference MC (the homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd)),
in units of RT at 300o K. bMaximum number of residues in a polypeptide potential up to which
the corresponding model chemistry may correctly approximate the reference. cRequired compu-
tational time, expressed as a fraction of tbest.
note that, in this particular problem, and within RHF, if one wants to correctly approx-
imate the reference MC beyond 100-residue peptides, the energy must be calculated at
6-31++G(2df,2pd).
In fig. 7.6b, all the 110 model chemistries studied up to now are depicted as a sum-
mary (the 38 inefficient LiE//L
best
G ones are not shown). Now, if we look at the lower-left
envelope of the plot, we can see that, depending on the target accuracy sought, the most
efficient model chemistries may belong to different groups among the ones investigated
above. From ∼ 0RT to ∼ 0.1RT , for example, the most efficient MCs are the LbestE //LiG
ones; from ∼ 0.1RT to ∼ 0.5RT , on the other hand, the model chemistries of the form
LiE//L
i
G, where the single-point level has also been lowered with respect to the reference
one, clearly outperform those in the rest of groups; finally, for distances d12 > 0.5RT ,
it is recommendable to use homolevel model chemistries. In table 7.3, these efficient
model chemistries are shown together with their distance d12 to the reference homolevel
6-311++G(2df,2pd), the number of residues Nres up to which they can be used as a good
approximation of it, and the required computational time t, expressed as a fraction of tbest.
7.3.2 MP2//MP2-intramethod model chemistries
Now, using all the information gathered in the previous RHF//RHF-intramethod section
(see however sec. 7.3.3 and the first paragraph of sec. 7.3.1), we open the second part of
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Figure 7.7: Potential energy
surface of the model dipeptide
HCO-L-Ala-NH2 computed at the
MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd) level of
the theory. The PES has been origi-
nally calculated in a 12×12 discrete
grid in the space spanned by the
Ramachandran angles φ and ψ and
later smoothed with bicubic splines
for visual convenience.
the study, in which we shall perform an MP2//MP2-intramethod investigation with some
selected basis sets among those in table 7.2. The choice of MP2 [250] as the method
immediately ‘above’ RHF is justified by several reasons. In the first place, it is typically
regarded as accurate and as the reasonable starting point to include correlation in the
literature [166, 241, 244, 246, 251, 252], where it is also commonly used as a reference
calculation to evaluate or parameterize less demanding methods [163, 164, 253–255].
Secondly, and contrarily to DFT, MP2 is a wavefunction-based method that allows to
more or less systematically improve the calculations by going to higher orders of the
Møller-Plesset perturbation expansion (see sec. 2.10). The majority of the rest of methods
devised to add correlation to the RHF wavefunction-based results, such as coupled cluster,
configuration interaction, or MCSCF, are more computationally demanding than MP2
[177, 248, 249]. Finally, although, for some particular problems, DFT may rival MP2
[244, 407, 408], the latter is known to account better for weak dispersion forces, which
are present and may be important in peptides [246, 247].
The basis sets investigated in this MP2 part are the 11 ones in table 7.4 and they have
been originally chosen in order to adequately sample the larger set studied at RHF and
check if the same effects are observed at MP2. Some kind of selection must be done due
to the higher computational cost of MP2 calculations (see sec. 2.10), so that, with the
hope that the RHF results were relatively transferable to MP2, the basis sets that have
proved to be relatively more efficient at RHF were included in table 7.4, together with the
largest one, the smallest one and a small number of other basis sets (such as 6-31G(d,p)
or 6-31G(2d,2p), for example) intended to analyze the tendencies observed in the pre-
3-21G 6-31G(d) 6-31+G(d) 6-311+G(d)
6-31G 6-31G(d,p) 6-31++G(d,p) 6-311++G(2df,2pd)
6-31++G 6-31G(2d,2p) 6-31++G(2d,2p)
Table 7.4: Basis sets investigated in theMP2//MP2-intramethod part of the study. The largest one
is indicated in bold face.
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Figure 7.8: Efficiency plot of the MP2-homolevel model chemistries corresponding to all the
basis sets in table 7.4. In the x-axis, we show the distance d12 in units of RT , at 300o K, between
any given model chemistry and the reference one (the homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd), indicated by
an encircled point), while, in the y-axis, we present in logarithmic scale the average computational
time taken for each model chemistry, per point of the 12×12 grid defined in the Ramachandran
space of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2.
vious section. In the following discussion and in sec. 7.3.3, however, the RHF→MP2
transferability of the results is shown to be imperfect, so that, despite the valuable lessons
learned in this chapter, in further studies, one of the research directions that will have to
be followed is the addition of more basis sets to table 7.4.
We would also like to stress that the MP2-reference PES of formyl-L-alanine-amide,
with the 6-311++G(2df,2pd) basis set, that has been calculated to carry out the investi-
gation presented here is, as far as we are aware, the one computed at the highest level
of the theory at present. Although coupled cluster methods have been used to perform
single-points on top of the geometries optimized at lower levels for some selected con-
formers [207], the highest levels used to calculate full PESs in the literature after the one
used in this study seem to be MP2/6-311G(d,p) in ref. 210 and B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
in ref. 207 (assuming that the accuracy of the B3LYP method lies somewhere between
RHF and MP2). The MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd) PES computed for this work is shown
in fig. 7.7, where the energy reference has been set to zero114 and the surface has been
smoothed using bicubic splines for visual convenience.
Now, the structure of theMP2//MP2-intramethod study is the same as in the RHF//RHF
case, so that we begin by evaluating the MP2 homolevels, and, just as we did before, the
‘MP2’ keyword is omitted from the MCs specification, since, in this section, no possible
114 At this level of the theory, the absolute energy of the minimum point in the 12×12 grid (located at
(−75o, 75o)) is −416.4705201527 hartree
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ambiguity may appear.
In fig. 7.8, the homolevel MCs corresponding to all the basis sets in table 7.4 are
compared to the reference one. It takes an average of ∼ 200 hours ' 8 days of CPU time
per grid point (see footnote 112) to calculate the PES of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-
NH2 at the reference homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd); this time is denoted by tbest.
Regarding the conclusions that can be extracted from this plot, let us focus, stating the
differences, on the issues parallel to the ones studied in the RHF case, although, since the
number of basis sets in table 7.4 is smaller than that in table 7.2, some details will have to
be left out:
• The basis set 3-21G is again the worst one for homolevel calculations, with a dis-
tance close to 3 RT .
• The heavy atoms polarization gap that we saw in fig. 7.3a, is absent here, and,
for example, the 6-31++G basis set is more accurate than the larger and polarized
6-311+G(d).
• The only basis set with extra polarizations and no diffuse functions that we have
studied in the MP2 case, the 6-31G(2d,2p) one, is less efficient than its diffuse
functions-containing counterpart, the 6-31++G(2d,2p) one.
• Whereas, in the RHF case, the addition of diffuse functions to singly-polarized ((d)
or (d,p)) basis sets always increased the accuracy, here, it is sometimes slightly
advantageous (in the 6-31G(d,p) → 6-31++G(d,p) case) and sometimes slightly
disadvantageous (in the 6-31G(d)→ 6-31+G(d) case). So that no clear conclusion
may be drawn to this respect.
• There is no basis set whose homolevel MC lies in the protein region, although we
remark that the second largest basis set studied with RHF, the 6-31++G(2df,2pd)
one, which lied in the protein region then, has not been included in this MP2 part of
the work.
• If we look at the most efficient basis sets (those that lie at the lower-left enve-
lope of the ‘cloud’ of points), we can see that, like in RHF, no accumulation
point is reached, i.e., that, although the distance between 6-311++G(2df,2pd) and
6-31++G(2d,2p) is small enough to consider that we are close to the MP2 limit for
this particular problem (see chapter 2), if the basis set is intelligently enlarged, we
obtain increasingly better model chemistries. Also note that, if we compare fig. 7.8
here to fig. 7.3 in the previous section, we do not observe a strong signal indicating
the slower basis set convergence of the MP2 method that is commonly mentioned
in the literature [177]. Therefore, from these limited data, we must conclude that,
for conformational energy differences in peptides, the homolevel model chemistries
converge approximately at the same pace towards the infinite basis set limit for RHF
and MP2.
• For less than 10% the cost of the reference calculation, some particularly efficient
basis sets for MP2-homolevel model chemistries that can be used without alter-
ing the relevant conformational behaviour of short peptides (i.e., whose distance
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d12 with 6-311++G(2df,2pd) is less than RT ) are 6-31++G(d,p), 6-31G(d,p) and
6-31G(d).
Next, in fig. 7.9, the reference homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd) is compared to the
MP2//MP2-intramethod-heterolevel model chemistries LbestE //L
i
G obtained computing the
geometries with the 10 remaining basis sets in table 7.4 and then performing a single-point
energy calculation at the best level of the theory, Lbest :=6-311++G(2df,2pd), on each one
of them. Like in the RHF case, the aim of this comparison is twofold: on the one hand, we
want to measure the relative efficiency of the different basis sets for calculating the geom-
etry (not the energy), on the other hand, we want to find out whether or not the heterolevel
assumption described in the introduction is a good approximation within MP2.
The average time per point t of the heterolevel MCs has been calculated adding the
average cost of performing a single-point at Lbest :=6-311++G(2df,2pd) (∼ 2.7 hours) to
the average time per point needed to calculate the geometry at each one of the levels LiG
(see footnote 112).
The following remarks may be made about fig. 7.9:
• Although the only representant of the 3-21G family of basis sets in this MP2//MP2-
intramethod study is one of the most inaccurate levels for calculating the geometry,
the signal observed in the RHF case, indicating that the 3-21G basis sets are not so
bad to account for the geometry, also occurs here, where we can see that 3-21G is
more accurate (and hence more efficient) than the larger 6-31G and 6-31++G basis
sets.
• Contrarily to the homolevel case, here we can appreciate, like we did in RHF, a
rather wide gap in the values of the distance d12 separating the MCs with the ge-
ometry calculated using basis sets that contain heavy atoms polarization functions
from those that do not.
• The signal noticed in the homolevel case regarding the relative inefficiency of the
the basis sets with extra polarizations and no diffuse functions has been inverted
here, since the 6-31++G(2d,2p) is less accurate than the smaller 6-31G(2d,2p) one.
• Again, and contrarily to the RHF case, the addition of diffuse functions to singly-
polarized ((d) or (d,p)) basis sets it is sometimes slightly advantageous (in the
6-31G(d,p)→ 6-31++G(d,p) case) and sometimes slightly disadvantageous (in the
6-31G(d) → 6-31+G(d) case). So that no clear conclusion may be drawn to this
respect.
• Like in the RHF case, and contrarily to the situation for MP2 homolevels, where
no basis sets lied in the protein region and some MCs presented distances of near
3RT with the reference one, here, most model chemistries lie well below d12 = RT ,
and those for which the geometry has been computed with a basis set that contains
heavy atoms polarization functions are all in the protein region, so that they can
correctly approximate the reference MC for chains of more than 100 residues. Re-
markably, some of this heterolevel MCs, such as 6-311++G(2df,2pd)//6-31G(d) for
example, are physically equivalent to the reference homolevel up to peptides of 400
residues at less of 10% the computational cost. Indeed, all these results confirm the
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Figure 7.9: Efficiency plot of the MP2-heterolevel model chemistries LbestE //L
i
G obtained com-
puting the geometries with all the basis sets in table 7.4 but the largest one and then performing
a single-point energy calculation at the best level of the theory, Lbest :=6-311++G(2df,2pd), on
each one of them. In the x-axis, we show the distance d12, in units of RT at 300o K, between any
given model chemistry and the reference one (the homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd), indicated by an
encircled point), while, in the y-axis, we present in logarithmic scale the average computational
time taken for each model chemistry, per point of the 12×12 grid defined in the Ramachandran
space of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2.
heterolevel assumption, discussed in the introduction and so commonly used in the
literature [163, 246, 255], for MP2//MP2-intramethod model chemistries.
• Differently from the homolevel case, an accumulation point is reached here in the
basis sets, since we can see that there is no noticeable increase in accuracy beyond
6-31G(d). Regarding the convergence towards the infinite basis set limit, we ob-
serve again that, whereas it is slightly slower here than in fig. 7.4, the signal is too
weak to conclude anything and we repeat what we said in the homolevel case: that,
for conformational energy differences in peptides, the ability of accounting for the
geometry in heterolevel model chemistries of the form LbestE //L
i
G converge approxi-
mately at the same pace towards the infinite basis set limit for RHF and MP2.
• Finally, let us mention 6-31G(d) as the only clear example of a particularly efficient
basis set for calculating the geometry in MP2-heterolevel model chemistries. It can
be used without altering the relevant conformational behaviour of polypeptides of
around 400 residues (i.e., its distance d12 with the homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd)
is ∼ 0.05RT ), and its computational cost is ∼ 2% that of the reference calculation.
The rest of the basis sets in fig. 7.9 are either less accurate and not significantly
cheaper, or more expensive and not more accurate.
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Figure 7.10: Efficiency plot of the MP2-heterolevel model chemistries LiE//L
best
G obtained com-
puting the geometry at the best level of the theory, Lbest :=6-311++G(2df,2pd), and then perform-
ing a single-energy calculation with all the basis sets in table 7.2 but the largest one. In the x-axis,
we show the distance d12, in units of RT at 300o K, between any given model chemistry and the
reference one (the homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd), indicated by an encircled point), while, in the
y-axis, we present in logarithmic scale the average computational time taken for the correspond-
ing single-point, per point of the 12×12 grid defined in the Ramachandran space of the model
dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2.
Now, after the geometry, we shall investigate the efficiency for performing energy
calculations of all the basis sets in table 7.4 but the largest one. To render the study mean-
ingful, the geometry on top of which the single-points are computed must be the same,
and we have chosen it to be the one calculated at the level Lbest :=6-311++G(2df,2pd), like
in the RHF case. Of course, since the reference to which the LiE//L
best
G heterolevel MCs
must be compared is the Lbest homolevel, and they take more computational time than this
MC (the time tbest plus the one required to perform the single-point at LiE), all of them are
computationally inefficient a priori. Therefore, in the efficiency plot in fig. 7.10, the time
shown in the y-axis is not the one needed to calculate the actual PES with the LiE//L
best
G
model chemistry, but just the one required for the single-point computation. In princi-
ple therefore, the study and the conclusions drawn should be regarded only as providing
hints about how efficient a given basis set will be if it is used to calculate the energy on
top of some less demanding geometry than the Lbest one (in order to have a model chem-
istry that could have some possibility of being efficient). However, in the fourth part of
the MP2//MP2-intramethod investigation (see below), we show, like we did in the RHF
case, that the performance of the different basis sets for single-point calculations depends
weakly on the underlying geometry, so that the range of validity of the present part of
study must be thought to be wider. Again, the time tbest used for defining the efficient
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Figure 7.11: Efficiency plot of all the model chemistries in figs. 7.8, 7.9 and also of four additional
ones of the form LiE//6-31G(d). Only the latter are labeled. In the x-axis, we show the distance
d12, in units of RT at 300o K, between any given model chemistry and the reference one (the
homolevel 6-311++G(2df,2pd), indicated by an encircled point), while, in the y-axis, we present
in logarithmic scale the average computational time per point of the 12×12 grid defined in the
Ramachandran space of the model dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2. The different accuracy regions
depending on d12, are labeled, and the 10% of the time tbest taken by the reference homolevel
6-311++G(2df,2pd) is also indicated.
region in fig. 7.10 has been redefined as the one needed for a single-point at Lbest.
The conclusions of this part of the study are:
• Like in RHF, the 3-21G basis set is very inefficient for energy calculations.
• Although all basis sets containing heavy atoms polarization functions are more ac-
curate than the ones that do not, differently from the geometry case, we do not
observe a clear gap in the distance d12 separating the two groups for MP2 single-
point energy calculations.
• Like in the MP2-homolevel case and like in RHF, the respective positions in the
plot of 6-31G(2d,2p) and 6-31++G(2d,2p) constitute a signal that indicates that the
basis sets with extra polarizations and no diffuse functions are less efficient than
their diffuse functions-containing counterparts for energy calculations.
• Like in the rest of the MP2 study, nothing conclusive can be said about the addition
of diffuse functions to the singly polarized 6-31G(d) and 6-31G(d,p) basis sets.
• Regarding the accuracy of the investigated MCs, the situation here is analogous
to the one found for RHF, and, again this supports the ideas that underlie the het-
erolevel assumption, showing that, also at MP2, whereas the level of the theory
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Efficient MP2//MP2 model chemistries d12/RT a Nres b t (% of tbest) c
6-311++G(2df,2pd)//6-31G(d) 0.046 468.3 1.90%
6-31++G(2d,2p)//6-31G(d) 0.312 10.2 0.79%
6-31++G(d,p)//6-31G(d) 0.703 2.0 0.62%
6-31G(d)//6-31G(d) 0.729 1.9 0.56%
6-31G//6-31G 1.247 0.6 0.19%
3-21G//3-21G 3.076 0.1 0.17%
Table 7.5: List of the most efficient MP2//MP2-intramethod model chemistries located at the
lower-left envelope of the cloud of points in fig. 7.11. The first block contains MCs of the
form LbestE //L
i
G (see fig. 7.9), the second one those of the form L
i
E//6-31G(d) (see fig. 7.11),
and the third one the homolevels in fig. 7.8. aDistance with the reference MC (the homolevel
6-311++G(2df,2pd)), in units of RT at 300o K. bMaximum number of residues in a polypeptide
potential up to which the corresponding model chemistry may correctly approximate the reference.
cRequired computational time, expressed as a fraction of tbest.
may be lowered in the calculation of the (constrained) equilibrium geometries, it is
necessary to perform high-level energy single-points if a good accuracy is sought.
• Regarding the basis set convergence issue, the situation here is analogous to the
one seen in the case of homolevel MCs: No accumulation point is reached, and
the accuracy can always be increased by intelligently enlarging the basis set. The
convergence velocity towards the MP2 limit is again very similar to the one in RHF.
• Finally, let us mention 6-31G(d,p) and 6-31G(d) as some examples of particularly
efficient basis sets for calculating the energy in MP2-heterolevel model chemistries.
They can be used without altering the relevant conformational behaviour of short
peptides, and their computational cost is less than 10% that of the reference single-
point calculation.
To close theMP2//MP2-intramethod section, we have calculated four PESs with model
chemistries of the form LiE//6-31G(d), since the geometry computed at the 6-31G(d) has
proved to be very accurate when a single-point at the highest level was performed on top
of it. Due to the same computational arguments presented in the previous section, only
those basis sets significantly larger than 6-31G(d) have been used to calculate the energy.
The results are presented in fig. 7.11 together with a summary of the rest of the MP2//MP2
model chemistries studied in this section (except for the inefficient LiE//L
best
G ones).
We have already advanced a conclusion that may be extracted from this last plot,
namely, that if we compare the distance d12 of the LiE//6-31G(d) model chemistries in
fig. 7.11 to the distance of the LiE//L
best
G ones in fig. 7.10 for the same L
i
E, we see that they
are very close. Therefore, like in the RHF case, we conclude that the accuracy of a given
model chemistry depends much more strongly on the level used for calculating the energy
than on the one used for the geometry.
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Finally, in table 7.5, we present the most efficient MCs that lie at the lower-left en-
velope of the plot in fig. 7.11. Like in RHF, we can see that, depending on the target
accuracy sought, these most efficient model chemistries may belong to different groups
among the ones investigated above. From ∼ 0RT to ∼ 0.1RT , for example, the most effi-
cient MCs are the LbestE //L
i
G ones; from ∼ 0.1RT to ∼ 0.75RT , on the other hand, the model
chemistries of the form LiE//6-31G(d) outperform those in the rest of groups; finally, for
distances d12 > 0.75RT , it is recommendable to use homolevel model chemistries.
7.3.3 Interlude
The general abstract framework behind the investigation presented in this chapter (and
also behind most of the works found in the literature), may be described as follows:
The objects of study are the model chemistries defined by Pople [220] and discussed
in the introduction. The space containing all possible MCs is a rather complex and multi-
dimensional one and it is denoted byM in fig. 7.12. The model chemistries under scrutiny
are applied to a particular problem of interest, which may be thought to be formed by three
ingredients: the physical system, the relevant observables and the target accuracy. The
model chemistries are then selected according to their ability to yield numerical values of
the relevant observables for the physical system studied within the target accuracy. The
concrete numerical values that one wants to approach are those given by the exact model
chemistryMCε, which could be thought to be either the experimental data or the exact so-
lution of the electronic Schro¨dinger equation. However, the computational effort needed
to perform the calculations required by MCε is literally infinite, so that, in practice, one
is forced to work with a reference model chemistry MCref , which, albeit different from
MCε, is thought to be close to it. Finally, the set of model chemistries that one wants
to investigate are compared to MCref and the nearness to it is seen as approximating the
nearness to MCε.
These comparisons are commonly performed using a numerical quantity d that is a
function of the relevant observables. In order for the intuitive ideas about relative proxim-
Figure 7.12: Space M of all model
chemistries. The exact model chemistry
MCε is shown as a black circle, MP2 model
chemistries are shown as grey-filled circles
and RHF model chemistries as white-filled
ones. The homolevel reference PESs are in-
dicated with an additional circle around the
points. The situation depicted is (schemati-
cally) the one found in this study.
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ity in the spaceM to be captured and the above reasoning to be meaningful, this numerical
quantity d must have some of the properties of a mathematical distance (see sec. 3.9). In
particular, it is advisable that the triangle inequality is obeyed, so that, for any model
chemistry MC, one has that
d(MCε,MC) ≤ d(MCε,MCref) + d(MCref ,MC) , (7.4a)
d(MCε,MC) ≥
∣∣∣d(MCε,MCref) − d(MCref ,MC)∣∣∣ , (7.4b)
and, assuming that d(MCε,MCref) is small (and d is a positive function), we obtain
d(MCε,MC) ' d(MCref,MC) , (7.5)
which is the sought result in agreement with the ideas stated at the beginning of this
section.
The distance introduced in sec. 7.2.2, measured in this case on the conformational
energy surfaces (the relevant observable) of the model dipeptide formyl-L-alanine-amide
(the physical system), approximately fulfills the triangle inequality and thus captures the
nearness concept in the spaceM of model chemistries.
Now, as we have advanced and after having completed the intramethod parts of the
study with both the RHF and MP2 methods, we shall use the ideas discussed above to
tackle the natural question about the transferability of the RHF results to the more de-
manding and more accurate MP2-based model chemistries.
As a first step to answer this question, we point out that the distance between the ref-
erence RHF/6-311++G(2df,2pd) model chemistry and the MP2 one depicted in fig. 7.7
is ∼ 1.42RT . This prevents us from using the former as an approximation of the latter even
for dipeptides if we want that the conformational behaviour at room temperature be unal-
tered. It also indicates that, whereas basis set convergence has been reasonably achieved,
within the family of Pople’s Gaussian basis sets, both for homo- and heterolevel model
chemistries inside the two methods, the convergence in method has not been achieved in
the RHF→MP2 step, even with the largest basis set investigated 6-311++G(2df,2pd).
Complementarily to this, in fig. 7.13, we show the distance of all RHF//RHF model
chemistries studied in sec. 7.3.1 (except for the inefficient LiE//L
best
G ones), with both the
RHF reference (in the y-axis) and the MP2 one (in the x-axis). Some relevant remarks
may be made about the situation encountered:
• The distance of all RHF-intramethod model chemistries to the MP2 reference is
larger than RT , therefore, none of the former may be used to approximate the latter,
not even in dipeptides.
• Although a general trend could be perceived and, for example, the RHF homolevels
can be clearly divided in both axes by the heavy atoms polarization gap found in
the previous sections, the correlation between the distance to the MP2 reference
and the distance to the RHF one is as low as r ' 0.66, being r Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient. Therefore, almost all details are lost and the accuracy with respect
to RHF/6-311++G(2df,2pd) cannot be translated into accuracy with respect to the
MP2 reference.
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Figure 7.13: All RHF-intramethod model chemistries studied in sec. 7.3.1, except for the
inefficient LiE//L
best
G ones. The distance d12, in units of RT at 300
o K, with the homolevel
MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd) reference is shown in the x-axis, while the distance with the RHF refer-
ence is shown in the y-axis. The different accuracy regions depending on d12, are labeled, and two
groups of homolevel MCs are distinguished: those that contain heavy atoms polarization shells
and those that do not.
• Related to the previous point, some strange behaviours are present. For exam-
ple, not only are there RHF//RHF model chemistries that are closer to the MP2
reference than RHF/6-311++G(2df,2pd), but the one that is closest is the small
RHF/4-31G(d,p) homolevel. This is probably caused by fortituous cancellations
that shall not allow systematization and that may unpredictably vary from one prob-
lem to another. Similar compensations have already been observed in the literature
[207].
• If we denote by MCrefMP2 the MP2 reference model chemistry and, by MCrefRHF, the
RHF one, we may use eqs. (7.4),
d(MCrefMP2,MC) ≤ d(MCrefMP2,MCrefRHF) + d(MCrefRHF,MC) , (7.6a)
d(MCrefMP2,MC) ≥
∣∣∣d(MCrefMP2,MCrefRHF) − d(MCrefRHF,MC)∣∣∣ , (7.6b)
to notice that, since d(MCrefMP2,MC
ref
RHF) ' 1.42RT , for any model chemistry MC that
is close to the RHF-intramethod reference, i.e., that present a small d(MCrefRHF,MC),
we have that
d(MCrefMP2,MC) ' d(MCrefMP2,MCrefRHF) ' 1.42RT . (7.7)
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Figure 7.14: Distance to their respective references of the MP2- and RHF-intramethod model
chemistries corresponding to the same combination of basis sets BiE//B
i
G, expressed in units of RT
at 300o K. Only the region with d12 < 1.5RT is shown, and the best-fit line is depicted with a
dotted line.
This set of RHF-intramethod model chemistries that are close to the RHF reference
and that present the approximately constant value of d(MCrefMP2,MC) above is, more
or less, the lower group encircled in fig. 7.13.
All the points above illustrate what we have already advanced at the beginning of
sec. 7.3.2: that the accuracy (or the efficiency, if computational time is included in the
discussion) of any model chemistry with respect to a good RHF reference, such as the
RHF/6-311++G(2df,2pd) one, cannot be transferred to higher levels of the theory and,
therefore, any such comparison must be seen as providing information only about the
infinite basis set Hartree-Fock limit.
To close this section, let us approach the question of the RHF→ MP2 transferability
of the results from a different angle.
We have proved in the preceding paragraphs that the study of RHF-intramethod model
chemistries comparing them to a good RHF reference cannot be used for predicting the
accuracy of theseMCs with respect to a probably better MP2 reference. Now, in sec. 7.3.2,
MP2-intramethod model chemistries have been compared to theMP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd)
homolevel, which, in turn, has been shown to be close to the infinite basis set MP2 limit.
However, this level of the theory is very demanding computationally: the whole 12×12
grid of points in the PES of HCO-L-Ala-NH2 has taken ∼ 3 years of CPU time in 3.20
GHz PIVmachines, while the one calculated at RHF/6-311++G(2df,2pd) has taken ‘only’
∼ 6 months (see sec. 7.2.1).
Therefore, we have decided to check whether or not the accuracy of a given RHF-
intramethod MC with respect to the RHF reference is indicative of the accuracy of the
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MP2-intramethod MC that uses the same basis sets with respect to its own MP2 reference.
The answer to this question is in fig. 7.14. There, each point corresponds to a given
combination of basis sets BiE//B
i
G and, in the x-axis, the distance between the associated
MP2 model chemistry and the MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd) reference is shown. In the y-axis,
on the other hand, we present the distance of the analogous RHF model chemistry to the
RHF/6-311++G(2df,2pd) homolevel.
Although, since we have had to restrict ourselves to that combinations that were
present both in sec. 7.3.1 and in sec. 7.3.2, the set of MCs is smaller in this case, the
conclusion extracted is that the correlation is more significant than before: r ' 0.92 if we
use all the MCs, and r ' 0.80 if we remove the 3-21G homolevel, which is very inaccu-
rate in both cases, from the set. This indicates that, although some details might be lost,
the relative efficiency of Gaussian basis sets in RHF-intramethod studies provides hints
about their performance at MP2, and it partially justifies the structure of the investigation
presented in this chapter.
Finally, the overall situation described in this section and the relations among all the
intramethod model chemistries studied are schematically depicted in fig. 7.12.
7.3.4 MP2//RHF-intermethod model chemistries
In the final part of the study presented here, we investigate the efficiency of heterolevel
model chemistries in which the geometry is calculated at RHF and, then, a single-point
energy calculation is performed on top of it at MP2. They shall be termed MP2//RHF-
intermethod model chemistries.
To this end, the RHF geometries that are used are those computed with the 8 basis sets
in table 7.6. Like in sec. 7.3.2, they have been selected from those in table 7.2 looking for
the most efficient ones, but also trying to reasonably sample the whole group of basis sets,
in order to check whether or not the behaviours and signals observed in the remaining parts
of the study are repeated here. The MP2 single-points, on the other hand, are computed
with the whole set of possibilities in table 7.2.
In fig. 7.15, we present an efficiency plot, using the MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd) ho-
molevel as reference MC, and containing all the MP2//MP2 model chemistries studied in
sec. 7.3.2 together with the new 88 possible MP2//RHF-intermethod combinations of the
form MP2/BiE//RHF/B
i
G.
Some conclusions can be drawn from this plot:
• Due to the larger computational demands of the MP2 method, even the model
chemistries whose geometry has been computed at the highest RHF level, the one
with the 6-311++G(2df,2dp) basis set, are much cheaper than the MP2 reference.
3-21G 6-31G(d) 6-31+G(d) 6-311+G(d)
6-31G 6-31G(2d,2p) 6-31++G(2d,2p) 6-311++G(2df,2pd)
Table 7.6: Basis sets investigated for calculating the geometry in theMP2//RHF-intermethod part
of the study.
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Figure 7.15: Efficiency plot of all the MP2//MP2 model chemistries in fig. 7.11 together with the
new 88 possible MP2//RHF-intermethod combinations of the formMP2/BiE//RHF/B
i
G introduced
in this section. In the x-axis, we show the distance d12, in units of RT at 300o K, between any given
model chemistry and the reference one (the homolevel MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd), indicated by an
encircled point), while, in the y-axis, we present in logarithmic scale the average computational
time per point of the 12×12 grid defined in the Ramachandran space of the model dipeptide HCO-
L-Ala-NH2. The different accuracy regions depending on d12, are labeled, and the 10% of the time
tbest taken by the reference homolevel MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd) is also indicated.
Their times are slightly larger than the 10% of tbest, whereas all the rest of MP2//RHF
model chemistries take less than that bound.
• For all the RHF geometries, the model chemistries whose MP2 single-point has
been calculated with 3-21G, 6-31G, 6-31++G and most of the 6-311+G(d) ones
lie above d12 = RT , so that they should not be used even on dipeptides. This is
related to the heavy atoms polarization gap observed in previous sections, although
the signal is not so strong here.
• The rest of MP2//RHF model chemistries not included in the two previous points
lie at the efficient region, defined as that for which d12 < RT and t < 10% of tbest.
This confirms the heterolevel assumption also in the intermethod context.
• However, no MP2//RHF-intermethod model chemistry, not even the ones with the
single-point calculated at the highest MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd) level, lie in the pro-
tein region. Therefore, if we want to approximate the reference MP2 results for
peptides longer than 100 residues, the single-point energy calculation must be per-
formed at MP2.
• There is no accuracy region where the MP2-homolevel model chemistries are more
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Figure 7.16: Selected region of the efficiency plot in fig. 7.15. In (a), the MCs sharing the same
RHF level for the geometry have been joined by dotted lines and the basis set used for that part
of the calculation is indicated. In (b), the MCs sharing the same MP2 level for the single-point
calculations have been joined by broken lines and the corresponding basis set labels are also shown.
The order in which the points have been joined in both cases has no meaning at all and it is only
intended for visual convenience.
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Efficient MP2//MP2 and MP2//RHF MCs d12/RT a Nres b t (% of tbest) c
MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd)//MP2/6-31G(d) 0.046 468.3 1.90%
MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd)//RHF/6-31G(d) 0.194 26.7 1.48%
MP2/6-31++G(2d,2p)//RHF/6-31G(d) 0.367 7.4 0.37%
MP2/6-31++G(2d,2p)//RHF/3-21G 0.417 5.7 0.27%
MP2/6-31+G(d)//RHF/3-21G 0.645 2.4 0.06%
MP2/6-31G(d)//RHF/3-21G 0.831 1.4 0.05%
MP2/6-31++G//RHF/3-21G 1.033 0.9 0.05%
MP2/6-31G//RHF/3-21G 1.263 0.6 0.05%
MP2/3-21G//RHF/3-21G 3.043 0.1 0.05%
Table 7.7: List of the most efficient MP2//MP2 and MP2//RHF model chemistries located at the
lower-left envelope of the cloud of points in fig. 7.15. The first block contains the only MP2//MP2
model chemistry in the list, the second one the MP2//RHF ones with a distance d12 below RT , and
the third one those that are inaccurate even for dipeptides. aDistance with the reference MC (the
homolevel MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd)), in units of RT at 300o K. bMaximum number of residues in
a polypeptide potential up to which the corresponding model chemistry may correctly approximate
the reference. cRequired computational time, expressed as a fraction of tbest.
efficient than the rest.
Now, in fig. 7.16, the efficient region of the previous plot is enlarged and, due to the
large number of MP2//RHF model chemistries studied, two subplots are produced: the
one in fig. 7.16a, in which the MCs sharing the same RHF level for the geometry have
been joined by dotted lines, and the one in fig. 7.16b, in which the MCs sharing the same
MP2 level for the single-point calculations have been joined by broken lines.
Let us remark some interesting facts that can be seen in these two more detailed plots:
• The leftmost group of five MP2//RHF model chemistries that show the highest ac-
curacy are those in which the geometry has been obtained with basis sets containing
heavy atoms polarization functions and the single-point energy calculation has been
performed at MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd). In particular, the MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd)
//RHF/6-31G(d) potential energy surface can correctly approximate the reference
one up to peptides of ∼ 25 residues at around 1% its computational cost. This
supports the heterolevel assumption for MP2//RHF-intermethod model chemistries.
• The RHF geometries calculated with the unpolarized basis sets 3-21G and 6-31G
are, in general, less accurate than the rest, however, due to their low computational
cost, they turn out to be the most efficient ones from d12 ' 0.4RT on. Remarkably,
3-21G is more efficient than 6-31G.
• In fig. 7.16b, we can observe that, for the medium-sized basis sets 6-31++G(d,p),
6-31+G(d), 6-31G(d,p) and 6-31G(d), the single-point accuracy is rather insensi-
tive to their differences and they may be used interchangeably. There is, however,
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a weak signal, in the region of unpolarized RHF geometries, indicating that the ad-
dition of diffuse functions may increase the quality of the energy calculations at
MP2.
• The relative accuracy of the MCs whose MP2 single-point has been computed at
6-31++G(2d,2p) and at 6-31G(2d,2p) suggests that, like in previous parts of the
study, it is a good idea to add diffuse functions to basis sets that contain doubly-split
polarizations shells, also for theMP2 energy calculations ofMP2//RHF-intermethod
model chemistries.
• Like it happened in sec 7.3.1, in fig. 7.16a, we notice that there is no real improve-
ment if we calculate the RHF geometry beyond 6-31G(d). So that, an accumulation
point is reached for RHF geometries in MP2//RHF-intermethod model chemistries.
Finally, in table 7.7, we present the most efficient MCs that lie at the lower-left enve-
lope of the plot in fig. 7.15. These are the most efficient model chemistries found in this
work.
7.4 Conclusions
In this study, we have investigated more than 250 potential energy surfaces of the model
dipeptide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 calculated with homo- and heterolevel RHF//RHF, MP2//MP2
and MP2//RHF model chemistries. As far as we are aware, the highest-level PESs in the
literature, the MP2/6-311++G(2df,2pd) homolevel in fig. 7.7, has been used as a reference
and all the rest of calculations have been compared to it (except for sec. 7.3.1, where the
RHF//RHF model chemistries have been compared to RHF/6-311++G(2df,2pd)). The
data and the results extracted are so extense that we have decided to give here a brief
summary of the most important ones.
The first conclusion that we want to point out is that, for the largest basis set evaluated
here, the 6-311++G(2df,2pd) one, for which the RHF and MP2 limits appear to have been
reached, the convergence in method has not been achieved. I.e., the distance between the
MP2 and RHF references is d12 ' 1.42RT , so that the latter cannot be used to approx-
imate the former even for dipeptides. Therefore, we discourage the use of RHF//RHF
model chemistries for peptides, and, unless otherwise stated, most of the conclusions be-
low should be understood as referring either to MP2//MP2-intramethod or to MP2//RHF-
intermethod model chemistries, which have proved to be acceptably accurate with respect
to the best MP2 calculation.
Regarding the relative efficiency of the Pople split-valence basis sets investigated:
• In the whole study, the polarization shells in heavy atoms have been shown to be
essential to accurately account for both the conformational dependence of the geom-
etry and of the energy of the system. Except for some particular model chemistries
with 3-21G geometries, which may be used if we plan to describe short oligopep-
tides, our recommendation is that polarization functions in heavy atoms be in-
cluded.
• In most cases, we have also observed a strong signal indicating that no basis sets
should be used containing doubly-split polarization shells and no diffuse functions.
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• The 6-31G(d) basis set, which is frequently used in the literature, [163, 215, 240,
241, 247, 389, 409], has turned out to be a very efficient one for calculating the
geometry both at RHF and MP2.
• Regarding the basis set convergence issue, we can conclude that, for the largest
basis sets in the Pople split-valence family, both the RHF and MP2 infinite basis set
limits are approximately reached.
• Finally, some weaker signals have been observed suggesting that to add higher
angular momentum polarization shells (f,d) before adding the lower ones may be
inefficient, that it is not recommendable to put polarization or diffuse functions on
hydrogens only, and that it may be efficient in some cases to add diffuse functions
to singly-polarized basis sets.
Regarding the heterolevel assumption, which, as far as we are aware, has been tested
in this work for the first time in full PESs:
• As a general and very clear conclusion, since only some small-basis set homolevels
lie in the lower-left envelope of the efficiency plots presented in the previous sec-
tions, and, in all cases, it happens for distances d12 greater than RT , we can say that
the heterolevel assumption is correct for the description of the conformational be-
haviour of the system studied here with MP2//MP2 andMP2//RHFmodel chemistries
(also for RHF//RHF-heterolevels but, as we remarked above, this has little compu-
tational interest)
• Due to the much stronger dependence of the accuracy of MCs on the level used for
the single-point than on the one used for the geometry optimization, together with
the lower computational cost of the former, the general recommendation is that the
greatest computational effort be dedicated to the energy calculation.
• Despite this general thumb rule, if one wants to approximate the MP2 reference
calculation for peptides of more than 100 residues, the geometry must be calculated
using MP2. Nevertheless, with small and cheap basis sets, such as 6-31G(d), very
accurate MP2//MP2 results may be obtained at a low computational cost.
Finally, let us repeat the remark at the end of chapters 4 and 6: The investigation per-
formed here has been done in one of the simplest dipeptides. The fact that we have treated
it as an isolated system, the small size of its side chain and also its aliphatic character, all
play a role in the results obtained. Hence, for bulkier residues included in polypeptides,
and, specially for those that are charged or may participate in hydrogen-bonds, the conclu-
sions drawn about the relative importance of the different type of functions in the basis set,
as well as those regarding the comparison between RHF and MP2, should be approached
with caution and much interesting work remains to be done.
Appendices
A The meaning of probability density functions
Let us define a stochastic or random variable115 as a pair (X, p), with X a subset of Rn for
some n and p a function that takes n-tuples x ≡ (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X to positive real numbers,
p : X −→ [0,∞)
x 7−→ p(x)
Then, X is called range, sample space or phase space, and p is termed probability
distribution or probability density function (PDF). The phase space can be discrete, a case
with which we shall not deal here, or continuous, so that p(x) dx (with dx := dx1 · · · dxn)
represents the probability of occurrence of some n-tuple in the set defined by (x, x+dx) :=
(x1, x1 + dx1) × · · · × (xn, xn + dxn), and the following normalization condition is satisfied:∫
X
p(x) dx = 1 . (A.1)
It is precisely in the continuous case where the interpretation of the function p(x)
alone is a bit problematic, and playing intuitively with the concepts derived from it be-
comes dangerous. On one side, it is obvious that p(x) is not the probability of the value
x happening, since the probability of any specific point in a continuous space must be
zero (what is the probability of selecting a random number between 3 and 4 and obtaining
exactly pi?). In fact, the correct way of using p(x) to assign probabilities to the n-tuples in
X is ‘to multiply it by differentials’ and say that it is the probability that any point in a dif-
ferentially small interval occurs (as we have done in the paragraph above eq. (A.1)). The
reason for this may be expressed in many ways: one may say that p(x) is an object that
only makes sense under an integral sign (like a Dirac delta), or one may realize that only
probabilities of finite subsets of X can have any meaning. In fact, it is this last statement
the one that focuses the attention on the fact that, if we decide to reparameterize X and
perform a change of variables x ′(x), what should not change are the integrals over finite
subsets of X, and, therefore, p(x) cannot transform as a scalar quantity (i.e., satisfying
p ′(x ′) = p(x (x ′))), but according to a different rule.
If we denote the Jacobian matrix of the change of variables by ∂x/∂x ′, we must have
that
p ′(x ′) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣det
(
∂x
∂x ′
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ p(x (x ′)) , (A.2)
115 See Van Kampen [410] for a more complete introduction to probability theory.
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Figure A.1: Probability density functions p(x) and p ′(x ′(x)) in eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) respectively.
In the axes, the quantities x and p(x) are shown for convenience. Note that the area enclosed by
the two curves is different; this is because p ′(x ′(x)) is normalized with the measure dx ′ and not
with dx, which is the one implicitly assumed in this representation.
so that, for any finite set Y ⊂ X (with its image by the transformation denoted by Y ′),
and indicating the probability of a set with a capital P, we have the necessary property
P(Y) :=
∫
Y
p(x) dx =
∫
Y ′
p ′(x ′) dx ′ =: P ′(Y ′) . (A.3)
All in all, the object that has meaning content is P and not p. If one needs to talk about
things such as themost probable regions, or the most probable states, or the most probable
points, or if one needs to compare in any other way the relative probabilities of different
parts of the phase space X, an arbitrary partition of X into finite subsets (X1, . . . , Xi, . . .)
must be defined116. These Xi should be considered more useful states than the individual
points x ∈ X and their probabilities P(Xi), which, contrarily to p(x), do not depend on
the coordinates chosen, should be used as the meaningful quantities about which to make
well-defined probabilistic statements.
To illustrate this, let us see an example: suppose we have a 1-dimensional PDF
p(x) =
6
a3
x (a − x) . (A.4)
The maximum of p(x) is at x = a/2, however, it would not be very clever to declare
that x = a/2 is the most probable value of x, since one may choose to describe the problem
with a different but perfectly legitimate variable x ′, whose relation to x is, say, x = x ′2,
and find the PDF in terms of x ′ using eq. (A.2):
p ′(x ′) =
12
a3
x ′3 (a − x ′2) . (A.5)
116 Two additional reasonable properties should be asked to such a partition: (i) the sets in it must be
exclusive, i.e., Xi ∩ X j = ∅,∀i , j, and (ii) they must fill the phase space, ⋃i Xi = X
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Now, insisting on the mistake, we may find the maximum of p ′(x ′), which lies at
x ′ = (3a/5)1/2 (see fig. A.1), and declare it the most probable value of x ′. But, according
to the change of variables given by x = x ′2, the point x ′ = (3a/5)1/2 corresponds to
x = 3a/5 and, certainly, it is not possible that x = a/2 and x = 3a/5 are the most probable
values of x at the same time!
To sum up, only finite regions of continuous phase spaces can be termed states and
meaningfully assigned a probability that do not depend on the coordinates chosen. In
order to do that, an arbitrary partition of the phase space must be defined.
Far for being an academic remark, this is relevant in the study of the equilibrium of
proteins, where, very commonly, Anfinsen’s thermodynamic hypothesis is invoked (see
sec. 1.4). Loosely speaking, it says that the functional native state of proteins lies at the
minimum of the effective potential energy (i.e., the maximum of the associated Boltzmann
PDF, proportional to e−βW , in eq. (1.7)), but, according to the properties of PDFs described
in the previous paragraphs, much more qualifying is needed.
First, one must note that all complications arise from the choice of integrating out the
momenta (for example, in eqs. (1.6) or (6.9)) to describe the equilibrium distribution of
the system with a PDF dependent only on the potential energy. If the momenta were kept
and the PDF expressed in terms of the complete Hamiltonian as p(qµ, piµ) = e−βH/Z, then,
it would be invariant under canonical changes of coordinates (which are the physically al-
lowed ones), since the Jacobian determinant that appears in eq. (A.2) equals unity in such
a case (see footnote 108 in chapter 6). If we now look, using this complete description in
terms of H, for the most probable point (qµ, piµ) in the whole dynamical phase space, the
answer does not depend on the coordinates chosen: It is the point with all momenta piµ
set to zero (since the kinetic energy is a positive defined quadratic form on the piµ), and
the positions qµ set to those that minimize the potential energy V(qµ), denoted by qµmin. If
we now perform a point transformation, which is a particular case of the larger group of
canonical transformations [343],
qµ → q ′µ(qµ) and piµ → pi ′µ =
∂qν
∂q ′µ
piν , (A.6)
the most probable point in the new coordinates turns out to be ‘the same one’, i.e., the
point (q ′µ, pi ′µ) = (q
′µ(qµmin), 0), and all the insights about the problem are consistent.
However, if one decides to integrate out the momenta, the marginal PDF on the posi-
tions that remains has a more complicated meaning than the joint one on the whole phase
space and lacks the reasonable properties discussed above. The central issue is that the
marginal p(qµ) (for example, the one in eq. (6.12)) quantifies the probability that the po-
sitions of the system be in the interval (qµ, qµ + dqµ) without any knowledge about the
momenta, or, otherwise stated, for any value of the momenta.
In Euclidean coordinates, the volume in momenta space does not depend on the po-
sitions, however, in general curvilinear coordinates, the accessible momenta volume is
different from point to point, and one can say the same about the kinetic entropy (see
chapter 6) associated with the removed piµ, which, apart from the potential energy, also
enters the coordinate PDF.
If, despite these inconveniences, the description in terms of only the positions qµ is
chosen to be kept (which is typically recommendable from the computational point of
view), two different approaches may be followed to assure the meaningfulness of the
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statements made: Either some partition of the conformational space into finite subsets
must be defined, as it is described in the beginning of this appendix and as it is done in
ref. 116, or the position-dependent kinetic entropies that appear when curvilinear coor-
dinates are used and that are introduced in chapter 6 must be included in the effective
potential energy function.
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B Functional derivatives
A functional F [Ψ] is a mapping that takes functions to numbers (in this document, only
functionals in the real numbers are going to be considered):
F : G −→ R
Ψ 7−→ F [Ψ]
For example, if the function spaceG is the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions
L2 (the space of states of quantum mechanics), the objects in the domain of F (i.e., the
functions in L2) can be described by infinite-tuples (c1, c2, . . .) of complex numbers and F
may be pictured as a function of infinite variables.
When dealing with function spaces G that meet certain requirements117, the limit on
the left-hand side of the following equation can be written as the integral on the right-hand
side:
lim
ε→0
F [Ψ0 + εδΨ] − F [Ψ0]
ε
:=
∫
δF [Ψ0]
δΨ
(x)δΨ(x)dx , (B.1)
where x denotes a point in the domain of the functions in G, and the the object
(δF [Ψ0]/δΨ)(x) (which is a function of x not necessarily belonging to G) is called the
functional derivative of F [Ψ] in the in the point Ψ0.
One common use of this functional derivative is to find stationary points of functionals.
A function Ψ0 is said to be an stationary point of F [Ψ] if:
δF [Ψ0]
δΨ
(x) = 0 . (B.2)
In order to render this definition operative, one must have a method for computing
(δF [Ψ0]/δΨ)(x). Interestingly, it is possible, in many useful cases (and in all the applica-
tions of the formalism in this document), to calculate the sought derivative directly from
the left-hand side of eq. (B.1). The procedure, in such a situation, begins by writing out
F [Ψ0 + εδΨ] and clearly separating the different orders in ε. Secondly, one drops the
terms of zero order (by virtue of the subtraction of the quantity F [Ψ0]) and those of sec-
ond order or higher (because they vanish when divided by ε and the limit ε→ 0 is taken).
The remaining terms, all of order one, are divided by ε and, finally, (δF [Ψ0]/δΨ)(x) is
identified out of the resulting expression (which must written in the form of the right-hand
side of eq. (B.1)). For a practical example of this process, see secs. 2.6 and 2.7.
117 We will not discuss the issue further but let it suffice to say that L2 does satisfy these requirements.
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C Lagrange multipliers and constrained
stationary points
Figure C.1: Schematic depiction of a constrained stationary points problem. Σ is the
2-dimensional search space, which is embedded in R3. The white-filled circles are solutions of
the unconstrained problem only, the gray-filled circles are solutions of only the constrained one
and the gray-filled circles inside white-filled circles are solutions of both. A, B, C and D are
examples of different situations discussed in the text.
Very often, when looking for the stationary points of a function (or a functional), the
search space is not the whole one, in which the derivatives are taken, but a certain subset
of it defined by a number of constraints. An elegant and useful method for solving the
constrained problem is that of the Lagrange multipliers.
Although it can be formally generalized to infinite dimensions (i.e., to functionals, see
appendix B), here we will introduce the method in RN in order to gain some geometrical
insight and intuition.
The general framework may be described as follows: we have a differentiable function
f (~x) that takes points in RN to real numbers and we want to find the stationary points of f
restricted to a certain subspace Σ of RN, which is defined by K constraints118:
Li(~x) = 0 i = 1, . . . ,K . (C.1)
The points that are the solution of the constrained problem are those ~x belonging to Σ
where the first order variation of f would be zero if the derivatives were taken ‘along’ Σ. In
other words, the points ~xwhere the gradient ~∇ f has only components (if any) in directions
that ‘leave’ Σ (see below for a rigorous formalization of these intuitive ideas). Thus,
when comparing the solutions of the unconstrained problem to the ones of the constrained
problem, three distinct situations arise (see fig. C.1):
118 If the constraints are functionally independent, one must also ask that K < N. If not, Σ will be either a
point (if K = N) or empty (if K > N).
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i) A point ~x is a solution of the unconstrained problem (i.e. it satisfies ~∇ f (~x) = 0) but
it does not belong to Σ. Hence, it is not a solution of the constrained problem. This
type of point is depicted as a white-filled circle in fig. C.1.
ii) A point ~x is a solution of the unconstrained problem (i.e. it satisfies ~∇ f (~x) = 0) and
it belongs to Σ. Hence, it is also a solution of the constrained problem, since, in
particular, the components of the gradient in directions that do not leave Σ are zero.
This type of point is depicted as a gray-filled circle inside a white-filled circle in
fig. C.1.
iii) A point ~x is not a solution of the unconstrained problem (i.e., one has ~∇ f (~x) , 0) but
it belongs to Σ and the only non-zero components of the gradient are in directions
that leave Σ. Hence, it is a solution of the constrained problem. This type of point
is depicted as a gray-filled circle in fig. C.1.
From this discussion, it can be seen that, in principle, no conclusions about the number
(or existence) of solutions of the constrained problem may be drawn only from the num-
ber of solutions of the unconstrained one. This must be investigated for each particular
situation.
In fig. C.1, an schematic example inR3 is depicted. The constrained search space Σ is a
2-dimensional surface and the direction119 in which one leaves Σ is shown at several points
as a perpendicular vector ~pΣ. In such a case, the criterium that ~∇ f has only components
in the direction of leaving Σ may be rephrased by asking ~∇ f to be parallel to ~pΣ, i.e.,
by requiring that there exists a number λ such that ~∇ f = −λ~pΣ. The case λ = 0 is also
admitted and the explanation of the minus sign will be given in the following.
In this case, K = 1, and one may note that the perpendicular vector ~pΣ is precisely
~pΣ = ~∇L1. Let us define f˜ as
f˜ (~x) := f (~x) + λL1(~x) . (C.2)
It is clear that, requiring the gradient of f˜ to be zero, one recovers the condition
~∇ f = −λ~pΣ, which is satisfied by the points solution of the constrained stationary points
problem. If one also asks that the derivative of f˜ with respect to λ be zero, the constraint
L1(~x) = 0 that defines Σ is obtained as well.
This process illustrates the Lagrange multipliersmethod in this particular example. In
the general case, described by eq. (C.1) and the paragraph above it, it can be proved that
the points ~x which are stationary subject to the constraints imposed satisfy
~∇ f˜ (~x) = 0 and ∂ f˜ (~x)
∂λi
= 0 i = 1, . . . ,K , (C.3)
where
f˜ (~x) := f (~x) +
K∑
i=1
λiLi(~x) . (C.4)
119 Note that, only if K = 1, i.e., if the dimension of Σ is N − 1, there will be a vector perpendicular to
the constrained space. For K > 1, the dimensionality of the vector space of the directions in which one
‘leaves’ Σ will be also larger than 1.
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Of course, if one follows this method, the parameters λi (which are, in fact, the La-
grange multipliers) must also be determined and may be considered as part of the solution.
Also, it is worth remarking here that any two pair of functions, f1 and f2, of RN whose
restrictions to Σ are equal (i.e., that satisfy f1|Σ = f2|Σ) obviously represent the same
constrained problem and they may be used indistinctly to construct the auxiliary function
f˜ . This fact allows us, after having constructed f˜ from a particular f , to use the equations
of the constraints to change f by another simpler function which is equal to f when
restricted to Σ. This freedom is used to derive the Hartree and Hartree-Fock equations, in
secs. 2.6 and 2.7, respectively.
The formal generalization of these ideas to functionals (see appendix B) is straightfor-
ward if the space RN is substituted by a functions space F , the points ~x by functions, the
functions f , Li and f˜ by functionals and the requirement that the gradient of a function be
zero by the requirement that the functional derivative of the analogous functional be zero.
Finally, let us stress something that is rarely mentioned in the literature: There is an-
other (older) method, apart from the Lagrange multipliers one, for solving a constrained
optimization problem: simple substitution. I.e., if we can find a set of N − K independent
adapted coordinates that parameterize Σ and we can write the score function f in terms of
them, we would be automatically satisfying the constraints. Actually, in practical cases,
the method chosen is a suitable combination of the two; in such a way that, if substituting
the constraints in f is difficult, the necessary Lagrange multipliers are introduced to force
them, and vice versa.
As a good example of this, the reader may want to check the derivation of the Hartree
equations in sec. 2.6 (or the Hartree-Fock ones in sec. 2.7). There, we start by proposing
a particular form for the total wavefunction Φ in terms of the one-electron orbitals φi (see
eq. (2.21)) and we write the functional F (which is the expected value of the energy)
in terms of that special Φ (see eq. (2.23)). In a second step, we impose the constraints
that the one-particle orbitals be normalized (〈φi|φi〉 = 1, i = 1, . . . ,N) and force them
by means of N Lagrange multipliers λi. Despite the different treatments, both conditions
are constraints standing on the same footing. The only difference is not conceptual, but
operative: for the first condition, it would be difficult to write it as a constraint; while,
for the second one, it would be difficult to define adapted coordinates in the subspace of
normalized orbitals. So, in both cases, the easiest way for dealing with them is chosen.
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D General mathematical argument for the
factorization of external coordinates
In this appendix, we present a mathematical argument that shows that the factorization
of the determinants of the mass-metric tensors G and g achieved in chapter 5 is a result
of more general underlying geometrical properties and could have been expected a pri-
ori. Anyway, we would like to stress that we first found the explicit formulae in the two
practical cases and then suspected that an argument such as the one herein presented must
exist.
LetΩ be a finite dimensional differentiable manifold equipped with a riemannian met-
ric tensor. Take local coordinates qµ on Ω and denote by Gµν(q) the components of the
metric tensor in these coordinates.
The transformation
q ′µ = qµ +  ξµ(q) + O(2) (D.1)
is said an isometry and ξµ(x) is said a Killing vector field if
Gµν
(
q ′(q)
)
= Jρµ
(
q ′(q)
)
Gρσ(q) Jσν
(
q ′(q)
)
, (D.2)
where
Jµν
(
q ′(q)
)
:=
(
∂qµ
∂q ′ν
) (
q ′(q)
)
. (D.3)
Now, expanding eq. (D.2) up to first order in  and noticing that det(Jµν) = 1− ∂µξµ(q),
we obtain the following differential equation for G := det(Gµν):
ξµ(q)∂µG(q) = −2(∂µξµ(q))G(q) . (D.4)
Let us apply this machinery to the case considered in this work. For concreteness,
we shall derive the factorization of the external coordinates in the unconstrained case and
shall argue that this still holds in the constrained one.
Simultaneous translations and rotations of all the particles120 are isometries of the
mass-matrix tensor in eq. (5.12). The important point for us is that, in the coordinates qµ
introduced in sec. 5.2, these transformations change the external coordinates (X,Y,Z, φ, θ, ψ)
and leave the internal coordinates qa untouched (see eq. (5.7)).
A global translation is given in Euclidean coordinates by xpα 7→ xpα + . In the co-
ordinates qµ, it takes (X,Y,Z) 7→ (X,Y,Z) +  (1, 1, 1) and does not affect the remaining
coordinates. With the above notation, ξµ = 1, µ = 1, 2, 3 and ξµ = 0, ∀µ > 3. Hence,
eq. (D.4) implies that
∂XG = ∂YG = ∂ZG = 0 , (D.5)
i.e., the determinant of the mass-metric tensor does not depend on the coordinates
X,Y,Z.
120 Notice that the isometry group of the mass-metric tensor is much bigger, since translations and rotations
acting independently on each particle are also isometry transformations.
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A global rotation in the coordinates qµ rotates (X,Y,Z) and changes the Euler an-
gles (in a complicated way which will not be important for our purposes) but does not
affect the internal coordinates. Hence, ξµ = 0,∀µ > 6. In addition, the matrix Jµν
does not depend on X,Y,Z because the rotation acts linearly on them. Let us abbrevi-
ate α ≡ αp ≡ (φ, θ, ψ), p = 1, . . . , 3. Recalling that G does not depend on X,Y,Z, the
differential equation (D.4) reads
ξp(α)∂pG(α, qa) = −2(∂pξp(α))G(α, qa) . (D.6)
The group of rotations in R3 has three linearly independent Killing vector fields which
are complete in the sense that one can join two arbitrary points (φ, θ, ψ) and (φ ′, θ ′, ψ ′) by
moving along integral curves of the Killing vector fields. This guarantees that the solution
of eq. (D.6) is of the form
G(α, qa) = G1(α)G2(qa) (D.7)
and we have the desired result.
To derive the factorization of the external coordinates in the constrained case, simply
notice that the constraints in chapter 5 do not involve the external coordinates. Therefore,
global translations and rotations are still isometries of the reduced mass-metric tensor and
the result follows.
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E Model dipeptides. Notation and definitions
In the last decades, due to the exponential growth of computer power, quantummechanical
calculations in small organic molecules have become feasible. In this context, one of the
most studied systems are the model dipeptides [163, 207–215, 411].
They are made up of a central amino acid residue with some additional chemical
groups attached to the N- and C-termini. The intention is that dipeptides model residues
in proteins (see sec. 1.2), so that the information provided by their study could be used
to design effective polypeptide potentials that can tackle the protein folding problem. In
this spirit, two of the substituents of the central α-carbon (apart from the α-hydrogen and
the R-group) are peptide planes that end in the chemical groups P (in the N-terminus)
and Q (in the C-terminus), so that, if the R-group is different from hydrogen, the model
dipeptide is chiral just as free amino acids or residues in proteins. See fig. E.1a for a
schematic representation of an L-model dipeptide with generic P-, Q- and R-groups.
The R-group may be chosen to be any of the 20 side chains belonging to the genetically
encoded amino acids (see fig. 1.7), while the P- and Q-groups may independently be either
a single hydrogen atom (H) or a methyl group (denoted by CH3 or Me) [211]. This makes
the part of the model dipeptide that simulates the backbone neutral (with a possible charge
at the side chain of titratable residues; see sec. 1.2). The only charged amino and acid
groups in the backbone of proteins may be those located at the termini (depending on the
pH), therefore, much in the spirit of the ‘modeling’ aim stated above, this neutrality of
model dipeptides more closely resembles the environment of a typical residue inserted in
the middle of the chain.
Depending on the P- and Q-groups, the model dipeptides are named in many different
ways in the literature, including spaces or not, including dashes or not, specifying the
chirality or not, etc. [207, 208, 210–212, 215, 409, 412]. In this dissertation, we shall
use a designation of the form P-group-(L,D)-residue-Q-group, where the P-group shall be
formyl if P=H, or acetyl if P=Me, and the Q-group shall be amide if Q=H, ormethylamide
Figure E.1: Schematic depiction of model dipep-
tides indicating the soft Ramachandran internal co-
ordinates φ and ψ. The color code used for the
atoms is that in fig. 1.4. (a) L-dipeptide with
both peptide bonds in the trans-conformation and
with generic groups P-, Q- and R-. (b) Choosing
P,Q=H and R=CH3, we produce the model dipep-
tide HCO-L-Ala-NH2 (formyl-L-alanine-amide),
which is extensively investigated in this disserta-
tion.
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if Q=Me. More commonly, the notation PCO-(L,D)-Res-NHQ, closely resembling the
chemical formula, shall be used, where Res stands for the three letter code of the residue
that can be found in fig. 1.7).
According to these conventions, the model dipeptide that is extensively studied in
this dissertation and that is depicted in fig. E.1b, is named formyl-L-alanine-amide and
denoted by HCO-L-Ala-NH2.
Additionally, note that there exists a certain ambiguity in the way of indicating the
length oligopeptides. On the one hand, it seems reasonable to use the prefix or the number
that corresponds to the quantity of amino acid residues [389]. On the other hand, the fact
that the systems discussed in this appendix contain two peptide planes, has generalized
the term dipeptide for naming them. Although in this dissertation we only deal with
one-residue dipeptides, let us remark that the designation (N + 1)-peptide shall denote
N-residue peptides in future works.
Regarding their conformational behaviour, it is common to describe model dipeptides
in terms of their Ramachandran angles φ and ψ, shown in fig. E.1, and assume that the rest
of internal coordinates are either fixed or located at their constrained equilibrium values
for each (φ, ψ)-pair (see sec. 1.2, as well as chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 for further information
about this issue). The plot of the so-called potential energy surface (PES), in terms of φ
and ψ, is termed Ramachandran map and it is commonly used as a tool for studying the
conformational preferences of dipeptides [207, 208, 215]. Figs. 4.9, 6.2 and 7.7 represent
some Ramachandran maps calculated and studied in this dissertation.
The Ramachandran space spanned by the angles φ and ψ is, of course, periodic, and
may be described using two different cuts shown in fig. E.2: the topological or traditional
one, with the angles ranging from 0o to 360o, and the standard or IUPAC one, with the
angles ranging from −180o to 180o [211, 411]. Although the topological cut presents
some advantages regarding the position of the minima and it is sometimes used in the
works about peptide systems [411], in this dissertation, we have preferred the standard
cut for consistence with the general biochemical literature.
Figure E.2: Topological (or traditional)
and standard (or IUPAC) cuts used for
specifying the conformations of dipep-
tides in terms of the Ramachandran an-
gles φ and ψ in the literature. The first
goes from 0o to 360o, the second from
−180o to 180o. Additionally, the nine
ideal minima that are predicted using
MDCA are shown using the notation in
fig. E.3a. Note that they lie in the border
of the standard cut, while they are located
in the interior in the topological case.
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Figure E.3: Location and different notations of the nine ideal minima predicted by MDCA in
the bidimensional Ramachandran space. (a) Notation inspired in topological issues. (b) Notation
inspired in the secondary structure elements found in polypeptides. (c) Standard IUPAC notation
for general molecules associated to the relative position of the substituents located at opposite
sides of the same rotating bond.
Any angle ϕstd in the standard cut may be transformed to one in the topological cut
using that
ϕtop = 360o + ϕstd if ϕstd < 0o ,
ϕtop = ϕstd if ϕstd ≥ 0o , (E.1)
and the inverse transformation is given by
ϕstd = ϕtop if ϕtop ≤ 180o ,
ϕstd = ϕtop − 360o if ϕtop > 180o , (E.2)
Finally, if we approximate the bonds on which the Ramachandran angles are de-
fined as ideal rotors with three equivalent minima (similar to the central bond of ethane
(CH3–CH3), for example), we may hazard a guess and predict nine possible minima
in the bidimensional Ramachandran space. This approach is called multidimensional
conformational analysis (MDCA) [411] and the nine ideal minima are labeled accord-
ing to different notations in the literature [207, 211]. In this dissertation, we shall mostly
stick to the designation using subscripted Greek letters that appears in fig. E.2 and in
fig. E.3a.
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